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ADDRESS BY PROF. OLIVER BACANOVIC, PHD – DEAN OF THE FACULTY OF
SECURITY – SKOPJE (8.10.2013) 35 YEARS HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF
SECURITY IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA1
The celebration of the 35th anniversary of higher education in the field of security in the
Republic of Macedonia coincides with the establishment of the Faculty of Security in 1977. On
such occasions a question is usually raised on whether the anniversary refers to a shortor a long
period.In comparison with other faculties in the Republic of Macedonia we may agree that this is a
relatively short period, but if we take into consideration the fact that the Faculty was established and
developed in a fieldwhich had not been related to any higher education institution not only in the
country but also in the wider region, we can rightly conclude that this period is not short at all. On
the contrary, the Faculty of Security is an institution which has reached its maturity, and which is
dynamic, prepared and motivated enough for the new challenges it faces, primarily using its own
experience, but also the experiences of the others regarding higher education in the field of security.
The goal of my address and the monograph which was published on this occasion is to mark
the anniversary appositely – 35 years from the establishment of the Faculty of Security in Skopje.
Of course, we will use this occasion to talk about the past, the present, and the perspectives of our
institution.
The development which the Faculty has so far achieved can be divided into two periods. The
first period begins with its establishment and finishes with its formal (and fortunately not factual)
abolishment, while the second period begins with the preparations for its reinstatement and the
establishment of the new institution. It is important to emphasize that no discontinuity existed
between these two periods.
Since its very beginnings, the Faculty has set the task of establishing, improving, developing
and expanding the knowledge within the sciences in the field of security with particular stress on
criminalistic, police and criminological sciences, all this being related to another important
dimension – encouragement for the application of this kno wledge in practice, above all bysecurity
organs, as well as development of applicative and, above all, scientific and research work. This was
the first postulate on which the beginning of higher education in the field of security was based. The
second one is related to the answer to the question about the type of education needed for the
experts who will work on a relatively separate segment of social life which is also very sensible–
the security sector. As prof. S. Gaber puts it, “certainly that education should not be spontaneous,
given as a routine, today for tomorrow. It should be scientifically grounded. The Faculty of Security
should, within its current degree of /the development/ of science standardize its instruction which
will provide educational profiling and develop as science in this sense.”
I will also quote academician prof. A. Hristov who says that “…the curricula and the syllabi
draw on the fact that this Faculty will provide contemporary education through various types of
visual teaching aids, so that the system year after year – gets a realistic basis for its realization…”
If we pose the question whether in the past 35 years we remained loyal to these starting
postulates, principles and visions of the founders of the Faculty of Security, prof. StevanGaber and
prof. AleksandarHristov – members of the Founding Commission,we can rightly and without false
modesty give affirmative answer and conclude that these professors were visionaries whose words
from 35 years ago determined the path of the Faculty and its development.
But let us go chronologically.

1

This text is a shortened version of the integral text written by the Dean of the Faculty of Security prof. Oliver Bacanovic, PhD, on
the occasion of the 35th anniversary of the Faculty of Security. This version is adapted to the publication guidelines of the Yearbook
of the Faculty of Security
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In 1977/78 a Law was passed on the establishment o f the Center for education of personnel
in the field of security and social self-protection, as a full member of the University “Ss Cyril and
Methodius” in Skopje. The Center included:
 Sector for permanent education
 High school for interior affairs (police), and
 Faculty of Security and Social Self-Protection, with first and second degree studies
and a possibility for organization of postgraduate studies and preparation and
defense of doctoral dissertations.
It will not be overambitious and immodest if, taking into account the period
andcircumstancesin which the institution was established, I say that what happened was a kind of a
“miracle”. Macedonia became the first republic in the then SFRY with university institution
educating personnel for the institutions which performed security functions.
With our experience and our reality we showed that there are no small and big countriesas
far as science is concerned. (prof. J.Spaseski)
The concept of profiling personnel educated in our higher education ins titution was
modelled so as to be fully in the function of creating personnel which was necessary for the
efficient functioning of the security institutions, thus creating a favorable security stability in the
country and the society, and a possibility for participation in the European security in the future as
well.
The teaching and educational process was carried out in a contemporary manner with the
application of contemporary pedagogical and didactic methods, and the use of contemporary visual
and technical aids. The curricula, for the most part, were accompanied by practical exercises and
practical work. Over the years, this approach was becoming more emphasized, and in the course of
their studies the students were being introduced to the issues they would deal with as professionals.
I will conclude this short overview of the first period of the development of the Faculty with
some data. Namely, from the academic 1977/78 until its abolition, a total of 4.671 (regular and parttime) students enrolled at the old Faculty of Security – 2291 from Macedonia and 2120 from the
other former Yugoslav republics.
Unfortunately, in 1995 a decision was made whose consequences are being felt even today.
This decision resulted in the amendment of the Law on the establishment of the Center for
education of personnel in the field of security and social self-protection which stipulated that the
Faculty of Security would cease its work as of 31.12.2002. What followed was a period filled with
many ambiguities and uncertainties. Part of the Faculty staff left the institution, while part of them
retired. Yet, a small nucleus of teaching staff remained, accepting the challenge to fight for the
reinstatement of the institution. When a favorable social environment was created, appropriate
actions were taken in this regard, such as the drawing up of a draft legal text and a studyabout the
justification of the existence of the new institution. Then a Commis sion was formed which
successfully completed the preparatory activities for the commencement of the work of the new
institution – Police Academy which became a full member of “St.KlimentOhridski” University in
Bitola.
But this did not mean that our turbulences and transformation finished. What followed was
the process of the transformation of the Police Academy into the Faculty of Security after intensive
preparation and organizational changes, which went alongside with the detachment of the Basic
training sector and its integration within the Ministry of Interior.
In March 2008 a Law was passed on the establishment of the Faculty of Security within “St.
KlimentOhridski” University as a legal successor of the Police Academy.
The Faculty today
The functioning of the Faculty of Security Skopje, as the oldest and most prominent higher
education institution in the field of security in the Republic of Macedonia is based on:
1. Expertise
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2. Professionalism
3. Transparency
4. Timeliness
5. Correctness
The Faculty employs renowned professors with long experience in theory and practice – experts
in their fields who continually follow world trends and upgrade their scientific and theoretical
knowledge.
As important milestones in the development of the Faculty I should also mention the launching
of second cycle studies, the joint studies (first and second cycle) in Security and Financial Control
in cooperation with the Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality in O hrid, the completion of the Bologna
process with the accreditation of third cycle studies or the so called doctoral studies (which started
this year in February) and the accreditation of three new studies - Criminology and Criminal Policy
and Security (which started this academic year), and alsoSecurity and Euro-Atlantic Integrations.
First cycle studies
We started the realization of the new curriculumand syllabi for first cycle studies, which
weredeveloped by the Commission. These were studies in Criminalistics uponwhose completion
students received their BA degree in Criminalistics. For most part the curriculumand the syllabi are
continuation of the curricula of the institution which had previously been abolished, but also with
certain innovations regarding their contents and the start of the implementation of the Bologna
process and ECT system.
The issue of University membership also imposed itself with all its seriousness. The
decision to join the University in Bitola was very important and far-reaching, and the assistance and
support we received by the University whose members we are, represented a decisive step in
keeping the status of a higher education institution and the rating which the institution had had
before it was abolished.
Today, 9 years after the reinstatement of the institution, the studies in Criminalistics are still
the hallmark of our institution. The interest of young people in higher education in this area has
continually been at a high level. This is supported by the fact that for this academic year we have
240 first year students in Criminalistics, 40 students in Security and 35 students in Criminology and
Criminal Policy.
We must also emphasize the fact that, according to latest data, 582 students have so far
received their BA degree in Criminalistics.
Having realized the need for profiling highly professional and narrowly specialized staff, the
Faculty of Security Skopje with the Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality Ohrid launched first cycle
studies in the area of Security and Financial Controlin the academicyear 2007/2008.
A total of 80 students (inclusive of the last promotion on 08.12.2012) have so far received
their BA degree in Security and Financial Control at the Faculty of Security.
Unfortunately, despite the great interest in these studies, they have been suspended for two
years as far as the enrollment of new first cycle students is concerned.
Postgraduate studies (now referred to as second cycle university studies)are designed so as
to serve as continuation and upgrading of the knowledge acquired at first-cycle university studies.
In the past years we introduced several study programs on postgraduate studies and second
cycle university studies: criminalistics, international security,forensic sciences and security and
financial control.
A total number of 270 students enrolled in postgraduate studies (academic years 2006/072009/10) while 206 studentsenrolled in second cycle university studies. From the total number of
enrolled students, until the end of June 2013 a total of 38 students received their MA degree (34
from postgraduate studies and 4 students from second cycle university studies.)
8

Third cycle – doctoral studieswere launched in 2012, as a completion of the concept of all
three degrees of higher education at the Faculty of Security.
Sustainability and development of institutions in scientific-educational and scientificresearch sphere, as well as in a wide range of state and international institutions in the area of
security, are unthinkable without the inclusion of quality staff at the level of PhD holders in the
area of security, which as a consequence gives rise to the special aspect of organizing third cycle
university studies at the Faculty of Security.
It is also important to note that 12 PhD candidates enrolled in doctoral studies this
academic year, which surely is a respectable number. Besides the 4 licensed mentors, a few days
ago we received accreditation for another 5 mentors which we consider a proof of the quality of
the Faculty’s teaching and scientific staff.
European Credit Transfer System
Since 2004 the students of the Faculty of Security Skopje have been offered studies within
all three cycles of higher education in accordance with the rules of the European Credit Transfer
System, in compliance with the efforts for creating a contemporary higher education system in
Europe founded in Bologna in 1999.
Scientific and research work
The achievements in this area in the past period also deserve our attention, in spite of the
lack of greater consistency and continuity in its realization.
In the past years the Faculty supported the realization of several projects with participation
of a great number of its professors and teaching assistants. On this occasion let me mention a few of
them:
1.Comparative police studies in the EU
2. Analysis of the decisions of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia for the
period 1961-1999 (student research team)
3. Attitudes of the citizens of the Republic of Macedonia to police work
4.Psycho-social and legal consequences for members of security forces of the Republic of
Macedonia in the 2001 conflict
5. Fear from crime in the Republic of Macedonia
6. Security in the schools in Skopje
7. Peer violence in schools
8. Victimological aspects of court rulings
9. Citizens’ opinion on corruption (2012-13)
10. Conditions of convicts in penitentiary institutions in the Republic of Macedonia, 2012
(the attitudes of the personnel and the convicts in the penitentiary institutions in the Republic of
Macedonia to issues related to the situation in those institutions, 2012) etc.
The professors and the assistants individually participate in the realization of national and
international projects, debates, scientific and professional conferences and workshops in the
capacity ofexperts or individual researchers from our institution.
Practical work
Particularly important are the memoranda signed with institutions from our country in the
sphere of security, which allowed our students to attend practical instruction within their
organizational units. In 2010 the Faculty of Security Skopje started the process of planning and
realization of practical instruction for the students from the study programs Criminalistics and
Security and financial control. We must particularly emphasize our cooperation with the Ministry of
Interior of the Republic of Macedonia, which includes practical work as well as realization of
practical exercises, shooting and camping. As far as practical work is concerned, along with other
9

type of cooperation we will also emphasize our cooperation with the Customs Administration of the
Republic of Macedonia, the National Coordinative Center for border management, The Financial
Police, the Financial IntelligenceOfficeand the MARRI regional center, whose representatives are
our guests today.
Publis hing activity
The Faculty pays particular attention to its publishing activity. The Faculty appears as
publisher of numerous textbooks, supplementary materials, monographs etc. written by our
professors and assistants. Also, it regularly publishes the Yearbook which has become international
since last year, as well as proceedings from the International Conference, collections of papers in
various areas (such as juvenile delinquency, school violence) etc. Most of the books published by
the Faculty are presented and illustrated in the mono graph.In this context I will also mention the
Faculty’s library with a great number of domestic and international publications (some of which are
published by renowned publishing houses). The library fund is comprised of around 8000 titles,
including the translations of important textbooks and other publications (around 200) which were
provided by the Government of the Republic of Macedonia within the project “1000 Books”. The
students and the Faculty staff have at their disposal a modern reading room and a computer lab.
I would like to use this occasion to point out to one of theproblemsas far as the publishing
activity is concerned. The Faculty haslimited funds and we face many difficulties in finding
adequate solutions unless we request and get the approvalto increase the budget line for this purpose
– publishing activity- which was not met with understanding by relevant organs thus far.
Inte rnational Scientific Conference
The Faculty of Security has so far organized four international scientific conferences, and
we have already started the preparations for the fifth one. The Conference has become traditional,
and its quality and distinctiveness in the scientific and expert public is proven by the continuous
increase in the number of participants. The last Conference hosted 122 scientific workers from the
Republic of Macedonia and from other countries such as Serbia, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina
(and the Republic of Srpska), Croatia, Slovenia, Romania, Netherlands, Sweden, Poland, Slovakia,
Hungary, Turkey, France etc.
Student Parliame nt
Studentsare increasingly becoming subjects in the educational process at the Faculty,
actively participating in the work of its bodies and organs, and also acting as evaluators of the
quality of the teaching and educational process realized by their professors and assistants, which is
one of the benefits of ECTS. However, we must make a remark concerningtheir low participation in
the organs and bodies of the Faculty, which means that inthe future we should put joint additional efforts to
overcome this situation. For achieving this, we also expect assistance by the University.
An example of good practice of our Faculty is the inclusion of students in scientific and research
work, thus creating preconditions for recruiting young researchers and scientists. Such practice should be
encouraged in future as well. Sporting activities of the students of the Faculty of Security occupy a
prominent place in the promotion both of the students themselves and the Faculty, within the University “St.
KlimentOhridski” Bitola, The Ministry of Interior, and also internationally.

Faculty of Security – me mbe r of“St.KlimentOhridski” University in Bitola
The process of the transformation of higher education which has increasingly taken place in
the Republic of Macedonia at the beginning of the new millennium (more exactly after the adoption
of the Law on higher education in February 2000) has also affected the process of transformation of
10

the University and its members. The concept of integrated University with the Faculties as its units
which transfer part of their powers and independence to the University, required significant
changes. Our Faculty, though a relatively new member of the University, adapted to the new trends
and aspired towards showing its affiliation to the University. It was achieved, above all, with the
Faculty’s creative potential, but also in concern of organizational set- up and finances, with the aim
to contribute to increasing the Universityrating. In this process we also receive support from the
University. Our cooperation is concretized through scientific-research and other joint projects,
participation in the University scientific journal “Horisons”, active participation in the work of the
University’s organs and bodies etc. We have become, without false modesty, a respectable member
of the University in Bitola. I would like to use this opportunity to extendmy gratitude to the
University “St. KlimentOhridski” in Bitola and personally to its rector – prof. ZlatkoŽoglev and his
assistants, for their unselfish help and support to our Faculty, particularly in certain moments which
were significant for the development and existence of our institution, with the hope that our
cooperation will deepen and continue in our mutual interest. The fact that the University (with
personal engagement of the rector) covered the expenses for the publication of the monograph
marking our 35th anniversary is one of the most recent examples of our successful cooperation.
What are the problems we face and the difficulties we encounter?

With the reinstatement of the institution a situation was created which led to imbalances
within its teaching staff. There was a smaller group of older professors- most of them full- time
professors, on the one hand, and a much bigger group of assistant professors and teaching assistants,
on the other hand. This gap was filled very slowly. In the last year/year and a half several
colleagues were promoted into associate professors, but the number of assistant professors is still
higher. This is another proof that discontinuity in science can hardly be overcome. The lack of
teachingassistants is an issue of great concern. This situation may lead to the ignoranceof the issue
of young researchers and scientists, which may also bring into question the perspectives of the
Faculty.
The unemployment of the students who graduated from our Faculty is a nother serious
problem which we consider our responsibility as well.We are talking about a worrying and alarming
number of around 700 unemployed criminalists. Hence, our appeal to the relevant organs,
particularly those in the field of security, to recognize our graduated students as persons who are
ready to respond to contemporary security risks and threats. Of course, we should also work much
harder on the affirmation and presentation of their competence and professionalism to the public.
In the current circumstances the Faculty is faced with competition from several institutions
(state and private) in our country from the related field. It is our opinion that for the moment we
are successfully coping with this competition, and this is primarily due to the strict adherence to
the principle tenets of our work which I have already mentioned, and which are part of the
original principles on which our institution has been founded since its establishment. The high
number of newly enrolled students and the great competence in the admission process are a
confirmation that we are on the right track. We should strive to raise the standards of our scientific
and research work, the continuous realization of scientific and research projects, and to eventually
establish a Center for scientific and research work within the Faculty of Security. I see our
perspective in a regional networking of the institutions from the same or similar fields, constant
innovations in our studies in compliance with the contemporary achievements in the scientific
disciplines studied at the Faculty, the continuation of the publication of an international journal
and fulfillment of the criteria and standards for transforming it into an indexed journal (with a
particular impact degree), realization of the exchange of teachers and students, in compliance with
the principle of their mobility and the intentions of the Bologna process, introduction and
realization of studies in English, realization of the concept of lifelong learning etc.
One of ourpriorities for the coming period isto establish more direct and more
intensiverelations with security institutions and to make ourselves available to them by providing
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various services, i.e. by meeting their needs. In that sense, I would like to make an appeal for a
greater openness and cooperation of the security institutions, i.e. recognition of our institution and
our personnel as relevant for contributing to their development. The strength of science and its
sources should be recognized and fully used by our society and its institutions.
I hope that by our next celebration - the 40th anniversary of our institution, the majority of
these tasks will have been realized and we will be able to claim the credit for that as well.
If we eventually try to find the common thread for all the stages in the development of the
institution, we can say that in almost the whole period of its existence, the Faculty of Security has
often been between Scylla and Charybdis and various ordeals that have even threatened its
existence. On the other hand, there have been many events contributing to its establishment,
development, promotion and positioning rightly in the place among higher education institutions
in general, as well as the ones in the field of security in particular.
The success of the Faculty is the result of the efforts of all staff and their sacrificial work. I use
the word “all” in its literal sense, thus referring to the professors and teaching assistants as main
carriers of the teaching and educational process, as well as the so called logistics, individuals and
services which operate , so to say, in a shadow, but are a very important and unavoidable segment of
our work and contribute to the overall success of the institution.
May I wish us all a happy anniversary, a long-living Faculty, good health and success in the
realization of our tasks ahead.
Let me once again extend my gratitude to all our guests who honored us with their
presenceand made our ceremony all the greater.
See you on our next anniversary!
Thank you.
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THE IMPERATIVE OF ENERGY SECURITY – APPLE OF DISCORD
OR CHANCE FOR “UNIFICATION” OF THE BALKANS

ABSTRACT
Due to its convenient geographical position, situated between the European Union - one of the
largest importers of energy on one hand, and the region with the largest surplus of these goods on the other,
and the fact that the existing supply lines are inadequate and not quite reliable, the Balkan region is
increasingly seen as an alternative transit route of vital importance for energy security of the European area.
This role gives an opportunity to the Balkan countries to fight for better treatment of the region in the
division of profits and responsibilities in the “great game” with energy-generating products. The common
regional energy strategy that would result from such an approach, or at least a clear expression of support for
such an effort, could be a solid basis for economic recovery and political stabilization of the Balkans; then, it
would cease to be synonymous with nightmarish situations, conflicts, and disintegrative processes. Vantage
in this regard is that the plans of “big players” based on the logic of geopolitical competition increasingly
give way to those guided by market logic. Of course, taking advantage of this opportunity is accompanied by
certain restrictions, which, apart from chronic intra-regional rivalries inherited from the distant and recent
past, also result from the different interests of powerful external factors which create the game rules binding
for the less influential stakeholders.
Key words: energy security, the Balkans, pipelines

INTRODUCTION
In the present times of constant growth of the energy demand, it is vital for the customer countries to
provide a regular supply of these goods in sufficient quantities, at reasonable price, and free of political
conditionality. At the same time, exporting countries, seeking the most favorable conditions for the
placement of their energy surpluses are trying to animate and “bind” to themselves the proven reliable
(capable of payment, professionally correct and politically stable) purchasers. The degree of achievement of
these goals is the essence of what is called energy stability or energy security. Of course, a richer offer
guarantees a higher degree of energy security of customers, while growing demand, as a rule, is the purpose
of strengthening energy security of vendors, provided that they dispose (without the political tutelage of the
powerful) of their energy resources. The aspect of balance between the supply and demand in the actual state
of the energy market - favors one side or the other - sometimes the customer and other times the seller. The
pace of these fluctuations also influences the changes in the state of their energy security. What
circumstances dictate the pace?
In addition to the degree of imbalance of the energy surplus on the side of the exporter and the
energy deficit on the side of the importer, the important factors for achieving mutual energy security are the
energy delivery routes – their ramification, capacity, complementarity and characteristics of the areas
through which they pass. This is especially the case in situations where the purchasers and suppliers are
geographically distant from each other. Leaning on the most advanced and energy most “thirsty” part of
Europe on one hand, and the energy richest regions of the Euro-Asian range on the other, the Balkan region,
despite the still-existing (and probably justifiably assigned) reputation of turbulent area (“Powder Keg”),
inevitably found itself on the maps of the pipelines that should facilitate the flow of additional quantities of
energy from the respective manufacturers to the respective consumers.
In this way, the traditional determinants of the Balkans as a “frontal defense” at the confrontation
line of “different worlds” and a buffer zone between the ideologically opposing blocks, give way to some
different characteristics which promote it as the energy corridor. This corridor, if the circumstances are met
as described in the optimistic scenario, could do the “impossible mission” of bridging the centuries,
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connecting the “incompatible” and conciliating the “irreconcilable”. The condition for that is reconciliation
with oneself; in cases when the reconciliation is not existent, it is not possible to eliminate the consequences
of a long-standing policy of “controlled instability” used by the great powers to collect mutual debts at the
expense of the interests of some individual countries on the Balkans. At the same time, its role of transregional energy connector is a new chance to improve its own energy security as one of the essential
prerequisites for sustainable development and political stability. Of course, taking advantage of that
opportunity is accompanied by certain restrictions. Apart from chronic intra-regional tensions, these
restrictions also result from the different interests of external factors that create the game rules binding for
the less influential stakeholders. Divergent views of the great powers, in terms of involvement of the regions
in the “great job” with energy, illustrate this in a quite eloquent manner. It is understood that potential
partners in the “game” at the regional level know who they are and they are fully aware of the expectations
of the leading stakeholders on the “big stage” from them.

THE BALKANS IN THE ENERGY PROJECTS OF THE "BIG PLAYERS"
With regards to the strategic orientations of the Balkan countries in general, including those in the
field of energy security, the key strongholds – the reference points are located primarily in what is
recognized as an energy “main streaming” of the European Union (EU), then in the energy policy of the
Russian Federation (RF) and, of course, in the directly or indirectly expressed interests of the United States
(USA) in this area. It is known that in terms of the imbalance of the global power, non-integration into the
American interests proved to be clearly harmful, and opposition to them very dangerous for the countries
with modest defense capabilities. The Balkan gaze in the EU product is prudent prioritization according to at
least two criteria.
Firstly, it is the geographical proximity and belonging to the area that forms an integral part of the
EU sphere of interest as one of geostrategic players on “the grand (Eurasian) chessboard”.2
Secondly, it is the common past (living together and side by side) that has left noticeable traces in
the form of a high degree of economic integration and culture permeation of the European countries gathered
in the EU and those outside, on that basis naturally “belonging” to it – some perhaps even more than others,
already “settled”.
Thirdly, and probably the most important, is the expectation of the Balkan countries to become (the
ones that have not become yet) member states of EU in due time. This, except for the aspirations, involves
providing evidence of commitment to its values and standards in all areas, including the area of security. Its
“indivisibility” at the Union level is promoted as a high rank value. Simply, the candidates, among other
things, are expected to build their energy strategies so that they are complementary with the energy security
strategy of the Union. In this regard, the establishment of the “Energy Community of South East Europe” is a
step of mutual interest. As a result of the old EU efforts to create a Pan-European Energy Community, it
proves the EU leading role in this area. On the other hand, by the signing of the Energy Community Treaty
in 2005, the countries of Southeast Europe (SEE) provided concrete evidence that they accept the EU
directives and regulations for internal electricity and gas market to which the Treaty is related. Precisely,
they have shown to have the capacity to advance to the highest standards of European space integration. It is
not a coincidence that this act was seen as “a historic step towards full regional integration in the EU single
energy market and the first example of sectorial integration”. 3 Similarly, the special coordinator of the SEE
Stability Pact, Erhard Busek, on this occasion said that:

“The implementation of the agreement has long-term political, economic and social consequences for all
stakeholders, including the development of stable and efficient SEE energy supply, the introduction of

2

Zbigniew Brzezinski, The Grand Chessboard (Podgorica: CID, 1999)
See more in: M ilan Simurdić, “EU Energy Policy, Western Balkans, Serbia”, Belgrade Open School – BO S, the Fund for an Open
Society, Serbia, Belgrade, 2009, accessed on August 3, 2011
http://www.eulokalnepolitike.bos.rs/materijal/Energetska%20politika%20EU,%20Zapadni%20Balkan,%20Srbija.pdf
3
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market-based regulatory system and the geopolitical importance of securing different routes of the energy
supply of Europe”.4
A special value of this step, according to experts from the field, is the opening of the region for the
necessary investments, showing solidarity and support to the development of energy resources of the
member states. At the same time, through the SEE Energy Community, the Western Balkans 5 is also offered
an opportunity to participate in a kind of “exercise for integration into the Union“, through the “export” of
management models and community law. 6 Therefore, it is the conceptualization of a “wider geo-political
platform”, where the logic of regional integration is based on the highly competitive area such as energy, and
gradually, in parallel with the process of stabilization and enlargement of the Union, spreads to other areas.
In this regard, the EU Energy Commissioner Andris Piebalgs points out that:
“The Energy Community leads to creation of joint regulatory space around Europe, gradually developing
the rules of trade, transit, and environmental protection, harmonization of the market and its integration.
This creates a predictable and transparent market which stimulates investment and growth, as well as
security of supply for the EU and its neighbors“.7
Through such arrangements, the Balkan countries are included in the energy space of the Union,
practically coming under the “multinational energy umbrella”. This paradigm valorizes their transit potential,
i.e. shows its growing importance, in proportion to the certainty of construction of the planned routes of
energy. Accordingly, they join the EU efforts to strengthen its own concept of the energy community by
implementation, or by participating in the implementation of several major infrastructure projects. Among
them, the gas bridge - “Nabucco” stands out as the most ambitious. It would be used in the aim of transport
of gas to Europe from Central Asian and Caspian resources through Turkey, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary,
and Austria.8 It normally reduces the dependence of Europe on Russian gas and, perhaps because of this, it is
backed by the United States. This makes it an additional attraction. However, Nabucco, in addition to being
oversized in relation to the energy capacities provided so far, is also the most controversial from the
standpoint of energy security of the Balkans as a whole, since it completely bypasses its “non-Europeanized”
part – the Western Balkans, waiting in line for admission to the EU. In this situation, as “comforting
solution” for its energy “care”, there is the oil pipeline project Constantza-Trieste left.
Of course, the Nabucco pipeline does not exclude other gas arrangements, either in terms of different
routes of pipelines or other suppliers. Most frequently mentioned alternative, which is also the most relevant
to the energy security of the Balkans is the gas corridor “South Stream” that goes along the following
direction: Russia (Black Sea) – Bulgaria / bifurcation to Greece and Italy / – Serbia – Hungary – Austria.9
Therefore, the Russian gas would arrive in Europe via the “South Stream”, part of which passing through the
Western Balkans. The choice of the route of this pipeline is the result of considering the importance of the
Balkan region observed from slightly different angle than the American one – through the prism of the
interests of Russia as the largest exporter of energy to Europe and a geo-strategic player who has not
permanently given up its traditional aspirations to exercise political influence in the parts of the Balkan
region. With supplies of oil and gas, and existing transportation facilities that justify its classification in the
group of “energy hegemony / leading powers”, it remains an indispensable partner of the EU, an important
factor for its energy security, despite the evident discomfort of some Union members and allies across the
Atlantic.10 As for the Balkan countries, they should not matter such a Russian position. Moreover, when it
4

SEE Stability Pact, Speech by Erhard Busek, Special Coordinator of the St ability Pact at the Treaty Signing Ceremony establishing
Energy Community between the European Union and South Eastern Europe, Athens, October 25, 2005, accessed on September 25,
2011
http://www.stabilitypact.org/pages/speeches/detail.asp?y=2005&p=207
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Typically, Western Balkans is a territory covering the states – the former republics of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(except Slovenia) and Albania.
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Simurdić, “EU Energy Policy, Western Balkans, Serbia”.
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Andris Piebalgs, “A Common Energy Policy for Europe”, Brussels, 9 M arch, 2006, accessed on M arch 20, 2009, http://europa-euun.org/articles/en/article_5777_en.htm
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Ronald Getz: “A Pipeline Race between the EU and Russia”, in: Katrinka Bariš (ed.), Pipelines, Policy and Power – The Future of
Energy Relationships EU - Russia, Belgrade, The Center for European Reform, European M ovement in Serbia (2009): 93 - 103.
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Getz: “A Pipeline Race between the EU and Russia”, 93 - 103.
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In 2007, at the Energy Summit in Zagreb, then Russian President Vladimir Putin explained the objectives of the energy policy on
the Balkans. “The strategic goal that we are implementing - said Putin - is to ensure reliable supply of energy for all countries in the
region ... our policy takes into account the inclusion of the Balkan states into the European integration process, and we are ready to
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comes to their energy security, certain advantages can be drawn. In fact, one of the priorities of the Russian
energy policy is the diversification of energy supply routes to reduce dependence on transit countries, as well
as the valuation of oil and gas prices over the entire length of the transit route to the end users. Route
selection of a new gas corridor to Europe via the Balkans came out of these priorities. The competitiveness
of this corridor to the corridor Nabucco can extort more favorable conditions for the supply of consumers in
the regions they pass through, or branch off, and this is what ultimately supports the energy security of the
Balkans in general. 11
Otherwise, most analyses of the relationship “South Stream” – “Nabucco” cover wider geopolitical
and geo-economic aspects. Therefore, for example, Nicolo Sartori believes that Moscow is aware of the EU
efforts to diversify gas supply, and seeks to consolidate its position in the Balkan states, primarily in their
energy market, because they are future Member States.12 In Bonino’s opinion, this behavior of the relevant
institutions in Moscow stems from the fact that “the Balkans has long been the region of a particular Russian
interest and is unlikely to be freed of that in the near future”.13 There is also an opinion that with a greater
presence in the Balkan energy sector, Russia primarily wants to create a counterweight to the orientation of
the Balkan countries towards North Atlantic Alliance (NATO) and the EU. In this sense, Smith estimates
that the “South Stream” pipeline and the Alexandropoulos-Burgas oil pipeline are the primary means of
strengthening of the Russian influence on the Balkans and Southeastern Europe and are part of the energy
strategy towards the EU.14 Views from the Balkan region to the energy policies of EU and Russia also differ,
but do not often result in emphatically black and white perceptions. Contrary to those views favoring the
“zero-sum games”, under which one party must lose so that another could win, the assessments that the
Russian energy policy including the part of it relating to the Balkans and the EU energy policy are not
necessarily divergent - are much more convincing. It is in the Balkan region as a transit area that the Russian
energy policy meets with the EU policy, which has ambitions to expand its regulations to the Russian “Near
Abroad” through the “export” of its regulations, or expanding the validity of the internal market rules. 15 In
doing so, the Balkans, for both Russia and the EU, has the prior importance of a transit area. With the EU
energy supply from the “South Stream” (through the Balkans), Russia reduces its high dependence (of
almost 80%) on the existing transit via Ukraine, while with the supply from Nabucco (again through the
Balkans), the EU reduces its high dependence (of about 40%) on the Russian gas.16
How will the competition of these two geo-energy concepts finally affect the energy security of the
Balkans also depends to a considerable extent on the position of the United States. The States, as mentioned
above, favor the “Nabucco” over the “South Stream”, but are interested in diversification of energy corridors
in the spirit of the general principles of energy policy. This is also confirmed by their support to the
construction plans relating to the ABMO Corridor (Burgas-Vlore). This project was launched in 1996 by the
namesake company (AMBO), and should have been developed as a joint package of Albania, Macedonia and
Bulgaria within the so-called South Balkan Development Initiative (SBDI) and through the Trade and

develop our relations in cooperation with the EU”. “… Russian relations with partners on the Balkans have traditionally been based
on mutual sympathy, common spiritual traditions, familiarity of languages and cultures and common history” (Putin’s speech at the
Energy Summit in Zagreb, June 24, 2007; available at www.kremlin.ru, stated by Simurdić M ilan, “Russian Energy Policy and the
Balkans”, Energy in South East Europe, the Sixth Report within the project: “ Monitoring Russian-Arab relations” (Belgrade: ISAC,
2009): 62.
11
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“supports” the one passing through its territory, seeing it as a greater guarantee of a stable supply and certain financial benefits
arising from transit position.
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Development Agency (TDA).17 Although it reached the higher stages of implementation, AMBO did not
come to life, due to, as the authors note, the intensification of the conflict in Kosovo and Metohija.18
Otherwise, it was designed to monitor traffic Corridor VIII (Varna / Burgas - Sofia - Skopje Tirana), from the Black Sea to the Adriatic Sea, passing through Bulgaria, Albania, and Macedonia. All
rights for the construction of this line were assigned to the group AMBO. Some analysts, such as Michel
Chossudovsky 19 and George Matthias20 think that the support of the US administration for this project was in
fact support for the interests of some American oil giants like BP Amoco-ARCO, Chevron and Texaco. The
interest of the US for the Balkan energy networks probably has to do with their (current and prospective)
military presence and engagement in the region and from the region, which is confirmed by the
establishment of a military base "Bondsteel" (Kosovo and Metohija). Another important reason is the close
relationship of the Balkans with Turkey, one of the key strategic points in South East Europe21 and the most
important American partner at the junction of the two continents - Europe and Asia. Turkey, besides
belonging geographically in one part to the Balkan Peninsula, is historically and culturally close to most of
the Balkan countries and has undisguised ambitions to be more economically present and politically
influential there. For the United States the effort is acceptable, particularly as prevention of possible revival
of the Russian influence and a balance to the growing EU supremacy. In this sense, it suits the United States
that Turkey and the Balkan countries share the same energy flows, preferably those that are not dependent on
the energy from Russia and on the Russian transport infrastructure. This is more important in a situation
where Turkey, tired of exhaustion, waiting in line for accession to the EU, is increasingly turning to some
Eastern partners, but also possessing its own initiative in the region. The strong US support for the project
“Nabucco” and the attention they pay to the security of the energy corridors BTC (Baku - Tbilisi - Ceyhan)
and BTE (Baku - Tbilisi - Erzurum) are an expression of that energy policy. It is likely that similar motives
are behind the US support for promotion of the so-called Wider Black Sea Region, which could
geographically encircle the Turkish - Balkan energy scene. Considering the fact that Turkey itself is quite
interested in deepening of the cooperation with the Balkan countries, the chances that this initiative is
beneficial to all the involved actors are not small. The risk is also not excluded. It is linked to the possibility
that Turkey, rather than a “geopolitical balancer” takes the role of a “geopolitical player”. 22
All this indicates that the incoherence in the current creating of a single regional energy policy is
primarily the consequence of the contradiction of interests of the “big players”, but also intra-regional
tensions that are fueled by a heavy historical heritage. Whether the Balkan countries choose as expected by
external actors to act as a coherent whole, or separately – in “separate columns”, depends largely on the
ability of the national political elites. The concept of “geopolitical catalyzing”, implemented by Turkey could
open new possibilities for bridging the divergent approaches. The problem however is that, due to different
(re)interpretations of the role of Turkey in the past of the Balkans, the concept is perceived differently in
different countries. That fate, to some extent is also shared by the previously mentioned large energy
projects, resulting in a lack of enthusiasm “on the ground” that they are accepted as a secure base for the
articulation of common interests. In this situation, the intraregional consolidation gives priority to the trans regional.
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RE-“DISCOVERY” OF THE BALKANS
So far, the trans-Balkan dynamics has not been in favor of the idea to form intraregional
infrastructural energy network which would be primarily funded by the regional states and significantly
contribute to a stable transit of energy. There were several initiatives of this kind but they were not
implemented in practice because they were, as a rule, depreciated by megalomaniac plans of external factors.
Kostas Ifantis and Theodor Tsakiris remind that in 2003, there were intentions to bu ild interregional gas
network in the Balkan region. 23 Namely, the Greek energy giant DEPA and the Turkish company Botas
launched the idea of building a so-called Western Balkans Gas Ring (Western Balkans Gas Ring Project).
The plan involved the construction of a few small to medium capacity gas inter-connectors, which would be
supplied from Caspian deposits by ITGI pipeline (Iran - Turkey - Greece - Italy). DEPA, Botas, and the
Western Balkan state companies signed in 2003 the Memorandum of Understanding. However, they did not
move far beyond, due to, as it is explained, the lack of demand for gas in the countries of the region 24 and
because the access to Caspian reserves was not guaranteed. In addition to the Western Balkan Gas Ring,
there are two more ideas for interregional energy connection: the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) and its
possible extension - Ionian-Adriatic Pipeline (IAP). TAP was expected to transport gas from the Caspian
sites across Turkey, Albania, and Greece, to Italy and Switzerland. Shortly after the presentation of the
project, the idea of the Western Balkan Gas Ring was revived where, through the supplement of the initial
solution, building the pipeline branch from Albania to Montenegro, Croatia, and Slovenia was envisaged.
However, this plan, together with the IAP, also ceased to be attractive and was abandoned. Announcement of
construction of the terminal for liquefied natural gas in Croatia, on the island of Krk, reportedly contributed
to this, although probably the main reason was that they were seen as direct competition with the Nabucco
and ITGI project, supported by the EU. In addition, it is possible that, as Ifantis and Tsakiris believe,
intensive campaign in favor of the South Stream project definitely made them unrealizable. 25
What are the chances that this practice of discrediting intraregional projects changes in favor of their
affirmation in accordance with the real importance of the transit capacity of the region to profitability of
“major projects”?
Indications of such change are already there. For example, when it comes to the game “Nabucco” –
“South Stream”, the Russian and EU views reveal the pragmatic approaches that point more to compatibility
in the field of transit and less to the opposition and exclusion. Former statements of European and Russian
officials that have suggested the concept of “zero-sum games” were replaced by the benign attitudes. For
example, the EU Commissioner for Energy, Günther Oettinger, at the conference dedicated to the tenth
anniversary of the Energy Dialogue EU - Russia said, “South Stream project is of great importance ... It is
not in my best interest to block it, but to comply with the EU legislation”. 26 Austrian president Heinz Fischer
said that “Europe needs both energy routes (South Stream and Nabucco)”, and that “both are significant and
full”. 27 From the other side, from Russia, statements of similar tones were also delivered. Alexei Miller,
chairman of the board of the Russian holding company “Gazprom” claimed that his company does not
oppose the construction of the Nabucco, but recalls that the pipeline filling is the problem of Europeans. “If
Europeans want the Nabucco”, says Miller “...they must build it. We have nothing against it. Nabucco is
their problem. Our mission is to fulfill our contractual obligations with gas supplies to consumers”.28
The manifested trend change in the relations between two key factors of Trans-European energy
complex certainly opens the door to more independent and proactive approach of the Balkan transit
countries. This is encouraged by increasingly common view that, as Simurdić assesses, all regional pipeline
projects are, observed “from a wider angle ... essentially complementary. For, they strengthen
competitiveness, reliability of supply, and thus overall energy security”. 29 Close to this view are the
Theodor Tsakiris and Kostas Ifantis, “Secure gas supplies will empower Balkan integration”, Trans-conflict (on-line), 2010,
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assessments that come from competent professional circles in the US, which, analyzing the situation from the
perspective of the overall Euro-Atlantic plans relating to the mentioned region, recognize that the upgrade of
the Balkans complex is not only necessary but also inevitable. For example, that is, more or less explicitly,
expressed in the Report of the US Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), entitled Re-linking
the Western Balkans: the Energy Dimension. In addition to analyzing the current situation in terms of energy
infrastructure and energy market on the Balkans in general, the Report discusses the missed opportunities in
respect of the EU and the US in the field of energy in order to promote interaction and integration of the
regional states, and consequently their integration with the EU. In doing so, it points to serious shortcomings
in the operation of Brussels and Washington when it comes to the Euro-Atlantic integration of the Balkans in
the field of energy, stating that the importance of individual countries or their strategic position in relation to
the overall regional pattern is not well perceived. The case of Serbia is referred to as a good example of this.
Specifically, it was estimated that the South Stream project complicated to a significant degree the EuroAtlantic plans, and that the Russian-Serbian arrangement, which has strengthened Russian position in the
region (primarily the purchase of the Oil Industry of Serbia - NIS) is only the product of neglecting Serbia,
i.e. “its diplomatic isolation by the West caused by the Kosovo issue”.30 Paying special attention to Serbia in
this report is motivated, obviously, by its geographical position, which, of course, was also like this when the
mentioned omissions of Brussels and Washington were made. Recognizing post festum this fact as very
important for the articulation of relations with Serbia, the United States and its European partners seem to
“rediscover the Balkans”. 31 This “discovery” cannot compensate for the damage caused by the missed
opportunities, but can probably create some new ones. Based on the “new analysis of the Balkan energy
potential”, the Report makes numerous recommendations to the authorities in Brussels and Washington on
how to reorganize and better implement energy diplomacy in the region within their strategic policies, taking
into account the full potential of all countries and at the same time, respecting individual national needs.
First, it was recommended that efforts should be directed towards the intensive development of energy
networks, with particular emphasis on the so-called regional inter-connectors. In this sense, when it comes to
oil infrastructure, in addition to the total rehabilitation of oil refineries, the following has been suggested:
support for the plans of the Greek Hellenic Petroleum to extend the pipeline Thessaloniki - Skopje to Pristina
and Nis, then, support for the financing of a feasibility study for construction of the pipeline Serbia - Croatia,
which would function independently of the “Adria” system and the Constantza - Trieste project, as well as
approval of financial assistance for construction of the energy line Albania - Kosovo, with the possibility to
continue to Montenegro, which would allow to the economically weakest countries the import
diversification.
In the field of gas infrastructure, the following has been recommended: the construction of the
inverse gas inter-connector Serbia - Croatia, support for the timely completion of inverse inter-connector
Bulgaria - Serbia (for which there is already an agreement); support for the financing of a feasibility study of
potential inter-connectors from Serbia and Croatia to the gas pipeline “Nabucco” in order to foster the import
diversification for these countries; support for the completion of a feasibility study for the construction of the
gas inter-connector Serbia - Romania to assist Serbia (and subsequently Bosnia and Herzegovina) in case of
a new gas crisis, regardless of the outcome of the “Nabucco” project (!); support for the financing of a
feasibility study for the gas inter-connector between Greece and Albania and Greece and Macedonia, as well
as establishing a regional Gas Emergency Response Plan within the ongoing negotiations related to the
proposal from the Commission about the review of the Security of Gas Supply Directive in 2004. 32
The foregoing recommendations are based, as stated in the conclusion of the Report, on the two
basic assumptions: firstly – that greater cooperation, harmonization and integration of Southeast Europe, in
all its dimensions, from transport and trade to energy and security, is relevant for the whole region including
the EU member states (Greece, Slovenia, Bulgaria and Romania); that such a process would contribute to the
gradual integration of all Western Balkan countries into the EU and NATO; that, otherwise, negligence and
lack of attention to this region can contribute to new problems, and even starting new conflicts in its most
unstable areas, and secondly – that the partnership between the United States and Greece will, in particular,
“Re-linking the Western Balkans: The Energy Dimension”, CSIS-EKEM Policy Report, Policy Report Three, September 2010
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have a positive impact on the regional integration processes, because both sides have an obligation to ensure
the entire region for the growing Euro-Atlantic community, with the stabilization of the Western Balkans
that will strengthen the national security of Greece and increase investment opportunities, and consequently,
its economic development; that consolidation of young democracies in the region and increase of interstate
cooperation will ensure the US strategic dividend. 33
Apart from the EU, Russia and the USA, the idea of integrating the Balkan region into a single
energy transit complex also comes from Turkey, which thus promotes its “balancer role” in the so-called
Wider Black Sea Region. The Black Sea Economic Cooperation Organization (BSEC) which was
established at the initiative of Turkey (in 1992), in addition to economic issues, is also increasingly engaging
security issues within the scope of its engagement, with a special emphasis on the energy security. 34 Turkish
special relations with the countries of South Caucasus and Central Asia suggest that “rounding” of TurkishBalkan and Turkish-Caucasian entities into a single macro-entity, Turkey would make a comparative
advantage of independent control of the entire transit of energy products in the key region between the EU,
Russia, and the Middle East.35 If the transit control issues were solved in cooperation with the transit
countries where they would be given greater authority over the regulation and management of the transit
complex, or “balancer space spread” from the Balkans to the Caucasus, the energy system established on this
basis could significantly contribute to achieving a high level of transcontinental energy stability. The concept
presented by Niklas Swanström confirms that this approach to strategic planning is not without a merit. In
the analysis of the situation in the northeastern part of Asia, he suggested the possibility of creating a socalled Asian Union, that would bring together Japan, the Russian Federation, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, China,
North and South Korea and several Central Asian states under “one single energy umbrella”, which would,
in addition to energy, solve other security problems more efficiently. 36 If this concept showed applicable on
the Balkans, it could contribute to energy stability of the region and significantly increase its economic
significance. Of course, its ultimate effects depend on a position which Turkey, as a “geopolitical pivot” and
the backbone of the energy transit, would take on the issues within individual Balkan countries and the
problems of the region as a whole – either partnership or paternalistic. The key issues based on these ideas,
recommendations and warnings are: firstly, whether the Balkan states recognize the current political
momentum; secondly, whether they properly perceive strategic advantage provided by constantly-changing
geo-political matrix at this point, and thirdly, whether the “maneuvering space” created by the current
relations between the great powers is used by the Balkan countries in a way that makes their energy policies
convergent.
TOWARDS BALKAN COMMON ENERGY POLICY - NEW OPPORTUNITIES AND OLD
LIMITATIONS
After two decades of being in a state of “controlled instability”, the Balkan countries (or at least
most of them) have gained a reputation of the region which, for economic recovery, political stabilization
and security consolidation, needs tutoring of a respective external factor. This paradigm reduced the political
potential not only of the most devastated countries but also of the region as a whole and practically
minimized it. However, it seems that, along with the signs of total political and economic “recovery” and
relaxed trans-regional relations, local awareness of the strategic importance of the Balkan region began to
exhibit. Some initiatives coming from the region suggest that local elites slowly realize competitive
advantages that the region has, and they also see that in the new international order it can achieve certain
benefits only if acting as a cohesive whole. Given that energy security is one of the most important topics in
the international political communication, it is not surprising that precisely in this area, intraregional
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cooperation has taken a concrete shape and that the energy sector is identified as one of the key sectors to the
national and overall regional development. In this spirit, Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia and Turkey signed in
2010 the Declaration on Cooperation in energy projects in the following ten years.37 The declaration
envisages cooperation in various regional projects that will increase energy stability in the region and the
smooth delivery of gas to other European countries. 38 Although this agreement did not receive much
publicity, its importance for strengthening intraregional relations is not negligible, especially if we point out
that this is the first serious independent attempt of the Balkan states to establish a complementary and
sustainable construct in the field of energy. Its advantage is that it is in full accordance with the plans of all
interested stakeholders from outside the region and is one of the first intraregional energy concepts that blur
the boundaries between the so-called Western Balkans and the rest of the peninsula.
Its importance is confirmed by the fact that the Energy Community Council also adopted another
initiative of the Serbian side to develop a unique energy strategy of Southeast Europe. Explaining this
proposal, the Minister of Energy in the Serbian government said that “only through serious regional projects
the countries in the region could increase competitiveness with the countries of the European Union”, due to
the fact that all Balkan countries are too small to enter the “game” individually, and that in this way “the
regionally associated energy system would be integrated into the European energy system”, which is also in
line with the Russian plans, noting that “both sides have been equally satisfied with the project development
so far”.39
Some experts point out that intra-Balkan infrastructure interconnection is very important and much
needed for the sake of establishing a stable transit and functional energy market, which also speaks of the
need for independent and sustainable intraregional Energy Strategy that is compatible with the plans of the
external actors.40 In this regard, in addition to the recommendations of CSIS, specific plans were presented
by the Hungarian oil giant MOL in the project entitled “New Energy Transport System – NETS”. As judged
by Atanas Georgiev, a Bulgarian expert in the field of energy, the idea of NETS is to provide common
ground for interconnecting gas transmission networks of South East and Central European countries. It is,
Georgiev points out, “... another opportunity to secure gas supplies in the short-term crises“, and also “… an
opportunity for competitive trading of certain quantities of natural gas, although the capacity of the
interconnections will be much smaller than those proposed for the Nabucco and South Stream”.41 It is
important to emphasize that so far, this project has not been opposed by a single great power interested in the
Balkan transit. However, one should bear in mind the fact that the proposals coming from the United States
on the reconnection of the Western Balkans and its integration into Euro-Atlantic energy and other structures
represent a response to the increasingly agile Russian energy diplomacy in the Balkan region. The fact that
the Russian oil giant “Lukoil” has purchased a significant share in the Hungarian “MOL”, entitles those who
believe that geopolitical competition in the Balkan energy market is not outdated and that it is still one of the
hallmarks of relationships between Russia and the Euro-Atlantic community. 42 However, articulated in this
way and, in some sense, free from real-geo-political manner, i.e. focused on the area of infrastructure
projects, it, unlike the former Russian-European and Russian-American strategic rivalry, leaves space for
independent “political maneuver” of the Balkan countries in the field of energy. What still makes that space
37
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tight, and the maneuver necessarily channeled is the fact that cooperation in this area takes place primarily
“under the energy umbrella”, and, of course, measuring the interests of external actors. However, it seems
that for now it appears as the most effective approach in the “resuscitation” of this still “abandoned” part of
Europe in terms of economy, politics and security. 43 Nevertheless, the beginning of cooperation in the
implementation of infrastructure projects is the first visible step towards a common energy strategy of the
Balkan countries, which, when (and if) comes to life, might be a good basis for intraregional consolidation in
other areas.
Continuation and way of developing of intraregional cooperation will depend, of course, on the
ambitions of the great powers, but also on the states of the region. According to Moldovan geo-politician
Cornel Siurea, “so far some Balkan countries have behaved almost neurotically, balancing between different
geopolitical configurations”. 44 Adoption of a common energy strategy at the level of the Balkans may
somewhat change this negative dynamics, mitigate inherited antagonisms and use the position of a transit
corridor, so that, if in the future there are not any important geopolitical shocks, the “neurotic behavior”
permanently gives way to reasonable pragmatism in accordance with the logic of the functioning of the
energy market. Considering that all countries of Southeast Europe signed the Treaty establishing the Energy
Community, the consolidation of the situation in the Balkan energy scene opens the way towards a common
energy strategy of the whole of the area from which a unified energy policy could also be derived. In this
case, the importance of the entire South East Europe as transcontinental energy corridor would further
increase, which could make it a candidate for the position of a new geo-political pivot on somewhat
recomposed “Grand chessboard”.

CONCLUSION
Although for the last decade on the Balkans there have been no drastic forms of conflict, nor in the
near future replay of the nineties of the last century has been anticipated, all the countries of the region so far
have not succeeded, or rather, never had an opportunity to build their own national strategies through which
they would articulate their interests in relation to the interests of the external factors. Instead, clearly
channeled by globalization and post-Cold War transition in a rut, as well as conditioned and limited by the
interests and relations of political, economic and military giants, they are still forced to “coordinate” their
strategies with pan-continental projects of major powers from the inferior position, or are forced to balance
between different geopolitical configurations. As these configurations are generally opposed, but also prone
to change, the transit countries of the Balkans are in a state of constant redefinition of strategic goals. This of
course applies to the energy security strategy whose determination, and especially consistent implementation
in the long run, in such circumstances becomes a “mission impossible”. Since energy security is one of the
basic assumptions of sustainable development, and as such a constant preoccupation of the state, the
“impossible mission” cannot be abandoned. It must be made possible, and it is obvious that this, at least
when it comes to the Balkan region, requires inventive solutions to overcome obstacles in relations on the
ground created by difficult historical legacy, as well as the conflicting interests of the leaders in the transregional energy market and, at the same time, take advantage of the position of the transit corridor. Vantage
in this regard is that, when it comes to energy security, the plans of “big players” based on the logic of
geopolitical competition are increasingly giving way to those who are close to the commercial rationale –
who accept the logic of the market. This shift, which is primarily visible in the energy arrangements between
Russia and the EU and which is not strange to the United States either, provides an opportunity to the Balkan
countries to, giving priority to intraregional cooperation over particular pacts with selected external partners,
fight for better treatment of the region in the division of profits and responsibilities in the “great game” with
energy products. The common regional energy strategy that would result from such an approach, or at least a
43
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clear expression of support for the effort, could be a solid base to start from in the process of definite
“unification” of the Balkans, when it would cease to be synonymous with nightmarish political conditions,
conflicts and disintegrative processes, the region which, as it is metaphorically described by Churchill,
“produces more history than it can be consumed”.
If the awareness of the advantage of joint action against exclusionary national agendas prevailed, and
if predominantly reactive “cowardly” approach to the issue of energy security in the region gave way to
proactive action, the chances for this historic step forward would not be small. In doing so, however, we
must bear in mind that the functioning of such a regional mechanism will certainly not be a priority of the
great powers that surround it. Each of them tends to “organize” the region as to its own interests, and they
are often not complementary to the regional. The desire to dominate the weaker has always represented a
constant in international relations, only the shape and intensity of monitoring was variable. The truth is that
the whole of the interdependence that characterizes the globalized world also enabled the small Balkan
countries to appear on the “big stage”, or at least created the illusion that such a possibility exists.
However, to make these opportunities possible, we need many other initiatives, both in the internal
and foreign policy, as the existing concepts of military, economic and political giants designed for the
Balkans are not completely inclined (at least not always) to its liberation from the centuries of external
tutorage. In order to avoid the states in the region finding themselves again in the role of “sacrificial lamb” in
one of the next “Great games”, it is necessary that their political elites understand the importance of the
opportunity provided by cooperation in the energy sector since it often appears as the basis of the overall
cooperation. This is more important when we bear in mind the results of some studies that suggest the
conclusion that the political elites of the Balkan countries were an obstacle to significant intraregional
cooperation. 45 It is inappropriate to assess whether this qualification also applies to the current governments,
without a basis in valid empirical research. Impressions show that, taken as a whole, the situation has
changed for the better. Individual cases, however, provide coverage for not-so-optimistic conclusions. By all
accounts, we should still wait for the “unification” of the Balkans.
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MAINTENANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PEACE AND SECURITY THROUGH
IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL RESTRICTIVE MEASURES (SANCTIONS)
A SPECIAL OVERVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LAW ON
INTERNATIONAL RESTRICTIVE MEASURES IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA

ABSTRACT
The development of the new sophisticated weapons with destructive character began during the Cold
War; it reaches its highest point as a process parallel to the development of technique and technology. These
weapons have the capacity for mass destruction and they brought to the agenda not only the destiny of each
state or region, but also the destiny of the planet and the human race.
Collective security is the security arrangement in which all countries cooperate together in order to
provide safety for all parties; on the other hand, it is defined as a set of activities directed against the threats
to any country or group of countries aimed towards destabilization and disruption of international peace and
security. For proper functioning of the collective security, several pre-conditions must be fulfilled:
1. All countries, especially the big powers, must be involved in the collective security arrangement;
2. Any of the countries must refrain from blocking the process of decision-making;
3. Economic and financial sanctions towards the country which violates collective security with the
aims of infliction of economic damage and weakening the power of the state must be ensured, and
4. States must have confidence in collective security.
The subject of analysis of this paper will be the third condition, the influence of economic and
financial sanctions on the building of collective security with the clear goal of achieving a change of the
policy or the activities in the particular country or to certain entities, individuals or legal entities.
Key words: restrictive measures, economic sanctions, financial sanctions, freezing of assets.

INTRODUCTION
All countries, especially the big powers, must be involved in the collective security arrangement.
A blueprint for collective security that was designed and promoted by the famous philosopher Immanuel
Kant in his work “An Everlasting Peace” was realized by the establishment of the League of Nations. The
diplomatic philosophy of the League of Nations is a fundamental change in the opinions for the previous
hundred years. Lacks of its armed forces have become a handicap, and implementation of its decisions
(economic sanctions or deployment of troops whenever necessary) was depending on the Great Powers.
Seeing their state and interstate bilateral or multilateral interest, the great powers are often opposed to the
adoption of sanctions. The sanctions could harm the members of the League, so they have not been willing to
comply with them.
Countries must refrain from blocking the process of decision-making;
The same or quite similar situation exists in the Security Council, where the five permanent nations have the
right to veto. In such situations, the functioning of the collective security should not be compromised.
Economic and financial sanctions towards the country which violates collective security with the aims of
infliction of economic damage and weakening the power of the state must be ensured;
In terms of globalization, where countries are more economically dependent on each other, problems arise at
the time of adoption and implementation of sanctions. These sanctions should apply only to states which
violate international peace and security and the rule of law. But, the problem emerges when more than one
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country is directly or indirectly dependent on the economic and trade plan from the state which is under
sanctions.46
States must have confidence in collective security.
Confidence is one of the most important preconditions; states must have confidence among each other and
together participate in building a system for their better functioning.
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND INTERNATIONAL MEASURES
(Restrictive measures and sanctions)
The International law or more precisely, the international public law is defined as a composition of
the legal rules which regulate the relations of the entities in the international community.47 Frchkoski,
Tupurkovski and Ortakovski define the international public law as a set of legal rules or norms which are
legally binding on the subjects of international law in their common relations.48
The main feature and specificity of the international law is that it is a horizontal, non-hierarchical
structure of subjects which include sovereign states over which there is no higher authority.
In a situation where there is no monopolization of power, inherent and distinctive for vertical and
hierarchical structure of the internal law of states, the question which arises is whether we can talk about
sanctions in the international law, and whether the states can be obliged to implement them. These rules are
not in the area of morality, or dependent of the entities in the international law. These rules are provided for
by international acts (resolutions) or customs and should be respected and implemented by all the entities.49
There is no unified definition of restrictive measures that would be generally accepted and valid.
According to Doxey, international sanctions are defined as penalties that seek to intimidate a certain object
or penalties imposed as a consequence of failure of an object to respect international legal standards and
obligations; they serve primarily as a warning to other states or entities to refrain from such an offense. It is
also emphasized that the formal role of these sanctions is to protect the values of the international
community.
Generally speaking, international measures for limiting (sanctions) are an instrument of diplomatic
or economic nature through which it is intended that certain actions or policies of a certain entity are
changed: physical or legal person or persons, or state (or several states), for violating international law or
human rights, endangering international peace and security or policies that do not respect the rule of law and
democratic principles.
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS
By adoption and entry into force of the Charter, the United Nations as an international organization
are becoming a major pillar of the accelerating and maintaining international peace and security in the world,
as well as the development of good neighborly relations, economic collaboration, tolerance, development
and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.
In Article 11 of the Charter, the Assembly, on the proposal of a Member State or the Security
Council, may discuss any questions related to international peace and security. If the Assembly estimated
that there is danger from threatening international peace and security, it shall inform the Security Council
which according to Article 24 of the Charter has primary responsibility for maintaining international peace
and security.
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Council Decision 2012/35CFSP from 23 January 2012, Official Journal of the European Union from 24 January 2012; On 23
January 2012 the European Union imposed sanctions on Iran which included freezing assets of Iran's central bank and an embargo on
oil which came into force in July the same year. (This move directly affected countries that import oil directly from Iran, especially
the M editerranean countries Greece, Italy, and Spain. European countries needed to find an alternative solution in the short term, as
the term for economic reasons affecting the selling price of the oil increased. Due to these sanctions, the price of crude oil on the
international oil market in London rose by 90 cents, while in the United States by USD $ 1. As a counter response, Iran banned oil
exports to European countries and the sale of their focus became the Asian countries, India and China. In this context, 90% of the
wholesale of petroleum products in the country came through OKTA. Refinery in turn, received crude oil from the mother company,
Hellenic Petroleum, which only needed 40% of the oil and for oil products met through imports of Iranian oil;
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According to the United Nations Charter (Chapter VII, Article 41), the Security Council is
responsible for determination of any threat to the peace and security, or some act of aggression, and makes
recommendations or decides what measures shall be taken for maintenance or establishment of international
peace and security. These measures may include complete or limited interruption of economic relations, rail,
air, telegraph and other means as well as cut diplomatic relations. 50
EUROPEAN UNION (Common Foreign and Security Policy)
On the other hand, sanctions are an instrument of the EU to promote the objectives of the Common
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP): peace, democracy, and respect for the rule of law, human rights, and
international law. Imposition of sanctions is regulated in Article 215 from the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union. In tune with the objectives of the Common Foreign and Security Policy, the EU
Council may, by a qualified majority and to a joint proposal of the High Representative for the CFSP and the
Commission, adopt restrictive measures (sanctions) which refer to states, physical and legal persons and
groups or non-state actors.51
EU use all sanctions which are adopted by the United Nations. Also, if necessary, the EU can sharpen
sanctions adopted by the Security Council at the UN by applying quite stricter and additional measures. But
despite that, the EU may introduce autonomous sanctions.
GOALS OF RESTRICTIVE MEASURES (SANCTIONS)
The goals of the introduction of restrictive measures are:
Discontinuing of threats to global security - (a ban on nuclear testing, a ban on testing ballistic rockets,
respecting the non-proliferation regime, ban support of terrorist organizations, etc.)
Strengthening the legitimately elected government - (entrusting of power to the democratic way elected
government, discontinuation of violence, disarming and reintegration, security sector reform, progress in
maintaining stability, etc.).
Achieving a peaceful political solution to the armed unrest through managing the conflict - (implies to
termination of enmity, termination of support to non-governmental armed forces, implementation of the
peace agreement, withdrawal of troops, etc.).
TYPES OF RESTRICTIVE MEASURES (SANCTIONS)
According to the entity introduces
According to the entity, restrictive measures can be multilateral and unilateral.
Multilateral sanctions are imposed by several countries or other international law subjects. The most
famous sanctions are sanctions introduced by the Security Council of the United Nations in accordance with
Article 41 of the Charter and the sanctions imposed by the European Union.
Unilateral sanctions are introduced by particular state in accordance with its foreign policy and
foreign - policy priorities. According to its flexibility, resolutions and decisions by which multilateral
sanctions are imposed gave the ability of the states in certain cases - to take additional and sharper sanctions
that are in relation to the sanctions already adopted against certain entities, states, and non-state actors.
According to the degree of commitment
The Security Council of the United Nations may invite member states (according to Article 41 of the
Charter)52 to disrupt economic relationships which consist of interruption of trade, export and import with
specific state, entities and / or individuals that endanger international peace and security. In practice, this is
known as a voluntary embargo ("Calls upon all States"). Security Council may also adopt resolutions that are
binding on all member states of the United Nations ("decides that all States shall prohibit the sale or
supply...").
Anthony, I., „Sanctions applied by the European Union and the United Nations“, in: SIPRI Yearbook, 2002., p. 200 - 210;
Ibid., p. 200 - 210.
52
Article 41: The Security Council may decide what measures not involving the use of armed force are to be employed to give effect
to its decisions, and it may call upon the M embers of the United Nations to apply such measures. These may include complete o r
partial interruption of the economic relations and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other means of communication, and
the severance of diplomatic relations. UN Charter.
http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/chapter7.shtml.
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The European Union introduced sanctions which are binding for all member states of the Union. On
the other hand, European countries that are not part of the European Union in accordance with the foreign
policies and aspirations for membership in the European Union can join these sanctions and implement and
enforce the national legislation which would lead to maintain international peace and security.

According to the entity of related sanctions
According to the subjects, the sanctions are divided into:
 States - governments;
 International organizations;
 Non-state actors (non-governmental armed forces, terrorist organizations, etc.)
 Legal entities (banks, trade companies shareholding companies, etc.), and
 Individual (terrorists, leaders of certain political or military elites and their families, leaders of
terrorist organizations or para military organizations, etc.).
The application of the sanctions against certain countries (E.g. Iraq) has proved to be inadequate,
because they also refer to the civilian population, not only to those breaking the international law. Out of
these reasons, the concept for targeted sanctions or smart sanctions started to be applied, which means
application of the sanctions focused on specific, concrete entities or persons.
In addition to the decisions or resolutions, it added annex document with a list of entities which are
under sanctions.
According to their nature
Article 41 of the UN Charter defines the measures which include resolutions adopted by the Security
Council. Accordingly, measures can contain restricted or complete interruption of economic relations and of
rail disruption, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio traffic and other means of communication, and interruption
of diplomatic relations.
According to Lapas there are twelve types of sanctions which exist in the international law: moral
sanctions, legal sanctions, diplomatic sanctions, scientific sanctions, cultural and sporting sanctions, traffic
sanctions, economic sanctions, sanctions of limiting sovereignty, sanctions of the use of force, sanctions to
the international criminal law, disciplinary sanctions and sanctions of suspension or termination of
international agreements.53
According to Doxey, in the international law sanctions that do not require the use of force are
adopted and they are divided into four types, namely: diplomatic and political, cultural, and traffic measures,
economic measures and measures relating to the legal position of the entity international organization. 54
The most widely accepted classification of restrictive measures by their nature is as follows:
 Economic measures;
 Specific economic measures - the arms embargo, a ban on the imports of diamonds, a ban on the
trade of oil and oil derivatives, etc;
 Financial sanctions and the freezing of assets;
 Prohibition of entry or transit through the territory;
 Disruption of traffic and links and
 Disruption of diplomatic relations.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL RESTRICTIVE MEASURES IN THE
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
As to 2004, Macedonia was invited to align its positions with those of the EU, including the
sanctions it imposes. We have embarked on a process of gradual alignment showing our readiness and
commitment to share foreign policy goals of the Union before we actually become a member state. In the
years from 2004 to 2011 Macedonia has reached almost full alignment in the field of sanctions introduced by
the EU. In 2012 we have reached full alignment (48 out of 48 restrictive measures).
As the national implementation involves many government institutions and agencies, issues such as
sanctions coordination arose. For that reason, with the aim of improving of the overall implementation, in
53
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Lapas D., Sanctions in International Law, Zagreb, Law Faculty in Zagreb, 2004, p. 261 - 366;
Doxey M .P., op.cit, p. 2 - 4;
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2007 we adopted the Law on international restrictive measures ,55 defining the procedure and the
responsibility of the bodies for implementation of each type of the measures introduced.
Following the recommendation of the Moneyval assessment mission in Macedonia in 2010, based on
the shortcomings in the implementation of the restrictive measures we have remarked, in March 2011 the
Assembly adopted a new amended law.56 The law introduced several novelties, such as:
 Harmonization to the internationally adopted definition for financial measures, property, etc.
 Procedure for implementation of financial measures;
 Introduction of the misdemeanors;
 Establishment of the National Coordination Body and Register of International Restrictive Measures.
The law provides for full, efficient and effective implementation of the international commitments of
the Republic of Macedonia in the field of sanctions, thus contributing to the international peace and security,
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, development of democracy and the rule of law.
PROCEDURE


Invitation by the Council (EEAS) - short time to decide / interdepartmental work led by the EU
Department in the MFA, approved by the Foreign Minister
 Reply sent to Brussels (via our Mission to the EU)
 Beginning of the legal procedure by the International Law Department (translation, preparation of
the government decision), final stage: Government Decision. The Decision defines:
a) type of the restrictive measure;
b) bodies responsible for the implementation of the measure introduced, according to their respective
competence;
c) the manner of the implementation of the restrictive measure and
d) the duration of the restrictive measure.
PROCEDURE FOR INTRODUCTION AND ABOLITION OF RESTRICTIVE MEASURES
- Financial Measures
Upon the proposal by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Government of the Republic of Macedonia
shall adopt a Decision for introducing a financial restrictive measure which shall specifically define :
 The type of restrictive measure;
 Bodies responsible for the implementation of a restrictive measure, according to their respective
legally prescribed competences;
 The manner of implementation of a restrictive measure; and
 The duration of the restrictive measure.
In addition to this decision, it added an annex document with a list of entities which are under
sanctions.
The decisions for the imposed restrictive measures and the lists of persons are published in the
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia in a paper form, or on the official website
www.slvesnik.com.mk.
Then, the Financial Intelligence Office shall have the obligation to immediately inform the relevant
financial institutions, the Agency of Real Estate Cadastre and the Central Securities Depository about the
Decision that a financial restrictive measure is introduced. The FIO sends them the governmental decision
and an annex document with a list of entities which are under sanctions.
These institutions (after receiving the notification by the Financial Intelligence Office) are
immediately responsible to investigate whether the persons included in the financial restrictive measure
established business relationship or used their services.
If the investigation shows positive results, the mentioned institutions are obliged to freeze the
property immediately. In case when the persons included in the financial restrictive measure require to
establish business relationship or to perform certain transaction, or to use certain services, the institutions are
obliged to reject establishing business relationship or performing the service required.
55
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The Law on International Restrictive M easures, (“Official Gazette of the Republic of M acedonia”, No. 36/2007);
The Law on International Restrictive M easures, (“Official Gazette of the Republic of M acedonia”, No. 36/2011);
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After receiving the notification for application of the financial restrictive measures over certain
person, the Financial Intelligence Office informs the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
WHAT WE NEED TO DO IN THE FUTURE
First, the period between the adopted UN / EU resolution sanction and the government decision for
introducing restrictive measures has to be reduced. Why? Because, if you leave only one day space between,
these people could transfer all the money in the safe area.
Let us now define the term relevant financial institution. Who are they? - For better accuracy. WHY?
Because, we do not want to find ourselves in a situation in which when it is needed to punish the bank for not
implementing financial restrictive measures, the bank may declare that they are not a financial institution because the law on IRM does not define financial institutions. In that case, the court convictions are in favor
of the bank. Better coordination among the involved institutions is carried out through timely exchange of
information.
Supervision is necessary to define which institution is responsible for supervision of the
implementation of the restrictive measures and to define which institution submits information to the
competent court for the failing of financial measures, FIO or MFA.
CONCLUSION
In a situation where mutual dependence exists, addiction and relationship between states in the
international relations, especially when it comes to countries which are part of an international organization
or countries which come into some international relations, it is important to determine the rules of the game
and measures to be taken in case of an entity. This is the case when states do not respect the rules, thereby
endangering international peace and security with their behavior.
From this arises the conclusion that states as a standalone entity in the international relations as part
of the international organization should have a mechanism for undertaking specific activities which consist
of sanctioning, and are intended to state which violated the rules of conduct.
In this text we saw that the Security Council of the United Nations and the European Union have a
mechanism for introducing sanctions that are undertaken in order to change certain activities or policies of an
entity (physical or legal person) or state (or several states) for violating the international law or human rights,
endangering international peace and security or policies that do not respect governance of law and
democratic principles.
But it is also mentioned that in terms of globalization and interconnectedness of states, successful
implementation of sanctions depends on many factors; above all on the direct dependence of countries from
the entity for which the sanctions are imposed (for example, Iran and the dependence of the European
countries on the Iranian oil).
Finally, we conclude that the Republic of Macedonia as a subject in the complex scheme of
international relations has an obligation to create a mechanism for sanctioning directed towards specific
subjects, through framework and legislative obligations that institutions should take. It should be mentioned
that the implementation of sanctions entails sanctions against the entity.
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TOWARDS THE NEW LEGISLATION ON PRIVATE SECURITY IN REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA

Abstract
The paper deals with the new legislation (Law and by-laws) concerning the private security activity,
pointing to the parts where there’s been a progress made and the parts where there’s not been progress made
and where additional efforts are necessary in the future that would be aimed at attaining higher quality of the
legislation and practice. Methodologically, the paper consists of comparative theoretical and contents
analysis between the former and new legislation in the private security. Several areas of progress are being
noted, such as within the part of division of the private security into contract security and proprietary (inhouse) security; the training and passing of the exams for physical and technical security separately, as well
as diversification of the licenses according to that. Contrary to this, we can denote parts of the new
legislation where there’s been as stagnation or no significant progress when compared with the previous
legislation on private security and that surely constitutes basis for further improvement of the legal
framework in the future. The parts are such as: the greater centralization of the private security activity in the
hands of the MOI (Ministry of Interior); the absence of the public-private partnership as tendency and
practice; the shameful existence of prevention in the legal provisions although that could be alluded in some
of the provisions; the neglecting of the ethical and socio-psychological aspects of work within the activity
and alike.
Keywords: private security, legislation, contract security, proprietary security (in-house security),
prevention
Introduction
Legal framework has always been a crucial prerequisite for appropriate functioning of certain sphere of
social life and indispensable for sound functioning within the security sphere. The private security elsewhere,
as well as in Republic of Macedonia, has found itself in a fast growing period, so fast that caught even the
most optimistic adherents of private security in surprise. The process of privatization of security function has
gone “too fast and too far”, as world renowned scholar Peter Singer correctly remarks, and with that,
providing the legal framework that can follow this dynamic and unprecedented growth and development
surely is a challenge of its kind 57 . The practice in the field of private security so far has proven pretty
difficult for the legal framework to follow the pace of growth and development of the sector (subsystem)
worldwide, and Republic of Macedonia, which also experienced very abrupt development in the field of the
private security activity, also confronted the same problems. Namely, it has proven to be not at all an easy
task to build up-to-date legal framework, the one that could be constantly improved and follow the changing
needs of the sector. To avoid being obsolete is the main task when considering the relationship between the
private security legal framework and the development of the sector.
Private security sector in Republic of Macedonia has developed both in size and scope, as well as in
qualitative terms. Significant growth and development can be divided in two chronological periods or
decades. The first one saw somewhat spontaneous and uncontrolled growth and development of private
security subsystem (sector), which happened in a period of so called “security vacuum” 58 . It was
characterized with absence of special legal framework and poor state control and oversight that lasted from
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dissolution of the former Yugoslavia in 1991 and proclamation of independence of Republic of Macedonia
up to the end of 1999 when legal framework for private security sector was finally established. The second
decade is the one that spans from the end of 1999 until nowadays and is mainly characterized by continuous
improvement of the work of private security sector in all aspects, of course, with inevitable problems that
always accompany this sphere elsewhere, not only in Republic of Macedonia 59 . The organized and legally
defined development of the private security in Republic of Macedonia started at the end of the 1990s and
followed its path until the present, with mainly three phases of legal development. The first phase of this
period of legal development is the period from the adoption of the first legislation at the end of 1999 with the
Law on security persons and property and the accompanying by-law legislation, the second phase being
marked with some slight amendments to this legislation from 2007 and 2011, up until the end of 2012 and
the first half of 2013 when completely new Law on private security and adjoining by-laws has been adopted.
Although we speak of relatively short time-span of only 13 years, these changes and improvements of the
legislation speak sufficiently of dimensions of growth and development the private security sector
(subsystem) has experienced over these years in Macedonia. What is most important, such a short period of
time is making the process of assessment of rights and wrongs of this development really a hard and
painstaking job.
It seems quite obvious that the urgent and pressing development of the private security practice in Republic
of Macedonia and wider has been the main factor that instigated and still drives the legal regulation in this
sphere, with almost inevitable mistakes, and sometimes even significant failures to respond appropriately to
the rapid growth and development. Two other equally important factors that are not to be forgotten when we
speak of post-socialist transitional countries such as Republic of Macedonia are the ideological legacy from
the previous organization, structure and functioning of the security systems and the controversial sociocultural, economic and security transitional impacts on the private security subsystem. And while the first
factor is common for almost all democratic countries nowadays in the world, the second one is regional,
while the third one is a mixture of regional and uniquely domestic influences. However, our attempt to assess
the relation between legal framework and growth and development of the sector from this time distance
could not be freed from a dose of subjectivity which is likely to be substituted with the needed analyses to
point out to some flaws and mistakes made and to prevent these from happening in the future. Therefore, we
assume that such an analysis is vital in this moment and could contribute towards better understanding and
improvement of the legal framework and practical functioning of the private security activity in Republic of
Macedonia.
The New Legislation on Private Security Activity in Republic of Macedonia
The private security subsystem is new security phenomenon in the contemporary Macedonian security
system. As such, it naturally comes across many obstacles and risks. Having been new brings with it lack of
experience concerning legal regulation of the private security, so the private security is prone to uncritical
borrowings or even pure copying of the legal provisions concerning this activity from abroad. The
Macedonian legal experience in the field of private security owes much to the legal provisions of the
countries in the region, especially Slovenian legal experiences which had been widely, sometimes even
unquestionably consulted and used. However, the Macedonian private security activity can be proud to be
the first segment of the private security subsystem that has been regulated with new regulation and in these
terms could be seen to be well ahead in comparison with private detective activity. Paradoxically for the
scholars and commentators from abroad, but yet, quite understandably for domestic scholars and
commentators, the legal framework of the private security activity follows the needs for legal regulation of
this sphere considering its rapid growth and development, while the private detective activity remains with
the old legislation, although there’s and urgent need for its development, since the existent legal framework
within this activity is seen as one of the main reasons for underdevelopment of this part of the private
security in Macedonia.
According to the latest available report of the CoESS from 2011, Republic of Macedonia is considered to be
the country that has strict legislation in the private security sector (subsystem) 60 . As an indicator of that, for
example, Republic of Macedonia, even with the new legislation in the private security activity, remains
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country that does not allow to the foreign citizens to found private security company on its territory, a fact
that could be interpreted both as fear of openness that could possibly harm the security system in general and
as a way of administrative protection of domestic players on the private security business. That means that
the country has a lot to do in order to reach the desired level of legal liberation that is recognizable for the
most developed private security sectors in the world. This has as a logical consequence a very centralized
position of MOI towards the entities that work within the private security sector that creates an atmosphere
of relationships that are best described as co-existence, since there’s not enough trust that could create the
optimal level of relationship between that and that is partnership. These surely reflects in a negative way
considering all forms of cooperation between police and private security, especially in crime-prevention
public-private partnerships 61 .
The new legislation that refers to the private security activity in Republic of Macedonia, as we’ve mentioned
earlier, is consisted of the completely new Law on private security and the new by-laws that are also adopted
and all of them are effective and implemented. The Law has been passed at the end of 2012 and entered into
force two months ago, the same being with its by-laws. The new Law on private security is twice big in
volume in comparison to the previous Law on securing persons and property and as it can be seen makes a
terminological and phenomenological step forward in order to follow the legal solutions of its kind in the
world. Thus, the new Law speaks of “private security” (private securing) instead of “private securing of
persons and property” as was previously the case in the legal provisions. Speaking of its contents, it makes
evident progress in clarification of the private security activity, the distinction between contract and
proprietary (in-house) security in every aspect including issuing of separate allowances for both ways of
exerting of private security activity and issuing licenses for physical and technical security to the private
security officers. The new Law also makes the position of the MOI even more important and stronger than
was previously. Thus, the Chamber for private security, although being partner in the adoption of the new
legislation together with MOI, seems quite sure that stayed partner only for that occasion. All major and
most important mechanisms are in the hands of MOI and the role of the Chamber has been reduced to, in our
opinion, remarkably technical.
In the sense of structure, the new Law on private security comprises 13 chapters (General provisions;
Conditions for exertion of private security; Exertion of private security; Proprietary (in-house) private
security; Mandatory private security; Authorizations of the private security officers; Work uniform and signs
of the private security officers; Chamber of Republic of Macedonia for private security; Registers, protection
of data and information; Surveillance; Misdemeanor provisions; Authorizations for by-law regulations;
Transitional and final provisions). Compared to the previous Law on securing persons and property from
1999 and amended in 2007 and 2011 it has 4 more chapters. The new Law keeps the crucial provision from
the previous Law stating that “the private security is an activity of public interest”62 . The next article 3,
defines the goals of the private security, saying that “legal entities with allowance for private security
undertake measures and activities affirmed with this Law in order to prevent and detect harmful phenomena
and illegal activities that endanger the corporal integrity and dignity of person and property that’s been
protected”63 . This is important provision since it clearly and undoubtedly mentions prevention as one of the
main roles and goals of private security activity. This provision was not present in the previous Law and
surely is a step ahead in defining the preventive function of the private security as its core function, role and
goal. Then, also, the new Law gives Meaning of the key expressions used in the Law, so that it serves as
clarification of the key terms and at the same time lacks some substantial terms for private security, such as
prevention, ethics and public-private partnership. Then, the articles 8 and 9 of the Law on private security
define two kinds of private security activity, the first one being contract security and the second one being
proprietary (in-house) security, which can be exerted in two ways, with addition that contract security can be
exerted as physical and technical security, while proprietary (in-house) security only as physical security 64 .
This makes the new Law more compatible with the foreign legislation on private security activity and is
significant improvement from the previous legal provisions.
Considering the conditions that a legal entity must meet in order to work in the private security activity, the
entity itself has to have at least 15 security officers with valid licenses issued by the Chamber upon passing
of the professional exam for physical security and at least 3 security officers with valid licenses for technical
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security. These criteria has to be met by the legal entities that give private security services (private security
agencies according to the previous Law on securing persons and property), or, widely known as contract
security entities. In addition to this, these entities must also posses valid allowance for work issued by the
MOI and has to start with their operation within 6 months from the moment they’ve been given the
allowance. Within this period they are also obliged to obtain legitimacies for their employees (private
security officers) from the Chamber. As proprietary security entities are concerned, they only must obtain
allowance from the MOI in order to be able to exert physical security for their own needs. The minimal
number of private security officers for physical proprietary security with adequate licenses issued by the
Chamber in this case is 1065 .
The most controversial article of the new Law certainly is the article 16. It regulates the long and exhausting
procedure related to non-issuing the allowance from the MOI to the legal entity that has submitted a
requirement for issuing the allowance. In this case, it seems quite evident that the legislator has done
everything possible to make the juridical trip a true labyrinth and we are skeptical that there’ll be any legal
entity who would dare to finish the marathon procedure in order to obtain the allowance in a case when MOI
didn’t issue the allowance from objective or subjective reasons. The whole procedure is very difficult to
read, follow and remember, let alone to have nerves and strength to finish it. Namely, the “notorious” article
16 states briefly that in a case the allowance has not been issued to the legal entity that submitted the
requirement in a period of 60 days, then the entity can submit the same requirement firstly to the scriptorium
of the MOI, and secondly, if there’s no such thing, directly to the headquarters of the MOI. Then, if the
requirement remains still unanswered and the license unissued, the bearer of the requirement can notify the
State Administrative Inspectorate. If the Inspectorate does not succeed in gaining the allowance from the
Minister of Interior, that it could submit an application to the State Public Prosecutor. In a case this is not
sufficient to get a license from the MOI, than the last hope for the legal entity is to start an administrative
case in front of the Administration Court in and urgent procedure 66 .
As far as the private security officers are concerned, they must fulfill some criteria due to obtaining the
license for physical of technical security. The new Law makes the criteria numerous, clearer and improved
compared to the former Law. Namely, besides being citizen of Republic of Macedonia, have permanent
residence in the country, the new Law strictly states that the candidates being at least 18 years of age, have
general psychological, physical and medical capability proved by valid medical attestation, be capable for
work in physical or technical security and pass the professional exam 67 . Prior to the exam, the candidates are
required special training program in order to be trained to pass the professional exam. According to the Book
of rules, this training is consisted of 50 hours of training for physical security and 40 hours of training for
technical security, which, is by any expert opinion inadequate time-span for successful training of the future
security officer68 . The good thing here is that the new Law allows the candidates who have finished their
high education to be freed from training in a period of 10 years after finishing their high-education, but they
still have to pass a professional exam for physical or technical security 69 . The same article in the next line
also makes the position of the MOI officers hard to interpret, in a sense that it could be understood
ambiguously. On one hand, it could be interpreted as favorable compared to other individuals, even the
graduated students, recognizing their experience as basis that allows them not to pass any training or exam in
order to work as private security officers. This could be also supported by the claim that the provision from
the former Law that required time-span of 2 years prior to any application of the former MOI officer in order
to be able to apply for training and exam for private security officer has been erased in the new Law 70 . But,
on the other hand it could be interpreted as a mild turn towards the moonlighting, since the new Law literary
states that these provisions are not applied to the MOI officers, which supposes that they could be allowed to
serve as private security officers, but it is not clear under what conditions and do they’ll have to work as such
officers in their free time, outside the MOI officers hours, which is classic definition of a moonlighting 71 .
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The Chamber for private security also issues legitimations to the candidates who have passed the training
and exams, who are employed in a legal entity, who are psychologically, physically and medically capable of
doing their job and are not subject to any misdemeanor charge or being convicted for such transgression 72 .
Further, the new Law stipulates that use of arms can only be allowed to the physical security officers while
protecting people with immediate corporal protection (bodyguard), while protecting property, securing cash
and other valuables (CIT-Cash in Transit) and legal entities that secure financial and other institutions that
work with money and other valuables, as well as during the monitoring patrol security 73 . The following
articles meticulously determine conditions and procedures under which a legal entity is allowed to keep and
use weapons, as well as responsibility of security officers and their in-charge persons for keeping,
maintaining and using the weapons. Besides that, there are significant improvements in defining the
technical security and monitoring as well as monitoring patrol security. The new thing in this legislation is
also the provision that allows the Government to determine which legal entities must have mandatory private
security. This security is mandatory, according to the Law, for the legal entities whose work encompasses
handling with radioactive or other materials considered dangerous for the environment, objects of special
cultural and historical meaning, as well as with any other cases when it is of interest of security and defense
of the state74 . This provision could be viewed as harbinger to what in the future may give rise to the private public partnership in securing the critical infrastructure (in Western countries mainly understood as securing
the energy and telecommunication facilities and wider the transportation infrastructure).
In terms of the authorizations of private security officers (workers in a literary translation from Macedonian
legislation), they have been more thoroughly and precisely defined, with new authorization being given to
the private security officers that work in physical security. This authorization could be only assumed in the
previous Law, but is clearly defined in the new Law and is named Detaining and Handing Over to police the
persons who are caught in the act of doing the crime that’s been pursued ex-officio 75 . One of the most
peculiar provisions in this part of the new Law is the range of means of coercion that the private security
officer working in physical security can apply while exerting the Use of means of coercion. They are allowed
to carry and under circumstances of endangered life and property situations use the following means of
coercion: physical force, truncheon, means for tying, chemical means (atomizer), firearms and K9 (use of
trained dogs) 76 . Generally speaking, the authorizations are defined on a satisfactory level, with only
necessary defence and utmost necessity being missed as legal institues from the Criminal Law that could
drastically improve the context and spirit of the most rigourous authorizations and thus assure the public that
there will be no uncontrolled use of means of coercion and especially use of firearms.
The public authorizations that the Chamber for private security exerts are almost the same as in the former
Law on securing persons and property. The only difference here is that the new Law stipulates that the legal
entities which provide contract security are obliged to be members of the Chamber, while it is not mandatory
for the legal entities that exert proprietary (in-house) security 77 . The Surveillance and Misdemeanor
provisions stand almost the same as with the previous legis lation, with the new provision being added to the
so called Procedure of Alignment. This procedure means that the MOI officer who finds the person in doing
misdemeanor must propose to the transgressor the Procedure of Alignment before the Procedure for
Misdemeanor takes place. When the transgressor complies with that procedure, than the MOI officer would
issue him a pay order with minimum defined sum of money that has to be paid for that misdemeanor (tort) 78 .
Assessing the Strengths and Weaknesses of the New Legislation on Private Security
As the role of private security expands, both legally and socially, new responsibilities and obligations
must be tackled 79 . A consensus exists between scholars and practitioners within the private security about
the need for transparency and social accountability and acceptability of the private security sector. But,
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there’s no consensus about what level of accountability and acceptability, neither about the elements that it
should comprise. We think that the optimal and at the same time highest possible level of social
accountability and acceptability of private security meet at one point and at the same time they are
intercepting the highest point of efficaciousness of private security work 80 . In order to achieve these general
points of possible growth and development of the private security sector, we also believe that sound legal
framework acts as key, unavoidable element, since there can be no notion of private security nor any practice
in this sphere without comprehensive, clear and flexible legislation. This legislation should take into
consideration the previous elements of the optimal development of private security elsewhere and in
Republic of Macedonia. Only an innovative and up-to-date legal framework that constantly monitors,
follows and is even ahead of some of the developments in this sector (subsystem) could be seen as
appropriate.
The general assessment of the new legislation referring to private security activity in Republic of Macedonia
is that it is a move forward towards the development of this activity and sector (subsystem) as a whole, but it
is not as significant improvement regarding the qualitative development of the subsystem. The new
legislation makes important improvements in a way some crucial phenomena and categories are defined, but
since some essential elements of the private security activity are missing, we are under undivided impression
that a much more effort could have been made to bring this sector closer to the developed private security
sectors in Europe and wider. We cannot forget to mention that the legal provisions found in the new
legislation have enhanced the role of MOI instead of creating more space for development of the sector. It is
well known that centralizing the position of MOI in this sector (subsystem) means more surveillance and
control, which further produces lack of trust, which leads to co-existence instead of desired level of
partnership than remains only a phrase in terms of relationships between public and private security. Making
the role of police stronger and diminishing the role of the Chamber and legal entities only to organizational
and technical, not functional and essential, makes the partnership only a desired state, a day-dream that
would not be attained until there are provisions in the legislation such as the one found in the new one. Trust
and control exclude each other, and they reflect the state of value system within the sphere of security at the
same time. It is so simple, the more control mechanisms you have, the less mutual trust exists between the
sides and the far is the partnership. This could be summarized in the following equations:
P=T-C,
CO=C-T

when T>C
when C>T

P-stands for partnership
CO-stands for coexistence
T-stands for trust
C-stands for control
Another important weakness of the new legislation is the very humble presence of prevention within it. This
is only to be found in two provisions, according to our analysis of the Law on private security. The first one
is when defining the goals of private security, which is important, but not sufficient, and the second one is
found when defining the monitoring patrol physical security, when the article states that the patrol has two
functions: preventive and intervening 81 . The preventive cooperation between police and private security is to
be found in other words across the Law, but, it is obvious that a shadow of skepticism and mistrust
intertwines the provisions and the legislation transpires with control and lack of mutual trust. This is not
surprising since the police still looks on the private security entities and private security officers as
something yet and immature to carry important security responsibilities and usually finds suspicion in their
practical work, especially during the use of authorizations. For example, there were many cases recorded
and still present on a daily bases when police first finds the private security officers suspicious instead of the
offenders, or, assumes that the offender is right when he reports the crime first, although it may not be the
truth. This is also the problem that private security entities and officers face with the criminal law system in
general, not only police, but also the courts and public prosecutors. Therefore, it is not surprising that they
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are so many provisions in the new legislation that reflects a dose of fear, mistrust and consequently control
mechanisms with which police is intended to regulate this sphere.
The new legislation also lack the presence of ethical issues, does not make significant improvements in
training requirements, its scope and volume, as well as does not show the needed level of openness towards
the societal and scientific public. Precisely, the new Law does not mention ethical component at all, although
there are such positive examples in other judicial systems concerning the regulation of private security. This
is especially important to mention when setting the criteria for applying for training, exam and further
license, when doing security (background) checks and when carrying out the authorizations. Then, the
training requirements remain almost the same in terms of contents and volume compared to the previous
ones. Just for comparison, in France there are 70 hours of mandatory training for private security officer
(almost twice as much as in Macedonia), 94 hours in Slovenia (more than two times than Macedonia), but
only 21 hours of basic training in United Kingdom (twice less than Macedonia) 82 . Nevertheless, it is general
impression that the training must be on higher level and it must last longer than it is, simply because the
authorizations that the private security officers have while securing exactly defined persons and property are
similar or the same with the police officers. It is illogical to have one year training for the police officer, and
only 40-50 hours of training for the private security officer, which is equivalent of one working week. By
our opinion, the training must be at least several, two or three months, the period tha t could be
understandable for adopting the theoretical and practical knowledge needed to work in this subtle security
subsystem.
The last, but not the least important, the new legislation does not mention the relation with public which is
very important for creating positive public perception, understanding the real role and significance of private
security as well as building trust and positive public image. We think that the legislator shouldn’t have
forgotten this important chapter since there were a lot of negative cases that created bad picture, mistrust and
even fear from the private security (the Ohrid case of murdering the Serbian tourist, the Detonator case etc.)
The police, private security entities and society in general have to work more closely in coordinating their
efforts with mutual informing, education and communication in order to build mutual trust, positive picture
and desired security state. We must not forget the important fact that the majority of the scientific public was
not included during the process of preparation and final contents of the new legislation. This must be
surpassed in the future if we want to have a quality legal framework that could bring better security for all of
us and could help taking away the negative perception and attitude that this activity remains within closed
walls between police and private security entities (precisely the Chamber for private security).
In spite of numerous important weaknesses, the new legislation concerning the private security activ ity in
Republic of Macedonia also contains some significant strengths. They can be mainly found in the higher
level of professionalism that is required both from the entities and private security officers, further
diversification of security services as well as in the consolidation of the private security market. By dividing
the types of allowances and licenses, the new Law makes the long expected positive shift forward towards
more efficacious private security activity. Specialization in these terms is good and could bring greater
professionalism, heightening the standards for contract and proprietary, as well as physical and technical
security. Numerous improvements in this part of the legislation make the work of the entities within the
sector clearer, better defined and efficient. Also, the clearer definition of the authorizations and procedures of
use of means of coercion brings a sense of safety and reduces the fear from public that they could be use
inappropriately. This will, on other hand, diminish the control work of the police towards the private security
officers and could in the future result with increase in the level of trust. The new legislation also contains
crucial improvements in the level of technical standards and procedures needed for quality private security of
manifestations and transport of valuables (CIT). By setting very high standards and requirements it is
believed that there’ll be significant improvement in the prevention of crime related with this types of
physical security, especially having in mind that one of the most detrimental incidents in the past were
related with spectacular robberies of large amount of money and other valuables from financial institutions
(banks, exchange offices, savings-banks, post-offices etc.) that were secured by private security agencies and
manifestations also secured by some of the agencies. Also, for those who are still skeptical about
overstepping the authorizations from the private security officers while on duty, the new Law clearly defines
the “line of the secured space”, meaning secured property and the persons that are secured including
themselves. And finally the new Law clearly states that the private security officers can bring the weapons
with them only while on duty, only with an order issued by the person of the legal entity in-charge for that
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matter and use them in a strictly defined situation. Moreover, they are forbidden to use their own firearms for
which they have allowance except the official firearms83 .
Concerning the effects that this new legislation could have on the market on private security services, it is
evident that it’ll provide conditions for consolidation of the market. This means that only the most devoted
and professional legal entities in the private security activity will survive the harsh competition and that
there’ll be significantly less improvisations than was the case in the past. It is realistic to expect that a
process of amassment will take place, which will crystallize several serious entities in this sector (subsystem)
that will be able to withstand the competition from abroad when this will happen in the next phase of
development. In this sense, the new Law on private security has increased the minimal number of licensed
private security officers for physical security at least 15 in order to form a contract security entity, and
introduced minimum of 3 private security officers for technical security needed to form contract security
entity for technical security. The provisions of the new Law also stipulate that the legal entity that provides
security for its own needs (proprietary security) must have at least 10 licensed private security officers only
for physical security 84 . Further, the new Law stipulates other requirements of technical, organizational and
material nature that legal entities in the private security activity must fullfill if they want to work in the
sector. This economic and professional part of the new legislation seems to be one of the strongest and an
area where salient improvement has been made in relation to the previous legislation in this field.
Due to better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the new legislation on private security
activity in Republic of Macedonia, we give a table presentation below (Table 1).

Strengths
higher level of professionalism required
specialization of private security services
better regulation of authorizations
realistically anticipated consolidation of the market
clearly defined crucial notions on private security
introduced Alignment procedure for misdemeanors
introduced mandatory private security by the state

Weaknesses
essential lack of prevention
public-private partnership neglected
centralized position of the MOI
insufficient training
absence of ethics
the position of the Chamber remains mainly
supportive
exhausting procedure for non-issuing the allowance

Table 1. Strengths and Weaknesses of the new legislation on private security in Republic of Macedonia
Future Improvements to the Legislation on the Private Security
The newly adopted legislation on the private security activity in Republic of Macedonia is small, but,
nevertheless, steps forward in legal regulation and further development of this segment of the private
security. Compared to the previous legislation it is objectively much better, but, in terms of the expectations
and experiences in this field from the neighboring countries and wider it has much space for essential
improvement in the future. According to our opinion based on the best legal practices in the countries with
developed private security sectors, we could propose several improvements to the legislation on the private
security activity in Republic of Macedonia which should be taken into consideration when preparing
amendments to the existing legislation or completely new legislation in the future. These improvements
could be summarized in the following:




Increased presence and importance of provisions concerning the preventive work of the private
security entities as their main goal and role in the security system;
Placing crucial importance on public-private partnership between police and private security entities
with concrete provisions regulating and stimulating these relationships;
Loosening the very centralized position of MOI in comparison to the Chamber for private security,
private security entities, scientific and general public in order to create climate of mutual
acceptance, trust and cooperation;
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Creation of legal framework that could allow foreign private security entities to operate in the
country which will heighten the overall competition and bring higher professionalism and quality of
work in the private security activity;
Stipulating provisions that regulate the possibility of off-duty work of the police officers in the
private security as private security officers-moonlighting;
Inclusion of the high education institutions in Republic of Macedonia in the process of education,
training and other programs that could help the private security sector to develop on scientific basis
and could enable sustainable long-term development with positive societal, economic and security
impacts;
Further clarification of authorizations of the private security officers in order to prevent
overstepping of the authorizations with inclusion of the legal institutes of necessary defense and
ultimate necessity;
Further development of the regulation in order to provide continuous consolidation of the market of
private security services, diminishing the non-economic, administrative, political criminal and other
forms of unwanted influences.

Conclusion
The new legislation on private security activity in Republic of Macedonia can be considered as an
important step further towards the development of the private security in the country. Although it shows
positive and negative sides, in actual fact it can be evaluated as necessary move towards future stages of the
development of private security activity. It seems objective and obvious enough, however, that the new
legislation could have been more effective and useful if some braver and visionary steps took place, such as
giving emphasis to prevention, public, private-partnerships, ethical issues, comprehensive training and wider
openness towards societal and scientific public. The previous mentioned quest ions are at same time
weaknesses since they lack or are not appropriately mentioned and used in legislation and on the other hand
they represent the points of future possible improvement in the private security activity in the country. One
must not also forgive to remark that the new Law on private security also breathes with centralized
provisions where MOI has evidently central and even strengthen position with surveillance and control
mechanisms enhanced, while the position of the Chamber for private security remains more organizational
and technical. That is a clear indicator by itself that the most important area on which both police and private
security must work hard in the future is building mutual trust and respect as precondition for desired
partnership relations and further development of the subsystem.
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HUMAN SECURITY CONCEPT – ITS ROOTS AND MAIN CHALLENGES85

Abstract
The concept of human security is one of the most important creations of the Post-Cold War period. The
revival of the traditional ideas of humanism emerged as a consequence of the numerous turmoils of the Cold
War period, when the nations were on the verge of war resurgence. In addition, the changing security
environment has set new security challenges. They became so increasingly important that they progressively
drew the attention of the international political community and of each individual state. As a result, the first
political step under the auspices of the United Nations was the submmit the Human Development Report in
1994. Soon after that, the concept of human security became the matter of scientific interest, which
subsequntly aused problems in determining its research framework in order to to make it more analyticaly
useful and scientifically meaningful. The paper will firstly present the circumstances that led to the creation
of the concept of human security. Then it will discuss the problem of discrepancy between human security as
a scientific concept and policy oriented human security concept. Finally, the subject of this paper will fous
on the biggest challenges the human security concept is faced with and how the concept differs depending on
the context in which this issue is researched.
Keywords: human security, human development, security agenda, United nations.
1. Introduction
Human security is a concept that has recently become a concern of the state, non-state actors,
intergovernmental organizations and the whole international community. Each of these entities has its own
vision of the idea of human security, and that's one of the reasons why human security today is such a
heterogeneous concept and there is no complete agreement on its constitutive elements. Nonetheless,
drawing attention to humans and their vital values (to a greater or lesser extent) represent a significant shift
in national policies of the states. Security problems that people are daily directly or indirectly faced with are
one of the most important tasks for any state. The concept of human security is therefore primarily a practical
concept that should attempt to identify context-specific problems within certain social elements and to come
up with the best solutions for those problems.
In parallel with the policy-oriented approach to human security, the interest of the scientific
community in this problem grew. The interest of the scientific community is not surprising, given the fact
that the meaning and purpose of science is to identify problems and provide proposals to their solutions. One
of the leading sociologists and philosophers of today, a representative of the critical school, Jürgen
Habermas, thinks that there should be unity beetwen theory and practice in social life. He also emphasizes
that the responsability of critical theory is to contemplate the basis of human existence and to respond to
practical social issues. 86
There are many-reasons for introducing the concept of human security in the scientific literature of
security studies. The main reason for theorists of human security is the challenge of determining an
acceptable analytical framework of human security. Policy-oriented approaches to human security are mainly
motivated by the possibility to contribute towards the resolution of some of the most common problems of
human security, and to mitigate their consequences and drive quality data and indicators of human
(in)security by conducting some empirical research.
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When it comes to the most common problems of human security, the statistics show a paradox - the
problems are trivial, but more and more difficult to resolve and thus they leave harsh consequences for those
involved. Such problems include the spread of infectious diseases due to unhygienic living conditions,
contamination of food and water, lack of water resources in some parts of the world, malnutrition and so on.
According to latest figures, poor nutrition plays a role in at least half of the 10.9 million child deaths each
year - five million deaths.87
Besides, FAO’s (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) estimates from 2012th
indicate that the proportion of the world’s population suffering from undernourishment has declined to
12.5 percent; his is a remarkable achievement, yet 868 million people remain undernourished in terms of
energy consumption and an estimated 2 billion people suffer from one or more micronutrient deficiencies. 88
As we can see, the world cries out for solving problems that are definitively not intractable, and their
neglection creates the most inhumane consequences for man and ultimately, for his life. Among the plenty of
reasons, President of Japan Association for Human Security Studies, Kinhide Mushakoji, provides three
reasons why we should study human security. Firstly, Westphalian state security is detached from the state
and associated with its true agents, human individuals and human communities; Human Security is a nonhegemonic concept which has been developed first by intellectuals concerned by the multi-dimensionality of
human insecurity realities. Finally, it stresses particularistic realities of human insecurity, and complements
in this way the universalistic concept of Human Rights. 89
Finally, can we tell what human security is? In a variety of of definitions, it is possible to extract
some most comprehensive. For example,. Fen Osler Hampson make the difference between three
approaches to human security: an approach grounded on human rights (basic political and civil rights); an
approach grounded on "human safety" (personal rights including subsistence - which is the basis for
humanitarian interventions) and an approach grounded on sustainable human development (economic, social
rights, the right to a healthy environment) 90 Gary King and Christopher Murray suggest that the narrowest set
of areas important for the measurement of human security should include income, health, education, political
freedom and democracy.91 For the purpose of this paper, human security is defined as the optimal protection
of people from military and nonmilitary threats directed towards the values that are designated as vital by the
society within one territory.
2. The emergence of the concept of human security
Historically, the concept of human security has been emerging in parallel with the end of the Cold
War, with the victorious celebration of democracy and the expansion of capitalism, which later proved to be
a serious causer of many problems that people face. The importance of the appearance of concept of human
security is at least twofold. On the one hand, its constructivism, human idea and practical dimension are
indisputable.92 On the other hand, we shouldn’t disregard the misuses that have been justified by this
concept, as humanitarian interventions, peace operations and other forms of „protection“ that include
violence.
The first indications of this concept are given through various initiatives of intellectuals, academics
and prominent leaders of European countries. At the end of the 60s was founded a non-governmental
organization called the "Club of Rome" that submitted a number of reports on the problems of human
security during the '70s, and created the famous book "Limits to Growth" that deals with the issue of
sustainable development. In the '80s it is important to set aside the reports of two independent commission
headed by statesmen and politicians, Olof Palme and Willy Brandt. Non-Aligned Movement was also
created as a result of strengthening the idea of humanization in international politics, given the fact that states
locked in security dilemmas weren't much interested in areas such as economic prosperity and the
eradication of poverty in existentially disadvantaged areas of the world. However, only within Unated
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nations this issue has gained security significance. The UN Human Development Report from 1994, made
the issue of human security institutionalized for the first time.
The reasons for introduction of human security and human development at the stage of international
politics are explained by the inadequacy of security approach that is based on protecting against external
military threats. In addition, the post-Cold War period is characterized by a number of changes that posed a
man in focus of security studies. First of all, it is about the growth of complex interdependence, the erosion
of sovereignty, amazing advances in communications, the declining utility of force, the degradation of
nature, huge population growth, the internationalization of the world economy, the spread of global life
styles, constant technological innovation, the dissemination of modern weaponry, the growing scope for nonstate actors and so on.93
After the Cold War, states defined security in accordance with the historical experience and with
threats by which they were frightened the most. As it was said in Human Development Report 1994, the
superpowers were locked in an ideological struggle, the developing nations were sensitive to any real or
perceived threats to their fragile national identities and the ordinary people’s concerns of daily life were
forgotten.94 States were often paying more attention on resolving conflicts than on elimination of their roots such as ethnic and religious intolerance, low living standards and the like. A number of countries, such as
Canada, Norway and Japan, decided to make human security a part of their foreign policies. 95 The concept of
human security in these countries is also not universal, but rather focused on specific aspects, ie. problems of
human security. In 1998th was funded the Human Security Network (HSN). It is an association of foreign
ministers from 13 countries (Austria, Canada, Chile, Costa Rica, Greece, Ireland, Jordan, Mali, Norway,
Slovenia, Switzerland and Thailand, with South Africa participating as an observer) that has set itself the
task of promoting the concept of human security as a feature of all national and international policies.
In international relations theory, a significant contribution to the creation of the idea of human
security has been given by Boot's conception of emancipation. In his definition, emancipation is the freeing
of people (as individuals and groups) from those physical and human constraints which stop them carrying
out what they would freely choose to do. 96 Emancipation is the idea that is most similar to the basis of the
idea of human security, which refers that human security is not protection against threats, but the release, ie.
tendency to avoid the threats, which indicates preventive character of the concept of human security.
Vivienne Taylor also put forward a multitude of reasons why human security is necessary. She finds
that human security complements state security and promote human rights, it promote gender justice,
develops norms and measures related to conflict situations, reduces the proliferation of weapons and military
costs, responds to the migration problem, rebuilds conflict shattered states, points out in the forefront the
policy of reducing poverty, takes care about the health and education of the population. 97
Although more and more often we can hear arguments that the concept of human security is in crisis
and that the terrorist threat pulls the states back to the shell of the state of national security, the concept itself
is far from being completely compromised. Namely, human freedom, political and civil rights are just one
aspect of human security and their possible violation does not necessarily undermines the concept. On the
contrary, it could be undoubtedly said that the concept is being developed in the way that protection of
human values is provided taking into account a particular pyramid of priorities. Protection of life certainly
can therefore submit a victim of freedom restriction, because it is an inevitable consequence of a complex
and uncertain world in which we live.
3. Human Security in Theory and Practice
The literature has made a clear distinction between the scientific treatment of human security
(analytical usefulness of the concept) and its policy-oriented approach (normative usefulness). In that sense,
it is of a great importance the division between these approaches to human security made by Mary Kaldor (et
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al.). She is making distinction between two different aspects of the doctrine of human security: lexis - what is
said and written about it and praxis - what does it mean in terms of a daily hands-on activities. 98
The concept of human security appeared, first of all, as the idea of practical policy, aimed at solving
a wide range of human problems. Over time, the concept was being broadened according to the changes in
social reality and human needs. The width of the concept of human security is not an obstacle for policy
oriented approaches to human security giving the fact that normative value of the concept is growing in a
way that involves a large number of problems that is trying to solve. As one of the countries that have made
human security an integral and mandatory part of its policy Japan has therefore adopted the broadest
definition of human security that does not prioritize “freedom from fear” over the “freedom from want” and
emphasizes human security from the perspective of strengthening efforts to cope with threats to human lives,
livelihoods and dignity. 99 Bearing in mind that emancipation with the meaning of liberation from the threat
and fear is the basis of the concept of human security, the component of human security concept that has
caused most controversy is the military component. The use of violence to solve a problem of human
security points out to omission to prevent an escalation of the problem to that extent that its solution requires
the use of violence. Basically, the concept of human security is difficult to be compatible with the use of
force and firearms, and such examples are generally questionable, both from a legal and so from a moral
point of view.
On the other hand, the width of the concept of human security and imprecision of its framework is
one of the biggest challenges that have been put upon scientific community. The results of previous studies
have shown us that the concept of human security is poorly researched and insufficiently precise concept that
has only recently begun to take a significant position in the scientific literature on security studies. When it
comes to the possibility of conceptualizing human security and the possibility of scientific foundation and
the analytical precising of the concept in security studies, a large part of the scientific community is still
skeptical, so the issues related to the concept of human security are often approached from the critical point
of view. The question that pose a scientific problem is how to specify all the values to be protected but no
one to be left out? What can pose a threat to a human life? What all can be a threat to human dignity? It is
obvious that list of threats can be long. This is one of the main reasons for opposition to the scientific
conceptualization of human security, and one of the main reasons why some theorists believe that it should
remain in the domain of practical policy.
However, despite these criticisms, the task of science is about conducting a serious empirical
research in order to determine the problems of human security. Unlike other policies, human security policy
should be shaped by the public opinion, not by decision makers. Their task is to adopt and implement this
policy and ensure the protection of human values. The data, therefore, should not be collected the "topdown", but rather the opposite. Citizens with their everyday problems are the best sample that research
should be conducted on. Such research should help not only in identifying threats, but in reconceptualization,
and giving a more precise framework of this concept.
In the world of science, discourse of human security is a very important contribution to the
identification of the most important security problems of the people since scientists are expected to research
what are the biggest challenges and threats to human security objectively and impartially. Security analyst
can and they should contribute to precision of the analytical framework of human security taking into
account its normative framework and avoiding narrowly set traditionalist concept which takes into account
only the implications of armed conflict on human security.
Academics and policy makers have different visions of human security, and they even have different
visions among themselves. But anyway, theoretical as well as practical definition can not be unusable and
the imaginary, but must be based on the real problems of human security. Unilateral political definition that
has no interest in real, daily human needs or theoretical definition that serves to science but can not respond
to practical problems is useless. Roland Paris therefore proposes that the lack of analytical precision of the
concept of human security should be compensated by using the concept of human security as a label for a
broad category of research in the field of security studies that is primarily concerned with nonmilitary threats
to the safety of societes, groups and individuals.100
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Though relevant and universal, applicable to all nations and states, the concept of human security is
contextually specific. 101 This specificity must be respected taking into account social, economic, political and
other differences in the areas where the problem of human security is considered. The standpoint of this
paper is that the concept of human security should seek broader analytical and normative framework that
only in a specific context (the context of the region or country) will get its complete (local or regional) form
and content. Analytical precision of the concept of human security at the global level is almost impossible to
achieve given the heterogeneity of the threats that people in certain parts of the world are faced with. Jaap de
Wilde is one of the theorists who has proposed the application of the theory of regional security complex on
other actors besides state to explain how human collectives relate to each other and how do they relate to the
natural environment in terms of common threats and weaknesses.102
4. Human security as a context-specific item
As already mentioned, it is often criticized the fact that debates on the content of the concept of
human security were almost exclusively conducted by the academic community and policymakers of
individual countries. As Amitav Acharya concludes, common people hardly got their voice through, even
though human security is really about people’s security. What people – especially those who are real victims
of human insecurity in their real lives‐ think of the human security concept was hardly factored‐in. 103 He also
admits that scientists are focused on the broad picture because they lack more micro‐research or case studies
in actual conflict areas.104
Therefore, the problems of human security in practice, and also as a part of the analytical theoretical
framework, require specific treatment, depending on the cultural, economic, political and social environment.
The most valid information about the needs of the environment that function in certain circumstances are
given by those who are the part of the environment, local or regional. Obtaining such information in the
specific context is important for undertaking preventative measures as well. As stated in the Report of
Human Development 1994, human security is easier to ensure through early prevention than later
intervention. It is less costly to meet these threats upstream than downstream.105
Human security is a key concept which seeks to complement the European Universalism of Human
Rights by an existential search on human insecurity with all its particularistic aspects taking into account the
diversity of cultural and historical local conditions. 106 Numerous problems of human security set
impediments before theorists to place them in one specific frame. One of the best ways to integrate all the
crucial issues on human security within that framework and avoiding its potential impracticability in some
fields, is to do so by giving a content to a framework in some specific environment, in accordance with the
impulses sent by that environment. Nowadays, human security is more than ever a context-specific question.
This is emphasized by the growing divisions of the world, the differences between rich and poor and
between developed and undeveloped are getting more and more noticable, and security problems are too
diverse to be resolved jointly in an unique way, using the universal pattern.
However, specificities of human security in particular areas does not mean that the problems of
human security have no common roots nor that can be solved in isolation. Even in the first document on
human security, Human Development Report 1994, was noted that the components of human security are
interdependent. When the security of people is endangered anywhere in the world, all nations are likely to
get involved. 107
It is true that some problems of human security specific for the Western Balkans can hardly be
associated with, for example, problems of human security in the United States. Some states are determined
by security culture and the way of political life to pay greater attention to human development and human
security. It is certain that the so-called "states of social welfare" have fewer problems on human security,
101
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which is confirmed in Human Develpment Reporfor 2012 where the three "social welfare" states (Norway
(1), Sweden (7), Denmark (15)) are highly positioned among the top twenty countries with the highest
Human Development Index.108 Without going into the validity of the indicators of human development,
human development index is one of the most important indicators of human security. However,
interdependence and ever closer connection between all mankind makes the problems of one part of the
world very easily spill over and become a potential threat to the safety of the other. Nowadays, even the
richest countries may face problems of false asylum seekers, refugees, immigration, religious and ethnic
intolerance, social spending, etc., and many of them are caused by the "spillover" of human security
problems that occur in any other country or region of the world. Therefore, the main task of governmental
and non-governmental structures around the world is to work systematically to address the most important
problems of human security, especially those of social and economic nature, which generate other, military,
political and problems of other nature.

5. Conclusion
Human security is a concept that directly or indirectly influence the states' policy-making. Although
there is still no precise definition on human security, and many countries still lack systematic approach to the
problem, certain manifestations of endangering human security brought to its knees even the best prepared
and most organized states.
In addition to the need of the current system of national security to be prepared to particular
challenges to human security, it still remains the great task for science and practice to jointly try to find
ways to precise this concept when it comes to reference objects of protection, and finally to precise a concept
at regional and local level in accordance with the specific needs of the environment.
Systematic approach to the problem of human security, besides laws, by-laws, doctrinal and strategic
documents must include developing institutional mechanisms to support the concept. The work on achieving,
promoting and protecting human security can not be spontaneous, situational, unplanned or only reparative.
So in order to prevent any significant problems of human security education and trainig are also of a great
importance so people can take care of their own security. Self-protective practices of individuals are very
helpful in countries that are still in process of building and strengthening the system of protection of human
security.
Of course, we should not forget that the basis of the concept of human as well as national security is
human being, so the primarly affected by all the threats coming from outside and inside the country are
humans. Protection of national security wrapped in the rhetoric of protection against an external enemy
leaves little space to those voices that suggest that the reality is such that man is threaten by multitude of
threats, not much less painful or fatal to his existence than other state's army can be. The fact that there is no
moral or legal responsibility for the deaths caused by hunger and disease, those "acts without offender" make
us to think about ways to protect the lives, especially young people and children's lives who are turning into
victims of bad policies at the national and international level.
The absence of any idea and practice of human security is unthinkable in any state nowadays. Each
state has a priority to create its own concept of human security taking into account the needs of its own
citizens, and also to build a comprehensive system of human security within the national security system that
would take care of everyday and increscent human problems. Besides the state as the main actor, in
realization of the concept of human security are involved as well intergovernmental organizations,
nongovernmental organizations and the individuals themselves, and therein lies the power and the
opportunity for further progress of this concept. Finally, the idea of human security within the foreign and
domestic policies of the states is substantial and progressive aim, and perod before us will show the level of
states' preparedness to overcome the security dilemmas and incorporate human dimension in their national
interests.
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THE IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGES
ON THE RISK OF NATURAL DISASTERS

ABSTRACT
Climate changes caused by uncontrolled emissions of greenhouse gases, increasingly, directly or
indirectly threaten people and their material goods. In addition, the effects of the climate changes (increasing
in the average temperature of the biosphere, the rising of the sea levels, melting glaciers, etc.), undoubtedly
contribute to an increased risk of natural disasters. Moreover, climate changes have an impact on the gradual
increase of their frequency, intensity and consequences. Around the world, numerous examples of natural
disasters testify about the great and inevitable impact of the global warming on the change of the
characteristics of floods, droughts, hurricanes, etc. It is therefore important to analyze the direct and indirect
impacts of climate changes on all the aspects of natural disasters.
The article explicitly and implicitly explains the implications of climate changes on the emergence,
intensity and frequency of natural disasters. In addition, it generally perceives the phenomenological
structures of climate changes and natural disasters in order to analyze their mutual causality.
Keywords: climate changes, natural disasters, impacts, emergency situations, security.

INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, serious decisions are led at local and international level on the issue of climate
change and its impact on natural disasters; they even become more numerous and more serious over the
years. Exploring their mutual influences, scientists worldwide are mostly engaged in the issue of the link
between the increase in the average temperature of the earth and the frequency (intensity) of natural
disasters, with a special emphasis on hydrological and meteorological disasters. In order to analyze such
influence, a solid knowledge of climate changes and natural disasters is necessary, as it is well known that
global warming does not affect equally all kinds of those disasters, taking into account the origin of their
occurrence. However, it should be noted that natural disasters have always existed, and that climate changes
can only affect the increase in their number, intensity, and consequences that they cause to people and their
material goods.
Without going into various multiplied multidimensional issues of climate change, it should be noted
that climate changes are caused by emissions of different gases that directly or indirectly exacerbate the
natural process by which infrared radiation is captured in the atmosphere, which causes heating of the
lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere. It is a fact that speaks that the temperature increase of land, sea,
and air causes disorder of certain natural processes, thereby contributing to creation of more frequent floods,
hurricanes, landslides and so on. Therefore, global warming which is characterized by increasing average
temperatures on Earth can be direct or indirect cause of the increase in severity (number and intensity) of
natural disasters. In order to examine this possibility, it is important to examine the effects of elevated
temperatures of land, sea and air on the processes that contribute to the above-mentioned increase in severity
of natural disasters. Besides the increase in the average temperature of the lithosphere, hydrosphere and
atmosphere, which are direct consequences of climate changes, it is important to analy ze its indirect effects
as well, such as increasing the level of the oceans and seas affected by the rapid melting of large glaciers in
Antarctica and Greenland. The aforementioned process also affects the natural disasters, but in different
ways than the direct effects of climate change.
A large number of research studies worldwide have identified and demonstrated the
interconnectedness of global warming and natural disasters using different statistical models. For example, if
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we start from the fact that the strength of hurricanes is based on the heating of the oceans and seas, which is
later transformed into mechanical strength, it is easy to examine the relationship between the changes in
ocean temperature and hurricane strength over the past few years. Of course, it is necessary to bear in mind
that the characteristics of a hurricane do not only depend on the water temperature, but also on other factors
which we will not refer to in the paper.
Therefore, this paper will analyze the phenomenological structure of climate changes and natural
disasters for further consideration of the relevant facts about their interrelation. Namely, in order to link
those two phenomena we should consider each one of them separately. Therefore, the paper will consider the
implications of climate changes on natural disasters with a special reference to their impact on specific
species, the intensity and the increase in their number.
CLIMATE CHANGES
Across the Earth, climate changes and their serious consequences are discussed on a daily basis. And
what exactly the climate changes are, and what they represent, is best explained by the process of warming
of the Earth. Namely, the daily solar energy penetrates into the atmosphere in the form of light waves. Part of
this energy heats the Earth, and the other part, in the form of infrared waves, goes back into space. Normally,
part of the infrared radiation is usually captured by the atmosphere allowing the temperature that stays on
Earth and it is within the acceptable limits. However, the problem we now face is that the thin layer of air
became even thinner due to the large amounts of carbon dioxide and other gases that cause the greenhouse
effect. Having become thicker, now that the layer retains a large amount of infrared radiation that would
otherwise have left the atmosphere, causing the temperature of the Earth's atmosphere and oceans begin to
rise.
According to the US Environmental Protection Agency – EPA, climate changes are significant
changes in climatic conditions such as temperature, precipitation or winds, which last for a decade or longer,
and may result from natural processes within the climate system (changes in ocean circulation), changes in
the intensity of solar radiation, or human activities that affect the composition of the atmosphere (through the
burning of fossil fuels) and the land surface (deforestation, urbanization, and desertification). 109 In addition,
unlike climate changes, the term „global warming“ represents the troposphere temperature increase thus
contributing to changes in the global weather patterns that emerge due to increased emissions of so-called
greenhouse gases, mainly carbon dioxide and methane. 110
Climate changes represent a serious threat to the basic elements of life for people in the world, such
as access to drinking water, food production, food, and land use. They are multiple (from drought to floods)
and multidimensional (local to global) risks that have short, medium, and long-term aspects and unknown
outcomes. The signatories to the UN Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol of 1997 have
accepted that climate changes carry many potential hazards, such as sea level rise, increased frequency of
storms and floods, the spread of infectious diseases, decline in biodiversity and reducing the availability of
food and water. These impacts are a threat to human life and sustainable development.

Figure 1.: Global mean surface air temperature records for each year since 1860 are shown, relative to that
at the end of the 19th century, together with a smoothed curve. The planet as a whole has experienced
109
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a temperature rise of 0.6-0.7 degrees Celsius since the beginning of the 12th century, and a rise of 0.4
degrees Celsius over the past three decades or so.111
According to some current trends, the average global temperatures will rise by 2 or 3 °C over the
next fifty years, which will cause many severe impacts often manifested through the water:112 melting
glaciers will firstly increase the risk of natural disasters (floods, droughts, storms), reduce water supplies
largely; there will be a decline in crop yields (food safety will be compromised), especially in Africa, where
millions of people can be left without the ability to produce or purchase sufficient food; a sea level rise will
result in a situation where each year, tens to hundreds of million people will experience flooding
additionally, natural disasters will be more intense, more frequent and more severe; the ecosystems will be
particularly vulnerable to climate changes, about 15 to 40% of species will potentially face extinction after
warming of only 2 °C.
Scientists agree that climate changes caused:113 a very possible sea level rise in the second half of the
twentieth century; presumable changes in wind the patterns, affecting the direction of extra tropical storms
and the temperature patterns; presumable increased temperatures of extreme hot nights, cold nights and cold
days; it is likely that they increased the risk of heat waves, areas affected by drought since 1970s, and the
frequency of heavy rainfall; warming that is the greatest over land and the highest latitudes, and the smallest
over the Southern Ocean and parts of the north Atlantic; contraction of the area covered by snow, increasing
thaw depth in most areas and the reduction of sea ice; very possible increase in precipitation at high latitudes.
After all, climate changes have affected all natural processes, changing many of their features that
will have different effects on people. And one of them is certainly the increasing in the frequency of natural
disasters.
NATURAL DISASTERS
Natural disasters are consequences of mutual influence of natural events (geophysical processes and
other processes in nature) and human systems (social - economic, cultural and physical). Consequently, they
are different from natural hazards that generate natural disasters only when they threaten people and their
material goods.114 More specifically, natural disasters are caused by the impact of natural hazards on people,
property, infrastructure and natural resources. These are events that have a major and tragic impact on
society, undermine the common ways of life, hinder economic, cultural, and sometimes political conditions
of life and slow down the development of the community and require special measures by first responders in
emergency situations. 115 In general, they have polymorphous character (two instances of the same origin and
intensity often produce a different overall effect), followed by the phenomenon of parallelism (affect only
certain geospatial areas where they significantly alter the conditions of life and environment) and specific,
usually massive consequences (social, health, physical and ecological). 116
Natural disasters, such adverse events for people, their property and the environment, occur in
different spheres of Earth (lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere). Such for example are
earthquakes, floods, epidemics, hurricanes, etc.117 Depending on the nature of the process of formation,
natural disasters can be divided into: geophysical (earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, landslides, bog),
meteorological (tropical cyclones / hurricanes, thunderstorms, tornadoes, lightning, hailstorm, snowstorm,
ice storms, blizzards, cold and hot waves, landslides, snow, fog and frost), hydrological (flood, inundation),
biological (epidemics and insect pests); extraterrestrial (meteors).118 Given the location of origin, natural
disasters may be: originally from the atmosphere and hydrosphere (e.g., tropical cyclones, tornadoes, floods,
torrents), originally from the lithosphere (earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis) and originally from the
biosphere (forest fires, bacteria).119 Also, with regard to the “source of origin”, they can be divided into:
“endogenous” (earthquakes and volcanic eruptions), „exogenous“ (floods and drought) and anthropogenic
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(human) origin (floods caused by dam failure).120 Some attempts of classification of natural disaster with
criteria of distribution (size) risk classify natural disasters into those whose influences are intense and
restricted (e.g., earthquakes and tornadoes) or scattered (diffuse) and pervasive (floods and droughts).121
Also, according to the speed of events, disasters may be: sudden (rapid, surprising - earthquake and tsunami).
They can occur suddenly and develop very rapidly slow (drought) formations, which can last for a long time,
although they occur gradually.122
Table 1: Types of natural disasters with regard to their definitions and major representatives 123
Natural disaster type
Definition
Major representatives
Events which originate from
Earthquakes, volcanoes, landslides
Geophysical
the solid land
Events caused by atmospheric
Storm
Meteorological
processes
Events caused by leakage or
overflow of water caused by
Floods
Hydrological
wind.
Events triggered by macro
Extreme temperatures, drought
Climate
processes in climate.
Events triggered by exposure of
Biological
Epidemic, infections
living organisms to germs
Clarification of complex phenomenology of natural disasters requires their empirical research and scientific
monitoring. An important scientific source is the international scientific database on natural disasters. Since
1998 the CRED - Centre of Research Epidemiology of Disasters updates the database on disasters. The
database registers natural disasters only if they meet the following requirements: if they have caused
fatalities of 10 people, that 100 or more people suffered health effects, the declared emergency call for help
is sent to international organizations or countries. 124

Figure 1: The trend of natural disasters from 1900 to 2011. year 125
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Based on the presented figure, it can be seen that the number of climate disasters such as droughts,
floods and storms greatly increased in the past few years. According to the trend it can be concluded that this
number will continue to grow. Whether the increase in the number of climate disasters is associated with
global warming or some other factors, it should be thoroughly studied and analyzed in order to scientifically
explain this trend.
The statistical analyses of natural disasters show that their number increased in the recent decades
causing increasingly serious consequences for the people and their material goods. Each type of natural
disaster has its own specific cause of the formation, which is affected by numerous factors. Certainly, the
climate disasters that are directly related to changes in temperature on the planet are dependent in the biggest
extent on these changes as opposed to the others.

Figure 2: Natural disaster summary 1975-2011. year126
Natural disasters pose a serious threat to people and their material goods. Day by day, their number
is increasing, and the consequences are becoming more serious. Statistically speaking, the state of natural
disaster is the following: the number of disasters recorded in the first half of the last century is only 6% of
the total number of disasters that have occurred over a period of 105 years, 62% of disasters in the last 100
years happened in the last 15 years of the period (the question is what has contributed that in the last 15 years
so many disasters have happened? Were it climate changes?) 80% of disasters that were recorded over the
past 100 years occurred in the last 25 years of this period, in each month in the last 100 years, there is an
average of 12 disasters.
Disasters threaten all parts of the world, especially in poor countries; redistribution of disasters by
different continents is different and more than 60% of disasters occur in Asia and Africa, almost 50% of
disasters have meteorological character, 30% have technological character, 12% geological and 8% have
biological nature; the worst cases of earthquakes, floods and famines in the last 100 years occurred in China;
the worst cases of landslides, avalanches and volcanic eruptions have occurred in Latin America; the largest
natural geological disaster is the earthquake in the Indian Ocean followed by the tsunami in 2004. In the last
five years the most difficult cases of landslides, tsunamis, snowstorms, hellish heat and terrorist attacks in
recent world history have occurred, and if we divided 100 years of observed period by the total number of
victims of a disaster, we would get the fact that every hour, 88 people are killed and 7,137 people are directly
affected by a disaster, and the total number of killed in disasters in the last 105 years is greater than the
population of France and the Netherlands together, and the total number of affected / killed people in that
period is higher than the current world population; epidemics are the most dangerous type of natural
disasters, because of the total number of killed / dead people even 65% suffered from an epidemics of
diseases, drought and famine are in the second and third place with a total share of 13% and 9%, the most
devastating type of disaster in regard to the affected / killed are floods with 43% share, followed by drought
with 33% and at the end, hurricanes / typhoons / tornadoes with 10%, the most damaging forms of disaster
126
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considering the average number of affected and dead people is drought with 2,673,429 per cycle, followed
by the famine with 1,028,350 and flood with 1,006 827; more than 90% of the affected and dead people are
from Asia or Africa, in average, each disaster takes away 5,395 lives, and the number of affected
approximately 435 100 and so on. 127 Based on the facts presented, it can be concluded that in the last decade,
the number and severity of natural disasters greatly increased compared to the previous decade. Particularly
noticeable is the increase in climatic disasters that are directly related to the atmosphere, hydrosphere and
lithosphere.

CONSEQUENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGES ON NATURAL DISASTERS
Climate changes that represent increase in average temperatures of the atmosphere, hydrosphere and
lithosphere in various ways affect the increase in frequency and intensity of natura l disasters. Global
warming particularly affects hydrological and meteorological disasters as they are in closest relationship with
the consequences of climate changes.
Therefore, the overall increase in the temperature leads to an increase in the number of hot days,
reducing the number of cold days in all areas of the planet.128 In the middle and upper parts of the northern
hemisphere, observations indicate an increase in precipitation that contributes to the development of different
types of floods and landslides and soil erosion. In some areas, such as Africa and Asia, the frequency and
intensity of droughts have increased in the recent decades. Such changes are consistent with the
intensification of the hydrological system. 129 From 1900 to 2005, precipitation increased significantly in the
eastern parts of North and South America, northern Europe and northern and central Asia, and declined in
the Sahel, the Mediterranean, southern Africa and parts of South Asia. At the global level, the area affected
by the drought has probably increased since the 1970s. It is likely that over the past 50 years, cold days, cold
nights and frost have been less frequent over most land areas, that the hot days and hot nights have been
more frequent. Also, it is likely that heat waves are more common in most terrestrial areas and that most
areas have increased frequency of heavy rainfall and that since 1975 it has increased frequency of extreme
sea level rise worldwide. 130 There is also evidence, based on observation, about increased intensity of
tropical cyclone activity in the North Atlantic around since 1970 with limited evidence of an increase in
other places. Changes in snow, ice and frozen ground with certainty influenced the increase in the number
and size of glacial lakes, increasing the instability of the land in the mountains and other regions, causing
numerous landslides and floods. Predictions for the next century indicate that the number of hot days and
very hot days will continue to grow, and that the number of cold and very cold days will drop in almost all
regions of the world. 131 In addition, the intensity and frequency of extreme precipitation will very likely
increase in many areas, and this will cause numerous floods and landslides. Moderate continental areas will
be mainly dry, which will increase the risk of summer droughts and fires. Table 1, presented on the following
page shows an overview of these impacts. While the extreme temperature changes are quite expected, in
many areas, changes in the frequency of rainfall or drought can be foreseen with certainty, some small
atmospheric changes are subject to greater uncertainty. There are no reliable predictions for minor
phenomena, including thunderstorms, tornadoes, storms, lightning and thunder. 132
It has already been stated that global warming raises the temperature of the oceans and seas, which
further causes the following changes: warmer water increases the amount of moisture in the hurricane, as the
warmer air contains more moisture. In the appropriate conditions, most of the moisture is released in the
form of large one-off rain and snowfall, causing the floods and snow storms. In part because of this, the
number of major flooding on all continents has increased from decade to decade.
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In many parts of the world, global warming increases the percentage of annual precipitation in the
form of rain rather than snow, causing major flooding in the spring and early summer. Year 2005 in Europe
was marked by unusual natural disasters. In the same year, in the United States, unprecedented series of
strong hurricanes took place. In 2005, the news agency UPI summarized the feelings of many Europeans
when it reported that: “Nature in Europe gone wrong”. Floods in Asia were also more frequent. In Mumbai
(India), height of water sediment reached 94 cm in 24 hours. It was arguably the greatest rainfall ever
recorded in an Indian city. Record floods were recorded in China that, as one of the oldest civilization
possesses the best record of flooding than any other country in the world. On the other hand, paradoxically,
global warming causes not only more frequent floods, but also more droughts.
Global warming, on the one hand, leads to more water evaporation from oceans which is
accumulated in the atmosphere as hot steam, and on the other hand drains more moisture from the ground.
Partly because of this, deserts worldwide from decade to decade, increasingly expand. One of the reasons for
this paradox is the fact that global warming not only increases the amount of rainfall causing severe flooding
around the world, but it partially diverts them. Statistical analysis showed that the amount of rainfall in the
world over the past ten years has grown by 20%. However, the impact of climate changes on the
precipitation amount is not the same everywhere. Precipitation has increased in some regions, and in others it
has decreased.

Figure 3: World temperature and natural disasters in LDCs, 1960 - 2005133
The presented diagram shows an increasing trend in the average temperatures and the number of
natural disasters from 1960 to 2005. Based on the graph, one can clearly see that the rise in temperatures is
accompanied by a rise in natural disasters. Of course, given that natural disasters result from a combination
of natural processes and their consequences for people, it is clear that the violation of the natural process,
which is reflected in temperature changes, affect the natural disasters that are part of the same process in the
nature. Over the past decade, the disasters that were associated with the weather were the cause of up to 90%
of the natural disasters, 60% of deaths and were responsible for 98% of cases of the decline in the quality of
life in the populated areas. The World Meteorological Organization reported in December, 2005, that that
year would be remembered by dozens of records of natural disasters, from drought in Brazil, cold in
Pakistan, to hurricanes in the Atlantic Ocean. Except for 1996, the past 10 years have been in the range of the
warmest years on the Earth since 1850.
Less than a month before the Hurricane Katrina hit the United States in 2005, an extensive research
done at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology confirmed the scientific consensus that global warming
makes hurricanes stronger and more destructive. Large hurricanes that occur in the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans from 1970's, for about 50% are stronger and longer lasting than before. 134
Growing consensus that global warming is associated with more destructive power of hurricanes
partially is based on a research that shows a significant increase in hurricane in category four and five. One
particular study predicts that global warming will increase the average hurricane strength by as much as half
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of degree on a well known scale of 5. National Authority for the US Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) has summarized some basic elements which are common to new researches. As the
temperature of water increases, wind speed also rises as well as the condensation of moisture in the air.
Therefore, the oceans are warmer, the winds are stronger. An increasing number of new scientific researches
that confirm the warmer water on the surface of the ocean can cause a greater convective energy that causes
more hurricanes. Recent evidence suggests to the scientists to claim that global warming increases the
frequency of hurricanes that was long thought to be the result of natural cycles in the move ment of deep
currents in the ocean.
Therefore, there is resonable scientific evidence which indicates an increase in water temperature
that could affect the cyclonic intensity and frequency, thus contributing to the increase in the number of
strong storms and floods. This could have fatal consequences for countries like Bangladesh, because it is
barely located above the sea level. As Peling and Uito noted: "Even modest sea level rise is likely to result in
significant erosion and shifting soil, increased flooding, salinization of drinking water, and the loss of coral
reefs and sandy beaches will only increase the openness to hurricanes and severe storms in coastal areas
where the highest natural diversity is found, where majority of population is settled, and the agricultural land
and capital goods are located“. Although climate models do not currently provide detailed, confidential
forecasts for each island, several island nations are already considered as "nations without water" (eg,
Barbados and the West African islands). In this environment, climate changes are likely to increase the
intensity and frequency of droughts and floods.

Figure 4.: Extreme and increase in probability of extreme in a warmer climate
Most measurements of temperature (top) will tend to fall within a range close to the average, so their
probability of occurrence is high. A very few measurements will be considered extreme and these occur very
infrequently. Similarly, for rainfalls (bottom), there tend to be more days with relatively light precipitation
and only very infrequently there are extremely heavy precipitation events, meaning their probability of
occurrence is low. The exact threshold for what is classified as an extreme varies from one analysis to
another, but would normally be as rare as, or rarer than, the top or bottom 10% of all occurrences. A
relatively small shift in the mean produces a larger change in the number of extremes for both temperature
and precipitation (top right, bottom right). Changes in the shape of the distribution (not shown), such as
might occur from the effects of a change in atmospheric circulation could also affect changes in extremes. 135
Therefore, natural hazards related to sea level change are surprisingly many and varied, and the
relationship between the two is often far from clear. Broadly speaking, rising sea levels can be expected to
increase the threat to coastal zones, primarily owing to the inundation or flooding of low-lying terrain but
135
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also through increased erosion, destabilization and collapse of elevated coastlines. Higher sea levels will also
exacerbate the impact and destructive potential of storm surges and tsunami, partly because of the elevated
level of the sea surface but also through increasing the exposure of many coastlines as a result of inundation
of wetlands and other protective environments. The hazard implications of falling sea levels are less obvious,
although it has been suggested that rapid drops in the sea level may trigger submarine landslides. On a much
broader scale, a number of authors have proposed that large sea-level changes - either up or down - may
trigger increased volcanism and seismicity along continental margins.
CONCLUSION
Climate change caused by excessive emission of greenhouse gases greatly affect the various
processes in nature and consequently to natural disasters. Exploring the impacts of climate changes on
natural disasters, the following conclusions have been crystallized:
 The consequences of climate changes that are real, seriously directly or indirectly threaten people,
the environment and their material goods;
 The overall increase in temperature leads to an increase in the number of hot days, reducing the
number of cold days in all areas of the Earth;
 Increasingly more attention is paid to research on climate change effects to natural disasters;
 The increasing trend in average temperatures follows the almost identical trend of increasing number
of natural disasters;
 The number of natural disasters, year in year out rises, and the highest level occurred in the last
decade;
 An increase in the average temperature of the Earth, sea level rise and soon lead to an increase in the
number and intensity of natural disasters such as floods, droughts, hurricanes, storms, etc..,
 Climate changes mostly affect the hydrological-meteorological disasters,
 Climate changes, a statistically speaking the most affect the floods, droughts and various storms;
 Global warming increases the percentage of annual precipitation in the form of rain, leading to major
flooding in the spring and early summer;
 Global warming affects hurricane destructiveness;
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ABSTRACT
Over the recent years, the Balkan region has been jeopardized more than ever before. The term
jeopardy implies to all existing and prospective threats and dangers on the safety of society, social systems
and all other values established in each society of the region. Emergence of any kind of destructive danger
will probably generate a huge risk for the respective society first, then consequently for the surrounding
societies and eventually for the region as a whole. Threats and dangers are manifested in various forms
expressed through social activities, including war threats, pressures, and even interventions and aggressions
when inter-state conflicts arise. However, threats, dangers, and risks referring to one or more societies are
mostly imposed by destructive groups or bunches intending to accomplish their own goals for corruption
purposes, organized crime purposes, terrorism etc.
In such cases, states or societies of the Balkan region, regardless of whether they are willing to act
so, would be compelled to get integrated and concentrated on a unique and coordinated prevention and
suppression of the above mentioned threats and risks, especially if they are getting larger and more
dangerous. Otherwise, a single society will be inefficient and likely to lose the battle with corruption,
organized crime, natural calamities and all other threats. Such threats would be increasingly dangerous for
the entire region. Integration and the above mentioned activities refer to agreements, communication and
decisions, as well as training, equipment and common activities in the whole region, with common motives
and tasks. In this regard, integration does not include formation of common entities within the region, but
refers to security assignments and tasks with the same goals and final results. All these activities will bring to
sincere and adequate cooperation, coordination and systematic orientation towards integration in common
actions of security departments in terms of joint activities, cooperation, help and direct involvement into a
unique, common security and protection system.
Key words: the Balkans, system, cooperation, integration, threats, risks.

INTRODUCTION
Contemporary world and the advanced international relations bring for new technologies and
technical improvements in terms of development of technical tools and equipment, and a need for mutual
cooperation and coordination among the national police establishments and other security departments.
Regardless of our will to improve security affairs, we have to do it as we are threatened by new modern
methods of technological and technical jeopardy and threats directed towards the security of the state
organization, security system and the safety of people in all regional countries. Therefore, each country is
considered jeopardized to a minor or major extent, and similar threats and risks apply for all countries in the
region.
Modern technology brings to a very quick progress in the development of mass destruction weapons
in the disturbed social relations in the world, in the time of frequent occurrences of local wars, internal riots,
terrorist and crime activities caused by multiplied and motivated intentions; many examples point to this
issue (known both from earlier and recent times). In this sense, modern forms of jeopardy and threats are
multiplied, widely spread, technologically improved for the new forms of violence, and directed to general
security of the region, which in our case is the Balkans. In certain conflicts, all jeopardizing tools are utilized
with all available means and materially dangerous substances, threatening the entire international
community.
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All the above mentioned indicates that a common coordination and activity of the security
departments is necessary, as well as joint actions aimed at prevention of all forms of threats, dangers, and
risks, which cause huge and irreparable consequences for the general security and environment. Utilization
of chemical, biological and nuclear weapons for mass destruction 136 is a direct security threat and an indirect
cause for natural misbalance and calamities additionally jeopardizing the entire international community,
region and each country. They occur in the form of aggressions, military interventions, and artificial natural
calamities, as well as diseases ravening the international community.
The latest regional incentives, cooperation, agreements, and coordination have made a large step
forward towards the improvement of the efficiency of the security departments in prevention and suppression
of terroristic activities, drugs, criminal acts, and corruption in the Balkan region and the whole region of the
European Union. This is especially the case with the relations of the Republic of Serbia with other countries
in the region and wider.
Conventions, resolutions, contracts, agreements and other activities are used to regulate common
issues addressed to subject solutions which get certain security entities and refer to unique and similar
methods of activity aimed to suppress all negative notions jeopardizing the entire security in both national
and wider terms.
Integration, cooperation, coordination, and common actions contribute to a single corporate me thod
of joint activity to be carried out by two or more departments in a single field. This would provide systematic
organization of national departments within the borders of the given country, as well as corporate activities
of the same, together with other, maybe even foreign security departments.
Corporate affairs and activities enable more efficient actions aimed to suppress negative notions.
These represent more efficient systems - unique units - providing common methods, measures, actions and
activities on unique grounds with a common goal.
CONCEPT AND DEFENITION OF SYSTEMATIC AND SECURITY SOLUTIONS
THROUGH INTEGRATION
The concept and systematic solutions are based on notional, planned, agreed and stipulated terms
and methods for a common-integrated action of two or more departments from a single system or combined
organization of activities from two similar or different systems of either two or more national or civil
countries. In such sense, an integrated system includes joint and common organizat ion of activities of two or
more countries engaged into the same task with a common goal – to prevent and suppress jeopardizing
factors in the entire region.
As for the integrated rules, it would mean the following:
 Adopted and planned rules with properly distributed interconnected parts, with a strict working
method.
 Summary of principles being the grounds for a common system formation.
 A form of social system organization;
 A form of scientific establishment of an organization;
 A group of commercial entities and institutions organized into a single unit or similar. 137
However, one of the possible definitions in this field might be formulated as follows;
A systematic solutions means: „ common, general and integrated organization of state security
institutions of two or more countries aimed at prevention and suppression of jeopardizing threats for the
region“.
In this regard, there is an adopted notional, planned and organized activity in distributing either parts
or entire national security systems and other related subjects according to strict working principles. Security
departments would be thus organized into a unique security system of the region. Each member state with its
own system would be considered a sub-system contained in a unique Regional System encompassing all
individual systems. Certainly, legal documents would rule joint activities for determined amount of time and
would not imply formation of a new system causing re-organization of the individual national security
systems. However, all groups are conditioned to connect, unite and act together, at least in some significant
actions which are of interest for the country getting integrated into this kind of system. The security system,
as part of a special scientific social discipline, is based on scientific grounds and national legal documents,
136
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rules and solutions which must be generally met. Systematic solutions provide a group of different and
similar methods applied by all security subjects in their own activities aimed at resolving the ta sk of having
been planned and assigned. Each individual sub-system includes a separate form of social organization
within the national legal documents in a unique system aimed at eliminating all prospective or pending forms
of threats and risks for public security, wealth, security system and state organization of each democratic
society, including the Republic of Serbia; these are joined among each other for common action purposes.
Scientific and theoretical organization of the security departments includes relations between equal
scientific disciplines including the science of security dealing with all aspects of national security level
referring to military, police, civil, and private security.
In this sense, the national security departments, authorities or subjects make a group of equal
institutions united as a whole, i.e. as a Regional Security System, in this case.
Therefore, a unique security system means: „A group of a number of independent and equal
subjects organized to prevent, suppress and eliminate all negative notions representing a threat for the
security of people, material values and the security system, implying certain risks and consequences“.
Systematic-integrated organization of all security subjects related to preventing, suppressing a nd
eliminating negative notions jeopardizing security of each individual country is a precondition to accomplish
the final goal, i.e. jointly assuring security for a system population. Apart from joint activities of the security
forces in a unique regional system, there is a need of joining the national security departments with the
security departments of other countries in the same region. Common activities are possible to be carried out
through agreements among the countries with the aim of acting together in the prevention and suppression of
terroristic and criminal activities and corruption. The above mentioned negative forms of security threats and
dangers are a phenomenon threatening the entire international community, especially the developing and the
transition countries. 138 Therefore, systematic integration of departments, affairs and actions implies corporate
management and action in terms of a response to all prospective threats and dangers on national, regional
and international field.
INTEGRATION OF SECURITY SUBJECTS AND COMMON AFFAIRS
Strategic approach to modern reforms in the security system refers to realistic estimations and
assumptions that the union of departments and affairs improves the security sector quality for each individual
country. Such a modern and reformatted national system meets the conditions to make a common system of
the Region. In such way, affairs and activities in both national and security fields would be improved.
Coordination, cooperation and union of subjects in national, regional and international fields would be made
easier. At the end of the 20th and in the beginning of the 21st century, the Republic of Serbia, as well as some
other countries, faced a number of threats such as: riots, demonstrations, terrorism, organized crime,
corruption, aggression, natural calamities and other. All these caused a number of reforms in both social
organization and security planning.
Therefore, the Republic of Serbia carried out complete democratic reforms of both social
organization and defense security system with a more adequate cooperation within the region and the entire
international community. Cooperation and coordination of defense and security forces of the Republic of
Serbia with the corresponding forces of other countries and with international community would be crowned
with many contracts and agreements for joint activities and actions aimed to suppress corruption, organized
crime, terrorism and other threats to the Balkan societies.
Approval based on doctrine and science, strategic-conceptual actions, strategic cooperation, and
coordination would involve minor military and major civil cooperation. Civil cooperation and joint actions of
the security authorities of the Republic of Serbia and security subjects of other countries refer to prevention
and suppression of terrorism, which is a modern phenomenon threatening the entire international community
and the Balkans in particular, and the widely organized crime in this area. However, cooperation and
coordination have recently been reinforced to prevent and suppress organized crime destroying the systems
of all countries in the world.
The union of affairs and activities and participation of the armed forces of the Republic of Serbia in
the international peace forces is an issue which has been regulated by contracts and agreements; the armed
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forces of the Republic of Serbia and other countries participate in peace missions on jeopardized territories
exclusively as peace-makers.
Integrating affairs and activities of two or more departments or subjects of security is possible on the
national, regional and international field. If integration implies that some parts are merged into a single
group, then it also refers to different and similar departments being merged into a group or a subject – in this
case, the national security system. According to the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia and of some other
countries, security departments make one unit via the security systems of both national country and the
region consisting of defense, security, and protection departments, such as: armed forces, intelligence
agencies, information agencies, public security, civil security, private security, civil protection, and other
subjects providing security and protection. All the above mentioned subjects are equal and independent in
accomplishing their own goals and they are conditioned to coordinate the work and to cooperate among each
other in order to get as efficient solutions as possible in the aspect of the system security. All the above
mentioned subjects belong to a single system, thus getting integrated into a single unit through which their
roles, obligations, goals, and tasks are carried out.
However, apart from integrating departments and their tasks, the integration of departments,
subjects, and affairs across the borders of a national system in one or more regions is possible if there is a
unique national system of a single country. 139 Integrating individual subjects of national armed forces of two
and more countries implies integration into international forces, such as the “Legion of Strangers” in France,
the international forces in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo and Metohia, Afghanistan, Iraq and other war
regions. Integrating national armed forces into a single organization or system includes "NATO," which
includes parts of the national armed forces of 19 countries of the international community.
Apart from the armed forces integration, there is an organized integrated system including some
parts of police forces and stuff organized as INTERPOL, EUROPOL, and other international community
forces. Apart from the integrated forces with members of the armed units and police departments, integrated
solutions are possible to be made for joint actions purposes in terms of preventing and suppressing terrorism,
crime, and organized crime.
Integrated security and judicial and similar affairs are formed on the territory of the Republic of
Serbia, i.e. on the Serbian part of Kosovo and Metohija. In this area, there are international armed forces,
police, and judicial authorities. Their common goal is to provide security in the area because of the lack of
presence of security subjects of the Republic of Serbia based on the Resolution 1343 onset by the Security
Council of the United Nations.
It is possible to organize common subjects and affairs among a number of countries – this is shown
by an idea of the Russian President Viktor Medvedev to form a common regional Security Centre in Nish
aimed at preventing and suppressing natural calamities in the Balkan Region. By organizing such a centre,
individual departments, units, subjects and affairs of the Balkans and other countries would be integrated to
both prevention and suppression of natural calamities in this region more efficiently, and the consequences
would be handled. Apart from the integration of members, affairs and activities, suitable tools and equipment
would also be integrated. These would be applied to suppress natural and artificial calamities threatening
security of people, material wealth and the ecology of the Region.
TRIAL INTEGRATION OF AFFAIRS AND ACTIVITIES
Affairs, in this sense, mean professional works performed by security-defensive subjects in all
countries of the international community. These works are done in each country in order to secure and
protect country borders, social organization, system security and other general security. These affairs are
similar and rarely different. They are pursuant to the Constitution, law and legislation of each country. The
affairs cause application of suitable measures and methods based on which all negative activities
jeopardizing public security, wealth, and system are eliminated.
The aim is to secure and protect entire wealth from any form of jeopardy or threat. Through
predetermined activities of each private individual and in general, adequate methods, measures, actions, and
procedures are carried out to prevent and suppress any non-allowed or illegal act jeopardizing security of
human lives, health, property and all other values available in the society.
Up to date experience in coordination of providing humanitarian and other help in preventing
consequences arising from natural calamities has shown that the affairs and activities in direction of
139
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integration are possible, necessary and useful. On the frequent occasions of summer fire rush in Greece, it
was granted aid in terms of fire extinguishing air systems, among the others, by the fire fighting air squadron
of the Republic of Serbia. On the occasion of fire in the forests of south-eastern Serbia in 2009, the aid was
provided by Russia by means of special aircrafts.
All this indicates that joint actions in the field of security (and other) are required and necessary.
Bearing this in mind, we always say: 'We are stronger together'.
CONTENTS OF INTEGRATED SECURITY SUBJECTS AND ACTIVITIES
The content of integrated or corporate subjects and activities is possible in both national and
international fields. National integrated subjects and affairs are considered unions of a number of smaller
units into a single subject unit, sub-system or a smaller system, with an aim for a quality and more efficient
prevention and elimination of negative activities and consequences for security of people, property and
security system. In the group of international integrations are considered certain integrations of subjects and
affairs from two or more countries joined into one or more subjects (INTERPOL, EUROPOL, NATO and
alike) with application of similar and different methods of activity aimed to secure peace, separate the parties
in conflicts, prevent and suppress violence, terroristic activities, crime, human rights and freedom
infringement and other security-related phenomena jeopardizing lives and other wealth in society united
within a region.
INTEGRATION ACTIVITIES WITHIN A SINGLE COUNTRY
A form of integrated association of expert departments and affairs in both national and international
fields is corporate civil air traffic in the air space of a single or more countries, as well as management of the
same aimed at its security and safety. Utilization of air space and facilities and traffic management within a
single state refer to domestic air traffic, while utilization of air space and facilities and traffic management
within a single or more states refer to international traffic. Both domestic and international traffic are
exposed to multiplied threats and dangers such as: organized crime, terrorism, crashes, natural calamities,
collisions, and other accidents.
"Determination of the way to manage air space as an integrated complex requires a more accurate
definition of an integrated security, management and organization complex referring to air space and
activities being carried out in it, as well as an analysis of practical knowledge on the subject obtained up to
date."140
In such case, integrity of services and affairs in the air traffic refers to air traffic in one or more air
spaces under competence of one or more countries as well as to management of the same from one or
more control centers. Therefore, integrated or corporate activities are accomplished by two or more
subjects managing air traffic in order to secure its safety from all forms of threats and risks. This includes
integration of security subjects.
Integrated organization of services or subjects and affairs within the region in order to obtain
adequate security of state borders is accomplished through the following:
 individual corporate systems or enterprises are secured and protected by state subjects in cooperation
with other departments, such as airports, the latter being the space of special state interest and:
 Army as a state authority, serves both to protect national air space from intruders - aircrafts, such as
hijacked aircrafts, and to force them to land at a destination given; this would ap ply for the whole
Balkan Region.
 Police as a state authority, carries out preventive and repressive measures within the state and, in an
integrated system, in the Region.
 Customs authorities and branches on border crossings would also carry out adequate measures,
actions and activities to prevent smuggling dangerous matters from one into another country of the
system.
 special units which are inegrated through activities in the country, as well as in societies which are
in a unique and integrated system.
 Corporate security: As corporation is expanding and getting established in all countries as well as in
our region, corporate security would function in a united system.
140
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INTERPOL is a security institution integrated into international community functioning
simultanously in both national and international fields. In terms of organization, this international
subject functions in all international community countries and is organized and managed from a
single centre. The role of this subject is to prevent and suppress illegal acts over the whole area of
international community. Information is collected into a number of minor centres interconnected into
a unique system, considered a successful organization within a corporate system. In the EU, similar
organizational structure applies for EUROPOL either; its major role is to prevent and suppress
terrorism within the European Union. This is the form in which the system including other security
subject would be functioning; in other words, it would imply security actions with no borders or with
’soft’ borders.

SYSTEMATIC SOLUTION OF INTEGRATED FOREIGN SECURITY POLICY IN THE REGION
As to foreign and internal security and defense policy, there have always been barriers,
disagreements, and misunderstandings. These caused the break-up of former SSSR and SFRJ republics into a
number of countries getting back to the original or similar condition. Former SFRJ had approached this kind
of integration, but it got separated into a number of new independent countries, facing at the same time, the
security and defense issue in both internal and international terms.
"After the long-lasting negotiations, Maastricht Agreement was signed thus making a large step forward to
European integrations. By signing of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU), the European Union was
formed."141
However, the new relations within the international community due to different requirements cause
new forms of associations and integrations of countries with regards to the internal and foreign policy of
defense and security. European Union approached this kind of integration with the aim and interest for a
common policy of defense and security in order to eliminate all forms of threats for mutual jeopardy, as well
as for external threat opposition purposes. With this form of stipulated organization, association and
cooperation, the integration of unique participation and policy of defense and security in and out of the
Union borders was accomplished.
Contracts and agreements of the Council for Regional Cooperation of Bosnia and Herzegovina made
of both neigbouring countries and the European Union show that the integration of affairs and activities is
possible and feasible in the Balkan area, with regards to cooperation and the Euro-Atlantic integrations in the
South-Eastern Europe.
Among the other, integration and cooperation refer to:
 judiciary and interior affairs,
 activities against organized crime and corruption, police reforms, implementation of law and judical
system, surpressing illegal migations, visa benefits and visa requirements elimination, strengthening
and managing frontiers, implementation of conventions, training of security staff and cooperation in
the field of security with regards to the following:
 Actions against organized crime and corruption,
 Activities referring to migration and asylum of displaced individuals, MARRI, and other. 142
On September 4th 2009, the Minister of Interior Affairs of the Republic of Serbia gave a statement to
the press that the Agreement between the Republic of Serbia and the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
would follow by the end of the year, as far as cooperation of police departments of these two countries was
concerned.
SYSTEMATIC SOLUTIONS OF PROSPECTIVE INTEGRATIONS OF SECURITY
INSTITUTIONS
The content of integrated security subjects and activities in the international scope which has already
been in place in some Western European countries is expressed through joint ventures, partnerships,
cooperatives with two or more owners merged into a single corporate system. In such and similar cases
which are increasingly frequent in practice, there is a significant difference in the property disposal and
141
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company management and thereby security risk management. In the European countries and in capitalism, in
majority of cases, title owners, company managers, or corporate owners are families or a group of families.
In such ownership relations with a disturbed social-economic development implying an increased
number of the rich in comparison to a large number of the poor - social differences and poverty arise,
causing dissatisfaction which further causes corruption, crime, organized crime, terrorism and other threats
to the human and property security, as well as to the security system of any country. In these conditions,
there is a growing need to protect people, capital, ownership relations, and material goods thus causing
existence of efficient and highly professional affairs in enterprises and corporations. Corporations consist of
two or more enterprises in single or multiple locations and countries thus causing a growing security and
protection issue related to such and similar systems. In the same sense, an unavoidable need to integrate
affairs and activities arises for the regional security institutions.
Having organized corporations in a number of areas, there is a need to either found independent
private security departments or engage other security agencies thus making grounds and conditions for a
corporate security and protection system. Organization of two or more security agencies for corporate
protection purposes has an impact on corporate management implying security and protection system
management. Corporate management system applied for all activities is aimed at elimination of all negative
dangers and threats for a corporation in the same or different political system.
"According to the theory, strategy, and practice in the European countries with highly developed
technology and market economy and stable democratic systems, the function of integrated security would
include: Administrative Security – procedures and policy; physical and technical security (Out - Source /
Proprietary) - machines, plants and buildings; proprietary and external partnership security; Personal
Security; Protective Security - protection at work; Fire Security; Contingency Planning; Information
Security; Executive Security; Event Security; Authorized Affairs Security; Investigations Security,
Education Awareness and Training Program."143 In this case, some subjects, actions and activities were
integrated, as far as defense and security are concerned.
CONCLUSION
Formation and organization of a number of countries into a single community, like the United States
of America (USA), the former community of USSR and the European Union (EU), former Yugoslavia and
other similar alliances has proven that it is possible to accomplish social and polit ical integration of both
different and similar systems into a unique and functioning system. This kind of organization of united
functions was used to organize and form joint defense and security functions within a united system, just like
the military alliances, NATO and former Warsow Alliance. In this regards, common security departments
were organized into an integrated and united security and protection system, such as the INTERPOL and the
EUROPOL.
As NATO was founded as a unique system for collective defense purposes, it was shown in practice
that its key functions are held by the USA, while the EU is in an inferior position. Therefore EU formed its
own defensive security forces ESDP, whose development is strongly influenced by the USA. However, the
above mentioned examples of organization, integration and functionality of the defensive security forces
consisting of more countries show efficiency, power, and impact of these alliances on victims, and their
threats and attacks have long lasting and immense consequences. Such examples are the NATO aggression
against the Republic of Srpska, the Republic of Serbia, Afghanistan, Iraq, Libia and other. In reference to
this, some alliances, apart from their defensive security policies, represent a threat for sma ll and weak nonmember states. This caused the loss of independence of such states.
The conclusion here is that the need to form larger and stronger forces has arisen, as far as the
internal national field is concerned. Integration of a number of smaller departments into higher level units
would provide a more efficient defensive security power for countries when compared to minor forces
lacking capacity to obtain security from all jeopardizing forms. In this regard, conditions and possibilities to
unite and integrate the security departments of the Republic of Serbia into a single system are being made in
order to avoid competition and different perception among such departments. Such system would be a subsystem in regional integration. Merging a number of minor units of the same scope into a single system with
the same goal would exclude competition and different approach among the units to training, equipment,
education and special activities.
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In the Republic of Serbia, there is a big number of small security departments. None of them can
render the security power expected. None of them possesses the sufficient number of personnel, equipment
or tools required to be an efficient power to fight all threats which are more and more frequent nowadays.
The Ministry of Interior Affairs has organized police and gendarmerie forces and each of them has its special
units acting independently from one another. Further, the armed forces include special units with the same or
similar purposes.
Taking into account a possibility that a number of countries organize common forces in the aspect of
their defensive and security power, it is evaluated by both the number and the level of training, equipment
and efficiency and prevention of the prospective threats and dangers. Such strategy represents the most
efficient protection requiring no particular investments, risks or consequences. In such case, the Republic of
Serbia might re-organize security forces in order to form single, yet more efficient and specialized unit which
may give better results, as it would be a stronger and a more powerful force than the smaller and weaker
forces.
However, certain experience and some indicators contribute to re-organization of the private security
and protection agencies into a single corporate sub-system of the unique security system. This kind of
organization would help the building of a more efficient and stronger system of corporate protection, thus
reducing a large number of small private agencies. Such organization would prevent a possibility to have
small enterprises sold to foreign owners with a field of activity which is not adjusted to ownership
transformation in these structures. In compliance with the Constitution and laws of the Republic of Serbia,
corporate owners must be Serbian residents, as it is the case in some other EU countries.
All the above mentioned points to a possibility to get a systematic integrated solution by union of
departments, subjects, institutions, and affairs into a single system with single command managing the forces
in case of any threats or dangers which are faced or are likely to be faced by the society of the Republic of
Serbia in both national and regional organization. In order to have this kind of organization in place, it is
necessary that they both change political attitudes, Constitution, and laws in all regional countries and,
finally, get strictly precise agreements and communications in order to avoid prospective mutual conflicts.
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POLICY OF THE GLOBAL ACTORS
TOWARDS THE WESTERN BALKAN COUNTRIES:
FROM FULL ENGAGEMENT TO GRADUAL DISENGAGEMENT

ABSTRACT
It is known that in the past, coalitions of states were formed, collective actions were taken, and
common approaches for resolving problems were sought in order to meet the requirements of the “hard
security”, the maintenance of territorial integrity, and sovereignty of the states. Here arises the dilemma of
whether cooperation among the states would again bring to resolution of the problems concerning the current
challenges of the “soft security” related to extreme nationalism, economic development and building of the
civil society. Over a longer period of time, the countries of the Western Balkans have been facing numerous
challenges, starting from resolving some constitutional issues to problems related to reinforcement of their
state institutions. This year, there are some positive movements towards accession of the region into
European mainstream. Croatia became a member of the EU, Montenegro is following the example of Croatia
and conducting the association process within the EU, Serbia is waiting for the announcement of the date for
starting the negotiations, and Albania and Kosovo are looking forward to improve their status in relation to
the EU after the successful elections and the agreement with Serbia. On the other side, Bosnia and
Herzegovina is on stand-by waiting for the restructuring of the federation in order to proceed on the way of
the European integration, while the Republic of Macedonia is facing a difficult compromise with Greece on
“the name issue” as a precondition for the NATO and the EU membership. The future of the Western Balkan
countries will depend on how much the states will be successful in the overcoming of these challenges.
Key words: cooperation, interdependence, regional security, regional initiatives

INTRODUCTION
Security is a phenomenon expressed by many mutual relations. Because of this, anyone who wants
to do a research on the national security of a state cannot do it without having understood the peculiarities of
the security relations on which it is based. Hence, the reality of the mutual correlation is inevitable. The only
hope to define a certain subject as a subject of research is to get to the heart of the hierarchy of the analytical
levels within the international system as a whole.
It is clear that the defining of the term “region” is not a simple issue of geography, but it is also
linked to the politics, economy, society, culture and, of course security. From the security aspect, “region” is
understood as a separate and important subsystem of security relations existing among a complex of states
whose destiny is to be situated geographically close to each other.144 For more comprehensive analysis of the
regional security, an analytical framework of the security complex is used, which, according to Barry Buzan
“is defined as a group of states with primary security concerns correlated closely enough, so their national
security cannot really be analyzed one without the other” (Barry Buzan, 1991: 190). Such analysis also
requires the research of the national security of a certain state to take into account the interrelation of the
region with the international system as a whole. The security complex enables a systematic approach to the
security analyses which require the necessary attention to the macro level - the influence of the global actors
on the system, to the medium level - the relations among the states in the region, and, to the micro level - the
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situation in the security sphere of the states themselves. Paying attention to all three levels, the security
complex underlines their interdependence. Firstly, it is the external influence in the resolution of the internal
problems of the states; secondly, the mutual local influence among the states; and thirdly, the limitations that
the domestic problems in the states have on the external influence. In our analysis we will use the analytic
approach to the security complex in order to highlight the key moments of all three levels of interaction in
the search for the answer to the perspectives of the regional security of the Western Balkan countries.
INFLUENCE OF THE GLOBAL EXTERNAL ACTORS ON RESOLUTION OF PROBLEMS OF
THE STATES IN THE REGION
If we analyze the situation at macro level, the external influence of the global actors, NATO and EU,
in the resolution of the internal problems of the states in the region of the Western Balkans, we can conclude
the following: the external engagement in the region had two dimensions. First, a short-term dimension, as
the military involvement of NATO was in the attempt to stop the war actions and establish a stabile security
environment, then, a long-term dimension, through the EU stabilization and association process to offer to
the countries a road sign to a stabile and prosperous future that can be strengthened with the EU membership.
These two mechanisms have acted together as an incubator and have provided a climate that has enabled the
region to move forward.
After the Dayton Peace Accords was signed, the awareness that the main international organizations
should do more in order to encourage the multilateral cooperation in the Balkans has grown constantly.
NATO has attempted to encourage the regional activities within the Partnership for Peace (PfP) and the
Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC). EU has encouraged the multilateral activities among its partners
and has supported the existing regional initiatives. The international organizations have become aware that
such cooperation is contributing to reinforcing of the security and progress and therefore they have supported
the existing and promoted new regional initiatives.
NATO AS A CREATOR OF A STABLE SECURITY ENVIRONMENT
The Dayton Peace Accords signed in Paris in 1995, which was reached under the auspices of the
USA, gave to the international organizations, particularly to NATO, an engaging role in the Balkans with an
enlarged regional dimension. NATO has tried to minimize the bilateral character of the Partnership for Pe ace
by encouraging the multilateral PfP activities in the Balkans as a means for building confidence and
cooperation in the region. This understood organizing military exercises that included different Balkan
countries and NATO members, other types of mult ilateral training, defence education and similar activities.
The regional cooperation in the Balkans has been one of the main areas of discussion within EAPC ever
since it was created.
Several years after the signing of the Dayton Peace Accords at the margins of the Washington
Summit in April 1999, the NATO South East European Initiative (SEEI) was launched with the intention to
promote “the regional cooperation and lasting security and stability in the region”. This initiative is founded
on the establishing of the SEE Security Consultative Forum 145 , promoting regional cooperation in SEE
through activities under the auspices of EAPC, use of PfP mechanisms and programs for security
cooperation among the countries in the region. The objective of the initiative is “to ensure transparency in
defence planning, crisis management and defense management”.146 This objective is being accomplished
through holding workshops on topics of interest for the countries in the region and with the aim to promote
stability through regional cooperation and integration. A South East Europe Security Coordination Group
(SEEGROUP) has been established to coordinate the regional projects. At the foreign ministerial of the
initiative member countries 147 held on 29th and 30th May 2001 in Budapest, the South East Europe Common
Assessment Paper on Regional Challenges and Opportunities (SEECAP) was approved. The paper is
significant because the participants in the process agreed that “there was not any direct danger from military
aggression against the national sovereignty, territorial integrity or political independency” among the SEE
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countries.148 This paper served as a basis for the preparation of the individual threat assessments of the
countries in the region.
Another instrument used by the countries of the Western Balkans, the aspirants for NATO
membership (Albania, Croatia and Macedonia) is the Membership Action Plan (MAP). When in 1997, at
the Summit in Madrid NATO invited the three aspirant countries (Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic)
to join the Alliance in the first post-Cold War enlargement, it faced major difficulties in their adaptation to
the procedures of the new organization. That was the reason why at the next summit held in Washington in
1999, when the invitees formally became members of the organization, the Alliance declared this Plan.
Although at the time when this P lan was promoted it was not intended only for the Western Balkan
countries, with the accession to the Alliance of the seven Vilnius countries, it remained to be “a practical
manifestation of the open door policy” and an instrument for evaluating the progress of the rest of the
aspirant countries on their way to NATO membership.
However, after the integration of Croatia and Albania into the NATO structures in 2009, it seems
that the Alliance is losing interest for the region. Having in mind the problems that the Balkan countries have
been facing and the unsolved problems still existing among them, there is enough space for NATO to
continue and perhaps expand its activities in this region. Primarily, the goal is to include the countries from
the Adriatic group: Macedonia, Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina in its family. Furthermore, Kosovo
should get involved in the PfP program as soon as possible. 149 Next, the Alliance needs to provide bigger
financial support to the PfP/EAPC activities and to encourage the dialogue about the non-military security
aspects (such as the economic and cross border cooperation, thus contributing to decreasing of ethnic
tensions). Also, the Alliance may contribute more to enabling bigger practical support in the establishing and
implementing of the bilateral and multilateral confidence building measures (Kiriakos J. Kalogiannis, 2010:
19 - 26).
EUROPEAN UNION, A ROAD SIGN TO A STABLE AND PROSPEROUS FUTURE
Since it failed to intervene successfully in the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina and in Croatia in
the beginning of the 90s, the European Union has gradually taken over the principal role in the Balkans. EU
and its members are among the biggest donors of assistance in the post-conflict peace building in the region.
Through the stabilization and association agreements concluded with the Western Balkan countries, EU has
also got engaged in enhanced bilateral cooperation with the states in the region.
The first EU initiative which was aimed at stabilization of the South Eastern Europe, was the
Royaumount Process launched in December 1996 during the French presidency with the EU with the
primary goal “to support the implementation of the Dayton Peace Accords”. It was focused on the promotion
of the regional projects related to the civil society, culture and human rights.
In April 1997 the Union adopted the “regional approach”, thus establishing political and economic
conditions for the development of the bilateral relations with the Western Balkan countries. The conditions
included respect of the democratic principles, human rights, rule of law, protection of the minorities, reforms
of the market economy and the regional cooperation. For the first time in 1999, the European Council
announced the perspective of the Balkans for integration in the EU. Then, at the Fiera Summit in June 2000 ,
the European Council encouraged the cooperation among the states in the region. Thus, the region as a whole
should reach bigger economic and political stability and overcome the conflicts that have been burdening it
for a long time. Encouraging the regional cooperation is a significant dimension of the Union policy towards
the region. It was supported both politically and financially, through donations and long-term strategies such
as the Stability Pact (SP), the Stabilization and Association Process (SAP ) and the Community Assistance
for Regional Development strategy (CARDS).
The SAP process has established a new form of contractual relations, Stabilization and Association
Agreements, for the countries of the so called Western Balkans. The principal elements of this process were
suggested by the Commission in May 1999. 150 At the summit in Zagreb held on November 24th 2000, the
Final Declaration included a spectrum of conditions and objectives of the Process. It supports the Western
Balkan countries in their development and preparation for future EU membership in a combination of three
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key instruments: stabilization and association agreements, commerce measures and significant financial
assistance. The regional cooperation remains in the core of the Process.
In May 2003, the Commission’s paper on “Western Balkans and the European Integration” 151
suggested to reinforce the policy of the Union towards the region with elements taken from the enlargement
process with emphasized aim of the countries in the Western Balkans for EU membership. The Summit
between EU (including the candidate countries) and the countries of the Western Balkans, which was held in
the vicinity of Thessalonica in June 2003, gave hope to the Western Balkan countries for their European
perspective.152 The Summit promoted the European Partnership for the countries of the Western Balkans,
which indicates the short-term and middle-term priorities for each country individually. In return, the
countries have committed themselves to increased mutual cooperation on the key issues, including the fight
against organized crime and corruption, development of more robust regional infrastructural network and
liberalization of the trade regimes.
After the Union received the message for the unsuccessful referenda on the Constitution in the
Netherlands and France, when a partial blame for the rejection was tossed on the enlargement achieved so
far, the EU Commission prepared a new enlargement strategy. 153 The too fast enlargement with ten new
countries and the promise for membership negotiations given to Turkey, combined with insufficient
information of the EU citizens, led to a fall in the support for further enlargement. The new strategy of the
Commission is based on three elements: consolidation of the EU commitment to enlargement; application of
fair, but strict limitations for the aspirant countries and an explanation of the enlargement to the citizens. The
Strategy includes the promise that the enlargement process that has always been a part of the European
project will continue, but that in the future the Union will be careful during the accession of new members.
The last European Union document issued in 2012 confirmed the enlargement policy “based on the
principles of consolidation of commitments, fair and rigorous conditionality and good communication with
the public, combined with the EU’s capacity to integrate new members”.154
Most of the activities initiated from the outside come from the Stability Pact. Created in 1999 after
the NATO intervention in Kosovo, the Stability Pact was designed “to be complementary with the SAP
process and to give a transatlantic dimension of the regional cooperation”. The main priority of the Stability
Pact Special Coordinator was to encourage the regional discussions and cooperation in each of the three
priority areas: democratization, economic development and security. Success, though difficult to be
quantified, is evident in the wider dimension of the areas subject to discussion, as well as in the agreements
already signed. In the areas such as the free trade in the region, freedom of the media and fight against
organized crime, the Stability Pact has assisted with aim to increase the cooperation among the states in the
Balkans. However, the Stability Pact had, primarily, an international context, which was not enough to
develop a culture of cooperation with a regional character. Such cooperation must come from the region
itself. Therefore, the Stability Pact was transformed in Regional Cooperation Council (RCC) with the aim
that regional cooperation will be “regionally owned and driven”. 155
Initiation of the regional cooperation process is not an easy task and it is still a challenge. The last
twenty years full of wars, disintegration of states and embargoes had a great effect on the internal economies
of the Balkan states, the cross border trade and, in certain cases, the social and political cooperation among
the states. The lack of economic cohesion, high rate of “grey economy”, delayed democratic transition and
ethnic nationalism were identified as obstacles for the regional cooperation. Furthermore, the situation was
deteriorated with the lack of sincere political will for cooperation and not acknowledged necessity for joint
action. Or, said in other words, the cooperation existed in the areas that had been clearly defined by the EU
as areas requiring regional response (such as the fight against the organized crime, illegal immigration, other
forms of illicit trade, visa policy, border management and infrastructural projects) and only because of the
perspective for possible integration in the Union. Finally, the EU itself and its member states also contributed
to complicating certain situations in the nineties of the past century. Often, lack of coordination of the
national policies was evident, as well as difficulties in the definition of an appropriate and coherent regional
strategy. The policy of the Union for fulfilling certain conditions by the countries in the region sometimes
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appeared to be problematic. Namely, while on one hand the SAP process functioned on bilateral basis, the
Stability Pact, on the other hand, promoted regional cooperation (Ruby Graopas, 2004: 49 - 76).
The EU attempts to promote stability and regional cooperation have had only a limited success. EU
has only had a partial success in the use of its economic and political capacities in the intention to encourage
the domestic reforms. Thus, the EU has probably made a smaller progress than NATO in the overcoming of
the bilateral character of its relations with the countries of the Western Balkans and the encouragement of the
multilateral, regional form of cooperation. One of the ways to promote such cooperation may be the use of
the channels opened with the bilateral agreements and the assistance program, aiming to promote the
multilateral and cross border cooperation in the economic development, infrastructure, transportation,
ecology and crime prevention (Heather A. Conley and T. J. Cipoletti, 2010: 11 - 19).
REGIONAL COOPERATION AMONG THE STATES IN THE REGION
In order to reach a sustainable security level that would enable prosperity and development of the
states in the Western Balkans, the international community imposed on them the requirement to comply with
the Dayton Peace Accords, the Ohrid Agreement and the UN Resolutions on Kosovo. On the other hand, it
was also assessed that, to reach a long-lasting peace that will allow prosperity and development of the region,
it was necessary for the region to get integrated in the transatlantic security architecture and the European
security community. In order to get integrated in these security communities, the states from the region were
instructed first to resolve their mutual problems and to cooperate regionally.
The EU emphasizes the importance of the regional cooperation on the Balkans, underlining that “the
initiative for that must come from the region”. 156 The European Union tried to dissuade the skeptics, most of
them coming from the Balkans, who saw the insisting for a bigger regional cooperation as an alternative for
EU membership. That was also highlighted by the European Commission Enlargement Commissioner,
Gunther Verheugen, who said that “if the states (from the Balkans) want to join EU, they need to
demonstrate the ability to develop a regional cooperation and to resolve their problems together with their
neighbours”.157
It was very important for the Balkan countries, NATO, and the EU that the local actors demonstrate
preparedness and ability to work together to resolve the mutual problems. Hence, at middle level of
interaction, feeling the need for shared cooperation as a prerequisite for membership in the Euro-Atlantic
structures, the Western Balkan countries started joining the regional initiatives promoted by the global
international actors, but also, to declare their own initiatives in the attempt to join their efforts for reaching
the wished objective.
The steps taken by the states on the Balkans show that they are in full accordance with this approach.
Since 2000 there has been “an explosion” of regional activities, designed to create foundations for practical
cooperation in the key priority areas. Some of them were initiated from outside, while most of them had a
regional stamp. In some cases the cooperation is aimed at specific areas for resolving certain problems, while
in others, it tries to cover a wider area which is accomplished more on a political level.
The promising forum that promotes the quality of the political leadership for regional cooperation is
the South East Cooperation Process (SEECP). It started as a framework for dialogue, but in the last
several years it has grown into something else and it has shown potentials for resolving local regional
problems. This positive development was welcomed by the EU foreign ministers and while encouraging the
states to move in that direction, they pointed out that “SEECP is gradually becoming the voice of the
region”. 158
SEECP members are the six countries from the EU Stability and Association process (Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia and Turkey); four candidate countries
(Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey) and four member countries (Greece, Romania, Bulgaria and
Croatia). The SEECP presidency is rotating. An annual summit is held in spring and a number of regular
foreign ministerial offices throughout the year.
The beginnings of the Process goes back to 1996 when the foreign Ministers of the countries from
the region had been meeting under the Process for Good Neighbourhood, Stability and Security of the
Southeast European Countries, in order to build confidence, good-neighbourly relations and stability. At the
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Bucharest Summit in 2000 the heads of states changed the name of the Process into SEECP and signed the
Charter for good-neighbourly relations. In the Charter, the signatories committed themselves that “their
future lies in the peace, democracy, economic prosperity and complete integrations in the European and
Euro-Atlantic structures”.159
In the security sphere, the countries committed themselves to respect the international borders and
resolve disputes with peaceful means. Furthermore, they committed themselves to intensive diplomatic
dialogue on the priority issues and supported the enhanced dialogue between the parliamentarians and the
representatives of the civilian society. They also encouraged further dialogue on other security related issues,
but did not specify them.
SEECP has been playing and still continues to play a central role in the development of the regional
cooperation that needs to express the regional requirements and aspirations. At the same time, SEECP
enables the region to promote itself as a subject in front of the international actors, particularly in front of the
EU, that it is serious in the search of new ways for resolving the existing problems. Its evolution in the last
several years and the actions it has been taking envisage better days for this region, particularly when it will
be integrated in a wider EU. However, in order to be fully successful, the SEECP needs to impose itself as a
dominant process in the region. It must not only set the regional priorities, as it has been doing in the last
couple of years, but, also, it has to take energetic actions for their realization. This implies to the necessity
for developing mechanisms that will enable it to accomplish the given objectives and to establish new ones
according to the requirements of the region. Only in that way the SEECP will be an authentic voice of the
region and will fulfill the international and regional expectations (Andrew G. Hyde, 2004: 1 - 22).
The Western Balkan countries will have to turn more toward their own policy. In the past period, the
regional cooperation has not been developed enough, primarily because the regional clashes have been more
important and because the countries have believed that they would gain bigger benefit from the cooperation
with the external subject than with their neighbours, unstable, and poor states.160
SECURITY IN THE COUNTRIES FROM THE REGION
Over a longer period of time, the countries of the Western Balkans have been facing numerous
challenges, starting from resolving some constitutional issues to problems related to reinforcement of their
state institutions. This year we have some positive movements towards accession of the region into European
mainstream. Croatia became member of EU, Montenegro is following the example of Croatia and
conducting the association process with EU, the Serbia is waiting a date for starting the negotiations and
Albania and Kosovo are looking forward to improve status of their respective countries in relation with EU
after successful election and agreement with Serbia. On the other side, Bosnia and Herzegovina awaits
restructuring of the federation in order to proceeds on the way to European integration while the Republic of
Macedonia is facing the difficult compromise with Greece on “the name issue” as a precondition for the
NATO and EU membership. Hence, at micro level, some countries of the Western Balkan are facing internal
problems that are an obstacle for a bigger foreign support and its Euro-Atlantic integration.
It all influences the different relations of the countries from the region with NATO and EU. Namely,
Macedonia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia are members of the Partnership for Peace, the
Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council, while Kosovo is not. Regarding the EU membership, five countries are
part of the EU Stability and Association process (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro and
Macedonia); three are candidate countries (Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia) and four member countries
(Greece, Romania, Bulgaria and Croatia) while Kosovo is awaiting inclusion in SAP Process.
As a consequence of such internal condition, there is a different level in the approach of the Western
Balkan countries to the institutions of EU and NATO, i.e. to the economic and military assistance that they
can provide for them. This causes difficulties for EU and NATO in their efforts to attract all the countries in
the region equally in the activities concerning the regional cooperation. 161
The reasons for the different levels in the relations lie in the progress these countries have achieved
in the field of the human rights, economic reforms, respect of minority rights and developing friendly
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relations with the neighbouring countries. This trend will most probably continue in the following couple of
years. That inevitably leads to different level of involvement of the countries when regional activities of
cooperation are concerned. In long-term, however, the regional cooperation in the Western Balkans will have
limited effect if the countries, which, in fact, are the biggest source of instability and conflicts in the region,
are excluded. Hence, EU and NATO face the necessity of delicate balancing, on the one hand, between the
ways of gradual approaching of these countries in the regional cooperation and the meeting of criteria for
their inclusion in the PfP and SAP process, on the other hand (Janusz Bugajski, 2010: 1-11).
THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA – FROM AN EXTRA TO A ROLE PLAYER?
It is interesting that during the first years of its independence, the Republic of Macedonia was a
place where the global actors at the international scene tested their capacities for preventive diplomacy and
crisis management, while later it grew into a leader of the regional cooperation and a contributor to peace
maintenance.
There has been an emphasized interest at macro level of all the actors at the international scene (UN,
NATO, EU, OSCE and USA) in the security in the Republic of Macedonia since its very independence and it
still goes on. That interest has been manifested through the UN preventive mission and the engagement of
NATO, EU, OSCE and the USA in the resolution of the 2001 conflict (Slaveski Stojan, 2003: 206 - 226). In
the post-conflict period and the implementation of the Framework Agreement, the EU has a particular role
through the Stabilization and Association Agreement and the advisory mission PROXIMA in the police
reforms. NATO presence and its interest in the security sector reforms have been manifested through the
NATO Advisory Team and the liaisons with KFOR on issues concerning border security. On the other hand,
the USA has been actively involved through the “Booz-Alen-Hamilton” advisory team in the army reforms.
On the other hand, after the stabilization of its security situation because of the 2001 conflict, the Republic of
Macedonia has steadily transformed itself from a security consumer to its creator. By participating in the
NATO-led mission ISAF, it is acquiring the experience required for participation in crisis management
operations that will be its responsibility as a perspective NATO member. On the other hand, the strategic
partnership with NATO is building and confirming through its participation in the mission in Iraq. The
mosaic was completed with participation in the mission ALTEA in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which is part of
the EU Common Foreign and Security Policy.
At middle level, after the initial skepticism that followed the independence, the Republic of
Macedonia has realized the importance of the cooperation with the countries in the region on increasing
security and achieving the objective for its Euro-Atlantic integration. Thus, it has intensified the regional
cooperation as one of the three pillars of its foreign policy that is complementary to its strategic objective for
integration in the European Union and NATO. The activities that are taken not only at national level, but at
the both regional and international levels, make the Republic of Macedonia a promoter for improving the
regional peace and stability. However in the last year it seems that the country is losing interest to keep that
role. Failure to organize the Summit Meeting during the Macedonian presidency with the SEE Cooperation
process in 2013 confirms this attitude.
At the micro level, in order to get integrated in the Euro-Atlantic structures the Republic of
Macedonia takes the reforms required for fulfilling the political, economic and legal criteria of the EU and
for meeting the NATO standards. Initially, the reforms were taken in relation to the Euro Atlantic integration
of the Republic of Macedonia and were considered as an obligation towards NATO and EU. By the time, the
awareness has raised that these reform should improve living conditions in the country and as something that
it needs in order to improve the society in which they live.
However, blockade of the Republic of Macedonia to integrate into the Euro-Atlantic structure due to
the “name issue” can endanger all results already achieved. The country is facing a strategic choice and
changes in Strategic Culture. Whether it will be “fine tuning”, compromise and integration in Euro-Atlantic
structures or “fundamental change” in security policy goals is still tentative.
INSTEAD OF CONCLUSION
The strategy of the international community was NATO to contribute to security, and Europe to
constitutional solutions and the economy development of the Western Balkans. The first meant extended
presence of NATO in the region, and the latter asked for the Union to assist in the transformation in the
region with a promise that it will become a member. Thus the Euro-Atlantic integrations should have
contributed to the stability and development of the whole region. NATO and EU are involved in the Western
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Balkans as a result of their activities related to enlargement, through the NATO MAP process and the EU
Stabilization and Association Agreements. Also, their involvement is manifested through the crisis
management in Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo. The political, economic and military
power of NATO and EU gives significant influence to these organizations, which comes as a result of the
wish of most of the countries in this region to join them.
Besides the strong presence of the principal European and international organizations in this area we
cannot speak about achievement of some impressive results. The enlargement policies are based on the
premise that the countries can be accepted in a group; however the decisions on the membership will be
based on the readiness of each applicant country individually. This approach has not encouraged the regional
cooperation among the partner countries, and it has even, sometimes, increased the competing among them
in relation to developing closer relations with the West.
While NATO and EU can and need to do more in order to improve the regional cooperation in the
Western Balkans, the progress of the regional cooperation cannot be separated from the wider political and
security development in the region. It will not be possible for the regional cooperation to develop or play a
significant role if the Western Balkans, which is characterized with deterioration of the inter-ethnic and
mutual relations. In this context, the West has not succeeded in developing an effective strategy for meeting
the mentioned reasons for regional problems caused by the defects in the democratization process and the
violent nationalism. In a long run, the resolution of these problems in the Western Balkan countries and the
increase of stability throughout the Southeastern Europe will depend on the development of the democracies
that will respect the human and minority rights in all states and the principle of non-changing the
international borders. In order to achieve this goal, the key NATO and EU member countries will need to
remain deeply engaged in the Western Balkans in the years to come. One element of this engagement needs
to be the reinforced support to the regional cooperation. A challenge to the principal European and
international organizations will be the finding of a political space in which the regional organizations will be
able to develop and provide political and material support for maximizing this cooperation.
In general, the international cooperation has shown readiness to get engaged with political and
military means and to assist the region financially. However, NATO and particularly the EU are careful in
undertaking commitments when it is necessary to integrate the region. And more than that, during this
process the countries in the region need to show bigger interest for the Union than the Union for them. This
asymmetry did not encourage the regional cooperation. Though this fragmented integration approach may
not result in further separation of the Western Balkans countries, it does not promote the integration, that is,
it does not lead to increased cooperation in the region.
After the last crisis in the Union and when the interest of NATO for this region is decreasing, it is
necessary for the countries to show a bigger interest in the regional cooperation. It is very possible that
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia do not fulfill the requirements for EU
membership in foreseeable future, and NATO and the Americans as its driving force continue withdrawing
from the region, because they have enough problems in other regions. Having in mind this situation, there
are already some warnings that the region could again be destabilized if there is a standstill in the integration
process as a consequence to the new challenges for NATO in Afghanistan and the crisis in EU (Vladimir
Gligorov, 2005).
The plan was the Union to take the commitments of the Balkans. However, after the EU internal
crisis, it seems that it is not so certain. Moreover, the enthusiasm for the achieved enlargement has deflated,
and not to speak about any new ones (Elizabeth Pound, 2005: 19 - 36). There are also requests in some other
countries to take a break with the enlargement process. If the Western Balkan countries do not get integrated
they will become engaged, i.e., under a strong control and influence of the West. The problem is that up to
now, most of the regional cooperation has been based on the idea that it will be accomplished through
mediation from outside. As a result it has led to dependency on the “third party” (David Carment and Dane
Rowlands, 2005: 366 - 393). Thus, for some of the problems that need to be resolved in the bilateral
cooperation, mediation by the international community is waited for.
The necessity is felt for joining the efforts of the Western Balkan countries in their attempt to
become a part of the Euro-Atlantic family. On the contrary, the whole region is threatened to be left out of
NATO and EU for a longer period of time. There are even considerations in some European countries that
the countries of the Western Balkans need to stay out of the Euro-Atlantic integrations. These views may
become even more influential if the crisis in the Union and the debates on the future of NATO get deeper.
Because of that, the Western Balkan countries need to act together, regardless of the fact that each of them
will get integrated according to its own progress.
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THE QUEST FOR A RATIONAL WORLD ORDER:
THE POST - AMERICAN WORLD SEEN THROUGH THE EU IDEOLOGICAL LENSES

Abstract
This paper investigates the post – American world order, seen through the ideological lenses of the
European Union. In addition,this paperwill thoroughly examine the essential elements of the European Union
axiological discourse, and thus, the basic premises of its ideological lenses. In that sense, wewill
extensivelyexamine the ideological preferences of the EUfor the, emerging post – American world order and
its dimensions, in terms ofits ideological template.Thisworld orderfor the EU, which is preferential within
the paper, is elaborated through the concept of supra – regiopolarismor the Dominant Protective Associations
as it ideological emanation. Consequently, this paper, generated the visions of the post - Americanworld
orderas seenthrough the ideological lenses of the EU, based on its regionalist discourse and strive for
rationalization of international relations.In the end, this paper confirms the EU ideological aspiration for
building a rational world order founded on rationalist, cooperative and multilateral premises, generated
directly from its ideological preferences.
Key words: The post – American world, EU, Ideological lenses.

THE POST – AMERICAN WORLD: AN OVERVIEW
“I see the world order in the future as a multipolar world order, where you will see few big regional, sub continental organizations were important, so the network of these organizatio ns, that is maybe the future for
this world”
Guy Verhofstadt “We and our descendants are likely to live (and die) in a polycentric, multiversal, and
regiopolar world order”Amitav Acharya
Before we begun to explicate the post – American world order, through the European Union
ideological lenses, is vital to stress that the new, post - American world order, will not be a product of
ultimate decline or а totalloosingof its international power. The post – American world, should be threatened
as a world in which the United States will still retains its global political power, but on account of it, will
need to change its strategic culture, while accepting the principles of multilateral cooperation (versus
aggressive and destructive unilateralism), in the way of realizing of its owninternational goals.The position
of the United States as a “global policemen” and its power to manipulate the post - Second World War
organizations such as UN andNATO, begun to expand its international political power and in other regions
in the world. This internationalpolitical powerespecially culminated with the expansionist foreign policy of
the former US President George W. Bush, and its doctrine of “preemptive war”, the “global war against
terrorism” and the doctrine of “exportingvalues” such as democracy, freedom and human rights. Or
doctrinesimilar tothe former USSR doctrine of “exporting socialism” across the countries under the
occupation and dominance of the western powers (during the Cold War).This type of US foreign policy,
caused implosive effects within the American political structures (accompanied with the losing the
Presidential election byGeorge H. Bush), featured with various internal and external polit ical repercussions,
and serious damage to the Trans – Atlantic partnership. Or as theorist Mark Leonard stress: “United States
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made serious damages to its European allies, at first through ‘division’ of Europe in two pieces – ‘Old’ or
Gaullist Europe and ‘New’ or Atlantic Europe, and by trying to reduce and neutralize European initiatives
for establishing an International Criminal Court. According to this, Mark Leonard emphasized that most
damaged by anti – Europeanism is America itself” 162 , because:
Its need for Europe has never been greater: in Afghanistan the mission is under French command; in Iran, it
is Europeans who are leading the talks on [Weapons of Mass Destruction]; in the Arab world, Europe is
using its trade, investment, and diplomatic leverage to support democratization; and Israeli and Palestine,
European money will pay for the measures that will make Sharon’s withdrawal from Gaza possible. 163
While in more distant future, when the European Union, China, Russia, South Africaor India, will
start to play much bigger and more active role in the international relations, the United States again will be
forced to accept the principles of global (multilateral) cooperation, global institutions and of course the
immanence of the international law. In the other hand, also and the Union itself, have a need to see a new
America, which will be capable to handle in a new way with the emerging global challenges. Unlike the
American realpolitik way of reasoning, the European oneseems much acceptable for the world, at least in
terms of the manner and means for realization of the global goals. With the coming of Barack H. Obama for
the US President, assumes that such implications generated by the European Union,and by the global public
also, finally need to bear fruit and to “curb” the American aggressive and arrogant foreign policy and
military domination in the process of solving the global issues. In the same time, that fact, directly do not
mean total degradation of the American international consistency, understood as a drastic change of its
traditional and proactive role in the world affairs.However, thiswill mean opening a more space for other
state or non – state actors to (re)position themselves on the international political scene. Nevertheless, it is
very important to stress that: “[r]eality is that there is still only one state with a global predominance: the US.
The other poles are (still!) more regional than global (Brazil, India, China, Russia and South Africa)”,164 or
their groupings: BRICS, MIKT, CIVETS etc. Given that, as a certain paradigmatic presumption of such post
– American world order would be thephrase of theorist Samuel Huntington:“theriseoftherest”, which
assumes the emerging of other state or non – state actors. That suggests that the post - American world will
be an era of global political power diffusion. Considering that, the EU can position itself as a political space
or medium, capable to imposeits ideological matrix for remodeling of the post – American world order. That
kind of world order, theoristSamuelHuntington, has categorizedasuni – multipolarism, or in which the USA
will still remainsaspredominant global (super) power, but surrounded by a new (great) powers, with which
would have to share its own global political power and preferences.165 The German Chancellor Angela
Merkel, at the financial conference held in Paris (“New World, New Capitalism”),
diplomaticallypromulgates such emerging reality:
Many people struggle with the idea of giving up some more national sovereignty. But we have now
experienced through crisis what happens when we do not have coordinated regulatory environments. What
happens is that some people apply the wrong rules or do not even have any rules and that ultimately
everyone is affected. That is why no nation — not even a strong United States — can any longer create a
world order on its own if it is not coordinated with others. That is why I believe we should see this crisis as
an opportunity to restructure the international architecture of institutions”. 166
It is important to stress that within the paperwe argue about the world order in which unlike the
previous bipolar, do not eliminate the particular international actors (dissolution of the USSR, CSSR
orSFRY), but the world order, which assumes a total reorganization of the existing international relations
between the international actors and their interactions and communication. In that sense, the EU ideological
preferences are very provocative to analyze and to discuss in this paper. The main intention is to reveal the
mainpremises of the EU ideological lenses, through which the EU as a non – state actor, with multilateral,
regionalist and institutionalistnature, projectsthe post - Americanworld order. In this context, the
investigation lays upon the EU axiological discourse and its ideological lenses, which differentiate it from
other international (state or non - state) actors. In such “a non – reified and anti – reductionist conceptions of
actors, not only states (or non - states) but regions too can be regarded as social ‘actors’ in the international
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system”167 , as theorist Luk Van Lugenhove stated. Consequently, three research questionsarise: a) how the
EU projects a post – American world order taking into consideration its ideological matrix? b) What are the
expectations for a more regionalized, multilateral and institutionalized world? c) To what extent can such a
world order contribute towards a more secure global environment and more prosperity for humanity?
THE WORLD ORDER PROJECTED THROUGH THE EU IDEOLOGICAL LENSES
When it comes to the world order, projected through the ideological lenses of the EU,
wemustemphasizethe essential characteristic for the Union’saxiological discourseand its ideological matrix.
At first, the axiological discourse of the EU,springsfromthefundamental rights and freedoms,
asbasictenetsofitscreation, existenceand its functioning as an international actor. Moreover, the Lisbon
Treatyreaffirms the Union asamajor promoterandkeeper of the fundamentalvalues of humanity(according
totheEUconstitutivetreaties) especially in the Article 21, as follows: “democracy, the rule of law, the
universality and indivisibility of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human dignity, the
principles of equality and solidarity, and respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter and
international law”.168 Consequently,we can freely conclude thatthe Union primarily restson the axiological
set (set of values)which includes: respect of human dignity, fundamental freedoms and rights,
therightsofthecommunitiesand family, freedom and liberty, democracy, equality, the rule of law, social
justice,
etc.
Those
values
make
the
Unions’
distinctive
and
genuine
identityincomparisonwithotherinternational actors, within the area ofhuman rights and freedoms.
Accordingly, the Union appears as strong supporter, promoter and keeper of previous mentioned values that
directly concerns the fundamental rights.
Unlike the axiological discourse, the ideological matrix, and thus, the ideological lenses of the
Union, includesthree functionalpremises through which the EU projects such world order, as follows: 1)
multilateralism, 2) regionalism, and 3) institutional creativity.Bellow in this paper, we will examine these
three premises, and we will try to introduce the world order as the EU sees it (Picture 1.).

Picture 1.
The multilateralism (or effective multilateralismas is described in the European Security Strategy
2003) is representative political method of the EU for influencing of the international relations, and a tool for
modeling of the post - American world to its preferences. On the other hand, we freely can conclude that the
multilateralism has a proportion of ideology for the EU. In interest of more precise definition of the EU
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multilateralism understanding (as against the multipolarity), gives the former European Commissioner for
Trade and European Neighborhood Policy, Benita Ferrero - Waldner: “the EU prefers the term
‘multilateralism’ to the term ‘multipolarity’ (…) it is not the number of poles which counts, but rather the
basis on which they operate. Our vision is a world governed by rules created and monitored by multilateral
institutions”.169 Although, the theorists Charles Grant and Tomas Valášek confirm the same:
The desirable model of multipolarity, by contrast, would be multilateral. The more democratic
powers would have a natural affinity to work together, but there would be shifting coalitions among the
poles, depending on the issue. All the poles would be committed to the rule of law and play an active role in
international institutions and treaties. 170
Consequently, we draw three basic principles of multilateralism, as follows: co - operation, co ordination and co - opting.These principles, directly underline the multilateral status, nature, and
determination of the EU in the international relations, because it presupposes implementing of an adequate
forms of cooperation, especially the institutionalizationof the international relations.Or as theorist John G.
Ruggie defined: “[multilateralism is] an institutional form which coordinates behavior among three or
morestates on the basis of ‘generalized’ principles of conduct – that is, principleswhich specify appropriate
conduct for a class of actions, without regard tothe particularistic interests of the parties or the strategic
exigencies that mayexist in any specific occurrence”.171 Accordingly, the EU can base its political influence
on two levels, both formally, through connecting, networking, or institutionalizing its relations with other
entities, and informally, through its model as a virtuous exemplar, where according to Romano Prodi, the
Union represents a “living example” of success in achievement of the peace. But, as regards the formal
aspects of practicing its influence in the world, legitimizing and constitutionalizing the cooperation with
other international actors, as an axiom of its specific, multi - facial, and polyvalent international power. 172
Then, through co - opting, the EU accepts to be a part of a certain group of international entities,
which acting mutually complement each other, consequently accomplishing together their anticipated goals,
and thereby maximizing their gains by cooperation. And as a third element of the EU multilateralism, comes
the term coordination, which construed means: common organization, norming, and disciplination of mutual
relations, i.e. political attitudes, in order to achieve some preferential goals. 173 From the prefix “co-“, which
always implies the connectivity to other actor, we can extract a general conclusion, that the Union as such,
with all its faults and virtues, is basically designed as an open, inclus ive and communicative political
structure, that needs to communicate with social reality and its own international (political) environment.
The Union as a structure itself comes from the developing of multilateral relations between the Member
States. This means, that the Union prefers creating a multilateral and multipolar world order also, where the
“stiffness” of the poles, will be reduced through the various multilateral actions of the international actors.
Therefore, if we need to discuss about the concept ofmultipolarism (which shortly means the existence of
several centers of global political power), it is important to make a distinction about what kind
ofmultipolarism thought and suggests.
In addition, it is very important to stress the regionalist creed, by which the Union is determined in
its own functioning, both internal (intra - regional) and international. In this direction, the theorist Mark
Leonard will say: “If regional organizations do not exist, then they need to invent”. 174 With thissentence
isemphasized the importance of regionalism in the context of the Union identity and the Union as a leader
and role - model in the regionalism. In terms of world order, the Union through its influence will need to
“help” the world to regionalize itself, in order to communicate easier and better. Identical to the foreign
policy of the USA and the Marshall Plan, Mark Leonard suggests that the Union now is in a position to do
the same, practicing its soft power, influencing the post – American order by its “taste”.175 The Union as the
“biggest donor in the world could use its aid to promote intra - regional co - operation, tying money to
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economic integration, regional infrastructure projects, and regional organizations contribution to security”. 176
The Union alsowill have to use its position as the largest open and free market in the world, to allow progress
in trade talks for abolition of the regional trade barriers,and of course, to make use the institutional, legal and
political potential of the Lisbon Treaty, in terms of promotion and advancement of the inter - regional
dialogue.Or as it speaks Mark Leonard in his book: “Why Europe will run the 21 st Century”: “Instead of
hatching deals with China, South Africa and Brazil, [EU] should aim to make important decisions in EU –
MERCOSUR, ASEM and EU – AU summits”. 177 Thus, in a long term, the work and functioning of the
Union, should be directed towards creating an international system composed of supra – regional
associations (or associations of regional unions), as a kind of supra – inter – regional condominiums. As
such international system (world order), should be composed of “hanging” associations, which should arise
from the intensification of inter - regional cooperation. This intra - regional cooperation in some favorable
conditions, should enable the creation of African, North - American, South - American (eventually
Caribbean), Asian (initiated with the ASEAN + 3 Cooperation Agreement), Eurasian (EU + Russia), Pacific
or Oceanic (Australia + Oceania) regional unions.Useful point of departure for clarification of this is Joseph
Nye’s definition of (an international) region, which includes “a limited number of states linked together by a
geographical relationship [intra- and inter - regional] and by a degree of mutual interdependence”.178 Thus,
the regional integration (intra- and inter – regional cooperation) can be “understood as a process of complex
social transformations, which may or may not imply some kind of permanent institutional structure
[regarding the EU institutional creativity] or mutual cooperation between sovereign states”.179 These
internationalregionalist processes will facilitate the creation of a “net of regional organizations”, 180 as MEP
Guy Verhofstadtemphasized. Therefore,theestablishment of “hanging” associations, should lay down a basis
forconstitution of a world characterized with dynamic multilateral relations, articulated through the supra inter - regional condominiums as their basis. We named these condominiums with Robert Nozick’s
termDominant Protective Associations(DPA)181 , which should provide an institutional stability and
protection of the interdependence and communication between the regions of the world. Because the
institutionalstability,mutual interdependence and communication, are the foundations of multilateral
reasoning per se. Alternatively, the “hanging” associations should be based on advanced inter-institutional
networks of state and non – state actors, enabled by intense and mutual communication i.e. multilateral
actions and mutual solving of the global problems or challenges. Within, the problem may occur in the
possible democratic deficit of the DPA, if they are not consisted of directly elected representatives, but of the
appointed government officials, which by the administrative means or crony links, could enter in the services
and bodies of the particular association, as state officials or civil servants. In this regard, the author Anne Marie Slaughter in the book: “ANew World Order”, speaks about the emerging world order, as a product of
(intensive) communication between the particular institutions of the states, thus alluding to the disaggregated
and partial sovereignty, indicating that:
The building blocks of this order would not be states but part of states: courts, regulatory agencies,
ministries, legislatures. The government officials within these various institutions would participate in many
different types of networks, creating links across national borders and between national and supranat ional
institutions. The result could be a world that looks like the globe hoisted by Atlas at Rockefeller Center, criss
- crossed by an increasingly dense web of networks”.182
Taking into account the regionalist reasoning, is necessary to mention that the post - American world
order,projected through the ideological lenses of the EU,does not implyestablishment of a world composed
of nation – states, but a worldcomposed ofregions andassociations of regions.In that favor, wecanstress the
thesis of Prof.Amitav Acharya, about the formation of the new world order and its manifestation, termed
asregiopolarism.In this sense, Prof. Acharya noted: “we and our descendants are likely to live (and die) in a
polycentric, multiversal, andregiopolar world order”.183 We updated this thesis with the concept ofsupra 176
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regiopoles, which are projected to prevent the militant and destructive nature of the nation - state, andto
prevent the possible grouping of states or non – state actors in a military alliances or blocs.With the
intensification of the intra - regional cooperationshould be established a qualitative institutional basis for
further networking of such established regions. Such regions would be joined in the inter - regional
associations, which in turn,will have toassociate with each other and thus to form a supra - inter - regional
condominiums, termed as Dominant Protective Associations. These associations look “hanging”, because
they will literally hang between the regions, and they will intersect and will engage them in a network,
similar to the physical configuration of the atom (Picture 2.).These processes will provide an appearance of a
new and mutually controlled non - conflict poles (power poles), as pillars of the world order projected
through the EU ideological lenses.This complex multilateral networking between the nation – states and
regions, the theorist Manuel L. Rapnouil termed multi – multilateralism184 .Accordingly,a “hanging”
associations or supra - regiopoles, could be established between the North - American region and the
European Union, the EU and the African Union, then the South - American region and the region of Oceania
and Australia etc.

Picture 2.
Consequently, the international actors (state or non – state actors) will not only overlap, but also will
compete with each other, and thereby leaving away the destructive tendencies of the nation - states. The
possibility of conflicts arising on a larger scale, would be almost impossible, because with the existence of
the DPA, the nation - states will be highly interrelated and intertwined with rules, regulations and policies,
that would not be possible realizing of such bloc grouping or unilateral declara tion of war by particular
state or group of states.Or asMEP Guy Verhofstadtstressed: “I see the world order in the future as a
multipolar world order, where you will see few big regional, sub - continental organizations were important,
so the network of these organizations, that is maybe the future for this world”. 185 Therefore, the EU using its
institutional creativity and inventiveness, need to find an answer to Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s dilemma:
The problem is to find a form of association which will defend and protect with the whole common
force the person and goods of each associate, and in which each, while uniting himself with all, may still
obey himself alone and remain as free as before. The social contractprovides the solution of this fundamental
problem. 186
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In this regard, the theorist Mark Leonard added: “our experience with the Union has shown that the
way to construct a new order will not be to start with a constitutional design but to create an interest in
working together on the pressing problems”. 187 This assumesthat“by forming a series of overlapping clubs to
deal with trade, nuclear proliferation, economic development, global diseases, and propping up failing states,
it might one day be possible to bring them together into a single framework”. 188 Namely, if realism is the
opposite doctrine of the internationalism, then the rationalism is their center, that anticipates the actions of
the international actors, based on the rule of law, and their inherent need for common networking, as a kind
of compromise between the “hard” realism (realpolitik) and the idealistic internationalism. In that sense, the
protagonists of rationalist international relations concept believe that: “through the existence of international
organizations, such as the European Union and the United Nations, the international system is less anarchic
than Realists claim”. 189 In addition, the Rationalists openly proclaim the necessity for existence of the
multinational and multilateral organizations, which place undoubtedly, belongs in the international relations.
Unlike the Realists and the Internationalists, the Rationalists believe that, through the intensification and
proliferation of the international law, the use of force and coerciveness, could be reduced in respect of
multilaterally and legally solving the global problems and conflicts.Such an approach directly correlates with
the ideological matrix of the Union, and thus, this paper position the concept of rationalism as an appropriate
basis for explication of the post - American world order, projected through the European Union ideological
lenses.
CONCLUSION
The post – American world order, projected through the EU ideological lenses is a kind of rational
world order, primarily based on multilateralism, regionalism and institutionalism. Such a world order,
assumesregionalization in accordance with the EU ideological matrix, and thus, a proactive role of such
regions, building inter – regional associations, from which will constitute a supra - regiopoles(Dominant
Protective Associations) as a new kind of power poles. The main ideological preferences imply reduction the
nation – states power, and its reallocation in the regions – similar in structure with that of the EU. Those
preferences are logical, considering the EU genesis, its structure and functioning as non – state actorin the
international relations.
a) How the EU projects a post – American world order taking into consideration its ideological
matrix?
Through the presented ideological lenses and axiological set, the EU projects a very complex and
utopian world order, based on regions and their interaction (inter – regional cooperation) in the international
relations, which is very hard to achieve, taking into accountthe current reality.This projection is based strictly
onthe ideological plan, consideringthe EU ideological preferences stipulated in its constitutive documents,
the axiological discourse and its ideological reasoning. The post – American world, projected through the EU
ideological lenses is world order based on regions, inter – regional associations, and thus, a supra – inter –
regional condominiums as a new poles, while excluding the primacy of the states on the international
political scene.
b) What are the expectations for a more regionalized, multilateral and institutionalized world?
One of the major strengths of a regionalized world order is that it can bring with a more balanced
“multipolarity”, understood in a sense of the European Union. The EU aspect of multipolarity is multilateral,
and perhaps a multi – multilateral, as we mentioned before. As such regionalization can be said to hold a
dual opportunity the opportunity to achieve more global democracy and the opportunity to have a better
capacity for sustainable economic development. However, a regionalized world order bears a number of
weaknesses when compared to the current, Westphalianworld order. This entails more instability and a risk
to power struggles between other major regions of the world for instance. Nevertheless, the idea of supra –
regiopoles, termed as Dominant Protective Associations is projected in order to prevent this kind of negative
trends. This Dominant Protective Associations (or “hanging” associations) will be constituted between the
regions as supra - inter - regional condominiums, armed with institutional power for preventing the possible
conflicts, inter – regional disputes, militarily grouping etc.
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c) To what extent can such a world order contribute towards a more secure global environment and
more prosperity for humanity?
There is no point in trying to predict which way the history will go. However, to the extent that the
regionalization of the world is likely to continue and to the extent that states will continue to exist as major
actors in the international relations, one can safely say that the governance of relations between states and
regions will be a major force in determining how the world will look like. But it is important to stress that
through the intensification of the international lawand the processes of regionalization, the use of force,
could be reduced in the respect of multilaterally and legally solving the global issues and conflicts.Such an
approach directly correlates with the ideological matrix of the Union, and thus, this paper position the
concept of rationalism as an appropriate basis for explication of the post - American world order, projected
through the European Union ideological lenses.
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Abstract

The paper aims to explain the institutional designation of the operational part of the Common
Foreign and Security Policy – The European/Common Security and Defence Policy. The Lisbon Treaty
introduced certain changes and innovations in the way the foreign, security and defence policy of the
European Union is guided, making it the last policy where the inter-governmental approach is instutionalized
– with unanimous decision voting in the Council as a rule.
The paper explains the difficulties that institutions and member-states are facing, having in mind the
sovereignty principle and the decision-making process in this specific area. The High Representative, the
European Commission, the European Council, the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament,
according the Lisbon Treaty participate in the CSDP development, but member-states are still “masters” of
their foreign, security and defence policy. By that, much will depend on the member-states will for
improvement of the EU performances as a foreign and security actor.
Key words: policy, security, defence, Lisbon, institutions.

INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES AND DIFFICULTIES OF THE LISBON TREATY AND THE
EUROPEAN \ COMMON SECURITY AND DEFENCE POLICY

Introduction
The European Security and Defence Policy was created at the European Council Summit in Cologne
in June 1999, when the development of military and civilian capabilities for conflict prevention and crisis
management (Cologne European Council June 1999) started. As to the military capabilities, member-states
introduced at the Helsinki Summit in December 1999 the Headline Goal declaring that EU is capable of
setting 60.000 troops, deployable for 60 days and sustainable for one year (Helsinki European Council
December 1999). At the Nice Summit in December 2000 new innovations were created such as the High
Representative for Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), the Political and Security Committee, the
EU Military Committee and the EU Military Staff (Nice European Council December 2000). In 2004, the
Headline Goal was further elaborated introducing the battle groups, European Defence Agency and civilmilitary cells.
Following these initiatives, at the European Council Summit in Santa Maria de Feira in June 2000,
EU made major steps in developing ESDP modalities also in the civilian crisis management (Santa Maria de
Feira European Council June 2000). First, a Committee responsible for civilian aspects of the crisis
management (CIVCOM) was established, acting as Council’s working group, and second, the EU memberstates agreed in creating an Action P lan for introducing four priority areas for civilian crisis management:
police, rule of law, civil administration and civil protection. Civilian Headline Goal 2008, adopted in
December 2004, is the first attempt systematically to identify which civilian capacities are necessary for the
EU in order to be effective and operational (Council of the European Union December 2004). Headline Goal
2008 combines the achievements of concrete targets in the four above mentioned priority areas with the
introduction of two new areas: monitoring and support for EU’s Special Representatives (Civilian Headline
Goal December 2008). Also, Civilian Response Teams were created with potential tasks that include
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execution of assessment and fact-finding missions, posing priority measures for beginning a full mission, or
strengthening the existing EU crisis management mechanisms; and multinational European Gendarmerie
Force as a special formation that can be designated under civilian or military command as an integrated
police unit in the framework of ESDP missions.
Unanimous decision-making by the European Council and the Council is needed, with the main
instigator being the Political-Security Committee (PSC); the major military body is the European Union
Military Committee (EUMC); the European Union Military Personnel (EUMP) ensures competence and
support; while the CIVCOM plans and supervises the progress of civilian operations. Decisions often imply
the use of financial programmes with the involvement of the European Commission and each operation has
financial coverage through ad hoc mechanism included in the common action. Administrative expenses are
drawn out of the EU budget, while operational expenses from member-states are set as percentage of their
GDP or in some other way adopted by the Council.
Common Security and Defence Policy in the Lisbon Treaty
The Lisbon Treaty contains most of the changes introduced in the Constitutional Treaty: The
President of the European Council with 2.5 years term of office; new spot combining the foreign policy and
the commissioner for external relations; introduction of new voting rules to ensure adoption of decisions by
majority, instead of unanimity; redistribution of member-states votes in the 2014-2017 period; decrease of
Parliament members from785 to750; smaller European Commission than member-states as of 2014; new
mandates for the European Commission, the European Parliament and the European Court of Justice;
removal of national veto in many areas (Brussels European Council June 2007).
Under the Treaty, the EU structure on three pillars is replaced. EU’s competences in the Common
Foreign and Security Policy are simultaneously increased. The Treaty anticipated the position of the High
Representative to be coupled with the Commissioner for External Relations, introducing the “High
Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy”, at the same time being Vice-President
(HR/VP) of the Commission and supported by the European External Action Service.
While the Lisbon Treaty negotiations lasted, the operational side of the CSDP moved in adequate
direction, although there were debates as to whether some of the shortfalls shall draw some attention. The
problem was made more difficult by the fact that defence experts were not trained enough for crucial issues
related with the EU institutions and decision-making. Still, the Lisbon Treaty made innovations for CSDP
that are potentially of great significance for development of capabilities: creating the function of the High
Representative; establishing the European External Action Service; mutual assistance and solidarity clause;
introducing the Permanent Structured Cooperation. The Treaty contains some other elements that need to be
mentioned:







The Treaty stipulates that “the common security and defence policy shall include the progressive
framing of a common Union defence policy. This will lead to a common defence, when the
European Council, acting unanimously, so decides. It shall in that case recommend to the Member
States the adoption of such a decision in accordance with their respective constitutional
requirements” (Treaty of Lisbon December 2007).
The Treaty recalls on NATO: “commitments and cooperation in this area shall be consistent with
commitments under the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation.”
The Treaty “institutionalize” the Petersberg tasks: “joint disarmament operations, humanitarian and
rescue tasks, military advice and assistance tasks, conflict prevention and peace-keeping tasks, tasks
of combat forces in crisis management, including peace-making and post-conflict stabilization.”
Also, the Treaty underlines the contribution which these missions and operations may have in “the
fight against terrorism, including by supporting third countries in combating terrorism in their
territories.”
In Declaration 14 of the Treaty is underlined that the provisions covering the Common Foreign and
Security Policy do not give new powers to the Commission to initiate decisions nor do they increase
the role of the European Parliament. This means that the European Parliament shall be regularly
consulted and informed by the HR/VP on the main aspects and the CFSP and CSDP development.
Still, the fact that the High Representative is also the Vice-President of the Commission ensures the
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European Parliament with additional democratic control regarding the appointments, motion of
censure and resigns of the Commission and the HR/VP.
The Lisbon Treaty provision stipulating that the EU shall have legal personality is not going to result
in changes in the decision-making process. Unanimity shall remain necessary for the decisions
having “security and defence implications” (Consolidated Version May 2008). As a general rule, the
Treaty shall “not influence on competences and responsibilities of the member-states in the security
and defence area, nor over veto competences of each member-state on CFSP decisions, thus
remaining subject specific rules and procedures.” There is a possibility for qualified majority voting
when the Council adopts decision “defining a Union action or position, on a proposal which the High
Representative … has presented following a specific request from the European Council, made on its
own initiative or that of the High Representative.”
The function of the High Representative/Vice-President of the Commission

The EU’s High Representative for CFSP, at the same time the Vice-President of the European
Commission, is the successor of the Minister for Foreign Affairs as anticipated by the Draft Constitutional
Treaty. It may be noticed that the HR/VP will wear two hats, but if we consider his/her tasks and
responsibilities according the Lisbon Treaty, a third hat should be added: the HR/VP shall chair the Foreign
Affairs Council. Further, “The High Representative shall represent the Union for matters relating to the
common foreign and security policy. He shall conduct political dialogue with third parties on the Union's
behalf and shall express the Union's position in international organisations and at international conferences.”
This means that the HR/VP shall undertake the responsibilities of the EU’s Presidency regarding the CFSP
issues.
Also, the HR/VP shall “contribute through his proposals towards the preparation of the Common
Foreign and Security Policy and shall ensure implementation of the decisions adopted by the European
Council and the Council” and “shall be put into effect by the High Representative and by the Member
States”. Finally, his/her capacity as the VP of the Commission, shall “ensure the consistency of the Union's
external action” and “shall be responsible within the Commission for responsibilities incumbent on it in
external relations and for coordinating other aspects of the Union's external action. In completing these tasks,
the HR/VP shall “ensure consistency and effectiveness of action by the Union.” He/she “may refer any
question relating to the common foreign and security policy to the Council and may submit to it,
respectively, initiatives or proposals.” Confirming the development of a crisis as an issue of emergency, the
HR/VP may decide to “convene an extraordinary Council meeting within 48 hours or, in an emergency,
within a shorter period.”
The Lisbon Treaty confirms the actual practice. In theory, the HR now does not have the right on
initiatives and may only speak on behalf of the EU upon the request of the Presidency. In practice, the
HR/VP mostly leads the EU on international meetings and conferences; meets and talks with foreign
officials; regularly make statements reflecting the EU’s position; submits to the Council, on its own or in
cooperation with the Commission, reports containing ideas and recommendations; and sits at the negotiation
table with third parties, after Council’s authorization. But, apart from its codified dimension, the Lisbon
Treaty empowers the HR/VP with bigger mandate and authority, while regarding his/her foreign
representation responsibilities, the actual format is not ideal for clearness and continuity, as the priority
changes with every Presidency rotation.
On the other side, there shall be checks and balances. The HR/VP shall have important role in
shaping the decision-making process, but when the policy is implemented, it shall be bound by the Council’s
decisions, except those unanimously adopted by the member-states. Also, he/she shall be responsible in front
of the European Council (deciding about the termination of its mandate) and the Council, as well as in front
of the European Parliament in his/her capacity as the VP of the Commission. The difficulties that the HR/VP
may have in completing its tasks and responsibilities could be the following ones:


In situation where there is an end of the representation system, the President of the European Council
shall take part in crisis situations and in representing the EU, which can worry the Commission
regarding EU’s external representation. Certain mechanisms are necessary where EU member-states
are kept out of the equation.
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Another complex issue may be the internal coordination in the Commission, especially between the
HR/VP and those commissioners still having important responsibilities in the external representation
area; a problem which is going to be more critical according to the actual configuration.
 The biggest advantage of the position, the connected role between the Commission and the Council,
may theoretically end badly if these institutions find themselves in disagreements about certain
political issues. In such case, the HR/VP shall need to use its knowledge and experience to sustain
closest possible cohesion among different actors.
 As a logical consequence of the three hats, the HR/VP shall be charged with huge work and
responsibilities, needing large amount of time and energy. Further, the difficult schedule which the
HR/VP needs to endure in an attempt to listen to the EU’s voice abroad, entail the three hats and the
job description to outstrip even the best abilities of every individual.
 Another important risk is that the HR/VP may spend a lot of time facing the inner disputes in an
attempt to satisfy everyone, regarding the transfer of EU messages to third parties and on the
international scene. His/her main target shall be removing the difficulties or securing the
compromise among EU partners.
Creating the HR/VP is a fundament institutional provision of the Lisbon Treaty and bears a great
potential for significant increase of coherence and effectiveness of the EU’s external policy. The personality
and the cooperation with the member-states, the Commission and the Parliament are going to be crucial for
determining his/her success. From the CSDP point of view, most probably the HR’VP function shall prefer
general EU action, especially as regards mobilizing the member-states in generating the necessary political
will for capability development.
Changes in the European External Action Service
The European External Action Service (EEAS) shall constitute a significant asset for supporting the
HR/VP regarding the external representation. Together, the HR/VP and the EEAS may contribute to the
decrease of different dichotomies which traditionally have hampered the Union’s external representation.
The Service shall assist the HR/VP in formulating the messages by the EU institutions in an appropriate
manner. Therefore, the Service must be organized in a manner for securing the necessary impulse for
convergence, harmonization, coherence and policy implementation.
The Lisbon Treaty foresees no clear mandate for the EEAS: “In fulfilling his mandate, the High
Representative shall be assisted by a European External Action Service … and shall comprise officials from
… the General Secretariat of the Council and of the Commission as well as staff seconded from national
diplomatic services of the Member States. The organisation and functioning … shall be established by a
decision of the Council … shall act on a proposal from the High Representative after consulting the
European Parliament and after obtaining the consent of the Commission.”
Most of the organizational and functioning details of the EEAS need to be worked out. Generally,
there is an agreement for the sui generis nature of the new service, although it is a fact that it does not
completely connect with some of the EU pillars. Therefore, there is a lack of clear image for what this means
in the institutional structure frame, as well as for the EEAS degree of autonomy. Ideally, the Council’s and
Commission’s departments with competences in the external relations area should unite in the EEAS with all
the competent political units of the Council’s General Secretariat and the Commission’s General
Directorates. This means that all the commissioners with external relation responsibilities shall submit
reports to the HR/VP.
Regarding the external representation, the Commission delegations , employing more than 7.000
personnel and working on analysis, assistance programmes and functions, must be enforced to become EU’s
delegations representing it in third countries and international organizations. Appropriate mechanisms need
to be worked out in order to enable the delegations to perform its tasks, including clear communication lines
with Brussels, as well as effective liaison offices and cooperation with diplomatic missions of memberstates. In international organizations where the EU have a status of an observer, working arrangement shall
be very important in order to secure that the EU messages are of some importance.
These organizational aspects over the future position of the EEAS concern the different actors
involved in the shaping and the creation of the EU’s external acting. The Commission is concerned over the
possible loss of its general responsibilities, as well as the specific competences regarding the external
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representation. The Council’s General Secretariat fears the “centre of gravity” may incline towards the
Commission. For their part, the member-states are concerned about the EEAS impact, particularly by the
possible degradation of national diplomatic services. The middle and small member-states, those not able to
be present in all parts of the world are aware of the possibility for the enforcement, thorough EEAS, of their
external representation and the decrease of administration expenses. Also, however, they are concerned that
the important messages, influencing their crucial national interests, may be adopted by the new bureaucratic
machinery in which they are misrepresented, especially at the highest administrative and decision levels.
Accordingly, the main challenge is going to be the protection of the original nature and role of the
EEAS, thus needing to face with tensions which are inherent of its sui generis nature; achieving perfect
centre between the accepted degree of autonomy and the necessary confidence among different institutions;
avoiding the complications in EEAS as a consequence of conflicts among different actors; and minimizing
the possible duplication of political responsibilities and support functions. Further, although it is clear that
the EEAS is going to be accountable in front of the HR/VP, member-states shall certainly express their
desires to enjoy certain degree of supervision and administrative-budgetary control of the European
Parliament. According these circumstances, the possibility of infusing “European diplomacy culture”
through the EEAS might be dangerous and occur only as a result of convergence of interest among memberstates.
As a conclusion, there are insecurities regarding the exact shape of EEAS and a lot will depend on
the political will of member-states and the consensus degree. If it is adequately equipped and with support of
member-states, the EEAS shall effectively rise above challenges it faces and play an important role in search
of greater consistency regarding policy formulation and decision implementation. From CSDP point of view,
while the EEAS might be of some use for the general EU approach, there are strong chances for the Service
to insist towards more traditional external representation and the civilian dimension of the crisis
management. The PSC and the EUMC shall have to play their part, and that also refers to the European
Defence Agency. For specific situations some might expect EUMP to integrate in the EEAS on a way which
is not going to undermine the competences and the role of the EUMC.
Mutual assistance clause and the Solidarity clause
Regarding mutual assistance, the Treaty provides that “If a Member State is the victim of armed
aggression on its territory, the other Member States shall have towards it an obligation of aid and assistance
by all the means in their power, in accordance with Article 51 of the United Nations Charter.” Member-states
have the obligation to secure aid and secure on national basis and shall decide, again on national basis, what
kind of aid are going to offer. Theoretically, EU as a whole shall not be involved, but upon the request of the
member-state concerned or the HR/VP, General Affairs Council emergency meeting shall be held. The
proposal for implementing the clause, which needs to be put into effect upon the request of the member-state
victim of terroristic attack or man-made disasters, is submitted by the HR/VP, while the Council adopts
decisions with qualified majority and especially in cases with defence implications requesting unanimous
decisions. Then member-states are coordinating in the Council. Further, as a response to the fears that the
clause might undermine NATO the Treaty stipulates that the solidarity “shall be consistent with
commitments under the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, which, for those States which are members of it,
remains the foundation of their collective defence and the forum for its implementation.”
Also, several issues refer to the range and nature of the solidarity clause, such as the civil protection,
police or military units preventively mobilized in activities for crisis management. But, do these actions
apply “out of area” or on the EU territory and whether the solidarity clause is legal provision or political
principle? From one side, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) jurisdiction implicitly covers the area of the
clause, while from the other side military assets mobilized on the EU territory may be viewed in the frame of
political and coordinated Council’s actions. As the implementation of the solidarity clause might prove
difficult because of the political disagreements, the lack of progress might enforce some member-states to
move towards accelerated cooperation or the ECJ to extend its jurisdiction on implementation of the clause.
To sum up, the Lisbon Treaty is not attempting to turn the EU into a military alliance. As mentioned
before, in the Treaty explicit reference is made towards NATO. Still, inclusion of mutual assistance and
solidarity bears significant burden, but most important is that they exist.
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Planning and conducting operations

At first sight, the Lisbon Treaty has no implications on the planning, beginning and conducting the
CSDP operations. Provisions indicate only minor changes, creating the possibility to “entrust the execution
of a task, within the Union framework, to a group of Member States which are willing and have the
necessary capability for such a task. Those Member States, in association with the High Representative …
shall agree among themselves on the management of the task.”
What is the meaning of this new provision? The first step is defining the term “management of the
task.” If the management includes planning and establishment of command structure and if the formal
decision-making is limited on smaller group of “entrusted” states (for example, after the Council
unanimously decides that the military action is appropriate), this provision may represent additional value,
since it may indicate the concept of the “framework nation” in the EU’s institutional framework. According
this provision, the group of member-states undertaking the task shall benefit from the inclusion of EU
institutions: HR/VP, EEAS, the Commission and delegations.
Another provision anticipates the creation of a start-up fund made up of member-states
contributions. The Council shall adopt by a qualified majority, on a proposal from the HR/VP, decisions
establishing the procedures for setting up and financing the start-up fund, the procedures for administering
the start-up fund, and the financial control procedures. Then, the Council shall authorize the use of the fund
(unanimously or ad hoc). The creation of the start-up fund is crucial for planning and conducting an
operation.
Permanent structured cooperation
The Lisbon Treaty gives opportunity for member-states to establish Permanent Structured
Cooperation (PSCo) in the defence area, but only for capabilities development and operation assets, without
applying the implementation of missions and operations. PSCo is established by the Council with qualified
majority and a member that no longer fulfils the criteria or is no longer able to meet the commitments may
face a suspension by qualified majority from other participant member-states. All other decision for
implementation of the PSCo, in practice, shall be unanimously adopted.
The Lisbon Treaty provisions regarding the modalities for establishing the PSCo and the
membership criteria are not fully determined, which is not the case with the decision procedures. Within
three months, the Council, after consulting the HR/VP, shall adopt a decision by a qualified majority
establishing PSCo and determining the list of participating Member States. Any Member State which wishes
to participate in the PSCo shall notify its intention to the Council and to the HR, after which the memberstates shall adopt a decision by qualified majority confirming the participation based on the fact whether it
fulfils the criteria and makes the commitments referred to in Protocol 10 on PSCo (Protocol No. 10 on
Permanent Structured Cooperation December 2007). If a participating Member State no longer fulfils the
criteria or is no longer able to meet the commitments regarding Protocol 10, other participating members
may adopt a decision by qualified majority for suspending the participation of the member-state concerned.
The establishment of the PSCo, the participation of new members and the suspension of a member
are the three areas where the decisions are adopted by qualified majority voting, which means that no single
individual member-state has the right of veto, while all other decisions regarding the substance of the PSCo
shall adopt unanimously by participant states. Still, crucial question remains: when and by whom shall the
PSCo established? Protocol 10 states that the momentum for defining the aims and commitments of the
PSCo starts on the day when the Treaty enters in force. Having in mind the existing lack of clarity regarding
the commitments and criteria, the possible establishment within three months after entering of the Treaty into
force means that: (1) preparatory work shall be undertaken; (2) the details of criteria and commitments
previously needs to be clarified; and (3) initiative by a small group of capable and/or willing.
According to the relevant provisions, the PSCo is established in the Council frame, but only
participating members may adopt decisions. Also, possibilities are missing on how the relevant Council
bodies are going to be involved in the PSCo. In its Preamble, the Protocol 10 recalls on the importance of the
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HR being fully involved in proceedings relating to PSCo. The Treaty mentions the notification to the HR
about the intention of member-states to participate, as well as the consultations with the HR before
establishing the PSCo. This represents that the HR shall be in charge of the PSCo meetings in the Council
formation. The Council’s Secretariat, EUMP, EEAS and the EDA, shall be capable of securing the support
for the work and the meetings in the PSCo frame. Since the PSCo must face with structural weaknesses of
the European defence, including the level of defence budgets, it is important for the member-states to receive
larger part of the actions in shaping the relevant decision of special interest.
The membership criteria are defined in article 1 of protocol 10 as general aims, stipulating that PSCo
is opened for any member-states which undertake, from the date of entry into force of the Treaty, to:


proceed more intensively to develop its defence capacities through the development of its national
contributions and participation, where appropriate, in multinational forces, in the main European
equipment programmes, and in the activity of the Agency in the field of defence capabilities
development, research, acquisition and armaments; and
 have the capacity to supply, either at national level or as a component of multinational force groups,
combat units, structured at a tactical level as a battle group, with support elements including
transport and logistics, capable of carrying out the tasks, within a period of 5 to 30 days, in particular
in response to requests from the UN, and which can be sustained for an initial period of 30 days and
be extended up to at least 120 days.
The estimation is whether these targets are additional or alternative, because the interpretation is
crucial if there is a wish for success of the PSCo. However, the collective defying and unanimous decisionmaking may complicate the approach criteria, if interpreted in a modest manner. It needs to be stressed that
PSCo focuses on capability targets, although the Treaty among participation criteria makes no mention of
contributions towards EU missions and operations, which is a confidential indicator of enthusiasm and
involvement in CSDP projects. However, member-states that already participate in UN peace missions
and/or NATO operations may use their contribution in the international crisis management as a proper
criterion in particular case.
Article 2 of Protocol 10 indicates the ways for achieving the objectives pointed out in article 1.
Again, the text remains unclear and leaves a lot of space for interpretation. More specifically, the memberstates:
a) cooperate, as from the entry into force of the Treaty, with a view to achieving approved objectives
concerning the level of investment expenditure on defence equipment, and regularly review these
objectives, in the light of the security environment and of the Union's international responsibilities;
This suggests that the participating states are at the desirable level of investment expenses for
defence equipment, with further obligation for achieving the objectives for a certain period.
b) bring their defence apparatus into line with each other as far as possible, particularly by harmonising
the identification of their military needs, by pooling and, where appropriate, specia lising their
defence means and capabilities, and by encouraging cooperation in the fields of training and
logistics.
Different processes, such as the “harmonising the identification of their military needs”, “pooling”,
”specialising” and “cooperation in the fields of training and logistics”, are recommended for fulfilment of
objectives, but there is no clear end. On the other side, no single country has been prepared to quit from the
capabilities and to rely on partners if the mutual support and the guaranteed access are not politically and
legally flexible. The PSCo may help in creating new forms of specialization, through establishment of
different mentality and values, including the development of bilateral cooperation among member-states
bringing to a closer partnership in this area. Particular attention needs to be paid to the concept of “bringing
into line” of the defence apparatus and “pooling” military means and capabilities for planning and
commanding structures. Military headquarters are present in Europe, thus raising the question of their use.
c) Take concrete measures to enhance the availability, interoperability, flexibility and deployability of
their forces, in particular by identifying common objectives regarding the commitment of forces,
including possibly reviewing their national decision-making procedures.
PSCo needs to promote unity of military concepts and aims for capability development in NATO,
thus showing its additional value and the increase of its credibility if it is able to combine the enforcement of
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European capabilities with the improved cooperation between EU and NATO. Also, EU may consider the
increase of criteria level and focus more on quality aspect of deployment. The anticipated measures will
spread out over human resource management and personal structures, training programmes, harmonization
of concepts and doctrines, equipment interoperability, financing and procurement practices, logistic support,
etc. The question is how the measures are going to be adopted and how is their implementation and
timeframe going to be determined. The language is more non-binding and unclear regarding who will
supervise and determine further efforts. Regarding national decision-making procedures, member-states
should secure faster decision-making for deployment of troops, which can be difficult for those states whose
relevant parliamentary procedures are longer and more rigorous.
d) Work together to ensure that they take the necessary measures to make good, including through
multinational approaches, and without prejudice to undertakings in this regard within the NATO, the
shortfalls perceived in the framework of the Capability Development Mechanism.
The shortfalls refer mainly to the strategic transport, collecting intelligence information, helicopters,
combat support and information superiority.
e) Take part, where appropriate, in the development of major joint or European equipment programmes
in the framework of the European Defence Agency.
The Treaty introduces special legal basis for the EDA, although does not change the essence of the
existing Agency mandate. The sole and unusual provision is that the “The Council, acting by a qualified
majority, shall adopt a decision defining the Agency's statute, seat and operational rules … Specific groups
shall be set up within the Agency bringing together Member States engaged in joint projects.” This means
that the future revision of the EDA’s modus operandi may need to take into consideration the new
responsibilities for the implementation of the PSCo and ambitions of those states with membership
aspirations in the PSCo. In order to be successful, the PSCo must have more powerful gravitation centre,
with authority, resources and initiative. Having in mind that the EDA is the main candidate, the Lisbon
Treaty provisions have to be connected with the PSCo and with the specific provisions referring to the role
of the Agency.
PSCo provision stipulates that the “European Defence Agency shall contribute to the regular
assessment of participating Member States' contributions with regard to capabilities … and shall report
thereon at least once a year.” This means that the provisions must be interpreted in concrete objectives, with
the Agency involved. Further, the Agency must evaluate the contributions from the participants, which can
serve as a basis for a decision to suspend a participant state which is not fulfilling its commitments. Such role
will bring not only new responsibilities, but bigger relations between participant states and the EDA. The
text suggests an obligation for informing and commitments for complete transparency vis-à-vis EDA, while
participant states decides on ad hoc basis if and when to submit information to the EDA. They are the only
ones who decide whether to authorize the EDA to make such data public, although, in practice have not
accepted the EDA to be capable of supervision, assessment and evaluate such information.
EDA may conduct and another task: prevention or reducing the negative effects in capability
development of two-speed Europe, as a result of the PSCo. There is a danger that those states not
participating in the PSCO, would not feel obligated to develop their capabilities in a manner which is will be
interoperable with those members of the PSCo. This might create practical and operational difficulties when
they decide to participate in CSDP mission. The EDA may play the role of a coordinator by guiding the
member-states with the standards set up by the PSCo.
Existing institutional problems and shortfalls
The intensive debates resulting in the Lisbon Treaty reflected the importance of the foreign, security
and defence policy, as well as the high level of polarization in the EU. Discussion lines were still among
more traditional dichotomies in member-states: while some focused on gradual communitarization of the
second pillar, others were unprepared to transfer bigger mandate for the Commission, thus keeping the intergovernmental approach. Thereby, the art of negotiations lies in indentifying possibly bigger common ground
and the Lisbon Treaty provisions contain some general and unclear information, although that was the only
way for achieving consensus despite the different concepts and interest in the integration policy. Further, the
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consensus principle is kept with almost no changes, illustrating a continued and strong sovereignty
reflection.
Pulling out the competences of the High Representative and External Affairs Commissioner and
uniting them in the “High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy” is a solution that avoids
the basic conflict among federal and inter-governmental ideas. The HR shall serve the Commission and the
Council and such duplication, in practice, is expected to be more challenging for the position holder. Another
important issue refers on how the HR is going to balance its role with the President of the European Council,
the Commission and the Council. Regarding the fact that with the Lisbon Treaty a very little is changed in
the position of the HR, the restraint is illustrated by member-states in challenging their sovereignty in this
area. Change in the name of the HR is with intention to stress that the EU is not becoming a super-state with
its own ministers and that the new architecture is not going to replace national politics with common EU
policy.
Further, it is not clear how the EEAS is going to be designated in the institutional EU frame. In this
regard, it is suggested to be given the status of agency or common service, subordinate to the Council and the
Commission. However, it remains unclear the range of representation and the involvement of the
Commission and the Council. This is evaluated as of crucial importance regarding the bridging of division
between national and European diplomacy for the inclusion of the member-state’s Foreign Affairs ministers
as “stakeholders” and enforcement of their relation with the High Representative. Still, it needs to be decided
how the national diplomatic services and the EEAS are going to complement each other.
Changes regarding flexible arrangements and the CSDP structural cooperation have shown
especially controversial, leaving many open questions. UK and some Central and Eastern Europe memberstates expressed their concerns that this might lead to creating blocks in EU, which would be critical for
NATO. However, although the functional arrangements of the PSCo are specified in special protocol in the
Lisbon Treaty, more of the provisions are still unclear and it remains open which membership criteria, with
which participants and by which means is the PSCo going to be implemented in practice.
In addition, introducing the mutual assistance clause was disputed among member-states. Not only
was it not supported by neutral states, undertaking all efforts for rephrasing this clause in voluntary
commitment, but faced with significant contradiction by states closer to NATO, especially the new memberstates. That is why in the Lisbon treaty the mutual defence clause is clearly relieved: it is specified that the
mutual defence shall not prejudice the specific character of the security and defence policy of certain
member-states and that this commitment shall be implemented in close cooperation with NATO, which
remains the foundation of collective defence for its member-states.
Since the time of the Maastricht Treaty negotiations there has been a struggle among member-states
on issues regarding which decision-making modalities are able to ensure fast reaction and firmness in CSDP.
On one side are the supporters of the unanimous voting because of the reasons of national sovereignty, while
on the other side there is a group of member-states favouring qualified majority voting on issues of foreign
policy. Losing the battle on several occasions during the Lisbon Treaty negotiations, there is no possibility to
reach widespread of qualified majority voting in all CFSP/CSDP areas.
Proposals by France and Germany regarding the EU’s architecture since January 2003 suggested a
transition towards qualified majority as a rule in CFSP, while explicitly excluded the issues related to
military and defence policy. However, there were strong holdings by UK and other member-states.
Therefore, concessions were made and the principle of unanimous voting is kept in all essential CFSP/CSDP
issues. The consensus principle is not present in all different points, for example, in the possibility of
qualified majority voting where the Council adopts decision for defying action or position based on the
request of the HR/VP.
Illustrative for the lack of will in EU member-states and the possibility to give up of the remaining
areas of sovereignty was introduction of two declarations (13 and 14) in the Lisbon Treaty. Some memberstates, especially UK, insisted on these declarations explicitly to stress that the EU is not going to cross over
the foreign policy of a member-state, which again illustrates the sovereignty reflection.
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Although almost 50% of the EU Treaty amendments, contained in the Lisbon Treaty, refer to the
foreign, security and defence policy, does not mean that revolutionary changes are achieved. As the
controversies among member-states and their national emotions are permanent and intensive, CFSP
provisions, and specifically CSDP, still have no potential to be an obstacle in the constitutionalization of the
European integration process, which became apparent with the rejection of the Lisbon Treaty ratification in
Ireland in June 2008, although the concerns regarding the future CFSP/CSDP development and Ireland’s
neutrality were not the only one reason for the negative result.
Instead of conclusion: What is next?
The Lisbon Treaty provisions regarding the CSDP and the institutions involved, so far failed to
answer the fundamental and controversial questions for the course of the European defence. On the contrary,
in its attempt to calm down the different views about the future integration of defence on EU level, the
progress achieved to date lacks direction.
In the past four years since the Lisbon Treaty entered into force, EU has stood aside and watched as
the France and UK participated in the North Africa crises, without even considering the possibility for
intervention according the CSDP frame. Some could argue that the crisis in Libya marks the effective end of
the CSDP. It seems that the CSDP is going to be shaped according the Arabian revolutions and the
difficulties for the EU to appear with common ground. If the lesson is learnt, member-states must follow
more comprehensive and contemporary regional strategies. In this context, the PSCo and the Solidarity
clause have the best implementing potential. In the meantime, the more controversial provisions for mutual
assistance and the possibility to entrust the execution of a task to a group of member-states as a last resort,
should remain on the agenda.
It was not meant to be like this. On the contrary, the Lisbon Treaty should give the CSDP better
institutional arrangements for defining the EU’s foreign policy strategic interests. In practice, the Treaty
stopped the CSDP in its course. Even in 2012 there was a possibility for renewal process for the CSDP after
the initial 20 crisis management operations from 2003 till 2009. The EEAS concluded that the EU’s role as a
security actor is rapidly expanding with the new missions in Somalia, Sudan and Niger, only to confirm that
the missions - all civilians - are comprised of around 60 personnel members. In the meantime, the CSDP
mission in Libya is facing difficulties; while in Mali the EU did not respond and left the risky operation to
France.
The abovementioned institutional issues are not completely solved with the Lisbon Treaty as the
rivalry among institutions continues despite the introduction of some novelties. Having in mind that it is
impossible under the Treaty text to pull out the distribution of responsibilities between institutions, Treaty
provisions aim to draw out bigger influence for the newly created structures. Also, member-states get in this
picture. Since the beginning it was clear that the political competition instead of actual will for enhancing the
effectiveness shall change their conduct towards the implementation of the Treaty provisions and national
governments are shaping them according their own fashion.
The Treaty increased the HR’s responsibilities in the expense of the Commission and the Presidency,
but is does not gives bigger authority to the European Parliament, except that the new position of the HR
shall be approved by the Parliament. Also, the Treaty does not exclude the unanimous voting regarding the
CSDP, whether about missions, initiatives or contractual arrangement with security or defence implications.
Briefly, while the Lisbon Treaty formally removed the pillar structure, CSDP is still far from other EU
politics. The implication of such clarity is the continuous dependence of member-states interests for further
development with no stable impetus for evolution.
To sum up, the EU performances in security and crisis management according the Lisbon Treaty
might be categorized as slow, minimal and timid. EU must prove that CSDP provisions in the Lisbon Treaty
are not just symbolic, but consistent and with the desired aim. European and national policy-makers must sit
at the same table and arrange the details for further implementation of the Lisbon Treaty provisions. On the
other side, if the Lisbon Treaty provisions are used in practice, for example, the mutual assistance and the
solidarity clause, the EU’s profile shall start to gain in significance and cooperation among member-states.
But, for this to happen, more time is needed before the provisions are implemented and become alive. For
EU to become a true security and defence actor, there is a need of more ambitious arrangement among
member-states and the new CSDP provisions of the Lisbon Treaty might just show the way.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR PRODUCTION
OF IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

ABSTRACT
The European Union in 2000 introduced the minimum security standards for travel documents and
passports for the member states which were upgraded, also including implementation of the conditions for
development of biometric passports. Minimum safety standards for travel documents and passports for the
member states of the European Union refers to the procedure of making travel documents, starting from the
use of specific materials in their construction, printing techniques, copy protection of biometric identification
data, etc.
Bosnia and Herzegovina committed itself in the process of negotiations on the visa-free regime, to
respect the minimum international safety standards in the field of the identification documents, as well as to
make continual improvement of the system of documents, including also biometric conditions, especially for
the travel documents. In that context, the biometric way of collecting data during the preparation of travel or
other documents was introduced with the aim of making safer from possible misuse of personal documents,
especially travel documents, which will create more reliable links between the holder of the travel documents
and the document itself.
In accordance with this, as proposed by the Agency for identification documents, registers and data
exchange of Bosnia and Herzegovina (IDDEEA), the Strategy of developing documents was made in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. This was positively evaluated by the experts of the Europan Union. Appreciating the
objectives and the reasons for adoption of this strategy, by-laws and directives that regulate processes of
making and issuing identity documents with biometric identification data, and keeping electronic evidence
and exchange of data on that level were adopted in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This was helped by the support
of the Agency for identification documents, registers and data exchange of Bosnia and Herzegovina
(IDDEEA), which monitors, coordinates and regulates the institutional field of identification documents in
the country.
The author of this paper tries to handle segment of making and issuing identity documents with
biometric data according to the international safety standards, primarily from a legal perspective, as well as
to point out all the positive and negative aspects of usage of identity documents with biometric data in
certain situations.
Keywords: personal documents, biometric data, identification documents, Agency for identification
documents, registers and data exchange of Bosnia and Herzegovina (IDDEEA), European Union standards

CITIZEN IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE IN THE PROCESS OF MAKING IDENTIFICATION
DOCUMENTS
One of the first steps by the respectable authority in any state in the procedure of making
identification documents for citizens is identification of the person who submitted a request for identification
document. Without positive identification of the person submitting the request, it is not possible to start the
process of making the identification document. Citizen identification procedure is one of the most important
phases in the process of issuing identification documents.
In this sense, there is a need for emphasizing the relevance of the citizen identification procedure
because, as we are well aware, each human being is different, unique, and one of the kind, which is the fact
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on which the identification procedure is based. Z. Radmilovic 191 defines identity as a structure of unique
characteristics which define each person and makes them different one from the other. In that sense, unique
characteristics which define each person should meet the following criteria: universality, individuality,
stability, possibility of allocating from a number of characteristics and easy collection and use.
In the citizen identification procedure and identity verification process there are many physical and
legal characteristics in use. Legal characteristics are defined as facts which, by the legal and other procedures
conducted by the respectable authority, every person can gain (name, surname, citizenship, etc.).192 In that
context, identification procedure can also be conducted using some other personal identification documents
with the photography which can be helpful in defining the person’s identity as well as statements of the
person. But, this is not quite often present in practice 193 . The identification process in the legal procedure, in
general, is conducted by comparison of the person’s photography and other information in the identification
document with the person who is the object of the identification process. In that sense, citizens in the country
verify their identity with the identity document (in rare cases with the driving license), and abroad with the
passport.
The standard method of identification is based on the fact «what do you know» and «what do you
have»; this is in a line with the personal identification documents, which is the most frequent case in legal
proceedings (identity document, passport and driving license). Bad side of this method is the possibility of
false impersonation and misuse of other person’s identification documents. Contemporary method is a
method based on the «security key» recognition, which is present in some financial transactions and
represents the characteristics which are familiar only to the person who represents them (PIN code, date of
birth, personal identification number, etc.). This also has some bad sides (if the security key is too short - it
could be easily broken, and if it is too long - it can be easily forgotten). This disadvantage can be overcome
with positing the human body as a security key, using a biometrical method of recognition based on the fact
«what you are» (users have biometrical identification path such as fingerprints, voice, etc., which belong
only to that person and does not change during the whole life). 194
The concept of identification, in the contemporary world represents a group of specific data or data
regarding a specific person (this concept existed centuries ago; even in the Old Egypt, during the process of
joining civil service, measures of the candidate were also taken). The term of identification is not easy to be
defined, but common practice defines it as an identity from the point of view of the state institutions. In that
sense, information about person is often separated in three components:
 attributive (name and surname, date and place of birth, etc.);
 biographic (details regarding the employment, education, financial situation, etc.), and
 biometric (personal biometric data like picture, signature, fingerprints, etc.).195
Regarding the nature of the mentioned data, there is a slight difference between the terms data on
person and personal data, which is used when it is necessary to make distinction between biometric (personal
data) and other data (which represent the person in some other way, but are not their physical characteristic).
In that sense identification represent the process which, with more or less different data, is used to define the
identity of some person in the society (“who that person really is”).196
Broader concept of “personal identification” was given by the authors D. Modly, М. Superina and N.
Korajlic, which includes:
 recognition of the person (dead or alive) using the photo, visual reconstruction using different
devices, direct identification of the person in the line, recognition of the dead body;
 anthropometric methods;
 personal description;
 fingerprint identification;
 identification by using the sense of smell, traces of lips, nails, part of the body, morphologic
characteristics of the foot, voice, teeth, handwriting, etc.; and
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DNA identification.197

The main goal of identification is to determine who the specific person is, and presumption is that
the easiest and most efficient way to achieve this goal is through biometric identification system which is
based on personal data of the person and his or her specific characteristics that distinguish him or her from
other person.
The term biometric, which in the present times has a significant importance in the issuing of
identification documents of Bosnian and Herzegovinian citizens, can have different meaning depending on
the situation in which it is used. The etymology of this word implies on measuring biological characteristics
of the organism. By the end of 20th and the beginning of the 21st century, a list of the biometric data and the
way of their processing expanded because of the possibilities which modern technology can offer. So, the
new commercial biometric-identification systems have the possibility to process the pictures of the face from
several perspectives, digital fingerprints, signatures in digital form, as well as scan of the eyes and etc. (ibid,
2009:2). The biometric identification system can be based on taking the data directly on the spot and
reconciling with the background database of biometric data, but also with the tokens (subject that are used in
the process of identification, and that “hardware” can be identity document, driving license, passport, etc.). 198
The biometric identification system identifies the user on the basis of his or her physiology and
characteristics of behavior (fingerprints, voice, eye and palm characteristics, etc.). The first step in using the
biometric system is entering biometrical pattern of the person in the data base. During that phase, the
biometric characteristics of the person are first recorded using the biometric sensor, with the goal of creating
their digital form. The second step in using the biometric system is based on the knowledge whic h is
necessary to recognize the person. These systems perform verification (identity authentication process of a
person in terms of comparing the data obtained with the exact pattern in the database) and identification
procedures (verification process matching samples obtained from all the samples stored in the database), a
unique name for identification and verification of the authentication. 199
IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS WITH BIOMETRIC DATA
In line with the international security standards, which become rigorous over the time, and with the
goal of increasing personal documents security, the International Civil Aviation Organization - ICAO200
recommends that citizen personal identification documents contain biometrical data with the aim of
prevention from identity theft, which was accepted by a number of countries and thus began the process of
development of the new identity documents with biometric data, which is usually related to fingerprints,
photography, signature, etc. The biometric identification method, which is used during the development and
issuance of personal identification documents, was introduced with the aim of making these documents safer,
more reliable, particularly those documents which are classified as travel documents which are used
primarily for travel and border crossing. 201
Among the most important citizens’ personal identification documents are the identity card and the
driving license. Currently, the most advanced form of personal identification cards, are the electronic biometric identification cards, which represent the type of official national identity document that contains
biometric data in electronic form. They are also issued in Bosnia and Herzegovina. These identity documents
are specific in the way of collecting biometric data from the applicant for the issuance of identity cards, and
whose delivery is made by packaging the biometric identity document card in a sealed envelope, along with
a sheet of paper with basic details and enrollment of systematically generated random code, which must be
entered during putting the digital signature or other sensitive operations. 202
Such a method of personal identification documents is present in several European countries and has
turned to be very positive. Furthermore, it has largely eliminated the doubts expressed about the safety and
efficacy of these forms, but certain doubts are still present in some countries of the European Union. They
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are concerned about the acquisition and storage of data on users of personal documents 203 . But, when it
comes to the technology of development and use of modern identity documents, it is necessary to emphasize
the difference in the terms of biometric cards and other electronic map. Electronic cards that have been used
for different purposes do not need to possess biometric data, which is especially the case if it is not an
identity document. These electronic cards are often used to automatically perform a variety of services and
generally, there is a set of procedures for electronic authentication of signatories when we use a card for e business. It can be sad that the biometric ID card type is an electronic ID card containing biometric
characteristics and combine the data of its holder. 204 Due to the technical advances in modern conditions, we
have created the conditions for the issuance of identification documents whose copying and similar misuse is
difficult to achieve, because of the material that was used to make forms and ways of collecting t he data
which will be contained in the form. In the production process there is no wrongdoing people. 205 The new ID
cards should satisfy the minimum safety standards particularly in circumstances of the border crossing,
prescribed by the European Union. These standards refer to specific material of which the ID cards were
made, the technique of printing, copy protection, and machine-readable pages with biographic data. In
accordance with the standards for biometric elements, the European Union requires that they match with the
international standards in the field of identification documents, such as standards of the International Civil
aviation traffic (ICAO standards).
One of the conditions for the implementation of the Stabilization and Association Agreement and the
European Union visa abolition regime for Bosnia and Herzegovina was the establishment and the continuous
improvement of the security system for production and issuance of identity documents, as well as
harmonization of the domestic legislation in the field of personal documents according to the EU regulations.
Biometric passport is a type of passport in which biometric data are used to determine identity of its
holder, so that the information about the owner of the biometric passport is written in a special chip that
contains information needed to identify the fingerprint recognition, voice, retina eye, etc. Chip can
communicate wirelessly with a computer database at specific locations such as: at border crossings, which
significantly speeds up the verification of the identity of passengers and increases the efficiency of border
services.206
About the passive touchless chip we can state the following information:
 all the information that is visually displayed on the passport page with the data on the passport;
 biometric identifiers;
 the unique serial number of the chip and;
 digital signature to protect data from alteration.
Regulations on the manner for collecting biometric data in the process of issuing identity cards of the
directory of identification documents, registers and data exchange Agency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, has
set the way of biometric data colection:
 taking a photo of the applicant for an identification document;
 taking a fingerprint of the applicant for an identification document;
 taking the signature of the applicant for the issuance of identification document, and
 taking biometric data for the persons under the age of seven.




When applying for a passport, the following data are taken:
photo of the applicant for a travel document;
fingerprints of the applicant for the issuance of a travel document
signature of the applicant for the issuance of travel document.
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In his or her request, an applicant for the issuance of biometric passports among other data must
provide information about the location and the municipality where he was born, i.e. where he was registered
in the civil registry and the registry of citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 207 Biometric passports are totally
reliable and safe, according to the current knowledge, and they are protected against possible counterfeiting
and other abuses. The fact is that this application of data seriously compromised the privacy of citizens,
because the state thereby expanding the amount of data, without the consent of civil. Collecting a huge
number of biometric data of every citizen, legally speaking, is a violation of their privacy. And the personal
privacy is protected by international conventions on the protection of fundamental human rights and
freedoms. Such an approach on the part of the state sends the wrong signals to the citizens regarding them as
suspicious, without exception, and the increasing concentration of information about citizens in the hands of
the state would lead to information controlled society. 208 In this regard, it is important to point out that once
the information is no longer under the control of the person concerned, no one can guarantee that it will be
used legally and loyally. An additional problem in the application of biometric identification methods for
developing personal documents is the fact that the ID cards with microchips, which are the basis of biometric
identification methods, always possess an amount of risk of subsequent functional expansion. 209 Also, when
it comes to biometric identification systems - there are doubts about its reliability. For example, a biometric
fingerprint does not remain exactly the same over a long period of time, because they are under the influence
of many factors such as temperature, humidity, dust, dirt, etc., so the claim of the infallible biometric
identification systems is quite unfounded. 210
CONCLUSION
As one of the conditions for implementation of the Stabilisation and Association Agreement of the
European Union visa regime in Bosnia and Herzegovina was the establishment and the continuous
improvment of the security system of making and issuing of identity documents, as well as harmonization of
the national legislation in the field of personal documents with the regulations of the European Union. In
accordance with the committments to fulfill these conditions in Bosnia and Herzegovina the necessary
actions were taken in issuing identity documents to citizens with biometric data, primarily thinking of the
biometric passports, which serve to the citizens to prove their identity when crossing the border. The
biometric user identification method is based on the recognition of its physiological characteristics (of the
fingerprint, hand geometry, voice, iris and retina of the eye, etc). It is also important to note that many
authors have put into question the assertion that the biometric identification systems are most reliable. This
leads to a great controversy especially among those dealing with the matter of personal documents and
methods of their preparation. In this case, one thing is certain: documents which contain biometric data are
safer from potential theft or fraud, but not from possible abuses by the state, which is not confirmed and is
still theoretical.
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SOME CURRENT ISSUES RELATING TO EVIDENCE AND
CRIMINALISTIC PROCESSING OF THE CRIME SCENE

Abstract
Forensic science in the broadest sense can be defined as any science that is in service of the legal system.
The basic procedures which are carried out at the crime scene are: identification of physical evidence, its
documentation, proper collection, packaging, preservation andanalysis in order to provide a reconstruction of
the crime scene.
This paper focuses on issues related to the planning of the prior and criminal procedure in the context of
criminological forensic processing,in order to of effectively identify and preservethe evidence from the crime
scene - as well as standardization of the procedure for preserving evidence for analysis, and the analysis
itself.
Keywords: evidence, inspection, crime scene, planning the investigation
INTRODUCTION
Criminalistic and forensic processing of crime scenes is an integral part of crime scene inspection as
a very complex and multidisciplinary investigative action 211 . According to the provisions from the Law on
Criminal Procedure, crime scene inspection is defined as an investigative action which is undertaken to
identifyor clarify any important facts in the procedure with direct sensory perception. The concept of fact
refers to a cognitive sensory activity, identified objective andreal existence of a particular thing,
phenomenon, process, event, feature or relationship, whichbasically is always partial, special and abstractconcrete.212 Looking at this from acriminalistic aspect, crime scene inspectionis a process-regulated system of
forensicallytactical and technical actions,which are more implementedby way of direct sensory perception
(or by way of "sensory extensions" - technical accessories, magnifying glass, etc.), by studying physical
objects using planned versions (based on the methods of induction, deduction, generalization, abstraction,
comparison, analysis and synthesis) and tested parallel to the investigation (its course), fixing is carried out
in the overall situation on the spot as a materially ideal system (state, features, characteristics and mutual
links and relations between probative information), in its unchanged, original state and manifested forms,
aimed at clarifying the structure of the crime.213 The crime scene inspectionresults with written records
including the overall documentation (photo-documentation, video recordings, audio recordings, sketch,
situational plan, report on the criminalistic and technical examination on the spot, expert analysis etc.)
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CRIME SCENE
The issue of the crime scene turns into a problem in cases when the crime is committed at one location,
and its consequence occurs at another one (the so called distance delict). Our legislator (like most foreign
legislators) has chosen the so called theory of ubiquity (Latin: ubikuitas – existence or occurrence at any
place). According to Art.31 from the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia: 1) a crime is committed
both at the place of workplace of the perpetrator or the place where he was supposed to work, and the place
where the consequence occurred; 2) preparation and attempt fora crime are considered as carried out both at
the place where the perpetrator worked and the place where according to his intent the conseque nce was
supposed to occur or could have occurred; 3) the action of the accomplice is carried out both at the place
where the action of the perpetrator and the accomplice was taken, and the place where the accomplice
worked or was obliged to work. 214
GENERAL REMARKS ON EVIDENCE AND PROOF
According to theoreticians of criminal and procedural law, evidence is defined as: a set of bases or
explanations which tells us about the veracity or reliability of certain important facts in the
procedure(Марковиќ, 1921:124) ; facts about the truth or falseness of the disputed factual state
(Димитријевиќ,1981:184); facts on the basis of which is determined the existence or non-existence of
disputed legally relevant or other facts which are identified in a criminal procedure(Милошевиќ,
Стевановиќ1977:206); facts on the basis of which the relevant authority determines the existence or nonexistence of facts whose identification in the criminal procedure is necessary(Бејатовиќ,2003:326). Evidence
is comprised of two elements: probative basis and probative media. Probative basis (probation, argumentum,
reason), is an already known, identified fact on the basis of which is determined the veracity of the other fact
which is about to be determined in the specific case and which is an object of proof(П.Марина,
Н.Матовски,1972:190);Probative media (media probandi, instrumentum) are sources from which during the
criminal procedure data or facts are collected which are considered as probative basis(Н. Матовски, Г.
Бужаровска, Г. Калајџиев,2009:184). Probative media are actually forms (shapes) in which probative bases
occur.
With reference to the above said, it is emphasized that the court can collect, obtain or verify
evidence.This can sometimes be carried out by other subjects as well, but only the court can present the
evidence. The court should be convinced that the facts are true, based on some bases which correspond to the
laws of reasoning. The reliability of a certain fact which should be proven is determined by the court o n the
basis of other already proven facts or facts which are related to the fact which is to be proven. 215
In criminalistic theory it is stressed that evidence represents an identified, established, relevant relation
between the processes, which directly or indirectly influenced the occurrence of the crime, the traces, the
objects and the persons. Seen from gnoseological aspect, evidence refers to all the changes in the
environment of the preparation, commission, concealment and enjoyment of the fruits of the crime, which
are in relevant relationship with the act.216
Taking into consideration the fact that numerous physical evidence are obtained by using all
contemporary methods and techniquesof fundamental and applied sciences, these types of evidence are often
referred to as scientific evidence.
The process of proof encompasses the actions taken by the court for forming its belief about the existence
or non-existence of facts which can affect its decision. The court’s action consists of identification of fac ts
necessary for the application of law and the application of law on relevant facts whose veracity is proven.
The process of proof encompasses all facts that the court considers important for making a proper judgment.
(Art. 314, par.2, Law on Criminal Procedure).
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PLANNING THE INVESTIGATIVE AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
The investigation is the only process where one thing results from another. The high quality of the
detection and the examination of evidence necessary for clarifying the crimes and finding the perpetrator
isonly possible when unity of the investigative procedure – expediency of the procedure is achieved. The
detection process in the prior (pre-criminal) procedure and criminal procedure is actually a systematic and
fundamental approach in discovering latent and potential information and their decoding (deciphering) 217 .
The success of the fulfillment of the investigation plan depends considerably on its timely preparation, as
well as the elasticity in the process of its implementation, i.e. timely introduction of changes in the plan. The
basic task of every crime scene investigation plan, as a thinking and creative process, given its specificity in
every concrete criminal case, actually consists of the following coherent elements: 1) identifying the scope of
circumstances and facts which have to be discovered, clarified and proven (in accordance with the main
issues of criminalistics – the object of proof; 2) identifying versions of the main issues of criminalistics; 3)
identifying and defining operative-tactical measures and investigative actions which should be taken for
determining criminal-legal relevant facts; 4) identifying the sequence and timing of operational and tactical
measures and investigative actions; and 5) prior evaluation of the collected evidence and reflection on the
circumstances which are discovered and determined, and the ones which still need to be discovered,
investigated and clarified. 218
Setting up the plan begins by comparing all discovered and caused facts (of material and personal nature),
which are identified during the first intervention, and developingsuch versions (hypotheses, working
assumptions, presumptions), which should be based on actual (objective) and verified facts. The versions are
marked as one of the possible interpretations of a particular event and their number and diversity (plurality)
is an important element of the notion itself, and they actually represent a kind of an “embryo” of the system
of general and specific versions.In the course of the overall investigation, the general versions are
assumptions about the object of proof (themaprobandi), the other versions are versions about the subject
(subjective side – component) and the object (objective side – component) of the crime, while the
specific/special versions are assumptions (hypotheses) about the probative facts. Namely, in the whole
system of all established versions- general versions play the role of a kind of “armature” (for example,
general version about accusation – culpability, general version about defence – innocence). Assumptions
about direct and indirect evidence (the veracity of probative facts and the relation between indicative facts
and the object of proof) – which are called special versions, need to be in accordance withthe object of proof
(general versions). The versions about the subject of the crime (who committed the crime?), the subjective
side of the crime (commission with intent or out of negligence – what happened?), the motive for the crime why?), the object of the crime (when or what?), the objective side of the crime (the manner and the method
of commission- how? using what?) as well as the way of hiding the crime, have the task of being a kind of a
binding tissue between general and specific/special versions.
In criminalistic and tactical action (through full application of the three methods: system of accumulation
of evidence, method of defunding – in relation with negative facts and method of elimination – exclusion),
the relationship between indications anddirect evidence is established, above all, when they, each for itself
and all together, complement each other in reaching the conclusion, i.e. they either confirm or eliminate a
specific version (hypothesis) while, independent of each other, point out to the same fact (object of proof –
themaprobandi). The object of proof is the key fact through which all indications and direct evidence are
mutually interrelated. For instance, the fire and the smoke after electricity short-cut are not in a mutual direct
relationship, but through their common cause (reason) – the short-cut, as two consequences from the same
cause. Or, the threat and the escape are mutually related as rings of the single system of the crime, but only
when that specific person really committed the crime. The process of unifying the evidence is referred to as a
complex of accumulation of evidence.219
One object, if taken in isolation, per se, does not have the quality of evidence, and in order to be
considered as relevant evidence it is necessary to take into consideration the following two elements:
1.For an object to be considered as physical evidence, it is necessary to identify its relation to the crime or to
the perpetrator and the victim. Only then can such an object serve as evidence. Therefore, in finding such
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objects it is necessary to make a written record of them, in a manner prescribed by the Law on criminal
procedure, to fix and describe the object, the place where it was found and its relation to the specific case;
2. It should be taken into consideration that all things/objects change, which implies that their quality also
changes. In such cases measures should necessarily be taken to obtain that object/thing as evidence, and to
take all necessary conservation measures.But, there are objects which cannot be conserved and kept in their
initial state. In such cases, the objects should be described in detail, photographed, sketched, or provided as
evidence in some other adequate way. We think that physical evidence should not be viewed as probative
media which has advantage (prevalence) and greater probative value compared to other evidence. In our
legal system there is no such thing as classification of evidence according to their probative value, but all
evidence are approached with equal attention by the court and are appropriately evaluated.
DETECTION, FIXING AND ROLE OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
Detection, collection and provision of physical evidence are carried out according to the general views on
the burden of proof, but there are also certain specificities. Physical evidence may be given by theparties
themselves, and also by third parties, but it is specific that in practice they are often revealed by the court or
law enforcement officers. If physical evidence is not disclosed voluntarily, the court and the law enforcement
organs are obliged to obtain them by force, namely, via crime scene inspection, searches, physical searches
of persons and the application of appropriate methods and instruments in criminalistic technique – forensics.
Fixation of the situation as it was established at the crime scene is carried out with the application of the
verbal method, the method of photographing and video recording, memo-graphical method and the method
of picking up objectsand traces from the crime scene for further processing – carrying out the analysis. The
basic precondition for a successful crime scene investigation is the engagement of professionals with
appropriate technique for carrying out the investigation. The quality of the investigationwhich is carried out
depends on several factors, among which, we will single out the following: the level of training and
competence of the members of the investigative team (various profiles of experts), meteorological
conditions, security of the crime scene, and also the equipment of the investigative team (how sophisticated
it is, its quality, adequacy etc.).
The advancement of technology enables availability of advanced possibilities for fast collection of a great
amount of data, which were not available in the past, and which can be used by analysts in the analysis of
events in the court procedure. With the application of contemporary devices possibilities are created for
forming a multimedia investigative documentation with a great scope of information and possibilities for
carrying out a greater number of further analyses, which should lead to better analyses and a great number of
evidence. Fixation of the crime scene in the virtual world makes it easier to reconstruct to crime scene, to
check the statements of eye-witnesses and to test the hypotheses of the event. 220
Provisionof physical evidence in the procedure is carried out with specific procedural actions, such as:
inspection, reconstruction, expertise and recognition of persons and objects. These actions help in the
collection of data which are provided by the physical evidence for clarification of important facts in the
criminal case. The probative value of physical evidence in the criminal procedure is evaluated on the grounds
of the general rules for evidence evaluation. However, generally speaking, in addition to the value of this
evidence, also called as “mute witnesses of the crime act”, it can be stressed that they themselves are
objective and unbiased.

STRANDARDIZATION OF THE PROCEDURE FOR THE PROVISION OF EXPERT
ANALYSISMATERIAL AND THE PROCESS OF EXPERT ANALYSIS
For an object to serve as evidence, it should necessarily be preserved and kept intact (uncontaminated)
and adequately transported. In the course of the criminal investigation the evidence substance should not be
changed, the place where the evidence was found should be precisely recorded, as well as its relation with
the object of proof.
1. Standardization of the procedure for obtaining the material 221 forexpert analysis refers to the optimization
of the procedure with physical traces during: securing the crime scene, carrying out on-spot inspection,
220
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collecting physical traces from the spot for further lab processing (expert analysis), packaging, transportation
and keeping, as well as collecting materials for comparative expert analysis. When doing this, the following
should be defined: the qualifications of the forensic expert for conducting inspection, the necessary
equipment with adequate documents proving the equipment’s functionality, the procedures for acting at the
crime scene related to the situation found at the scene and the fixation of the traces found there, the
procedure for writing the adequate documents (records, reports, crime scene reports etc.) the procedure
regarding the packaging and keeping the traces during the transportation to the forensic laboratories, as well
as the lab equipment with appropriate documents proving the equipment’s functionality and the required
qualifications of the persons, procedures relating to the conduct of the persons when dealing with the
submitted samples and the equipment, application of adequate methods for investigation and interpretation,
and the form in which the results will be presented.
2. Standardization of the procedure for expert analysis refers to standards for keeping the material subjected
to expert analysis in laboratory conditions – the places where the analysis is carried out, standardization of
the methods which are used in specific types of expert analysis, standardization of the form of presenting the
results of the expert analysis process (documentation about the completed analysis should contain a written
part which consists of introduction, findings and opinion, and also appropriate annexes in the form of
photographs, sketches, calculations, dyagnosis, schemes etc.), and standardization of the ways of presenting
the results from the expert analysis before the court.
3. Talking about the procedure with physical traces taken from the crime scene to the laboratories for expert
analysis, the following standards are particularly important: before and after unpacking the parcel where the
specimen are transported, the delivered materials are photographed (special care should be taken that the
parcels are unpacked on a clean lab table so that the traces do not get contaminated); after completing the
processing of the traces, the remaining part is taken back to its original package (the material which is
submitted for expert analysis should never be wasted in its entirety); care should be taken that the traces
taken for expert analysis which refer to different court cases are processed, so as not to make unintentional
errors and mix the findings and opinions referring to different expert analyses.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the course of the criminalistic and forensic processing of the crime scene by authorized and competent
persons and investigative teams, it is necessary to fundamentally and thoroughly investigate and fix all
relevant facts and evidence, and to transfer them to forensic labs for adequate expert analysis in accordance
with the stated standards. During the investigation information should also be obtained about all specific
conditions and circumstances which contributed to the occurrence of the crime through criminalistic and
victimological analysis (relationship: perpetrator-victim). This should be accompanied by equally attentive
and careful investigation of all facts, circumstances and evidence, both in favor of the defence and the
prosecution.
In building the evidence during the pre-investigative and criminal procedure, we think that the only
correct strategic principle, whenever necessary, is to turn towards combined evidence, which consists of
personal and real (physical), direct and indirect evidence. By doing so, individual types of evidence mutually
complement, assess, prove or contradict each other. Thus, the worth of the combined evidence is naturally
equal to the importance of its elements.
During the investigation, apart from positive facts and circumstances, equal attention should be paid to
the so called negative “facts”, which mean not only absence of something, but also existing traces and
objects from the crime, if they contradict the usual course of the event.
In the future, we think that it is necessary to apply an interdisciplinary and coordinated approach in the
investigation of crime events with the use of contemporary methods and investigation techniques. Within this
context we advocate a dully continuation and intensification of a contemporary and continuous process of
trainings in the area of forensics for competent organs and subjects.
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AN ATTEMPT TO INCORPORATE SOCIOLOGY OF TERRORISM
(AN ATTEMPT TO INCORPORATE NEW SCIENTIFIC BRANCH OF SOCIOLOGY OF
SAFETY)

Abstract
This paper is an attempt to establish the sociology of terrorism as a new scientific branch
(conditional certain - under discipline) of the newly established scientific discipline of Sociology of safety.
Namely, identifying the scientific gap and the lack of sociological explanation of terrorism in the
Macedonian scientific-expert deliberation, we accepted the scientific challenge of opening and setting up a
new dimension in scientific theoretical explanation of terrorism that we once again tried to identify
methodological and scientific-theoretical foundations of a possible sociological analysis of terrorism.
The primary objective of the paper is a set of basic structure of problem domain which refers to the
relationship between society and terrorism or developing methodological/research process of determining the
basis for establishing the sociology of terrorism.
Keywords: sociology of terrorism, sociology of terrorism, society, terrorism, political violence, socialsecurity considered terrorism.

Changes in Foundation of “Sociology of Terroris m” as a Separate Scientific Branch of
“Sociology of Safety”
Identifying the scientific gap and lack of sociological explanation of terrorism in the Macedonian
scientific expert deliberation, we have accepted scientific challenge of opening and setting up a new
dimension in scientific theoretical explanation of terrorism that is we tried to identify methodological and
scientific-theoretical foundations of a possible sociological analysis of terrorism.
Based on the operationalization or the operationalizing of determining the theoretical content
(would) have investigated the newly established (2010) discipline Sociology of security 222 , is determined a
scientific, social and educational viability of establishing the Sociology of Terrorism, as its scientific branch
(relatively certain – sub discipline) which, in a concrete and specific theoretical generality would systematize
networks of relations between society and terrorism, from which derives its object of study - interaction
of society and terrorism.
In combination with the established justification for founding of the Sociology of terrorism as a new
branch of science (sociology of security) we did develop the science-research idea that there is a legitimate
need for a sociologically considered-terrorism security thinking in order to achieve deeper comprehension
into the essence of terrorism.
Under this type of thinking we mean a combination of creative, practical and theoretical thinking
aimed at finding causal connections and establishing relationships between terrorism (such as social, and
specifically security situation) and other social phenomena, which would allow determination of the
222
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knowledge that had never were known, while founding the opinion, as the social security empiricism
expressed through terrorist threats and institutional anti-terrorism/counterterrorism opposition/ suppression,
and the theoretical (scientific, professional and popular) materials aimed at socio-theoretic security outcomes
or to detect and define the abstract properties of security concepts concerning the etiology and
phenomenology of terrorism and counter-terrorism/counterterrorism, and their relations with sociological
terms, which would allow addressing the practical and scientific social security questions/ problems caused
by the use of political violence in the form of terrorism223 .
The sociology of terrorism would have investigated terrorism as a form of political violence. Although
there are many definitions of political violence, for the purposes of this paper we use/exploit the definition
according which, this kind of violence is disjunctive process of social interaction in which mass or
individually, collectively or individually, or currently enduring, instrumental or communicative, a state, sub
state or no state entity applies legitimate or illegitimate physical or psychological force against an object in
order to by threatening the safety of the building and cause further social, political and psychological
changes that would create the social conditions for the realization of the political aspirations and interests of
the entity that holds the political violence 224 . Starting from the security think-determined definition, we
define terrorism as a form of criminalized, illegal and illegitimate politically motivated violence
(political violence that may occur at the local, national, regional or global level) arising from
disjunctive (conflicting) processes social interaction in which non state entity (individual, group,
organization [that can be supported by the public entity]) practiced various politically motivated and
criminalized forms of illegitimate and illegal force that threaten criminal legally protected social
values225 .

Object and Method of Sociology of Terrorism
The subject of the research of the Sociology of terrorism was determined into interaction of society
and terrorism, which is tied influence through networks of relations between society and terrorism. This
prescribed subject of research we feel is authentic and clearly specified that features a subject-independence
notion that provides the basis for establishing the Sociology of terrorism as a scientific branch with its objectnotion uniqueness.
As the foundation of methodological foundations of Sociology of terrorism, based on the rules of
sociological method we have set and developed a special methodological concept and system of principles
of sociological method of determining terrorism. First and outgoing principle of the method of determining
the general sociological terrorism we define it in explanation of terrorism as a form of illegitimate and
illegal (illegal and criminalized) politically motivated violence (political violence) arising from
disjunctive (conflicting) processes of social interaction, i.e. a social conflict (through this our approach
can perceive the difference between this method specified sociological study / research of terrorism and its
methods of study / research in other scientific disciplines). From this perspective, we believe it is necessary
to answer the following questions: 1) why terrorism appears as one of the ways in which people , social
groups (including ethnic and religious groups or their parts) are opposed to the official structures of power
(states, alliances of states); 2) what is the essential difference between terrorism and other forms of social
(political) violence or the numerous classifications of terrorism to determine what is common to all forms of
terrorism as it determines how social / security phenomenon different from other social phenomena. This
question expresses the problem of defining (volume and content) of the term terrorism, or the existing
problem of the absence of a generally accepted definition of terrorism on a global / worldwide level226 ; 3)
Based on the foregoing, is to be determined which of the social regularities are conditioning the terrorism as
a social phenomenon and the social regularities that are manifesting its general properties, 4) what is the
223
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essence and content of terrorism as a social phenomenon, the relationship and interaction between terrorism
and other social phenomena, and 5) Who and in which way occurs in the social roles as the holder (subject)
and the object (victim) of terrorism (victimological-social dimension of terrorism). On this occasion due to
the limited space of the presentation we will not go in response to those questions, so that the meaning of
their posting consists only in the fundamental foundation of methodological and scientific-theoretical
approach to the Sociology of terrorism as a scientific branch under the occurrence and establishing.
The second principle of the method of determining the sociological define of terrorism we
acknowledge it in respect of the fact that according to which the terrorism is a form of expressing social
contradictions whereby holders (subjects) terrorism practiced political violence, which has its basis in
subjective, socially unacceptable and distorted perception the right of rebellion and the right to
promote political change in society (which exists in the state, region, specific union of countries or the
world) versus state or alliance of states that have a social need to protect their fundamental societal
values are the reference object of the endangering of terrorism. Based on this principle the set of
sociological down terrorism, combined with some of our previously synthesized views (thesis) for the
emergence of political violence in general, would set the thesis that social-security content and essence of
terrorism consists in need of some social entities (socially unacceptable, illegitimate and illegal) sociopolitical and legal change (some violently changing socio-political situation and the legal system),
preceding the earlier change caused psychological fear expressed in the reference object (victim /
victims) the terrorist threat caused by the exercise of political violence in the form of terrorism227 .
The third principle of sociological determination of terrorism consists in discovering and
explaining the impact of politically motivated violence (which is an essential element of the emergence
of
terrorism)
in
solving
or
deepening
of
social
contradictions.
The fourth principle of sociological determination of terrorism would determine into discovery of
the social forces that act as real entities (agents of terrorism) and objects (victims of terrorism) in
disjunctive processes of social interaction that generate political violence in the form of terrorism, and
determining the specific social contradictions that expresses the emergence of terrorism.
The fifth principle of sociological determination of terrorism would chose the connection (connection
and interaction) to terror as socially unacceptable, illegal and illegitimate means of resolving social
contradictions and the produced his socio-political and legal changes, global (world) regional and local
social processes of integration and disintegration, connectivity that occurs in the form of a generalsocial (sociologically particular) regularity which is marked with the notion of indivisibility of peace
and security. The content of this principle can be identified and the basis for developing explanation of the
relation between globalization, global security and terrorism, and further in determining
(globalization) terrorism as an element of world risk society228 .
In establishing a new science discipline / sub-discipline / branch, specifically in this case, the
establishing of the Sociology of terrorism (both new and separate scientific branch of Sociology of security),
it is essentially necessary of differentiating its theoretical contents of the theoretical contents of other
scientific disciplines which explore terrorism. This differentiation is scientifically necessary and justified,
as the terrorism is a subject or content area and theoretical research on the security scientific disciplines (with
general and specific orientation 229 ) where it explores how the shape of the threats to security230 or it explores
the methodology of research (discovery, proving, suppression, etc..) of the terrorism and the specific
scientific discipline of political science where it is explored like a political practice231 , but no scientific
discipline like a subject of research does not have the common influence of society and terrorism, which
represents an essential key element and the scientific justification for the founding of sociology of
terrorism. Consequently, it can be concluded that recognized region of the subject of research in the
sociology of terrorism and known region of the theoretical domain and the contents of other scientific
Referenced by: Аризанкоски, Гоце, Социологија на тероризмот: Одбрана, М инистерство за одбрана на Република
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disciplines pertaining to terrorism in a number of research points to be crossing each other, but never to
coincide, arising from scientific need to develop a mutual relationship of scientific complementarity. With an
aspect of the scientific-disciplinary status of sociology of terrorism, as we already mentioned, the same
belongs to the same region of the subject sociology of security. Otherwise, from the insight which we
realized in the official "Classification of scientific regions, fields and field (discipline) of research" 232 , we
concluded that so far there is no grounded discipline / sub-discipline / branch in which the subject of the
research has got mutual influence of society and terrorism (namely, Sociology of terrorism is not classified) .

Scientific, Social and Educational Justification for Establishing the Society of Te rroris m
(synthesized views)
Scientific (and consequent of it) social justification of sociology of terrorism can be synthesized to
determine a fact in the corner of the sociology of security under which certain social issues / problems ever
have the capacity to transform into security issues233 , among other things, the issues causally associated with
the rise of terrorism, but also its institutional and wider social opposition. The constitution and the study of
the Sociology of terrorism, would enable scientific determination of those elements of social reality that can
occur as (un) hidden causes, conditions and rise to the emergence of terrorism, but also scientifically
identifying those elements that would preclude its occurrence in a particular society.
Educational justification or educational need for establishing, and then study the Sociology of
terrorism, we recognize the scientific capacity of the socio-security branch to enable the acquisition of
scientific knowledge about the inner nature of terrorism in the context of his close causal connection with
other social appear. With the acquisition of scientific knowledge, students who would have studied this
discipline, we adopt a specific way of thinking that will enable the development of capacity for analysis and
discussion about contemporary social problems that have a causal relationship to terrorism, and constantly
analyzing terrorism in its wider social context.

Ope rationalization of the Essential Ele ments of the Relationship between Society and
Terrorism
In this phase of founding of the Sociology of terrorism we will present elementary (incomplete)
operationalization of the essential elements (particular theoretical content) of the relationship between
society and terrorism which will be expression of conclusion of the basic scientific-theoretical bases of this
new scientific branch.
Namely, from aspect of sociological analysis of the relationship between society and the
individual and the terrorism it can be noted that the person in the process of socialization (especially in the
process of political socialization) as a member of the community adopts knowledge, skills, habits, attitudes,
norms, values and other information which is necessary for successful integration into the social group or
global social community. In this process of socialization (and political socialization), particularly prone to
practicing terrorism will be those members (and social groups) of the community in their adopted and built
system of values and attitudes (beliefs or convictions) also have elements that include deviance (systemic,
adaptive and maverick [which is particularly relevant to terrorism]). In the process of political socialization
(political maturation and formation of homo politicus) of an individual (especially among young people), can
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lead to the development of extreme political attitudes and behaviors in the form of practicing political
violence (terrorism, violent political unrest and etc.) to the state or to another existing power structure.
The relationship between culture and terrorism in general would determine the following four
aspects: culture as security-stabilizing factor (when security conditions are produced in order to progress and
the advancement of society); the culture as security-threatening factor when its negative social impact can
be accomplished through: subculture and counterculture (cultural opposition or contradiction with the
dominant culture can produce conflict and security-threatening social situations that will produce the
application of terrorism) mass culture (through its instruments - the mass media can negatively affect the
practice of security-threatening psychological and propaganda activities that are an essential element of
terrorism) security-threatening abuse of cultural requirements and operational needs of practicing terrorism.
The relationship between social norms (customs and morals ) and terrorism can be analyzed
through some security dimensions of social norms (rules) that determine the behavior and actions of people
in society and in certain social groups in which they live, behaving and acting of the groups among
themselves, and in which social norms is set at a given time and space in the collective consciousness, is
considered justified, desirable, useful (among other things in order to exercise or not practicing of terrorism
as a form of political violence). The customs of the practice of violence for achieving political goals create
non institutional communities, without the mediation of institutions such as the state. These communities
provide enforcement of customs, in particular, with its psychological impact on the individual, but also with
concrete non institutional sanctions. The relationship between morality and terrorism is particularly
interesting feature of morality in the adoption of established social values (which expresses the integrative
role of morality in society) by the individual with moral norms are intermediaries in the process, because the
individual mostly through them comprehend these values in the form of what is called moral knowledge.
Ethical assessment of values in terms of what is good and what is bad, is directly reflected among other
things, the determination of practicing terrorism and the security response to the emergence of terrorism 234 .
Interesting relationship between the family and terrorism, i.e. for this relation the following aspects are
important: the impact of certain family functions (educational and socialization function) and the family as a
factor in generating ethnic and religious tensions that would result in the practice of terrorism (otherwise
the impact of the family in generating ethnic tension is treated as an indicator of the official investigation in
order - early warning of conflicts).
Social change and terrorism. The correlation between these two elements could define broadly across
the following dimensions (which can be further parsed): a) the emergence of terrorism, among others, may
be a result of the continuing process of social transformation which covers all parts of society structure (the
process of social change), b) the tendency of the emergence of terrorism to impose a factor of socially
unacceptable, illegal and illegitimate social change, and c) terrorism destabilize social security which is
produced and undermining social cohesion which, presents a quality framework for development of social
interaction and social development.
The relationship between human rights (as a necessary condition for the fulfillment of all aspects
of security) and terrorism, among other things, can be analyzed from the following aspects: a) threatening
certain human rights practices of terrorism (which also represent threat to safety the individual - individual
security) b) distorted perception of human rights as motivation to practice terrorism (developing
secessionist, separatist and irredentist tendencies based on "the rights of secession and self-determination",
"right of rebellion" and "right to promotion political changes "that generates the emergence of terrorism), c)
political instrumentalization of human rights which stimulates the practice of terrorism, and d) violation of
human rights in order to combat terrorism. Derived from these aspects are opened, among other issues:
whether institutional and broader societal tolerance towards illegal and illegitimate political violence (in the
form of standardized offenses that are an expression of political criminality) is the price that society has to
pay if he wants to allow its citizens enjoyment of their "political rights" (which are designed based on a
distorted perception of human rights)?; whether "harmful deviance" of terrorism is the price that society must
pay when allowing significant freedom of those people who are searching for maverick ideas? 235 , If society
tolerates certain deviant behaviors expressed through the use of political violence in the form of terrorism
must necessarily confront social disorganization?, As the balance between personal freedom and social
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justice allows certain forms of political violence in the form of terrorism, not significantly endanger social
security?, etc.
The impact of ethnic identity and interethnic relations in the emergence of terrorism. Interethnic tensions are elements of social structure, and thus may occur as a structural factor in the emergence of
terrorism. Multinational states and generally ethnically heterogeneous societies, regardless of the level of
economic development is faced with inter-ethnic tension, particularism, nationalism and secessionist
tendencies, a foundation for generating ethno-national terrorism (as is the case with ethno-national terrorism
positions in Albanian radicalism in the country). Instrumentalisation of ethnic identity creates a number of
worldwide terrorist organizations in the name of nation-consuming other people's lives, but to "sacrifice"
their own 236 . Through terrorism, ethnic identity is evolving identity as absurd as it "used" innocent people for
acquiring and preserving their own identity 237 .
The relationship between social control and terror would determine through functions (formal and
informal) social control dissimulating the emergence of terrorism. The basic function of social control is to
ensure assimilation of social development, primarily by preventing sudden and radical social (political)
change, and prevent the rise of tension, strengthen the desire for conformity; clear delineation of socially
unacceptable behaviors, including terrorism; discouraging deviations in the form of terrorism by the harsh
sanctions; modification of social patterns in order to buffer the various deviant behaviors 238 , including
practicing terrorism etc.
Ideology as a form of social consciousness represents a specific sociological concept that has
security implications, among other things, that appeared as a political factor in the emergence of
terrorism. The emergence of terrorism particularly is important exclusive national ideologies, or the
existence of extreme nationalism and chauvinism, which also represent a crucial factor of social conflicts in
ethnically complex states (ethnically heterogeneous societies). Nationalist ideologies appear as the means by
which political elites seek to maintain or gain power, thus risking a similar methodology to generate political
activity and the occurrence of terrorism. But exclusive national ideologies are not always based on ethnic
grounds that throughout history, and in modern times, religious fundamentalism (especially Islamic
fundamentalism and terrorism generated from it) with the intention to establish a theocratic state, divides and
polarizes society into two groups: those oriented theological brought political, economic and social order and
those who oppose such an order239 .
Social inequality is indirect structural factor for the emergence of terrorism. The social
inequalities aren’t directly causing social conflicts and the emergence of terrorism, but are condition,
whereby for the general social conflicts to arise, necessary are the actions of many mediating variables and
factors that can also condition the occurrence of terrorism. Particularly important role in the relationship
between social inequalities and terrorism have compensational mechanisms (religion, ethnicity, ideological
manipulation etc...) which may arise as complementary factors in the overall structure of the causes of
terrorism240 .
Internal social contradictions and terrorism241 . Internal social contradictions can be caused by
external and internal, economic, social, political, national, religious, ideological and other factors, and yet
they may have different content and intensity. The lack of consensus inside the structure of the state,
especially in heterogeneous multinational and religious leaders, can generate practicing certain forms of
political violence, including terrorism. Also, the power struggle between the current political elites,
contributes significantly to tighten internal social tensions that are easily transformed into social unrest,
violent demonstrations, and then manifestations of terrorism. Doing so may lead to the development of
illegal and illegitimate political affirmation of certain ethnic groups (or parts thereof) that affirmation can
have a wide range: from developing greater administrative autonomy to secessionist demands and creating
their own countries. Organized crime also appears as a destabilizing social factor causing dissatisfaction and
distrust of social institutions and thereby may occur as a factor stimulating the emergence of terrorism. This
state often falls into a deep social crisis that could result in the disappearance of the state as a political entity.
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Lack of political stability of the state structures (the state) is indirect structural factor of the
emergence of terrorism242 . This instability arises from state structures lack of political legitimacy as the
internal, and internationally, which generates regular weakness, crisis, disintegration and ineffectiveness of
all social institutions in such unfavorable social situation are unable to perform their control and guiding
social functions and condition occurrence of terrorism. As international political factors affecting the
production of political instability that could conditions and the occurrence of terrorism we would display: the
reduction of foreign aid by the major powers and international organizations financially, the economic
blockades and blackmail; imposing models of development and modernization, various political and military
pressures or direct use of military force, etc. The significant internal political factors of political instability
that could condition the occurrence of terrorism, are: social and economic crises, corruption, organized
crime, incompetence and inability of political and economic elites to promote economic development and
modernization, diversity, opposition or contradiction of interests political elites, diversity, opposition or
contradiction of interests of ethnic groups etc.
The methodology of political action by political elites and the dynamics of intergroup policy
would have determined political factors as the emergence of terrorism243 . In fact, many authors believe
that the prospects for the emergence of conflicts and violence (would also point the terrorism as a form of
political violence) in a particular country it largely depends on the dynamics of intergroup relations, i.e.
politics and social distance that exists between the basic social groups, classes, strata, as well as the
compatibility of their interests and goals. The outlook of practicing terrorism to appear are big if social
groups (whether based on political, ideological, ethnic or ideological grounds) have ambitious goals, a strong
sense of belonging, confrontational strategies and goals and if their ideologies are incompatible. Especially
important is the methodology of political action by political elites in terms of political and economic crisis,
social unrest and protests that necessary conditions for increasing conflict potential. In such adverse social
situations it is “displacement of conflicts” (as some authors call them) by the political elites, or concealment
of economic problems and failed modernization of society to provoking ethnic conflicts accompanied by
practicing terrorism.
Economic factors, especially in societies that are prone to frequent reforms of the polit ical and
economic system, significantly contribute to the various inter- and inner group conflicts 244 combined with
other social factors can cause terrorism.
Modern conflictology as the most common potential causes of internal social conflicts (which can be
accompanied with the emergence of terrorism) to include: a) economic crises and depressions
(unemployment, inflation, poverty, etc.), b) discriminatory economic systems (discrimination of regional,
class or ethnicity that can generate intense social stress, tension and dissatisfaction) c) economic development
and modernization (the process of economic development, introduction of new technologies and the
organization of the economy produce a wide range of profound social change: anomie, migration and
urbanization, disruption of the existing social structure, family and social relations, crisis of traditional
political institutions, better education, higher literacy and increased access to the growing mass media to
raise awareness of the social situation and efforts to change and another. These processes on level of mass
create greater economic and political expectations, which can lead to increasing stress or crisis of relative
deprivation due to unfulfilled expectations 245 ). All this can lead to instability, internal strife and antagonism
that would endanger the safety d) economic mechanisms for creating and managing crises (financial debt,
technical and technological dependence), e) neoliberalism246 as an economic and political doctrine and
ideology of causing of crises and conflicts, f) the role of international economic and political organizations
in the creation of social crises and conflicts247 .
Connection (interaction) between religion and terrorism as social phenomena through the optics of
Sociology of security, content would determine all aspects related to the social impact of religion, religious
affiliation and identity and interfaith conflicts inner religious accompanied by certain forms of
terrorism. The religion as a social phenomenon and a form of social consciousness whose occurrence and
development is socially conditioned, its impact on terrorism is through the exercise of its social functions.
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Through its social integrative function (religion contains a whole system of values that people accept with
the links and relationships between them become stronger and more united 248 ), especially in areas where one
religion is dominant, a social cohesion has been ensured and even some social order249 , which positively
stimulates security, and discourages the occurrence of certain manifestations of political violence, including
religious founded terrorism. However, although its function in this basis is positive, you can often get
destructive character and transform its socio - destructive feature, which is aimed at developing a sense only
for their own religious identity, a sense of intolerance towards other religions, the idea for equality between
religious and national identity, as throughout most of its history causing religious strife (accompanied with
the practice of religious terrorism funded ) which represented prevailing conflicts within individual societies
and between countries, and always had the same reasons - interests, which were not purely religious 250 .
Regarding the practice of religiously founded terrorism (from positions of religious fundamentalism), the
following important dimensions (which in theory are mentioned as causes of religious conflicts): deep social
crises (collapse of value system, anomie, social despair and hopelessness the bulk of the population, the
politization of religion and religious feelings manipulation (by the clergy when clerical wing inside a
religious institution forms a political party or movement with political goals, or by the state and political
parties - whether in terms imposition of certain political convictions of believers or arbitration concerning
religious matters), interweaving of religious and national complex (a blend of nationalism, national
chauvinism and religious fanaticism, as a result of real or apparent coalition of religious and ethno nationalist elites in order conquest of political power or significant positions in a state, and the existence of
undemocratic, authoritarian and totalitarian political regime in power system that creates inequality in
social status of members of certain religions, creeds and confessions 251 . Regarding the emergence of
religiously founded terrorism important dimension is related to multi religious nature of societies and
political stability and security of nations252 .
As one of the key theses in terms of the relation between religion and terrorism, we could define /
set the view that social non legitimate, illegal and socially destructive relationship and connection between
religion and terrorism exercised whenever religious ideas are subordinate / submissive certain political,
ethnic, ideological and other socially illegitimate targets253 . This subordination / submission process to
deform the religious / religious practice, and religion itself as one of the forms of social consciousness,
except where it is abused to mobilize believers for practicing political violence in the form of terrorism, and
parallel form install a distorted perception of specific religions that produce socially destructive and
disintegrative religious intolerance.
Society, politics and terrorism. Throughout history, across all class societies through policy
violated various social contradictions and interests in different spheres (national, interstate, religious etc.),
which clearly indicates that policy throughout history has often been a source of danger to the security of
many leaders, community groups and individuals (especially through the practice of politics from a position
of strength)254 .
The process of political interaction there is always a need for a change or, as in political science is
concluded: regulation or deregulation of certain aspects of social life. This in turn is projected as a political
issue and an introduction to political conflict (which is constant and normal social phenomenon in politics),
which if transformed into a radical political conflict, there will always be the potential opportunity it is to be
an essential item to have and exercise the various forms of political violence (which of course is socially
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conditioned): wars, terrorism, coups, revolutions, and using artificial creation of social crises, civil unrest
(religious, racial, political, party, nationalist riots), electoral political violence, etc.
Communication and information link between the global society (the world) and terrorism.
This relationship contributes to persistence and development of this form of political violence through the
provision to a terrorist attack in the moment of its occurrence, so the whole world community to be
informed. The strengthening of this relationship and the consequences of information contributes
globalization of mass media and strengthens their influence in all spheres of society. Terrorist organizations
today for their needs to use all the functions of the mass media, which is evidence that they have recognized
the role of mass media in modern society, so the models and techniques of communication strategies to
include in its activities in order - achieving the greater impact of the effects that mass communication has on
society as a whole 255 . In fact, without the help of the media, the terrorist rhetoric would have affected only
those who are exposed to terrorist violence or were in the vicinity 256 . But the power of the media, the reach
of terrorism is much broader, i.e. becomes global. So, we can conclude that terrorism today has a global
reach and influence that had before the globalization and the information revolution 257 .
Concluding this part of the paper, I stated that these security relevant relations between society and
terrorism represent just one part of the totality of the relationship between this form of political violence and
other social phenomena and processes.

Close Observations on Methodological and Scientific-Theoretical Foundations
“Sociology of Terrorism” as a New Scientific Branch of “Sociology of Safety”
1. The paper attempted to establish the methodical and scientific theoretical basis for a sociological
analysis of terrorism, which is attempt to incorporate the Sociology of terrorism as a new and
distinct sociological / scientific branch (relatively certain, specific scientific sub-discipline) to an
established scientific discipline of Sociology of security. Scientific research effort was founded on
predetermined scientific and social justification for systematization of relevant security relations
between society and terrorism in a concrete and specific theoretical generality in what constitutes
the meaning of establishing the Sociology of terrorism. Following the above, we believe that there is
an educational justification for the study of this new and distinct sociological branch / subdiscipline (Sociology of security).
2. The subject of the research of the Sociology of terrorism has been determined in joint interaction
of society and terrorism, which is considerably influenced through networks of relations
between society and terrorism. This prescribed subject of research we feel is authentic and clearly
specified that features a subject - independence notion that provides the basis for establishing the
Sociology of terrorism as a scientific branch with its object-clue uniqueness.
3. Based on the rules of sociological method we have developed methodological concept whose
structure is composed of a system of principles of sociological method of determining the
terrorism or in a specific way we have determined methodologically on the sociological analysis
of terrorism.
4. Scientific and theoretical foundations of Sociology of terrorism are determined by implementing
the essential elements of the relationship between society and terrorism, i.e., determining
operationally through the relations between terrorism and other social phenomena determine their
interactions. Namely, in general theoretical level, an attempt has been made to theoretically explain
the facts pertaining to the relevant security relationship (expressed through interaction) between this
form of political violence like a social appearance and other social events.
5. Based on the already established and developed sociological-safety conception of political violence,
the paper is presented by a constatation that the socio - security perspective, terrorism is a form of
criminalized, illegal and illegitimate politically motivated violence (political violence that may
occur at the local, national, regional or global level) arising from disjunctive (conflicting)
processes of social interaction in which non state entity (individual, group, organization [that
can be supported by the state entity]) practiced various politically motivated and criminalized
forms of illegitimate and illegal force that threaten criminal legally protected social values.
Perešin, Anita, Paradigma „novog” terorizma informacijskoga doba: Politička misao, Vol. XLIV, br. 2, (2007), str. 96-97.
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6. Based on the previous conclusions, we believe that the Sociology of terrorism has been firmly based
as authentic scientific branch (sub-discipline) of Sociology of security.
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CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINOLOGICAL ASPECTS
OF ILLEGAL ARMS TRADE IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA

ABSTRACT
A subject matter for the author of this study is the criminal law and the criminological aspects of illegal
possession and sale of weapons, ammunition, explosives and explosive substances in the Republic of
Macedonia, with special emphasis on the criminological and phenomenological features of making illegal

possession and sale of weapons, ammunition, explosives, and explosive substances.
In this study two aspects are presented: the administrative law and the criminal law aspect of legal regulation
of the criminal act of illegal manufacture, possession and sale of weapons, ammunition, explosives, or
explosive substances in the Republic of Macedonia. At the same time, the emphasis is put on the crimes of
Articles 395, 396 and 396-a covered in Chapter 33, entitled as "Crimes against public order" of the Criminal
Code of the Republic of Macedonia to the analysis of the situation with the incrimination of illegal weapons
in the Republic of Macedonia on the basis of data for criminal charges against perpetrators of these crimes,
obtained from the State Statistical Office and the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Macedonia.
Key words: criminal act, perpetrator, guilt, illegal making, possession and sale of weapons,

ammunition, explosives, explosive substances.
INTRODUCTION
The uncontrolled proliferation and possession of weapons leads to undermining and violations of legal rules
and regulations and increased criminal behavior with the use of weapons of any kind, and spread a sense of
instability and insecurity of the citizens. This has broad consequences on the everyday lives of the citizens,
and certainly far-reaching consequences for the overall development of the state.
In most countries - especially on the Balkans and the countries of South-Eastern Europe, as well as in our
country in the last twenty years - especially after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the old
socialist systems and arrangements, the possession and trafficking in weapons became a serious threat to
development and security of the newly emerged states. Thus, during the military conflicts in Croatia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina, this activity was organized by criminal groups among which as most extreme are
mentioned the Russian and Italian. Between 1992 and 1994 Belgian, Italian, and Russian criminal
organizations collaborated in the delivery of 13,000 tons of arms and ammunition against the UN embargo. It
is also assumed that ETA, the IRA and other terrorist organizations are supplied with weapons from the
territories of former Yugoslavia 258 .
The illegal trafficking in weapons, ammunition or explos ive substances except through illegal border
crossings are also established through legal border crossings. Namely, in this case, some well-organized
groups deal exclusively with the trade in arms, ammunition or explosive substances. Their main goal is
finding the "weak points" which could bring to successful passage of "shipment" of border crossing and
taking all other necessary measures for safe and secure "shipment" that will reach its final destination.
The lack of clearly defined legislation or incompatibility of the national legislation with the European
countries is a convenient soil and creates good conditions for conducting criminal activities by avoiding the
necessary state control means and methods of delivery and transfer of weapons through the territory of the
Republic of Macedonia. In this way, the security of the state viewed through the prism of the individual,
national, and international security is directly threatened.259
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CRIMINOLOGICAL AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MAKING ILLEGAL
POSSESSION AND SALE OF WEAPONS, AMMUNITION AND EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCES
Speaking of the phenomenological characteristics of the crime entitled as "illegal manufacture, possession
and sale of weapons or explosive substances", manifestations, structure, structural changes and the dynamics
of the crime must necessarily be studied. Criminality is a phenomenon by which one can adapt to the
conditions of life and use them to find the elements for its maintenance 260 . If we analyze the movement of
crime in the criminal justice system of the Republic of Macedonia, we can see the existence of a series of
regional transformations in the area of incriminated actions. Some human activities, in a specific period of
development of the society are criminalized as offenses, while in others - these characteristics are lost. The
illegal arms trafficking as a criminal activity is very closely connected to many other forms of organized
crime with the primary goal of acquiring property benefits and profits, or political power in the socie ty. For
this reason, this type of crime can be divided into three groups:
 Individual - to achieve financial and other benefits;
 The group of realization of property and profit, and
 The organized group - organized with the aim to achieve certain profitable political higher goals. 261
For the first two types of criminal activity it is characteristic that participants often work alone or in groups
and their main goal is to achieve personal gain for themselves or members of the group which is involved in
the criminal activity. They make plans and engage additional resources (vehicles, animals, bribe officials,
illegal border crossings used to transfer weapons to the final destination, etc.) and usually make transfers
through illegal border crossings which are performed at night. In this case, each of the participants
participating for personal interests can get out of the "business" when they want, without any serious
consequences.
In contrast, in the third group, the "organized", the acquiring of proceeds and profits is in the background;
now, in the foreground is the achieving of certain political goals. For these reasons, this third type of criminal
activity is the most subtle and the most dangerous for the participants as well as the innocent people. The
participants cannot get out of the organization when they want and they usually remain in it until they are
killed, while to achieve the goals in this type of criminal activity, participants do not choose the means and
methods to reach the target of their activities. Here, most of the time - innocent people suffer. In this type of
criminal activity, which to the policy directives or warrants of the expense of a center with political power as
a result of good organization and huge cash funds available, weapons, usually of larger caliber are purchased
and used to guide military actions or perform other tasks262 .
LEGISLATIVE REGULATION OF THE OFFENCE OF UNLAWFUL MANUFACTURE,
POSSESSION AND SALE OF FIREARMS OR EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS FROM THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW AND CRIMINAL LAW ASPECT
Legislative and legal regulation of the offense of unlawful manufacture, possession and sale of firearms or
explosive materials in the country is realized in two aspects: administrative law and criminal law aspect.
Administrative and legal aspects of the legal regulation of the matter is implemented through the Law on
acquisition, possession and carrying of weapons, 263 the Law of weapons264 and other special laws (such as
the Law of protection of explosive materials 265 and the Law of trade of explosive materials266 ) which regulate
the procedure of acquiring, possessing and carrying weapons for citizens of Macedonia. This is done in the
procedure for import, export, and transport of weapons, ammunition and explosive substances by legal
entities, as well as the procedure for trade, production and repair of arms, ammunition and explosives.
Within this aspect we cannot avoid to mention the fact that the trade in arms is exercised within legislation, if
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performed by authorized legal entities that have legal permission to engage in that activity. This includes
selling of those types and the types of weapons and ammunition which are provided by the law.
The criminal justice aspect of legal regulation of this matter is realized by adopting the new text of the
Criminal Code.267 In this aspect it is the trade of weapon illegally because of the sale of weapons which are
prohibited and for which, under the law, permission cannot be issued, so it should be punishable by legal
provisions. This crime in its occurrence and performance has some specifics, because you can not predict in
advance which operating methods and means will have to be taken in order to provide appropriate
documentary evidence. A basic way of finding out about committing of "trafficking of weapons" is through
operational activities of the police. Police officers are obliged to focus their work on the organizers of
criminal groups, as well as on the shady places where certain amount of weapons could be concealed. It is
very important to clarify all re levant factors for the existence of the crime. Namely, it is timely to provide
information on whether the person has proper approval for this type of trade, but it is first necessary to
determine the time, place, manner of execution and similar factors suggesting the existence of this crime.
Among the many important factors in solving this crime is to establish cooperation between all authorities
responsible for preventing illicit arms trade in order to collect the necessary valid documentary evidence, and
before providing the weapons that have been subject to trafficking. For this, collaboration among the
institutions inside the country is necessary, as well as the international component of this crime against this
type of crime and International Cooperation at bilateral, regional and multilateral level268 .
In fact, in Chapter 33 "Crimes against public order" in Articles 395 and 396 were foreseen two crimes
"Manufacture and acquisition of weapons and means intended for committing a crime" and "Unlawful
manufacture, possession and sale of weapons or explosive materials"
In Article 395, "Manufacture and acquisition of weapons and means intended for committing a crime"
certain preparatory actions taken in order to carry the offense by another person are criminalized. Action in
pursuit of this crime is the manufacture, delivery or allowing another person to get weapons, ammunition,
explosive substances, explosive materials, or resources that are needed for their making and poisons of which
they knew that are intended for committing a crime, which is punishable by sentence of imprisonment of
three months to three years269 .
As a standalone, this is a crime only if it does not cross in the further stage of also criminalized illegality
after the preparatory action will be consumed in that crime. This crime is of subsidiary nature. Because of
this attitude by trying or performance of that crime, the person who obtained the funds for its
implementation, realizes being an accomplice (helper) in execution of the crime, so it is not responsible for
the preparatory action. If the resources are later not used to commit a crime, then the act of its production is
not an offense. Guilty for this crime is the person who is with the intention to use weapons, ammunition,
explosive substances, explosive materials, etc. to commit a crime. Perpetrator is any person who produces,
acquires, conceals or otherwise allows obtaining weapons and means of performing crime.
In Chapter 33 of the Penal Code, in Article 396 "Unlawful manufacture, possession and sale of weapons or
explosive materials" incrimination is provided for the person that manufactures, prepares, holds, sells,
purchases or exchanges firearms, ammunition or explosive substances, and in this case, such deeds are
punishable with imprisonment of one to ten years. Legislator in paragraph 2 of this Article incriminate as
severe form of this work larger quantities of firearms, ammunition or explosive material which are forbidden
to the citizens, for what there is a provision of stricter sentence for the perpetrator of at least five years. In
Paragraph 3 the legislator prescribes mandatory revocation of objects of the crime along with funds for their
manufacturing, transmission and distribution.
Ratio of these provisions is to protect the public peace from possession of illegal firearms, ammunition and
explosive substances, while the action of execution is unauthorized manufacture, possession, sale or
exchange of firearm ammunition or explosive substances which are prohibited for the citizens 270 . Illegal
possession of weapons or explosive substances that are out of circulation as a crime is separated from the
procurement, possession and carrying of arms and ammunition provision for which permission is required
from the competent authority, and without it - the act is an offense which is sanctioned under the law for
weapons. Guilt is considered the intent or awareness of unlawful purchase, possession or sale of weapons or
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explosive substances which are prohibited for circulation among citizens. Perpetrator of this crime can be
any person.
With the amendments to the Criminal Code of 2008 271 , when changes occurred in the area of harmonization
of domestic legislation with the criminal provisions of the Protocol against the illicit manufacturing and
trafficking in firearms, their parts and components and ammunition, supplementing the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime 272 had introduced a new Article 396-a, “Falsifying of
firearms”. By this Article, all actions that mean falsifying the marks of firearms and parts of weapons were
incriminated. The introduction of this new incrimination in our criminal law actually shows the
determination of the Macedonian society in the fight against the illicit production and trafficking of weapons.
In this crime act in paragraph 1, item of the action are marks of firearms and their parts and falsifying as
generally dangerous act of execution which consists, on the one hand, in the active treatment, erase,
destruction or alteration of markings of firearms and parts of firearms or passive treatment which means - not
doing stamping and marking of firearms, parts, components of firearms and ammunition. In this offense, the
subject of protection is the legal traffic safety based on the need for identification, detection and tracking of
each manufactured, repaired or imported firearms, parts of firearms, components of firearms, and
ammunition. Sentence that the legislator provided for this crime act from item 1 is from one to ten years. In
paragraph 2 of this Article, criminal responsibility when the perpetrator of the act of execution is a legal
entity is incriminated, and for this a fine is estimated 273 .
The offenses covered in this chapter imply to all acts of execution associated with illicit manufacturing of
firearms, parts and components and ammunition, trafficking of firearms, parts and components and
ammunition, falsifying or unauthorized destruction, removal, deleting or altering the markings on firearms
which provide solid protection of public order and legal order in the country.
But what is lacking in our criminal legislation, which has yet to pay particular attention to establish such
criminal legal mechanism that would be legally standardized and would be sanctioned as unacceptable and
criminal behavior, any attempt to perform or take part as an accomplice in carrying out any of the above
mentioned and described incrimination as separate offenses in the Criminal Code or to incriminate any
organization, guidance, assistance, corruption, facilitating and advising on their performance.
ANALYSIS OF THE SITUATION WITH ILLEGAL ARMS IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
WITH DATA ON THE CRIMINAL CHARGES AGAINST THE PERPETRATORS OF A CRIME
UNDER ARTICLE395; ARTICLE 396 AND ARTICLE 396-a AND ITS REGULATION IN THE
CRIMINAL CODE OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
Macedonia became the crossroads of the Balkans, where the paths of illegal drugs trade, weapons and people
cross. In fact, statistics show that from 1991 to 2011 the number of detected perpetrators of crimes for illegal
possession of arms and ammunition has rapidly increased.
Table 1
Unlawful possession of weapons and
ammunition – a criminal offense
perpetrators
year
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
Total

7
57
95
26
62
77
160
205
689

Devoid
pieces of weaponry

Total

Macedonian

%

Albanian

%

Others

37
34
42
65
98
14
93
52
135

15
41
52
10
42
34
69
66
329

0,5
0,6
5,7
5,4
0,0
8,9
3,5
9,7
9,0

22
77
73
53
44
67
03
31
70

9,5
7,5
0,0
1,5
2
6,8
9,3
9,0
9,0

/
6
7
2
2
3
1
5
46

/
11,9
14,3
3,1
18
14,3
7,2
11,3
12,0

203
254
152
49
76
1103
1725
1274
4836
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In the analyzed period from 1991 to 1998 a total of 1135 perpetrators of criminal acts with elements of
unlawful possession and carrying weapons and ammunition were reported. From the total number of reported
perpetrators were mostly Albanians 59.0% with share in the total number of reported perpetrators,
Macedonians accounted for 29.0% and other perpetrators of domestic and other foreign nationalities
participate in the total number of 12.0%.
Looking at the biggest number by years of registered offenders, in 1997a total of 293 people were reported of
which 69 or 23.5% were Macedonians, 203 or 69.3% were Albanians and others were 21 or 7.2% of the total
number of offenders reported in that year.
Table 2
Article 395
YYea Criminal %
r
offense
%

perpetrators

Article 396
Criminal
offense
%

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

/
/
/
/
/

2004
2005
2006
Total

perpetrators

Total
Criminal
offense

perpetrators

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

157
174
138
153
213

100
100
100
100
100

240
253
172
215
238

157
174
138
153
213

240
253
172
215
238

/
6

/
1,7

/
7

214
355

100
98,3

235
395

214
361

235
402

2
8

0,8
0,5

2
9

250
1654

99,2
99,5

279
2027

252
1662

281
2036

It is evident that most crimes (shown in Table 1 and 2 and Graph 1) were discovered in 2005, after which the
level is kept in the following 2006, 2007 and 2008, while in 2009 and 2010 the number of criminal works
was falling. In 2011 again there was a slight increase in detected offenses.
According to the tabular display during the period from 1999 to 2006 a total of 1662 offenses and 2036
perpetrators were discovered, of which 99.5% of the cases for the crime under Article 396 or expressed by
figures it is 1654 crimes under the Article 396 and 2027 the perpetrators of these crimes. Under the Article
395, 8 crimes with 9 perpetrators thereof were detected. Most reported perpetrators were observed in 2005
and 402, for committing 361 criminal offenses.
From the foregoing, it can be clearly seen that in the period from 1991 to 2011 the number of the crime of
illegal possession of arms and ammunition steadily increased, as well as the number of weapons that are
seized. As for the number of perpetrators of this crime, it can be seen that as the perpetrators of this act are
distinguished members of the Albanian population in the Republic of Macedonia, the number of foreign
nationals as perpetrators of crimes is continuously increasing.
Table 3

year

Criminal
offense
Art. 396
2007 240
2008 248
2009 237
2010 199
2011 208
Total 2023

perpetrators

286
288
270
223
248
2427

Criminal
offense
Art. 395

perpetrators

2
1

2
1

3

3

Criminal
offense
Art. 396-а

perpetrators

2
2

2
2
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Total discovered criminal offenses
under Article 395 and 396 and the
number of offenders per year
Вкупно откриени дела
по член 395 и 396
извршени дела

2001год.
2002год.
2003год.
2004год.
2005год.
2006год.
2007год.
2008год.
2009год.
2010год.
2011год.

500
400
300
200
100
0

Вкупно откриени дела
по член 395 и 396
број на сторители

Graph 1
From Graph 1 we can analyze the activity of the Ministry of Interior in the aspect of controlling the arms in
the Republic of Macedonia in terms of dealing with illicit weapons. Here it is evident that in proportion with
the increase in the number of committed crimes, the number of people who participated in the execution also
increases.
From the same graph we can see that in the pursuit of a criminal offense always participate a bigger number
of perpetrators or facilitators in organizing and executing of crimes. This once again confirms the fact that
illicit arms trafficking, according to the characteristics and specificities, belongs to the group of criminal acts
of organized crime.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
All this tells us about the need for continuous struggle against illegal weapons, ammunition and explosives
and the importance of the constant activity of the police, in direction to combating the illegal trade in
weapons and the tightening of legal regulations governing this matter.
The successful fight against this form of organized crime requires more and more extensive action of the
police on the territory of the country and the strong field of international cooperation in particular with the
neighboring countries. But the action of the police in terms of detection and apprehension of persons
involved in firearms trafficking will not give any results, as well as when the public prosecutor and the court
to the end efficiently and professionally do not do their work or perform trial and appropriate punishment of
the organizers of this form of organized crime.
At the same time, to effectively combat this form of organized crime would facilitate the work of the
competent state authorities (police, public prosecution and courts). This fact amends the legis lation. The
adoption of appropriate legal regulations on the one hand is to regulate the procurement, possession and
carrying, import and export of weapons and ammunition, storage and record-keeping; on the other hand, it
will strengthen criminal legislation for the perpetrators of these offenses. In this sense, as it is indicated in
this paper, it is amending the provisions of Article 396 of the Penal Code of the Republic of Macedonia
under the crime which includes not only trade in firearms but also trade with other kinds and types of
weapons. This above all refers to the gas weapon, but we should not neglect other types and kinds of
sophisticated weapons that can be embraced by the definition of firearm.
All these activities have one goal, which is putting the trade with weapons in the legal framework of the
control by the state that would be realized by strengthening national legislation and increased exchange of
information between governments, the quantities of exported weapons, its merchants, sources a nd routes of
transportation. The problem of destabilizing accumulation and uncontrolled spreading of arms has specific
implications for the overall world order.
This negative phenomenon leads to new threats of international terrorism, persistent regional instabilities
such as strengthening and continuing conflicts, imposing the need for humanitarian assistance, impeding
post-conflict reconstruction and development, and contribution to organized crime and human trafficking.
Based on all the above mentioned we have concluded that crime and its development is a major
preoccupation of the contemporary penal reform-oriented legal thought. Globalization as a basic tendency of
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the contemporary social development has led to investigation of the fundamental factors and manifestations
of crime, multiple complicating the methodological and substantive terms and nationally-determined
approach to prevention and repression of crime and especially the arms trade as forms through which
organized crime is manifested.
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MONEY LAUNDERING AND OTHER PROCEEDS FROM CRIME
AS A CRIMINAL OFFENCE IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
(CURRENT CONDITON)

ABSTRACT
Money laundering is a complex and serious problem which negatively affects the individuals and the
society in general. This phenomenon causes negative impacts, such as: enabling organized crime to fund
further criminal activities, endangering the institutions and the financial sector as a whole due to the exit of
"dirty" money in banks and other financia l institutions, threatening stability of the Denar due to uncontrolled
entry of large amounts of money in the country, creating conditions for emergence of inflation, creating
distrust in public institutions in the country, threatening the economic and democratic system of the country
as a result of accumulation of economic and financial power in the hands of criminal organizations and
individuals, etc. These impacts lead to unstable economic situation in the country.
In this paper, through statistical data and case studies, we will present the situation in the Republic of
Macedonia related to money laundering.
Keywords: money laundering, definition, current condition.

DEFINITION OF MONEY LAUNDERING
Some authors believe that the term "money laundering" was first used in the 1970s or later, but we
can find data in the literature that this phenomenon occurred earlier, in the 1930s, when in the USA some
criminals from Chicago broadcasted money that was acquired through some prohibited activities. This
money was transferred through the turnover of newly opened laundries for clothes. 274
So some authors associate the term "money laundering" with the washed clothes, although the
essence of the term consists of making the "dirty" money "clean", using money laundering.
For a long period of time, money laundering has been erroneously associated only with organized
crime. However, as time passed, the process of money laundering began to be considered as a particular
problem in society. It is considered a link between legal and illegal businesses, and a crossroad where office
and counter criminals meet. Yet, from a theoretical point of view, money laundering can lead to
accumulation of economic power in the hands of criminal groups, and even to destabilization of certain
economic sectors.275
Generally, money laundering can be defined as a method of concealing the existence, illegality of the
sources and use of proceeds resulting from criminal activity, i.e. their legalization. Fraud is the center of the
action by displaying false origin of the property in front of the competent legal financial institutions and
using it as legally acquired income. 276
Money laundering is traditionally considered a process in which criminals hide the origin and the
ownership of the means of their criminal activities. The aim is to enable them to retain control over the funds
and ultimately ensure the cover up of their income and wealth. 277
But, it is not only a process which is linked to the functioning of criminal organizations; it is also an
indicator of their success. Moreover, laundering money provides a steady stream of capital that allows
criminal organizations to buy protection through corruption of government officials and members of the law
enforcement agencies. As money laundering becomes an attractive target for law enforcement agencies, the
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criminal organizations gradually become more energetic and bring further developments in the ways of
transformation of their illegal initiatives into usable assets. The consequence is that money laundering
becomes one of the most important links between the criminal world and the legitimate society. Money
laundering is one of the primary ways in which criminal organizations enter in the legal economy and often
involve seemingly respectable members of society (bankers, lawyers, etc.). Allowing money laundering to
flourish undisturbed will have corrosive effect on the integrity of the financial institutions. 278
A complete or full manoeuvre of money laundering can be described as a process by which a person
conceals or disguises the identity or the origin of illegally acquired assets so they can look legitimate, and
enjoys such assets by investing, consuming or saving them in the legal or formal economy. Moreover,
throughout a complete or full process of money laundering illegally acquired assets are converted or
transformed in legally acquired assets; so, the assets trespass from the so - called parallel or underground
economy to the legal or formal economy. As a consequence of this conversion or transformation process, a
criminal is able to consume and invest its illegally acquired assets in the formal economy by purchasing
houses, yachts and cars, among other luxury assets, and generate legal profits on those investments like any
other person, or use the already recycled or clean assets for financing further criminal activities. 279
Money laundering is the process of making illegally-gained proceeds (i.e. "dirty money") appear
legal (i.e. "clean"). Typically, it involves three steps: placement, layering and integration. First, the
illegitimate funds are furtively introduced into the legitimate financial system. Then, the money is moved
around to create confusion, sometimes by wiring or transferring through numerous accounts. Finally, it is
integrated into the financial system through additional transactions until the "dirty money" appears "clean."
Money laundering can facilitate crimes such as drug trafficking and terrorism, and it can adversely impact
the global economy.280

Picture 1. A typical money laundering scheme
CRIMINAL - LEGAL DEFINITION OF MONEY LAUNDERING IN THE REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
In the Republic of Macedonia, money laundering was incriminated for the first time with the
Amendments to the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia in 1996, in the Article 273, titled "Money
laundering and other criminal proceeds."
But this regulation did not entirely respond to the international documents. For this reason, the
legislator introduced changes and with the Novel of Criminal Code of 2004 changed the title of the Article
278
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273 to "Money laundering and other proceeds from Crime." With this step, the necessary changes were fully
incorporated according to the recommendations made by the international community. In this way, the
elements and actions for money laundering provided in international documents were fully incorporated, and
for the first time with this provision, actions for failure to report money laundering were also incriminated.
With this, the accountability in the actions of responsible persons in the competent institutions implementing
the obligation to report was strengthened. 281
In 2009, Macedonian legislation incorporated such recommendations of MONYVAL and FATF
related to incrimination only of criminal behavior by which proceeds of greater value are acquired. Thus,
with the amendments to the Criminal Code of 2009, money laundering remains incriminated as part of the
crimes against public finance, payment and commerce, under the title "money laundering and other criminal
proceeds".
There were significant changes in the incriminations of the crime of money laundry; such are
considered the acts of execution such as: putting into circulation, receipt, acquisition, replacement or
grinding money, or disguise the origin of criminal activity in other manners. It is about different modalities
of action that allows money from criminal sources to be found in banking, financial or other economic
activities. And the object of the action is money collected from traffic in narcotic drugs, arms trafficking or
other crimes.282
With the amendments to the Criminal Code of 2009, the precise changes in the incriminations in the
sphere of the crime of money laundry were: the condition for prosecution was removed as well as some other
benefits; the existence of a prior crime can now be based on a predicate offense and other criminal behaviors
which protect confidentiality of keeping financial control over suspicious transactions of legal entities and
individuals who gained new legal provisions. Namely, the new amendments envisaged criminal liability for
the offender that will float the currency or trade, receive, take, replace or change money or other property
acquired through criminal sources when it is known that such assets are provided by crime, or will be
conversed or transferred; money which comes from such sources will be concealed in many different ways
or its location, movement or ownership will be hidden. The person who possesses or uses property or things
of which he or she knows that they are obtained by running the offense or falsification of documents, in case
of not reporting the facts or concealing that the assets came from such source, or hiding their location,
movement and ownership, is considered a law offender. If the offense is committed in banking, financial or
other economic activities or by splitting the transaction, the offender avoids the obligation to report in cases
specified by law. The offender who takes part in such actions, or he or she is proved to have known that the
money, property and other proceeds or objects are obtained by crime is also treated by the law.283
The legislature provides liability also when the crime was performed in a group or criminal
association, when the person carried out the action as an employee in a bank, insurance company, a company
which deals with games of chance, exchange offices, stock exchanges or other financial institutions, a
lawyer, a notary, or other people exercising public powers or matters of public interest.
Within this crime, liability of the entity is envisaged, and as a measure - confiscation of properties
which were acquired in a criminal way is provided, and when the property cannot be taken away, than any
other property of value which matches the value of the property that was gained in the crime will be
confiscated.
Amendments to the Criminal Code made in 2009 provide that existence of charges for predicate
crime is not necessarily required in order to prove a crime related to money laundering; it is sufficient if
reasonable doubts that money is a result of criminal activity exist, i.e. minimal evidence in relation to the
factual circumstances of the case are sufficient to initiate the investigation of money laundering.
Approaches to the method of determining criminal activities which should be subject to the
provisions of money laundering vary, depending on the criteria for defining the term “serious crime”. Some
countries have opted for standardization listing for specific crimes (USA); for others, definition is based on
the amount of the specified fine (Austria). In a number of countries the punishment depends on the category
of the court which is responsible for the particular subject. Lately, most countries have decided to accept the
definition that covers all types of criminal activity (Belgium, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Croatia, Slovenia and other countries, in this group the Republic of Macedonia is also
included). Other countries adopted a mixed approach despite the standardization listing of predicate crimes
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and a provision was incorporated that for some of these crimes a sentence of at least 5 years is compulsory,
especially if the crime was committed by an organized criminal group. This must be in accordance with the
office of the Public prosecutor in the country.284
Money laundering is a secondary crime or crime with the criminal profit which is acquired by
another criminal activity (first crime) and goes through the process of criminal legalization. So that illegal
proceeds of the first crime, through money laundering as a secondary crime - becomes legitimate.
According to Macedonian practice of law enforcement and the Financial Intelligence, the laundered
money usually derives from tax evasion, falsification or destruction of business documents, abuse of official
position and authority, illicit drugs (example 1) and other offenses. Lately emerges the criminal practice of
money laundering which arises from financial computer crime activities. 285
Example 1: The Ministry of Internal Affairs, Unit for combating drug trafficking, in cooperation
with the Austrian Federal Criminal Police Office - Department of undercover operations, and Croatian and
Hungarian police participated in an international operation to detect and cut off the channel for drug
smuggling in Austria. Implementation of the operation was launched on the basis of information that came
from Macedonian officials responsible for combating trafficking in narcotics.
Undercover investigators who worked on the case, after having received operational information that
two, at that time unknown perpetrators, intended to bring a large quantity of cocaine, probably from Hungary
to the Austrian drug market, made contact with two Hungarian citizens in May 2010. Until then unknown
perpetrators, in cooperation with the Macedonian authorities were identified as L.H. and A.S.M., both
Hungarian citizens. During further investigation, both defendants offered to the undercover investigators 5
kilograms of cocaine with the highest quality, at a price of 275,000 Euros. The undercover investigators were
also offered test cocaine, also with high quality. Upon the receipt of the decision of the State Prosecutor, on
13.11.2010 around 19:00, the gas station "Shell" (municipality Firstenfeld), and the hotel restaurant
"Vaserpalast" (Graz), a meeting was held among the undercover investigators as buyers, both suspects as
well as previously unknown accomplices, Hungarian Z.K. and Ukrainian A.D., as vendors or couriers on
total of 4918.20 grams of cocaine. Upon the successful completion of the delivery of drugs, four were
arrested on the same day and taken to the investigative prison in Graz on 15.11.2010. The seized cocaine,
after the following analysis, was found to be with high quality and level of purity between 75 and 80%. In
the meanwhile, investigation clearly established that a few days before being arrested, the suspects bought
drugs in the Netherlands, and through Austria they transferred it first in Hungary, and hence, on 13.11.2010,
again in Austria. According to the information obtained primarily under the police cooperation with
Hungary, the defendants were placed in the context of other organized transport of drugs from the
Netherlands to Austria and Hungary. In criminal justice terms, all defendants had already been registered in
Hungary; they had already been the subject of previous police investigation. However, despite this
realization, the Ministry, in cooperation with the Austrian police, has recently implemented the operational
action "Conductor", in which the group of drug dealers so called Frankfurt Mafia was revealed, and the
Ministry of Interior reported 40 people of which 22 charges for "illegal production and sale of narcotic drugs,
psychotropic substances and precursors" and 33 chargers for "Money laundering and other criminal
proceeds".
The centre for combating organized and serious crime - Department for Combating drug trafficking
in the Ministry of Interior in cooperation with the German and Austrian Service for Combating Drugs, from
September to December 2012 conducted joint international investigation to provide evidence and deprive
from freedom several persons belonging to organized criminal groups from Macedonia which supplied the
drug market in Vienna - Austria with heroin, or organized the transportation of the drugs on relation
Macedonia - Austria and organized network of street drug resellers to drug addicts in the area of Vienna.
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Picture no. 2
During the international operation three criminal groups of citizens of Macedonia and Serbia were
identified and during the operation, evidence of involvement in illicit traffic with heroin was provided for 43
persons, and seized approximately 13.5 kilograms of heroin, about 2 kilograms of cocaine and around one
kilogram of marijuana.
During a joint investigation in Austria, 18 people were arrested and 10 kilograms of heroin and
certain quantities of cocaine and marijuana seized. Additionally, they seized over 30 600 euro and 900
dollars, and in Macedonia nine people were arrested and seized 3.5 kilograms of heroin. In order to provide
additional evidence, searches were carried out at 18 people, of whom 16 people were criminally reported,
and for four people searches were posed.
Together with representatives of the German and Austrian Office for Combating Drugs, coordinated
action was carried out on the territory of Skopje, Veles and Kumanovo for arresting the members of the
criminal groups and providing evidence against them.
In the first criminal group as an organizer appears a 23 year old boy from Mojance who, along with
five other persons from Arachinovo, Cento and the village Cerkezi, organized the transport of heroin in three
occasions from Macedonia to Austria. The criminal group firstly purchased a quantity of drugs, and then
hired transporters for drugs, who with the regular bus line Vienna - Skopje were transporting the drugs
commonly concealed under the pads in their shoes. Against the members of the criminal group there criminal
charges were put for committing a crime "unauthorized manufacture and sale of narcotic drugs, psychotropic
substances and precursors".
The organizer of the first group was coordinating the second group, i.e. the four persons from
Arachinovo. They made a deal with the person who stayed in Vienna to organize the transport of one
kilogram of heroin for resale. To purchase drugs in Macedonia, 3000 Euros were transferred through fast
money transfer, and as a recipient of the funds , they listed one of the suspects. After receiving the cash, they
organized the transport, engaged conveyor that transferred the heroin hidden in a backpack with a double
bottom. After his arrival in Vienna, the Austrian police discovered and seized more than one kilogram of
heroin.
During the conducted search of the apartment where he was staying, the police found approximately
four kilograms of heroin. In this case, the total seize is about 5 kilograms of heroin and two people were
arrested in Vienna. Against them, criminal charges were put for committing a crime "unauthorized
manufacture and sale of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors" as well as "Helping".
The third group consisting of five persons from Veles and one from Negotino, in the period from
August to September 2012, teamed for organization and execution of sales of heroin in Vienna. For this
purpose, they created their own organization of Macedonian citizens – which were acting as transporters and
street dealers. From Macedonia, they were issuing orders and giving instructions for repackaging and sale of
heroin, as well as information about places or streets, bus stations in Vienna to Macedonian citizens
previously engaged by them. With the actions that were taken in the recent years, they committed the crime
"unauthorized manufacture and sale of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors". During the
investigation, three persons were arrested in Vienna for doing street sales. The money obtained from the sale
of heroin in Austria was transferred through fast money transfer to relatives and friends in Macedonia. Thus,
they were charged for the crime "Money laundering and other criminal proceeds."
The coordinated action was implemented on the previously developed plan with participation of 300
police officers. During the searches a gas gun was also found, as well as a pack of white powder,
documentation for the transfer of money, etc.
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This implementation is an extension of the operational processing "Conductor", which since 2010, is
carried out by the Ministry of Interior together with the Austrian and German authorities. Police
Headquarters in Frankfurt in 2010, in several separate cases seized 30 kilograms of heroin and Austrian
about 8 pounds, during which 14 Macedonian citizens were arrested, and the investigation provided evidence
of transferred funds totaling from 265,000 euro and 1600 dollars, which from Germany and Austria were
sent to several members of the crime group in the Republic of Macedonia. 286
SITUATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
Money laundering as a criminal offense, in the Republic of Macedonia for the first time was
incriminated in 1996. But the first registered cases associated with this crime date from 2005, pointing to the
fact that for the first time, a case with elements of money laundering was registered after the Amendments to
the Criminal Code of 2004.
Namely, according to the data of the Ministry of Interior in 2005, forty crimes related to money
laundering were registered. For these 40 crimes, a total of 87 offenders were reported. In 2006, the Ministry
of Interior has registered 20 crimes of money laundering, and the number of perpetrators was 63.
In 2007, the number of registered crimes dropped to 10 with 28 reported perpetrators. In 2008, the
number of registered crimes was reduced to four, and a total of 15 perpetrators. And in 2009, when the key
changes to the Criminal Code in the area of money laundering were made, the number of registered crimes
rose to 12 with 40 registered offenders and, in 2010, the number dropped to 6 offenses for which a total of 50
offenders were reported.
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According to the State Law on Statistics of the Republic of Macedonia (Table No. 2) in the year of
2007, for the crime of money laundering and other proceeds from offenses a total of 3 adults were reported,
of whom all three perpetrators were known, and only one of them was female. For all three perpetrators, the
decision on the application was to stop the procedure.
In 2008, the number of perpetrators increased to 7 perpetrators of which all were known, and two
were females. For 4 of them the application for the crimes was rejected, for two the procedure was stopped,
and for one of the perpetrators an indictment act was filed.
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In 2009, the number of reported perpetrators was 12, of which 1 woman, and all perpetrators were
known. For one of the perpetrators the procedure was stopped, and for the rest of them – eleven, an
indictment act was filed.
In 2010 the number of reported perpetrators increased to 14; all of them were known, and one was
woman. For all 14 perpetrators an indictment act was filed.
In 2011 the total number of perpetrators was 13, all of whom were known; the number of women
increased compared to the previous years; namely 6 women out of 13 perpetrators. For all 13 perpetrators an
indictment act is filed.
Observing the data analysis, we can say that in 2009, when significant changes in the Criminal Code
of the Republic of Macedonia were made, regarding offenses of money laundering and other criminal
proceeds, the number of reported adults for this offense increased.
We should also note that at the same time the number of filed charges nudes increased; namely, from
a total of 39 registered offenders from 2009 to 2011, even for 38 of them a proposal for prosecution act was
filed, and the investigation was stopped for only one of them.
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CONCLUSION
Money laundering as a criminal activity becomes increasingly prevalent in society. We have already
discussed about its seriousness and dangers which emerge from it. The very fact that this criminal activity is
particularly serious, as well as its consequences, and the fact that it could lead to economical instability of
the state, affects the overall situation in a certain society.
At the recommendations of MONYVAL and FATF were made amendments to the Criminal Code of
2009. These amendments made major changes in the incriminations of this crime, so that they removed the
condition for prosecution, greater benefits, the novelty that existence of a prior crime is not necessarily to be
proved - predicate offense would be sufficient base, and other criminal behavior which protects the
confidentiality of keeping financial control over suspicious transactions of legal entities and individuals is
provided. Each of these measures contributes to greater efficiency of the law enforcements for detection of
crimes with elements of money laundering and filing an indictment act for the same. This is confirmed by the
statistical data; notably, in 2010 and 2011 for all reported perpetrators of money laundering and other
criminal proceeds crimes, an indictment act was filed, as we can conclude from the data of the State Law on
Statistics of the Republic of Macedonia (Table No. 2)
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THE GENDER AND FEAR OF CRIME

Introduction
In large part of the researches in the medical, sociological, criminological, psychological, and
political area, among the important predictors that are taken into account for is gender and its impact on
studied phenomena. In this sense, the first research related to fear of crime had the same intention, to
determine whether gender has a significant impact on the levels of fear of crime and what are the differences
between the two genders. One of the assumptions, considering the theory of vulnerability is that women have
higher level of fear of crime. 289
This assumption is confirmed in many studies beside spatial and temporal aspects of the conducted
research. Crime research conducted in the UK found that women had higher levels of fear of crime, and
especially in situations when they are alone at home or out at night. 290 The research conducted within the
European Union in 1996 (in terms of Euro barometer on public safety) confirmed the thesis about the
influence of gender on fear of crime, given that the 44% of women respondents report fear of street crime
versus 19% of men respondents. 291 Research on fear of crime in Slovenia conducted in 2001 confirmed that
the gender is the strongest factor in the fear of crime. 292 According to ICVS (International Crime
Victimization Survey) conducted in 2000, in Finland, Sweden and Denmark, women are feeling unsafe in
greater extent than men when they are walking alone at night. If we compare the results from these three
countries can be concluded that fear is the most abundant in Finland (around 30 % of women reported that
they are feel unsafe), and lowest in Sweden (22 % of women reported that they feel unsafe as they walk
alone at night). However, within the same study it was found that the highest percentage of women who said
they felt unsafe are in Catalonia (45 % of women), England and Wales (36 %), Switzerland (36 %) and
Portugal (33 %). In the research conducted by Van Dijk and Toornvlient in 1996, in Finland, Sweden and
Denmark only about 8 % of men reported that they feel unsafe when they go alone at night. 293
The confirmation of the difference in the level of fear of crime regarding gender is found in the study
"Students' attitudes toward criminality" which was conducted in 2009 in Skopje by the research team at the
Faculty of Security, as well as within the master thesis of Jovanova, N. "The impact of socio-demographic
characteristics and victimization on fear of crime" where through empirical servey is confirmed the
assumption that gender is the strongest predictor of fear of crime.
Difference between level of women’s and men’s fear of crime
When it comes to the impact of gender on the level of fear of crime, particularly important question is
whether the differences in the level of fear of crime among men and women occur for certain crimes.
First it should be emphasized that there is a dual nature of women's fear: concrete fear and general fear.
The concrete fear is fear that is associated with concrete crimes . In this regard it is considered that some
crimes can cause more fear than others. For example, rape causes greater levels of fear than theft. Keane’s
survey (1995) suggests that younger women have the highest levels of fear of rape, because the perception of
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seriousness of rape they see almost the same or worse than the seriousness of murder as a crime. 294 Sexual
offenses cause more fear than robbery because the consequences from rape are more threatening for
women.295 In that direction Gordon и Riger296 , argue that women do not have only fear of the violent act of
rape but also of the consequences that might arise from it. 297 Besides rape as a specific crime, the British
Crime Survey which was conducted in 2001, led to results that indicate that women regardless of their age in
a greater extent are concerned (or have higher levels of fear) than men in terms of the possibility to be
robbed, beaten or harassed. 298
In the survey conducted by Warr which explores the fear of crime among women, is noted that
women report higher levels of fear of general victimization because of entanglement of general fear
with their fear of sexual assault. According to Ferraro, women undoubtedly have a greater fear of
becoming victims of rape or to become victims of sexual assault, because they believe that the fear of
other types of crimes is appearing as a consequence of fear of rape. For example, women may have
higher levels of fear than men for theft while they are at because the event can include and sexual assault.
Thus, according to research by Ferraro (1995, 1996) have been noticed that men and women show the same
degree of fear for non-violent crime, but when rape was added to the category of fear, the level of fear of
crime among women has increased significantly!
It may also be noted that the results from many studies show that women tend to have higher fear
of contact crimes such as those that can be followed by sexual assault, while the difference between fear
of men and women is smaller or declining when it comes to property crimes where the victim and offender
have no contact. These findings were confirmed in a survey of "Students' attitudes toward crime"
conducted in 2009 by the Faculty of Security- Skopje, according results from the t– test who show that
although women generally declare a higher degree of fear of crime, the difference increases when it comes
to crimes that include direct contact between the offender and the victim. The results of t - test of empirical
research of the master thesis "The influence of socio-demographic characteristics and victimization on fear
of crime" also show that the differences are much greater between female and male respondents when it
comes to fear of contact crimes, but the difference is more pronounced in the emotional and behavioral
aspects of fear of contact crimes, than the cognitive aspect.299
When considering the differences in terms of fear of specific crimes between men and women,
gender should not be viewed in isolation and without putting in combination with other factors
(especially age). This should be accent because fear of crime according the degree or according by nature
cannot be the same in young women and older women in terms of certain crimes. Probably the level of fear
of specific (concrete) types of crime, such as rape, will be different and it would be particularly expressed to
a greater extent at younger women, while the fear of theft or robbery would be expressed to a greater extent
at older women. This suggests that gender and age produce interaction effect in generating the fear of crime.
But it may be noted that the effect of age was stronger in men than in women: they report higher fear
regardless of age while men fear in growing with age.300
Explanations about women’s fear of crime
In the literature review, can be found more explanations why women have higher levels of fear of
crime than men. So there is an explanation for the specific kind of paradox in view of the appearance of a
lower rate of registered victimization - followed by a higher level of fear among women, which goes in the
direction that from variety of reasons the official statistic and victimological surveys fail to tackle the real
scope and nature of women victimizations. According to Sacco (1990) crimes that are considered in victim
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logical surveys are typically crimes that often are unreported by women when the survey use interviews and
in official statistics there is a lack of significant number of crimes (i.e. there are not statistically registered)
that are committed against women (sexual assault and other violent criminal acts by persons who are known
by women) because that types of crimes are usually with a lower level of reporting. 301 Thus, official statistics
and victimological surveys not always completely provide information as base for properly evaluation of the
objective risk of victimization among women, so on this basis to assess whether higher fear of crime that
exists in women's real or not ! Stanko (1985, 1988) argues that the resolution of the paradox lie s in the
estimation or recognition of a wide range of hidden violence against women especially at domestic violence
and sexual assaults, as well as threats and insults that do not appear in any official statistics nor in
victimological research. On this basis it can be noticed that when we take into account the real (full) extent
and nature of their victimization, their fear is not unrealistic. 302
Another explanation in terms of higher levels of fear among women lies in the differences that
exist between women and men in terms of their perceptions of risk and the vulnerability. Women have
higher perceptions of personal vulnerability (physical and social vulnerability), and according this they have
perception of increased risk of victimization 303 (fear of crime). Given that women generally perceive
themselves as more vulnerable, and is expected to perceive the consequences of crime for them to be more
serious. As Warr suggest "that women judge that the potential victimization is serious, hence although
compared with men have the same objective level of risk of victimization, they have a higher level of fear."
Perceptions of serious consequences will make women to have higher levels of fear, but this fear can be
more pronounced if the woman estimated that she can lose control in situations when threats her some
victimization for example if she thinks that she could not effectively defend herself, or that there would not
be opportunities to escape because she may be less physically capable than the average striker.
Similar explanation stating that the typical criminal acts with elements of violence, such as sexual
assault or domestic violence , that include in them harassment, may contribute to higher levels of fear
among women given the consequences that may result from them. Possible harassment which may arise
from these crimes may be the reason for a more pronounced level of women’s fear of crime. In this regard, in
the literature there is a thesis that women report a higher level of fear of crime, especially when previously
had experience with domestic violence. 304
Some authors argue that women have greater physical and social vulnerability as a result of
living in terms of gender society stratification and gender socialization.305 In fact it is considered that the
process of socialization that leads to gender differences in men and women behavior, may be the reason for
higher levels of fear of crime among women. Thus, women are not born with an inner fear of crime, but they
are socialized to believe that they are vulnerable to attack. 306 For example, if they go out alone at night,
parents, family or the media highlight this fear, and women accept it. There are some studies that show that
with giving traditional gender roles in society, men hide or not report fear of crime. Consequently the
difference between the level of men and women fear can be overestimated in studies that do not take into
consideration this possibility. Related to the previous explanation, it can be said that traditional given roles
may produce lower confidence and less autonomy for women than for men, which can lead to women
believing that they are more vulnerable to victimization. For example, some authors argue that the most fear
in women can be caused by the feeling of passivity and dependency, or can be reflection of a feeling of
powerlessness of women, which in turn is a reflection of the reality that is characterized by greater power of
men in gender- divided society (which is result of different processes of socialization for men and
women).307 Niemi emphasized that "men have different expectations about their role in society and therefore
do not show their feelings of insecurity in the same way as women". 308 The author suggests that the process
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of socialization affect on the creation of differences between men and women in terms of taking the risk, in
order that men are encouraged to take risks because they are expected to be included in the scope of public
producing, while women are encouraged to passivity and discourage preparing them for their role in the
home, in the scope of spending, which could one of the reason to explain why men do not show the same
fear of crime as women.
One of the authors of the feminist movement Walklate, in the debate about the fear of crime
emphasizes that (young) men are those who behave irrationally in terms of their exposure to the risk of
crime, and yet declare lower levels of fear of crime. According to this view, men just driven by the strength
that they are men say they do not experience fear.309 Under certain considerations men from low social class
in cities behave according machomen culture, which includes a display of masculinity, low level of fear,
although there is a high risk for victimization. While women in urban areas in the environment where live
and men become less tolerant of crime, seek a better quality of life, and accordingly, this can manifest in
higher levels of fear.310 Perhaps the author is right when she says that there is a greater degree of irrationality
in the fear of crime among men since their machomenizam, but it should be noted that fear of certain types of
crime among men to some extent depends on their perception of a possible defense from perpetrator, which
is probably bigger than women. Therefore, we can not engage in a discussion whose fear is irrational,
women’s or men’s!
Maxfield in analyzing the results from crime research conducted in the UK in 1982 noted that
women's fear of sexual assault reduces the feeling of safety among young women. Warr argues that "it might
be better to say that the fear of crime for women is fear of rape ." This imply logical question: if the fear
of women is associated with fear of rape, then how can we explain the widespread fear in a context of the
low rate of reported rapes? The first explanation is the inability of official statistics to register the dark figure
of rapes. Moreover, it is considered that the widespread fear among women may actually be due to the fact
that women perceive that certain forms of victimization may include the opportunity for sexual assault. 311 In
this regard, Warr in his discussion of the fear of crime claimed that there are certain types of victimization
that women can connect with other types of victimization, for example, burglary in apartment while she is
home can lead to assault or murder. Therefore, it is considered that rape as a form of victimization can occur
simultaneously with victimization of other types of crimes, but his uniqueness as a form of victimization
among women probably increases the level of fear of other crimes that can be committed. 312 Based on these
considerations, Ferraro (1995) introduces the concept or the effect known as "the shadow of sexual assault"
to explain fear of crime among women, suggesting that the possibility of sexual assault can have a
"shadow effect" in the women perception on possible victimization from other types of crimes.313 The fear
of rape (or sexual assault) can occur as the main crime among women especially among young women (who
have the highest rate of rape) that increases the fear of other types of crimes. Warr’s base on studies found a
significant correlation between fear of rape with a high level of fear of burglary, robbery and ca r theft. In his
research he made an attempt to control the fear of rape, and found that differences between the genders for
some crimes are eliminated and some even went in the opposite direction. 314 Hence he concludes that when it
comes to reducing the fear of crime among women, reducing the fear of rape should be a priority. Yet the
validity of this explanation it is necessary to be further investigated in order to confirm or reject out this
thesis. However we can accept somewhat thinking that women often some contact crimes for which they
perceive that may occur, connect them with possible sexual assault.
It is really difficult to determine which is the true explanation for the higher fear of crime among
women. In order to explain why women have higher fear, probably should be inserted and other factors (age,
education, material status, the environment in which they live, prior victimization, the impact of media) with
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aim to give an integrative explanation for women fear of crime. Only in this way we can explain such a
complex phenomenon that still should be deeper explored.
Conclusion
The relationship between gender and fear of crime is thesis that in many studies have been
confirmed, and for that reason in the literature often gender is determined as the strongest predictor of fear of
crime. This assumption was confirmed within two surveys that were conducted in 2009 by the Faculty of
Security- Skopje ("Students' attitudes toward crime" and "The impact of socio-demographic characteristics
and victimization on fear of crime") through the use of statistical tools t-test and regression. What is
important, regardless of the reasons that stand in the background of the results, is that women generally show
higher levels of fear of crime and when it comes to general fear and the fear of specific crimes, especially for
contact crimes.
Among the numerous explanations that exist in terms of higher fear among women, especially for
certain crimes, the question of justified or unjustified higher levels of fear of crime among women will
remain long in the scope of criminological and victimological researches and explanations.
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CONNECTIONS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TERRORIST AND ORGANIZED
CRIME GROUPS

Abstract
The world today is facing a major societal threat of violence, the emergence and development of new forms
of terrorism and organized crime, expanding the circle of objects of attack and the circle of actors who use
violence to achieve certain goals, which they couldn’t achieve otherwise. One of the features of modern
terrorist organizationsis “the more victims, the greater the opportunity to present their ideology, attitudes,
commitment etc ".
A growing interest is manifested in the study of the relationship between terrorism and organized crime. A
number of authors believe that terrorism is a form of organized crime. Other authors claim that they cannot
be concerned about terrorism as a form of organized crime in the traditional sense. The aim of this paper is to
provide a comparative analysis of their respective arguments, expressing an opinion as to the interconnection
and differences between these two social negative phenomena which unfortunately cover a larger area in the
world, especially in countries in transition characteristic of the Balkans. Emphasis will be laidon the analysis
of contemporary terrorist groups as they exhibit more features in their approach to classic organized crime
groups.
Key words: Terrorism, Organized Crime, organized crime groups and terrorist groups.

Empirical vie w of the connection between crime and informal groups
Before we start looking at the relationship and differences between groups of organized crime and terrorist
groups, it is necessary to first look at the very links between organized crime groups. Empirically speaking,
one can find many examples of mutual cooperation among the organized crime groups. Transnational groups
engaged intrafficking of drugsand weapons cannot function withfailing interconnection, support and
cooperation. Taking into account their involvement in illegal criminal activity, high income generatedfrom
them, there is a degree of restriction on mutual trust between members of organized crime groups in the
organization.
Interdependence and solidarity is found among organized groups involved in trafficking and drug smuggling.
Apart from that type, between cooperation, the need for external partners and transnational cooperation
which is necessary for higher forms of organized crime takes place the most important, i.e. trafficking and
smuggling of drugs and weapons, which is indirectly related to preparation and execution of terrorist
actions.
Besides the intrinsic connection between members of organized crime groups there is a connection with
members of terrorist groups. This connection lies in the provision of funds from operations of organized
crime and transmission needs for the operation of terrorist organizations. Members of terrorist organizations
make use of the funds provided through highly profitable criminal activities of organized crime and
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especially in the field: drug trafficking, weapons smuggling of migrants, money laundering, counterfeiting of
identity documents etc..
There is a reverse pressure where members of organized criminal groups use tactics of terrorist
organizations. Phil Williams and Ernesto Savona noted that both (Colombian and Italian) Mafia use terrorist
attacks against the state and its officials for the following reasons:
- To impede the investigation
- To withdraw introduction or continuation of strong policies
- To eliminate officers who effectively apply the law
- To compel judges to apply the policy of lenient sentences
- To create optimal environment in terms of criminal activity 315
The relationship between members of organized crime groups and members of terrorist organizations are
expressed through logistical and financial support, the existence of trust, thoughwith no ideological,
religious, and other ties., as is the case with terrorist organizations.
There is a possibility formembers of certain terrorist organizations to metastasize in overpowering criminal
group, driven by profits that can be achieved in a relatively short period, and certainly supported by some
individuals from politics. Some corrupt politicians with funds collected from the activities of organized
crime, become mighty criminal actors. Problematic criminal activity can only be individual business for
some members of terrorist groups. On the other hand, terrorist organizations adopt crime of the same ranking
for the realization of their political, ideological, religious, religious and other purposes.
Case studies of interdependence of terrorist and criminal groups in Europe
Symbiosis between terrorist and organized criminal groups, besides that found in South America and
Asia,isincreasingly sproutingin Europe.England and other. European countries which have rich and long
experience in combating terrorism and on theirterritory, in particular England and pr imarily in connection
with the fight against the Irish Republican Army. Investigation in England about the spectacular robbery
2004 found that it had beencarried out by members of a terrorist organization and that the IRAis a prelude to
further cooperation between terrorist and criminal groups. 316
Following the UK security services, French police launched an investigation on the five-member group made
up of Muslims of Arab, Chechen and North African origin, participating in several robberies. Regarding the
analysis of the topic of this paper, this case is interesting not only because it shows the connection between
terrorists and criminals, but also because the French police found that the money collected by the terrorists
wasintended for the preparation and execution of terrorist activities in France. The leader of this group
Zinedin Khalid was charged with (interesting formulation) financial terrorism. 317
In this context, I would mention the example of the territory of the former Yugoslavia, the war in Bosnia,
where the parties mutually exchangedgoods, among other things weapons and ammunition. Obviously
money wasthe reason why every conversation was simple, and it was easy overcome the prejudice that
existed between participants.
Organized crime groups of terrorist are very efficient, regardless of the where their actions take place
(witnesses are plenty), and it is obvious that their members are both flexible and adaptable and that such
crime is increasingly becoming not only transnational but also transcont inental (they act thousands
kilometers from their native geographic centers)318
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Various types of links between terrorist and organized crime groups

The analysis of organized crime and terrorism has for a long time been the subject of several research
projects. Certain authors establish connections that are weak, unity as well, others are skeptical, mentioning
the fact referring to a relatively small group, withoutanyextensive research. Authors hold on to empirical
research that can be mediated by controversy.319
The article by US Library of Congress 320 is about three basic types of connections between terrorism and
transnational organized crime in Europe. These are:
1. Alliance of mutual benefit in which terrorists in agreement with transnational organized criminal
groups provide funding for themselves, thus avoiding direct involvement in criminal activities
2. Direct involvement of members of terrorist groups inorganized crime
3.Transfer of the ideological profitable purposes as main motive of operation
Argument in support of the first thesis is a joint collaboration between Al Qaeda and Sergei
Mogilevikj321 acting in cooperation with Morocco and Victor Bhutto 322 in Libya. On the one side is Al Qaeda
as a terrorist organization, working together with arms dealers on mutual realization of their main objectives.
The second argument is confirmed by the group responsible for bombings in Madrid in March 2003. It is
al-Qaeda terrorist cell (TakfirWalHijra), which operates in Western Europe and is well poised to ca rry out
organized criminal activities, mainly drugs and weapons, to make a profit for sponsoring holy jihad.
The argument in support ofthe third thesis is the attack on Abu Sayyaf in the Philippines for accomplishment
of their nationalistic goals. They later turned into more prominent perpetrators of profitable activities.
Theycommonly engaged in abduction of foreign delegations and tourists, etc..
The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, changed the prevailing view about the relationship between
terrorism and organized crime. PhD Louise I. Shelley, director of the Transnational Crime and Corruption
Center suggests the following relationships between the two phenomena: 323
1.Terrorists engage in organized criminal activity to obtain financialsupport;
2. Members of organized crime and terrorist groups frequently operate in a network structure that
helps conceal terrorists in transnational criminal organizations;
3. Organized crime and terrorist groups operate in territories with weak governing control;
4. Both organizations (organized crime and terrorism) corrupt local and state governments to achieve
their goals;
5.Often use the same methods of communication, using modern technology;
6. "Money laundering", using the same methods and operators for movement of funds.
On the other hand, the survey or study provides interesting data which is administered by the Office
on Drugs and Crime of United Nations Organization and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Canada, 324 from
which the survey obtained some answers to questions about the relationship between terrorism and organized
crime. When examining the relationship of terrorism to organized crime, we will address aspects of the
involvement of terrorist organizations in organized criminal activity, of which we will mention the trade in
drugs, weapons and explosives. We will explainwhite collar crime as well, which is particularly important
319
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for financing of terrorist activities. Special emphasis is laidon corruption activities carried out by terrorist
organizations to ensure their protection.
In terms of whether there are related events including terrorist organizations and organized criminal
activity, respondents from most countries have denied the link between these two phenomena. On the other
hand, some countries led by the U.S., confirmed the relationship and involvement of terrorist organizations
with organized crime. These countries are the reason for the inclusion of terrorist organizations in organized
crime, which primary emphasis on financial gains.
One element of cohesion between organized crime and terrorism is the part about the financing of
terrorist organizations, where without a doubt one of the main forms of association is a financial profit from
the drugs trade. Some respondents stated that there are cases of terrorist organizations operating in areas
where drugs are produced, and are often directly involved in the trade. From there comes another conclusion
about the motive for cooperation between terrorist organizations and organized criminal groups, which is
seen in financial assistance to terrorist organizations, and the physical protection of an organized criminal
group.
There are needs arising from the supply of weapons, primarily to carry out training of members of a
terrorist organization, and therefore self protection or execution of terrorist acts outlines the main features of
the involvement of terrorist organizations in the illegal arms trade.
One of the facts that point to the relationship between terrorism and organized crime is corrupt
activities by members of terrorist organizations. The UN report provides information that in most countries
there areno recorded cases related to corruption of local and state government officials by members of the
terrorist organization. In most cases the corrupt individuals from political power circles are identified as
committing industrial crimes, but not for being involved in terrorism. We looked at the functioning of certain
countries, the number and power of terrorist organizations operating in the country, and we excluded some
countries from the Middle East.
The question is: "Doorganized crime groups undertake terrorist activities"? There are a small number
of documents that will confirm this thesis. When these groups undertake terrorist activities, that is a common
tactic. They are involved in so-called "political terrorism" in order to destabilize the local and national
institutions. Organized crime groups use terrorist activities / attacks against the state in order to prevent
validation to obviatethe activities of the security forces or to create a situation conducive to criminal activity.
With the development of technology, the risk of possible use of weapons of mass destruction by
terrorist organizationshas undoubtedly increased. Situations and analyzes show that the disintegration of the
Soviet Union increased trading in this type of weapons. The general public and the security services are
aware that this might happen and become one of the possible sources of terrorism. Two example are the
agsattack carried out by the Japanese cult AumShinrikyo Surrey in Tokio’s metro and the placing of
radiological explosive material (cesium-137) in Moscow "Izmailovski park."325
Organized crime and terrorism are often perceived as two different types of crime. Organized crime
in general focusses on economic profit and the establishment of illegal distribution market, while terrorism is
thought to be primarily motivated by ideological aims and desire for political change. This is the esse ntial
difference between these two phenomena. P.Wilkinson in his study of political terrorism, wrote: "We at our
typology will get criminal terrorism that could be defined as the systematic use of terror acts for the purpose
of private financial benefit"326
Terrorism is constantly transforming, and it ever so often appears as a form of organized crime. The
fact is that it is linked to organized crime, as modern terrorism essentially has the same sources asorganized
crime, which occurs in more organized forms , often linked internationally.
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The relationships between some members of terrorist organizations, and members of organized
criminal groups were by some authors mentioned as terrorism being only one of the forms of organized
crime.327 This understanding is based on the traditional view, and although there are common elements of
terrorism as part of organized crime in the traditional sense, the fact is that there are numerous differences
between terrorist and other organized "criminal organizations.
Differences in:
- objectives
- methods and manners of operation
We can conclude that there is interaction between terrorist groups and organized crime, narcoterrorism in the first place. On the other side terrorist organizations receive huge sums of money a nd their
interaction opens the way for organized crime syndicates. It can be said that between terrorist organizations
and organized criminal organizations there is some kind of natural alliance. Given thatorganized criminal
organizations use corruption for their infiltration into the top of the state, it contributes to the terrorist
organizations exerting a bad influence on politics. On the other hand, organized criminal organizations use
terrorist action that create” power vacuum ", violation of state law which induceslocal and regional
instability.
The links between terrorism and organized crime are increasingly being talked about with the
discovery of narco-terrorism in 1980, when drugsare also used to enhance and promote the political goals of
some governments and terrorist organizations. Terrorists are happy when they can take advantage of every
opportunity to call their activity “political”, "wrote R. Ehrenfeld, 328 while people involved in the drug trade
are always regarded as pure crime. When you combine both activities, terrorist organizations benefit from
drug trafficking, and those involved in the drug trade with established coalition with terrorists become more
dangerous and frightening and gainpower in political decision-making. Activities engaged in by an organized
criminal group of terrorist groups carry a steady stream of income, thus trying to eliminate drug trafficking
and reduce drug abuse is a critical strategy in the global fight against terrorism, and it is becomingharder and
harder to clearly distinguish between terrorist groups and members of organized crime, because their tactics
are associated with growth.
Three weeks after the terrorist attacks on the Twin Towers in the U.S. on 28 September, the Security
Council of the United Nations passed a a general anti-terrorism resolution (SC Res. 1373) 329 , which
underlined thealarming comments that there may beclose links between international terrorism and
transnational organized crime, notably drug trafficking, weapons and illegal movement of nuc lear, chemical,
biological and other potentially lethalmaterials." 330
Notwithstandint the identification of a close relationship between terrorism and organized crime, further
studies are nonetheless required. A Schmitt of the United Nations crime prevention and criminal justice
(ISPAC 2004) suggests that there may be relations between terrorism and organized crime in the form of
327
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(there are actions in certain organized criminal association, money laundering obtained by crime, corruption and Prevention A ct) the
provisions of this Convention may be applied for crimes elements of terrorism. Namely, Article 3 stipulates how cumulatively
fulfilled three conditions:
First - If the offense (a serious offense) is punishable by imprisonment for not less than 4 years;
Second - If the offense is transnational;
Third - If the offense involves an organized criminal group, which is defined as "a group of three or more persons acting a certain
period of time in order to perform one or more serious crimes specified in this Convention. This argument is interesting because the
Convention provides a detailed definition an organized criminal group, but not on Transnational Organized Crime, which allows
extension of the implementation of the Convention unlimited number of offenses which are listed cumulatively three forecasts
(including terrorism).
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association, alliance, collaboration or symbiosis. Other analysts (Williams Savona, 1995, Williams Godson,
2002) further highlight the theoretical possibility that in special cases, terrorism can not be changed to
organized crime or organized crime to terrorism.
The specificity of terrorism as a form of organized crime is that itutilizes some ties with certain countries
and their bodies, though not to commit a terrorist activity in the region of the state, but in another country,
which is carried out primarilyfor political purposes, orterrorist activity carried out on a subject of
internationalcharacter.
Terrorism as a form of organized crime can have economic, legal, or other interests, but each one is
politically colored, including certain political interests. 331
There is a connection between segments of organized criminal groups and terrorist organizations.
Similarities between those who commit crimes and those who undertake acts of terrorism are the common
enemy that is the whole state and its institutions established to prevent this kind of crime. Members of
criminal groups and terrorist organizations operate in secret, underground, using the same infrastructure,
networking with members of organized crime and terrorist groups from the neighborhood and beyond,
engaging in a totally international activity. Transnational organized crime uses the power of political crime
to commit their profitable activities. Terrorists, on the other hand, must have its foundation in order to fulfill
their agenda.
Comparative Review of the common elements and the essential difference between organized
crime and terrorism332

Connectivity and the difference between terrorism and organized crime

Common elements
1. Members of terrorist org anizations
financed by highly profitable cri minal
acti vi ties;
2.The terrorist and organized crime
organizations corrupt g overnment to
achieve their g oals;
3.Metastasis of terrorist organizati ons
in criminal and highly profitable;
4. Terrorist organizati ons accept
criminals to realize their goals;
5. Terrorist and organized crime
organizations operati ng in the
territory of weak government control;
6. Use the same communicati on
technolog y;

Differences

1. The purpose of the terrorist
Organization not profit, but
ideological, political and religious.
2.The goal of the cri minal is economic
profi t.
3. Different methods of work of
members of terrorist organizations
and organized cri me groups;
4. Terrorist organizati ons recognize
the legal system and rules of conduct;
5. Terrorism has broader
psychol ogical di mensions;
6. Anyone can be a victi m of terrorist
attacks
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M iko Boskovic, "Organized crime",Police academy, Belgrade 1988, p. 56,
M .Nikolovski "Coherence and differences of organized crime, terrorism and politics" Skopje, 2008
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CONCLUSION
In general it is not a mistake when it is said that terrorism and organized crime are two sides of a
medal, or as purely destructive phenomena in society are inextricably linked with another.
There is a correlation between certain segments of organized crime and terrorist organizations.
Similarity between those who commit crimes and those who undertake terrorist acts and are common enemy
the states in whole with its institutions that prevent this kind of crime. And members of criminal groups and
terrorist organizations operate in secret, underground, using the same infrastructure, networking with
members of organized crime and terrorist groups from the neighborhood and beyond, giving the international
nature of the activity. Transnational organized crime can use the power of the political machine of achieving
its goals, where is a connection in certain segments between organized crime groups and terrorist
organizations.
It is inevitable to note that the absolute connection between terrorism and organized crime,
especially terrorism as a form of organized crime is impossible to speak. In certain segments of organized
crime and terrorism, we can not identify any relationship. Although the final outcome of both activities
provides indications that allow doubts and predictions, though in theory there are no arguments that verify a
direct connection.
However we can say that between the activities of organized criminal and terrorist groups are
significant differences. It primarily in goals, methods and means of action for achievement. The purpose of
terrorist activity of the organization is to achieve political, ideological, religious, national goals. While
organized crime group is profitable target, given the diversity of goals, there are various methods and ways
to achieve those goals. These two evils are to the point connected and intertwined that can be said that no
one can exist without another, any day, as the number of arguments previously presented.
Terrorism is a form of organized crime, and organized crime more or less a form of terrorism. The
difference is that, compared with terrorism, organized crime is manifested in a very sophisticated form.
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THE ANALYSIS OF DELIVERY-PICKUP FLOWS SAFETY PERFORMANCES IN AN
URBAN MICRO LOGISTICS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM: A CASE STUDY

Abstract
The potential of traffic and logistics flow modeling and simulation for the analysis of road safety
has been increased in the recent years. In particular, studies have confirmed that the simulation of
user (vehicle and pedestrian) behavior under different flow and geometry conditions can identify a
potential incident hazard and allow taking appropriate countermeasures at specific points of the
urban road network.
The objective of this paper is to assess the validity of this approach on the delivery-pickup flows
into urban micro-logistics distribution system. For this reason recently developed research has been
used and a traffic data conducted, which allows the estimation of delivery-pickup flows safety
performances. Namely, the results indicate that the methodology can be useful in the estimation of
safety performance indicators and in evaluating traffic control measures.
Keywords: Safety performances, Urban Logistics
1. Introduction
The logistics consists of system of activities which enable shaping, designing, directing, running
and regulating the flow of goods, energy and information within and between the systems.
The urban logistics is defined by more than one author. Namely, if we look at those definitions, a
conclusion can be drawn that every author explains this notion in a specific way.
For example: “The urban (city) logistics comprises all strategies, technologies and all the solutions
of the logistics that give support to all participants and functions of the urban space, disregarding
their size and number, their space and the boundaries of the space, and in accordance with their
unique and mutual interests and goals.“ 333
We are all witnesses that the city centers are also trade centers, with lots of trading buildings:
boutiques, restaurants, supermarkets, groceries etc. The micro-logistic flows are those flows
performing the last part of the delivery to the trading objects. There are large numbers of these
flows in the centre of the cities. The need for their supply with goods results in increased intensity
of the traffic in the city centre. By increasing the number of flows, the level of traffic safety
decreases. In regards to the traffic participants’ safety, it is for the best when there is synchronicity
of the deliveries, i.e. when the deliveries are punctual, when there are special parking places for the
delivery vehicles, and when those parking places are always available. Also, by allowing entrance
of the delivery vehicles in the pedestrian zones, the pedestrian safety is decreased.
As we can see, the micro- logistic flows have an impact on the traffic safety, on the motor traffic as
well as the pedestrian traffic.
333

Slobodan Zečević et al., City logistika i robno transportni centri Beograda, (Časopis Tehnika – separat Saobraćaj, br. 3, 2004)
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Correctly organized flows contribute to increased traffic safety, with certain exceptions, until now,
the flows that are not organized, which are spontaneously running, decrease the traffic participants
safety.
2. Characteristics of the area of comprising
Prilep is situated in the South - West part of RM, in the Northern - Eastern part of the rich grain growing Pelagonian valley. The town is situated on the following coordinates: 41 20.40’00 NGW
(NL) and 21 33.20’00’ EGL (EL). It has an area of 1675 km2, and is a business, administrative,
educational and cultural centre of RM. 334 Prilep has good traffic connection with the neighboring as
well as more distant towns in the country and abroad in almost every direction.
The following are the most important traffic directions and highway communications:
Towards North: Prilep-Skopje (mark M-5) which then continues as a highway of international
significance in vicinity of Gradsko (M-1)
Towards South: Prilep-Bitola (mark M-5)
The road directions of regional character are of great significance of communication with the town:
Prilep – Krushevo - Demir Hisar
Prilep - Makedonski Brod - Kichevo
This position is a good precondition for economic growth and development of the town. Despite of
the difficult economic situation in RM, certain business branches are starting to revive. The
Tobacco Factory, The Marble Factory, Mikro - Sam, production capacities like: Zhito Prilep,
Vitaminka, Prilep Brewery, as well as textile factories, the old bazaar and similar are the sources of
the increased use of trucks for transport of goods from and to the town. As it was previously
mentioned the presence of trucks is looked upon as a means of rich economy for a country.
2.1. Demographic characteristics
According to the classification of the town settlements in RM, Prilep is in the group of 50000 100000 inhabitants, with a total of 76768 inhabitants, out of which around 70000 live in the town
and the rest in the near town areas as well rural areas within the municipality of Prilep. Out of the
total number of inhabitants, 92 % or 70878 are Macedonian, 5.7% or 4433 are Roma, 1,2 % or 917
are Turks, 0,2 or 172 are Serbs, 0,1% or 86 are Bosnian, 0,03% or 22 are Albanians, 0,02% or 17
are Vlachs and the rest 0,32 or 243 inhabitants, with density of 64 inhabitants/km2 .
2.2. Central business district characteristics
The central business district (CBD) which was comprised in the analysis is actually the very
centre of the town. In the west of this area there is a train station and the road to Krushevo. In the
north there is the Faculty of Economics and the road to Makedonski Brod. In the east there is the
City Hospital and the road to the exit of the town (to Veles and Bitola). In the south there is the
burial mound of the invincible soldiers and the road to Salida, to Bitola or Veles.
The central town area is limited with the following streets:
- Blvd. “Goce Delchev“- main street
- Quay “1 May“ - assembly street
- St. “Kuzman Josifovski“ - assembly street
- St. “Braka Lameski“ - service street

334
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The following photo presents the central town area with allocation of the areas

Source: prepared by the authors
Picture 1 Prilep - allocation of areas in the central town area

In order to protect the central business district from heavy load vehicles, at the entrance places in
Prilep, there are signs for traffic ban for vehicles which total weight is more than 15t, as well as
signs for directing the traffic.
The central business district is completely protected from heavy load vehicles by post ing signs
banning traffic of vehicles which total weight exceeds 7,5t.
This decision protects the town from noise and gasses, but the delivery of the goods to the trading
objects is made more difficult. Namely, dislocation of certain trading objects and their re-allocation
is inevitably necessary.
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3. Analysis of the process of delivery of goods: rules, regulations, safety proble ms
The motor vehicles are strictly banned in the pedestrian area in the central business district,
which makes the delivery of goods to the trading objects in the central business district more
complicated.
But, on the other side this action by the local authorities caused a problem with the owners of the
trading objects (businesses), especially with the objects selling elec tronic devices, furniture and the
car companies. Following this decision, the owners were forced to relocate their businesses in areas
where the delivery of the goods will be freely performed, i.e. in areas where vehicles exceeding the
weight of 7,5t are permitted, and the owners of the car companies relocated their trading objects in
areas where vehicles exceeding the weight of 15t are permitted. The old locations were used for
other means.
Regarding the safety factor, this action contributes for increasing the safety of the traffic
participants. The fact that the heavy load vehicles are banned in the area increases the traffic safety
of the other participants: passenger vehicles and pedestrians. Due to the lack of heavy load vehicles,
the traffic jam is decreased, the possibilities for traffic accidents is decreased. The cyclists and the
pedestrians enjoy more comfortable atmosphere, they feel safer, and of course their safety as traffic
participants is far bigger.
In the pedestrian zones, the motor vehicles are strictly banned, and there is no time allowing access,
which is a serious problem for the trading objects located around the central business district for
supplying goods. In this case, the delivery vehicles park on the marked parking places, around the
zone, and from here the owners and their employees bring the goods to the trading objects. It is a
serious problem for supplying the goods due to the fact that some of the trading objects are deep in
the pedestrian zone, and one need to walk a large d istance, which is a problem in bad weather
conditions (rain, snow, wind). In that case the owner and his employees need to carry the goods
with umbrella in one of their hands.
The streets quay “1 May“, “Republikanska“ and “Heroj Karposh“ have turnstiles, with mechanism
under pressure, for controlling the exit and the entrance from the central business district, i.e. they
are streets which are important for the central business district, and which are used for delivery of
goods with large number of businesses in the town market, pic 2.

Source: Photographed and adjusted by the authors
Picture 2 Turnstiles with mechanism under pressure for control of the entrance in the central
business district
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The following signs are posted with the following decisions: 335
- Decision for the conditions and the method of parking, organization, managing and method of
payment of the public parking places, as well as blocking, de-blocking, moving and guarding
vehicles in the area of Prilep Municipality.
- Decision for allocating public parking places where the payment will be made;
With the decision of the Council of Prilep Municipality the space, time, method and conditions for
parking of delivery vehicles is determined with previous written contentment by the Ministry for
internal affairs (MIA), Department of internal affairs (DIA) Prilep.
Parking of the delivery vehicles is allowed in the space reserved for delivery vehicles, which has to
be marked with suitable traffic sign and marking on the road. The time allowed for deliver y of
goods must be visibly emphasized on the traffic sign.
The motor delivery vehicle can be of 5t payload.
In the time period from 18.00 to 06.00 in the summer period and in the time period from 17.00 to
07.00 in the winter period, the delivery can be performed with vehicles heavier than 5t.
The motor vehicles for delivery goods can use the marked places, only in the time period of the
delivery, not longer than 60 minutes.
The method of payment, at the entrance of the central business district is as the fo llowing:
When the vehicle comes at the turnstiles under pressure, it stops, the official registers the
registration plate of MV and issues a parking ticket (picture 2), with a number of the control place,
registration plate of the vehicle, date and time. When the vehicle wants to leave the central business
district, at the exit, at any control place, it shows the parking ticket, and on the basis of the duration
they are due to pay the determined amount. The prices are:
For PMV:
- Up to 15 minutes it is free;
- From16 to 60 minutes, 20 denars are charged;
- The vehicles that stay more than 60 minutes are charged 10 more denars for every additional
hour.
For the trucks (lighter than 15t):
- Up to 15 minutes it is free;
- From 16 to 60 minutes, 40 denars are charged;
- The vehicles that stay more than 60 minutes are charged 20 more denars for every additional
hour.

Source: photographed and adjusted by the authors
Picture 3 a parking ticket
335
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For the owners of the businesses, which are near the streets and the parking lots in the central town
area, there are certain facilities in the method of goods delivery, i.e., the owners of these businesses,
have the right to enter freely, three times during the day, not longer than 30 minutes, for purpose of
goods delivery for their businesses. Their registration plates are registered in the system of payment,
and when the official checks the registration plate, due to the fact that for those vehicles the
entrance is free, the system does not issue a parking ticket. If this situation repeats three times with
the same vehicle, the fourth time is charged according to the determined prices.
This decision encountered severe reactions by the owners of the businesses which are not near the
streets and the parking lots, because in this way they were discriminated against when compared to
the rest of the owners. However, there is a solution for those businesses also. Namely, in the central
business district the so called bays are formed. Those are street ends or parking lots throughout the
central business district, which are broadened and adjusted for parking and unloading of the
delivery vehicles, and are banned for parking of other vehicles. The owners of the businesses near
the centre of the central business district have the right, during the day, with their vehicles to enter
freely in the central business district, to park their vehicle and to deliver the goods, not longer than
30 minutes. If the vehicles stays longer than 30 minutes a fee will be charged, but since the first 15
minutes are free, the vehicle can stay in the central business district longer than 45 minutes.
The fact that, from 20.00 to 06.00, the entrance in the central business district is free should also be
stated.
This decision, from a safety aspect, is a step forward. The number of motor vehicles is decreased in
the businesses area, which means that the traffic participants safety is increased, the pedestrians
before all, which are many in this part, firstly for shopping, and secondly for fun.
Before placing these turnstiles the business owners, ca me before the opening hours with their cars,
parked them on the marked parking places, and left them there until the closing hours. That was a
problem for the delivery vehicles, because having no place to park they parked literally on the
streets and blocked the traffic. In order to solve these kind of problems, the local authorities placed
the before mentioned turnstiles.
The aim of placing those turnstiles was to give priorities to the delivery vehicles, but also to allow
the citizens more availability of parking places in the central business district. This turned out to be
efficient, and by some researches by the local authorities, it was determined that 65% of the
entrance cases in the central town area, with vehicles, belongs to the group of vehicles t hat stay less
than 15 minutes there, 30% of the entrance cases are between 16 and 60 minutes, and only 5% are
entrance cases with a more than 1 hour stay.
Supplying the town market is performed in the morning hours, when entrance of vehicles heavier
than 5t is allowed. In the part where there are clothes to be delivered, the delivery is usually
performed by delivery trolleys.
The loading vehicles park in the zone, and from there, with trolleys, the goods are delivered to the
counters. The part of the town market, where fruit and vegetables are sold, is also supplied in the
morning hours, when vehicles heavier than 5t are allowed to enter, but most often, the delivery
vehicles park near the town market, at around 20 to 30 meters, and directly from there, manually or
with trolley, the goods are delivered to the counters. This happens most often in shopping days,
Wednesday and Saturday, and in the rest of the days, when there are significantly much less goods
on the market, the delivery is performed by the sellers with their own PMV, parked in the zone.
Afterwards, manually or with trolleys, they transfer the goods to the counters.
The lack of turnstiles (with few exceptions) is a disadvantage, the lack of unloading mechanization
(with few exceptions), and sometimes there is a conflict between two or more delivery vehicles, but
it has to be stated that it happens on rare occasions.
We can also state as a problem the illegal longitudinal parking on blvd. “Goce Delchev“. These
parked cars make the access of the delivery vehicles that deliver goods to the objects with direct
access to blvd. “Goce Delchev“difficult. We can also state here that this problem, was brought up
during the pools (March 2011 - August 2011), but the city authorities are taking measures now for
minimizing and completely eliminating the illegal parking. The parking places are marked, with an
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official for payment, or by paying by SMS, and the illegal parking are fined and the vehicles are
removed.
4. Analysis of the process of delivery of goods: proposal solutions-effects
Namely, with specific urban micro - distributive conception, which includes designing of
specific time, place and delivery vehicle as a regulation (loading/unloading zones), the
rationalization of the loading operations would be solved, the time loss would be minimized for the
delivery vehicles and the realized ton-km, selection of delivery vehicle and a time frame of the
deliveries, i.e. access that would allow a chain of safety, social, economic and ecological effects.
Proposal - the solutions for improvement of the delivery of the goods are directed to:
Before all, allowing for spatial and time limited entrance of the delivery vehicles in the
pedestrian zones;
Giving priorities of the delivery vehicles, marking of special places around the zone
allocated for parking of delivery vehicles, which will always be free and available only for the
delivery vehicles;
Time distribution for smaller deliveries.
In regards to the economic effects, they will be visible, because due to the synchronicity of the
deliveries, the waiting time and the delivery expenses will be diminished for delivery of the goods
without waiting of the delivery vehicle.
Ecological effects will be achieved: the waiting time will be significantly decreased, the delivery
vehicles will not stay long in the zone, being unable to find parking place, thus the level of noise
will be diminished as well as the harmful exhaust gasses, and the surrounding will turn into a better
place for living and recreation, there will be much more green places and the pedestrian and cycling
traffic will be stimulated more than the motor traffic.
In regards with the traffic and traffic participants’ safety, certain effects will be achieved, by total
elimination of the loading vehicles from the zone, the safety of the traffic participants is
significantly increased. Also, the spatial and time limitation of the entrance for the delivery
vehicles, the safety is increased, before all, the cyclists and the pedestrians, but motor traffic as
well, because the traffic intensity in the central business district is diminished. The traffic intensity
is diminished, the traffic density is diminished, the waiting time is diminished, and the traffic safety
in the central business district is increased. Also, with a line of measures previously mentioned, the
safety of the pedestrians and the cyclists is also significantly increased.
The pedestrian safety is decreased to a certain extent only with the permitted, time and spatial
limited entrance of the delivery vehicles. However, with timely and correct notification of the
pedestrians about the entrance of the delivery vehicles, the degree of the safety threat is diminished.
As it can be seen, the correct goods delivery to the trading objects, and the correct directing and
regulating of the load traffic, can significantly contribute for increasing of the traffic safety.
Conclusion
The politics of the urban logistics is different fro m one country to another. The largest number of
the so far defined politics refers to short-term solutions and problems. Little or none attention is
paid to the long-term problems, and even less to their long term political solution.
Different concepts and technologies are defined for solving the problems of micro distribution in
the towns, depending on the degree and the aim of the research, the way of problem structuring and
the development of the society.
Prilep has a good geostrategic position connected with a road network, which is a very important
condition for the development of the city. For the city development the following speak for
themselves: Vitaminka, Tobacco Factory, Prilep Brewery, the Marble Factory, the Factory for stock
feed Agro-Invest, more wineries, Cigarettes Factory, Construction materials factory Tera Kota, etc.
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The owners of the businesses, as it was pointed out, are facing problems while delivering the goods
to their objects. The problems in some cases arise due to the illegal parked vehicles on blvd. “Goce
Delchev“ and are common for a certain type of trading objects.
For minimizing and complete eliminating of the problems, there are efficient measures and
solutions that can be applied.
The time needed for delivery will be diminished, the unnecessary delay of the delivery vehicles will
be diminished, which also means diminishing the price of the product.
By diminishing the delivery time, with the entrance prohibition of the loading vehicles, the emission
of the exhaust gasses is significantly diminished, and the surrounding becomes a more pleasant
place for living and recreation.
We have also seen that, besides these effects, by organizing correctly the delivery, synchronizing
the deliveries, by directing and regulating the load traffic, we can significantly contribute for degree
of the traffic safety. The degree of the safety of the passenger motor vehicles is increased, but also
the degree of safety for the pedestrians and the cyclists as participants in the traffic is significantly
increased.
Finally, by taking string of measures for improvement of the condition, as well as with the micro
logistics flow modeling, more effects will be accomplished: socio - economic, ecological and safety
effects.
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THE FEELING OF SECURENESS OF THE HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH
THROUGH THE PRISM OF TRUST IN THE POLICE
AND THE PROBLEM WITH "BLACK" WEAPONS
ON THE THERITORY OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA

ABSTRACT
Purpose: The aim of the conducted research was to reveal part of the enormous number of
occurrences of illicit trafficking in SALW: Are the high school youth aware that this problem exists?; Have
they ever seen or used any kind of weapon?; Do they own a weapon?; Do they know someone who does?; Is
the weapon they have seen illegal or not?; How often they hear shooting in their surroundings?; Do they feel
safe, and if not, why not?
Design: Standard survey questionnaire was used as a method for collecting data and contained 32
questions with multiple-choice answers. The target group were 801 secondary school students in the fourth
year336 , from eight different secondary schools in eight diffrent Macedonian towns.
Findings: Not trusting the police in dealing the fight against crime and the huge amount of illegal
weapons in the Republic of Macedonia are the main reasons why a great deal of secondary school youth are
feeling unsafe. A great percentage of the students have seen weapons and part of them have even used it.
Some of the students own a weapon. According to them, smuggling weapons predominates in the western
parts of the country. Students living in the eastern parts of Macedonia feel safer than students who live in the
western parts of the country.
Originality / Value: This paper is an original research, first of this kind in the Republic of
Macedonia. The obtained results are of great importance for the science of criminology.
Key words: illegal arms, smuggling, secondary school youth, violence, victimization.

INTRODUCTION
In the European continent, smuggling and illegal trafficking in weapons, ammunition and explosives
is mostly expressed on the Balkans, the Czech Republic and the countries of former USSR. With its
geostrategic position, the Republic of Macedonia is a land transit and final destination when it comes to the
matter of smuggling weapons. The war conflict in 2001 only confirmed that since Macedonia independence
in 1991 until the beginning of the conflict, enormous amounts of weapons, ammunition and explosives are
smuggled through illegal channels in the Republic of Macedonia. Smuggling and illegal trafficking in
weapons in Macedonia in most cases are run by Albanian organized crime groups. This was also the key
element in maintaining and organizing of the paramilitary forces in 2001. 337
These criminal organizations did not stop with smuggling and illicit trafficking in weapons even
after the conflict. The large quantities of weapons, ammunition and explosives seized by the Ministry of
Interior in several occasions in the period after 2001 until 2010 testify that this continues to happen even up
to the present days. During this period, including the 2001, MOI seized a total of 1,523 pieces of revolvers
and pistols, 680 rifles pieces, 4,117 pieces of remaining weapons, 161,922 rounds of ammunition, 262,91 kg
explosives, 217 pieces of explosive charge, and 72 pieces of TNT explosives.338
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Except in Kumanovo where the participants in the survey were from the third year of studies
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The enormous amount of illegal weapons remaining in the territory of the Republic of Macedonia
together with the amount of imported weapons on annual basis, even in the case of voluntary disarming, do
huge harm on the rule of law, initiate crime, evoke instability, and contribute to the rapidly growing number
of people wounded or killed every day.
The results gathered via the survey conducted on 801 secondary school students from eight different
towns on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia will be presented in this paper. After processing and
analyzing, these results have proven some of the initial hypothesis true.
RESEARCH MODE (METHODS AND TECHNIQUES)
The preparation of this paper took some methods typical for the social sciences, as is the science of
discovering the safety phenomena. In the paper logical and illogical methods of research were used.
Document analysis, synthesis, analogy, induction and deduction were borrowed from the list of logical
methods and the statistical method from the illogical methods. The standard survey questionnaire was used
as a method for collecting data and is containing 32 questions with multiple-choice answers. The target
group were 801 high school students in the fourth year339 , from eight different Macedonian towns.
The aim of this research was to reveal part of the evasive number of occurrences of this type of
crime, whether the students are aware that this problem exists, have they ever seen or used any kind of
weapon?; do they own a weapon?; do they know someone who does?; is the weapon they have seen illegal or
not?; how often they hear shooting in their surroundings?; do they feel safe, and if not, why?; what is the
extent of their knowledge about the institutional dealing with fight against a particular type of crime?
The research was conducted in eight cities during the period from 09th April to 08th May 2012 in:
Kumanovo - Secondary School “Goce Delcev” (09.04.2012); Tetovo - Secondary School “Kiril Pejcinovik”
(10.04.2012); Radovis - Secondary School “Kosta Susinov” (25.04.2012); Strumica - Secondary School
“Jane Sandanski” (02.05.2012); Kocani - Secondary School “Ljupco Santov” (03.05.2012); Shtip Secondary School “Slavcho Stojmenski” (03.05.2012); Bitola - Secondary School “Josip Broz Tito”
(08.05.2012); Ohrid - Secondary School “St. Kliment Ohridski” (08.05.2012);
HYPOTHESIS
Main hypothesis: Not trusting the police in dealing in the fight with crime is one of the main reasons
why a great percentage of secondary school youth feel unsafe.
Auxiliary hypothesis:
 A great percentage of the students have seen weapons and part of them have even used it.
 Some of the students own a weapon.
 According to them smuggling weapons predominates in the western parts of the country.
 Students living in the eastern parts of Macedonia feel safer than students who live in the western
parts of the country.
The existence of illegal "black" weapons in the Republic of Macedonia cause some part of the
secondary school students to feel unsecure.
RESULTS FROM THE CONDUCTED RESEARCH
As we previously mentioned, the research was conducted in eight different secondary schools in the
Republic of Macedonia, on a representative sample of 801 students:
Table no. 1 - Sex, year of birth and nationality of the surveyed students
Sex

Year of birth

Town

total

М

F

uk

92

93

94

95

uk

Kumanovo

100

45

49

6

-

-

80

7

13

Tetovo

79

41

37

1

-

47

28

-

4

339

Except in Kumanovo where the participants in the survey were from the third year of studies
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Radovis

109

36

71

2

1

54

47

-

7

Strumica

97

37

58

2

-

48

45

-

4

Kocani

100

36

60

4

-

86

12

-

2

Bitola

97

45

47

5

2

56

36

-

3

Stip

119

42

75

2

-

69

48

-

2

Ohrid

100

52

45

3

-

62

31

-

7

total

801

334

442

25

3

422

327

7

42

Nationality
Town

total

М

А

Т

R

S

B

ot.

uk

Kumanovo

100

89

0

0

0

9

1

0

1

Tetovo

79

72

0

1

0

4

0

2

0

Radovis

109

107

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Strumica

97

96

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Kocani

100

98

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

Bitola

97

95

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

Stip

119

111

0

1

0

0

0

7

0

Ohrid

100

94

0

2

0

2

0

1

1

total

801

762

1

6

1

15

1

11

4

Source: The conducted research
It can be noticed that from eight different secondary schools, we have a representative sample of 801
students: 334 male and 442 female.
The year of birth is in the range from 1992 to 1995, with domination of students born in 1993 and
1994. Most of the surveyed students were by their nationality Macedonians (to be more precise, 762 from the
total of 801).
Chart No. 1 - Nationality of the surveyed students

Nationality

Macedonians
Albanians
Turks
Romas
Serbs
Bosniaks
Others
Unknown

Source: the conducted research340
340

The source of the data for every Table and Chart is the conducted survey.
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Table No. 2 Have students ever seen a SALW in front of them
Have you ever seen a SALW in front of you?
Town

yes

no

I refuse to ans wer

I am afrai d to ans wer

Kumanovo

88

11

1

0

Tetovo

68

7

4

3

Radovis

69

34

5

0

Strumica

64

31

0

0

Kocani

75

26

0

1

Bitola

77

16

1

2

Stip

93

25

0

0

Ohrid

84

9

3

5

total

618

159

14

11

To the question: Whose is the weapon that they have seen, student gave these answers:
Table No. 3 Owner of the weapon that students have seen
Who is the owner of the weapon that they have seen it?
Town

my self

parent

relati ve

pal

friend

other

Kumanovo

5

32

24

15

5

33

Tetovo

3

19

22

11

6

30

Radovis

2

23

38

16

4

22

Strumica

1

9

28

17

4

21

Kocani

1

13

29

18

6

33

Bitola

3

11

32

16

6

26

Stip

1

22

28

21

5

31

Ohrid

4

29

28

21

7

25

total

20

158

229

135

43

221

Most of the surveyed students 28.41 % answered that their relative is the owner of the weapon they
have seen, and only 2.48% answered that the weapon is their own.
To the question: The weapon that you have seen, whether it is illegal or not, students gave these
answers:
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Table No. 4 - Is the SALW they have seen illegal
Is it the weapon that you have seen illegal?
Town

yes

no

don’t know

refuse to ans wer

afrai d to ans wer

Kumanovo

5

64

16

3

0

Tetovo

6

46

18

3

0

Radovis

6

60

23

1

0

Strumica

3

42

21

2

0

Kocani

4

55

19

1

0

Bitola

4

52

16

4

1

Stip

6

74

16

1

0

Ohrid

4

71

13

3

0

total

38

464

142

18

1

Only 5.73% of the students confirmed that the weapon they have seen is illegal, 2.71% refused to
answer and 21.41% from the subjected students did not know whether the weapon was legal or illegal.
Chart No. 2 - Is the weapon that you have seen illegal?
1

18

Is the weapon that you have
Yes
seen it illegal?
No

38

142

Don’t know

Refuse to
answer
Afraid to
answer

464

To the question: have you ever used a weapon - 31.59% of the students answered positively, from
which answers we prove one of the auxiliary hypothesis:
Table No. 5 - Have you ever used a weapon
Have you ever used a weapon?
Town

yes

no

refuse to ans wer

afrai d to ans wer

Kumanovo

41

49

0

2

Tetovo

15

55

1

1
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Radovis

24

65

0

0

Strumica

18

52

1

0

Kocani

24

57

0

0

Bitola

32

42

0

2

Stip

29

66

0

2

Ohrid

29

61

0

3

total

212

447

2

10

Chart No. 3

Have you ever used a weapon?
600
400
Have you ever used a
weapon?

200
0
Yes

No

Refuse to Afraid to
answer
answer

Questioned on how many of them consider that within the community in which they live there is an
illegal weapon, in biggest percent 37.75% answered that many individuals from their community posses
weapons.
Table No. 6 - Amount of illegal weapons
How would you describe the amount of illegal weapons within your community?

Almost every
one posses

Many individuals
posses

Some individuals
posses

Hardly some
individuals posses

Town

do not know

Kumanovo

7

51

24

3

15

Tetovo

9

54

6

0

9

Radovis

3

28

40

15

20

Strumica

2

21

31

11

31

Kocani

1

36

34

6

23

Bitola

2

31

27

4

32

Stip

2

37

49

7

23

Ohrid

4

41

23

4

26

total

30

299

234

50

179

163

According to you where is mostly concentrate illegal trafficking with SALW?
East Macedonia

West Macedonia

Town

(North-East and South–East)

(North-Westand South-West)

Kumanovo

12

88

Tetovo

5

74

Radovis

7

100

Strumica

6

90

Kocani

23

79

Bitola

16

80

Stip

10

107

Ohrid

21

77

total

100

695

Chart No. 4

How would you describe the
amount of illegal weapons within
your community?
don’t know
Hardly some …

How would you
describe the figure of
illegal weapons within
your community?

Some individuals …

Many individuals …
Almost every one …
0

100

200

300

400

87.42% of the surveyed students think that illegal trafficking is mostly expressed in the western parts
of Macedonia. With this answer we confirm one more of the auxilires hypothesis.
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Chart No. 5

According to you where is mostly
concentrate illegal trafficking with SALW?

east Macedonia (North-east and
South–east)

west Macedonia (North-west
and South-west)

However, the most important question of the research and the answers we needed to answer - in
order to prove the main hypothesis was: Does the high school students feel secure, and if not, why is that so?
Table No. 7 - Do you feel secure (safe)
Do you feel secure (safe)?
Town

Yes

No

Kumanovo

51

49

Tetovo

28

51

Radovish

75

34

Strumica

68

25

Kochani

48

52

Bitola

74

22

Struga

86

31

Оhrid

59

41

total

489

305
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Chart No. 6 - Do highschools feel secure (safe)?
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Yes
No

From the total number of surveyed students 38.41% answered that they did not feel secure (safe). If
we analyze the results town by town, we can conclude that this percent is different in every town:
Kumanovo: 49%; Тetovo: 64.5%; Radovish: 31.1%; Strumica: 26.8%; Kochani: 52%; Bitola: 22.9%, Shtip:
26.4% and Ohrid: 41%. From the analyzed data we can see that students from Tetovo (64.5% ) feel the least
secure and students from Bitola (22.9%) feel the most secure.
To the question why they do not feel secure, students gave these answers:
Table No.8 - Why students do not feel secure?
Why do not you feel secure?
High rate of
homicides

High percent of
illegal weapon

I don’t believe in the
capability of the police
to deal with crime

Town

In the place where I live
there is a gangs that
terrorized the population

Kumanovo

11

8

9

42

Tetovo

12

6

20

27

Radovis

4

13

3

30

Strumica

3

7

7

22

Kocani

23

5

11

55

Bitola

5

4

3

18

Stip

1

19

5

19

Ohrid

4

8

9

31

total

63

70

67

244

From the analyzed data we can see that 54.95% of the surveyed students do not feel secure because
they do not trust in the capability of the police to deal with crime.
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Smaller percentage of 14.18% answered that they do not feel secure because in the place they live
exists gangs which terrorize the population. High amounts of illegal weapons are the direct cause 15.09%
from the subjected students to feel unsecure.
We obtained interesting results from the answers in Kochani where 24.4% of the students who feel
unsecure answered that they do not feel unsecure because of the presence of gangs in their community which
bully the population.

Chart No. 7 - Why you do not feel secure?
60

50
40
30

In the community where I
live there are gangs...
High homicide rate

20
10
0

High amounts of illegal
SALW

I don't believe in the police ..

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
The main hypothesis on which we based our research was that: Not trusting the police in dealing the
fight with crime is one of the main reasons why a great deal of the secondary school youth are feeling
unsecure (unsafe).
From the analyzed data we can see that 54.95% from the subjected students do not feel secure
because they do not trust in the capability of the police to deal with crime. Great amounts of illegal weapons
are the direct cause for 15.09% of the surveyed students to feel unsecure. Furthermore, over 70% of the
surveyed students do not feel secure because of the "black weapons" in Macedonia and the fact that they do
not trust the police in dealing the fight with crime.
We are going to use the conclusion to place the accent on certain aspects that had an influence on the
high school students when they made choices of which answer to give. It should be taken into account that in
the time period when the research took place and the close period before that, three huge events in security
terms happened:
1.

2.

3.

1. The first event happened shortly before we started with the research. It is the police action called
“Detonator”, which started in Kochani where a numbered group of criminals which conducted
illegal activity were arrested. Later, this police raid took place in several other towns. This event
surely had an influence especially on the students from Kochani, where some answers stood up
from the bigger picture. The answers of the question "Why students do not feel secure and safe" are
clearly are different in Kochani. For example, 23% from the students answered that they did not
feel secure because of the gangs in their community.
The second incident is the execution of five persons (4 boys and 1 adult) at the "Lake Smilkovci"
near Skopje. This incident was qualified by the Ministry of Interior as an act of terrorism. When
this incident happened, the research in Тетovo and Кumanovo were already finished. Now the
question is: Would the same results have been obtained if we conducted the research after the
incident. In the period after the murder, but before the capture of the suspects, the research was
conducted in Radovish.
The third event is the capture of the suspects for an act of terrorism at the "Lake Smilkovci". After
this event the research took place in Strumica, Kochani, Shtip, Ohrid and Bitola.
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We expected that after the capture of the terrorists, the trust in the police and the belief that the
police can deal with crime will be bigger, but unfortunately it was not, i.e. there was no significant difference
in the obtained results. We should be taking in concern very seriously the results from this research. We
should be asking these questions: What can be done to change the present condition and improve the
personal feeling of security among the secondary school youth? Why in such a high percentage the
secondary school youth do not have trust in the police?
The suggestions are:
1. More representative presence of the police in the community in order to retain the trust from the
people (especially the youth).
2. Building friendly relations through police in the community. This can be done by organized
lectures on different subjects by the inspectors for prevention from MOI, in different high schools.
3. Hiring a young professionals from the Master or PhD student progaram from the Faculty of
Security - Skopje, in order to bring the police work close to the high school students, by organizing a
workshops, seminars, lectures etc.
4. Organizing collective trips to the nearest police stations for the students, in order to see the police
work in close and gain more trust.
5. Employing new qualified and young policemen filled with enthusiasm.
6. Implementation of more projects from the field of inter-ethnic coexistence, in order to reduce the
prejudice and stereotypes among the ethnic communities.
7. Rigorous revocation of the illegal weapons which exist on the territory of Macedonia.
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THE DISPUTE OVER MACEDONIA'S NAME –
A SOURCE OF PROBLEMS BETWEEN THE CITIZENS OF THE TWO BALKAN COUNTRIES

Abstract
The main aim of this paper is the long dispute between the Republic of Macedonia and the Republic
of Greece over the name Macedonia, which is the source of more international incidents. For better and more
substantial showing of the other, forced by the name issue, the authors made an analysis of the incidents that
occurred between Greek and Macedonian citizens in the last six years. By analyzing the elements of each
event separately, the authors try to point out the gradual transfer of such dispute by senior – political to lower
- civil level, for which the science and the general public does not speak. The summary review paper
concerns the aggressive parallel events between citizens of these two Balkan states, which are stimulated by
this process and monitored constantly which aims to highlight their hazards and other serious problems that
may arise.
Keywords: Republic of Macedonia, Republic of Greece, dispute, name, problems, citizens

Introductory remarks
Throughout history, there was almost no quiet period in the Balkans. Wars, conflicts, tensions,
disputes and other problems became an inevitable part of the existence of the Balkan people and states.
Incontinence and more seriously, a number of global and regional conflicts in the Balkans were starting. It is
not a coincidence that the Balkans has been granted his second name - "powder keg". Each state in the
Balkans during the history has encountered many problems and conflicts. However, the problems today, in
modern democratic society, are not to circumvent the Balkan countries or the Republic of Macedonia.
So with the independence in 1991, the Republic of Macedonia was faced immediately with a
problem, with its neighboring country, whose consequences are constantly felt. The name dispute imposed
by Greece continuously monitored the functioning of the Republic of Macedonia over the years since
independence. The most important is that this problem has prevented and still prevents Republic of
Macedonia of becoming a full member of NATO and the EU. Therefore, future prospects of the Republic of
Macedonia obviously depend on resolving the challenges that arise in the meantime.
This problem is undoubtedly a political problem and its solution must be sought at the highest state
political level, with international assistance. However, it is interesting that in recent times, the problem is
more how to expand its level of existence and as to encompass the citizens of both countries. In recent years,
there have been many manifestations of aggression, violence and frustration, reflected in incidents caused by
citizens who are motivated by nationalist and patriotic feelings and the desire for proof, domination and
supremacy. In order better understanding of these human values, we will give short reviews on the terms
nationalism and patriotism.
According to The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, although the term “nationalism” has a
variety of meanings, it centrally encompasses the two phenomena noted at the outset: (1) the attitude that the
members of a nation have when they care about their identity as members of that nation and (2) the actions
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that the members of a nation take in seeking to achieve (or sustain) some form of political sovereignty. The
first phenomenon raises questions about the concept of a nation or national identity, about what it is to
belong to a nation, and about how much one ought to care about one's nation. Nation and national identity
may be defined in terms of common origin, ethnicity, or cultural ties, and while an individual's membership
in the nation is often regarded as involuntary, it is sometimes regarded as voluntary. The second
phenomenon raises questions about whether sovereignty entails the acquisition of full statehood with
complete authority for domestic and international affairs, or whether something less than statehood would
suffice.
The standard dictionary definition reads “love of one's country.” This captures the core meaning of
the term in ordinary use; but it might well be thought too thin and in need of fleshing out. In what is still the
sole book-length philosophical study of the subject, (Nathanson, 1993:34-35) patriotism is defined as:
1. Special affection for one's own country
2. A sense of personal identification with the country
3. Special concern for the well-being of the country
4. Willingness to sacrifice to promote the country's good
The notion of patriotism should be understood as individual and collective sense of belonging to a
nation, ethnicity, nation and state. Such consciousness is reached through the information obtained for the
fundamental values of the community of which an individual depends to and generally lives in (Spaseski,
2005:244).
There are two types of patriotism:
Positive (this kind of patriotism means love of one’s people and country, while there is no feeling of
hatred towards other nations and states);
Negative (this kind of patriotism means love of one’s people and country with manifested hatred of other
nations and states. Usually this kind of patriotism turns into nationalism, which produced fascism,
nazism and militarism).
The characteristic of the name dispute with Republic of Macedonia is the highest degree of
patriotism and nationalism, which exists among the citizens of both nations, which often manifests itself in
some serious adverse events that may adversely affect the process, and good neighborly relations established
and maintained for a longer period of time.
Chronology of the dispute over the name
For a more complete understanding of current conditions with the name issue of Macedonia, will be
used historical (chronological) method, which will show the events and processes around this issue, from its
inception until the present. That way, all the important events that have an impact key role in this dispute will
be concluded.
After the independence of Republic of Macedonia in 1991, Macedonia’s national name dispute
between the Republic of Macedonia and the Republic of Greece becomes visible (current), because then
Greece objected to the use of the name Macedonia by its northern neighbor, citing historical and territorial
reasons. Republic of Greece then thought it had the exclusive right to use the name Macedonia for his
province and its inhabitants. According to the Arbitration Commission for former Yugoslavia, the Republic
of Macedonia met the requirements for recognition of independence (with Slovenia), however, Greece still
blocked the recognition by the European Union (EU), and admission to the United Nations (UN). In addition,
the Republic of Greece in the period 1992-1995 blocked twice the Greek-Macedonian border for any trade,
in order to put pressure on Macedonia.
The concerns of the Republic of Greece that according to the Articles 3 and 49 of the Constitution
of the Republic of Macedonia was encouraged to territorial claims, on 6.01.1992 the Macedonian Parliament
adopted the amendments I and II of the Constitution which expresses the absence of any claim to the
territories. On 7.04.1993 The Security Council in the UN with the resolution 817 approved the admission of
the Republic of Macedonia to the United Nations. It recommended to the United Nations General
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Assembly “that the State whose application is contained in document S/25147 should be admitted to
membership in the United Nations, this State being provisionally referred to for all purposes within the
United Nations as 'the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia' pending settlement of the difference that has
arisen over the name of the State." The recommendation was agreed by the General Assembly, which passed
Resolution 225 on the following day, 8 April, using virtually the same language as the Security Council.
Republic of Macedonia was admitted as the 181st member of the UN under the provisional reference that
reflects the past of Macedonia.
The compromise solution, as set out in the two resolutions, was very carefully worded in an effort to
meet the objections and concerns of both sides. The wording of the resolutions rested on four key principles:

The appellation "former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia" was purely a provisional term to be used
only until the dispute was resolved.

The term was a reference, not a name; as a neutral party in the dispute, the United Nations had not
sought to determine the name of the state. The President of the Security Council subsequently issued
a statement declaring on behalf of the Council that the term "merely reflected the historic fact that it
had been in the past a republic of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia." The purpose
of the term was also emphasised by the fact that the expression begins with the uncapitalised words
"the former Yugoslav", acting as a descriptive term, rather than "the Former Yugoslav", which
would act as a proper noun. By also being a reference rather than a name, it met Greek concerns that
the term "Macedonia" should not be used in the republic's internationally recognised name.

The use of the term was purely "for all purposes within the United Nations"; it was not being
mandated for any other party.

The term did not imply that the Republic of Macedonia had any connection with the existing Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, as opposed to the historical and now-defunct Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia.

One additional concern that had to be taken care of was the seating of the Republic of
Macedonia in the General Assembly. Greece rejected seating the Republic's representative under M
[as in "Macedonia (former Yugoslav Republic of)"], and the Republic rejected sitting under F (as in
"Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia", which turned the reference into a proper noun rather
than a description). Instead, it was seated under T as "the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia"
and placed next to Thailand.
On 18.06.1993 the Security Council adopted the Resolution 845 calling for accelerating the
resolution of differences, and appointed General Secretary Cyrus Vance Special Envoy to 1995 and to date
the function of mediator Matthew Nimitz has.
On 13.09.1995 Greece and Macedonia signed an Interim Agreement and eventually formalised
bilateral relations. It consisted of 23 articles, aiming at setting the groundwork and political framework for a
definite settlement of the name issue. The most important articles of the Agreement aimed at:

1. Having both parties declare that they did not have any territorial claims whatsoever and
that the existing borders between the signatories were recognised as permanent and undisputed
(Article 2).
2. Committing both signatories to respect the territorial integrity of one another (Article 3).
3. Ensuring that both signatories would refrain from using violence or the threat of using
violence in resolving their differences, thus respecting the dictates of the United Nations Charter
(Article 3).
4. Having both signatories proceed with their talks, under the auspices of the United Nations
General Secretary, towards a final agreement, concerning the name of the newly-established state.
5. Having the first signatory (Macedonia) declares officially that its Constitution
(particularly Article 3) can in no way be interpreted in such a way that could raise any territorial
claims against the second signatory (Greece).
6. Having the first signatory (Macedonia) declares officially that it’s Constitution as a
whole, and Article 49 in particular (as it has been modified), sets no basis for any irredentist claims
whatsoever (Article 6).
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7. Having Macedonia remove all symbols (i.e. the Vergina star, the White Tower in
Thessaloniki) from its flag and declare that it would not interfere in the Greek domestic affairs.

The termination of the Mutual Agreement is provided for in Article 23 (2): “This Mutual Agreement
shall remain in force until superseded by a definitive agreement, provided that after seven years either Party
may withdraw from this Interim Agreement by a written notice, which shall take effect 12 months after its
delivery to the other Party”. After the period of seven years neither party has cancelled the Agreement. In
this agreement both sides agreed: Macedonia to ensure that the preamble Articles 3 and 49 of the
Constitution have no territorial claims and to change the national flag (with t he sun of Vergina), Greece not
to block Macedonia's accession to international organizations, and parties to resume talks under the auspices
of the differences of the UN. In addition, the Mutual Agreement for normalization of the relations between
Macedonia and Greece contains standard compromise clause – Article 21 – as part of the final
provisions which states: “1. The Parties shall settle any disputes exclusively by peaceful means in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations; 2. Any difference or dispute that arises between the
Parties concerning the interpretation or implementation of this Mutual Agreement may be submitted by
either of them to the International Court of Justice, except for the difference referred to in article 5,
paragraph 1.”
On 05.10.1995, under the pressure of Greece, immediately after the signing of the Mutual
Agreement, and two days after the attempt for assassination of President Kiro Gligorov, Macedonian
Parliament has changed the face of one of the Macedonian state symbols - the flag.
The agreement was not a conventional perpetual treaty, as it can be superseded or revoked, but its
provisions are legally binding in terms of international law. Most unusually, it did not use the names of either
party. Greece, "the Party of the First Part", recognised the Republic of Macedonia under the term "the Party
of the Second Part". The agreement did not specifically identify either party by name (thus avoiding the
awkwardness of Greece having to use the term "Macedonia" in reference to its northern neighbour). Instead,
it identified the two parties elliptically by describing the Party of the First Part as having Athens as its capital
and the Party of the Second Part having its capital as Skopje. Subsequent declarations have continued this
practice of referring to the parties without naming them.
From 1995 to 2008 the UN mediator Matthew Nimitz proposed several possib le solutions that have
been acceptable for both sides.
On 03.04.2008 the summit of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in Bucharest, the
Republic of Macedonia was not invited to gain membership because of the inability to resolve the name
dispute.
In November 2008, Macedonia instituted proceedings against Greece in front of the
UN’s International Court of Justice for what it described as “a flagrant violation of [Greece’s] obligations
under Article 11 of the Interim Accord signed by the Parties on 13 September 1995”. The alleged violation
was referring to the blockade by Athens to Macedonia's bid for NATO membership. Following the
submissions of memorials and counter-memorials, and the public hearings, the legal positions of the parties
were as follows:
The Republic of Macedonia requested that:
1. Greek objections to the jurisdiction of the Court should be rejected,
2. The Court should adjudge and declare that Greece has violated the obligations under the provisions
of the Interim Accord, Article 11, paragraph 1, and
3. The Court to order Greece to immediately take all necessary steps to comply with the obligations
under the above provisions, and to refrain from objecting in any way, directly or indirectly, to the
membership of the Republic of Macedonia in NATO and/or any other “international, multilateral
and regional organizations and institutions” if the Republic of Macedonia applies for such
membership under the name “Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”.

The Hellenic Republic requested that the Court:
1. Should find that the case does not fall within the jurisdiction of the Court and to reject it as
inadmissible;
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2. In the event that the Court finds that it has jurisdiction over the case submitted by the Applicant, then
to find those claims as unfounded.

The Court delivered its judgement on 5 December 2011. In its judgment, which is final,
without possibility for appeal, and binding on the parties, the ICJ found that:
1. It has jurisdiction to process this case;
2. The Hellenic Republic, by objecting to the admission of the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia to NATO, has breached its obligation under Article 11, paragraph 1, of the Mutual
Agreement from 13 September 1995;
3. Rejected all other submissions made by the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.

The court however did not grant Macedonia’s requested which did not instruct Greece to
refrain from similar actions in the future, nor has there been to date a change in the EU's stance that
Macedonia's accession negotiations cannot begin until the name issue is resolved.
In 2009, Republic of Macedonia received a recommendation from the Commission to open
negotiations for EU membership, but it also required "negotiated and mutually acceptable solution on the
name issue under UN auspices, which remains essential". Therefore, the Republic of Macedonia in 2009,
2010 and 2011 did not set a date for starting negotiations.
Thus, chronologically, in the name dispute between Macedonia and Greece can differentiate three
stages, including this one where we are today (Frckoski, 2009:10). The first phase is from 1991, when the
modern Macedonian state rose to be in 1995, when the UN signed Interim Accord between the two
countries; second stage is from 1995, up until about the Bucharest Summit NATO - expansion in 2008, and
this third phase is where we are today and what is called phase of the conclusion.
Current state of the dispute
Republic of Macedonia under the interim reference is used in all international organizations. Today,
133 countries have recognized Republic of Macedonia as "Macedonia", including four of the five permanent
members of Security Council UN (excluding France), and many states do not use a temporary reference,
while a number have position / interest on this issue. Hence the current position is a temporary reference to
international organizations and intergovernmental officials in bilateral relations more countries accept the
name Republic of Macedonia, and some use a temporary reference.
The position of Republic of Greece, "a name that does not contain the word Macedonia" for all uses
over time evolved into "a name that will contain the word Macedonia and geographical reference" for all
uses. The suitable "erga omnes" used for all purposes or used bilingually - for "all international use"
including passport, or for "all purposes" including internal use. Greece on several occasions dismissed the
Republic of Macedonia (Skopje) for international use.
The position of Macedonia's dispute settlement will not change the Constitution of the Republic of
Macedonia in order to change its constitutional name and not to jeopardize Macedonian national identity, the
uniqueness of the Macedonian nation and Macedonian language and citizens (the majority) to agree to a
possible solution in a referendum.
The name dispute actually has three characteristics (Frckoski, 2009:5-9): symbolism, misbalance and
different characters. However, in recent years, it can be noted that between state provocations impose a new
dimension and characteristic of this issue.
Over the past, the conduct of the events surrounding the dispute, the characteristic small,
insignificant incidents, conflict, trauma, embarrassment, provocations, etc., could not be determined by one
name. Their number is constantly growing. Incidents occur between citizens of both countries, when some
citizens residing in the neighboring state and vice versa. That means that this political dispute slowly
transferred to the lower level, and has occurred between citizens themselves. Additional nourished was the
patriotism and nationalism, which only made the neighbor and citizen relations more difficult.
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Analysis of the incidents
The following table shows the timing of incidents between Greek and Macedonian citizens, i.e.
attacks on Macedonian citizens for any private, business or other purpose stayed in Greece. Incidents are
deployed in years and the date and place of occurrence are given, also the number of injured persons and
material damage that has been caused is given. Such analysis of incidents was based on journalistic records,
reports and articles published in the Macedonian media (TV, radio, newspapers, publishers, etc.) The
description of the incidents and their details by solving their main elements, should contribute to their better
understanding and more objectivety, and detecting and identifying the causes and factors when such events
are allowed.

Year

2008

no. of
incidents

7

date

place

no. of
injured

09.05

near Thessaloniki

/

10.05
11.05
12.05
05.06
14.10

near Larisa
near Larisa
near Servija
BCP Do jrani
Zabrdeni, Florina
road Dojran Thessaloniki
Athens
/
Kozan i
Florina
Florina
/

3
1
1
/
/

12.11
02.06
/
12.02
16.08
16.09
/

/

2009
2010

1
/

/
/
8
/
/
/

2011

3

2012

/

2013

57

summer
months

Khalkidhiki

/

ALL

68

-

-- -

13

material damage
damaged windshield and
door of the truck
removed MK sticker
removed MK stickers
removed MK stickers
/
/
tarpaulin sheets written
on truck trailers
damaged TV equip ment
/
damaged vehicle
/
/
/
damaged vehicles,
theft of license plates
removed MK stickers
-- -

Table Review of incidents to Macedonian citizens by Greek citizens
in the period 2008-2013
During the analyzed period 2008-2013, 68 incidents were registered. From time point observed, the
most incidents, 57 occurred in 2013, on the Khalkidhiki peninsula, during summer months. Seven incidents
occurred in 2008, four of which occurred during four days from 9:05 to 12:05. In 2011 there were three
incidents reported; in 2009 there was one incident and in 2010 there were not registered incidents. The
territorial (spatial) aspect observed, 57 in Khalkidhiki, three incidents occurred in Florina, two inc idents
occurred near Larissa, and one incident happened in the capital Athens, Kozani, near Thessaloniki, near
Servija, the BCP Dojrani, and on the road Dojran - Thessaloniki. In terms of place of occurrence, this means
that 57 of these incidents occurred in the summer places, seven of these incidents occurred on the open road,
mostly highway, five in the settlements, and one incident at a border crossing. In all these incidents were
registered thirteen wounded people and material damage caused was usually down to damaged windows,
doors and bodywork of the vehicles, and tarpaulin sheets written on truck trailers, removed MK stickers, and
in one case was damaged camera of the TV equipment journalistic team.
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In terms of the number of registered incidents, it cannot be said that this is the final number in the
analyzed period, because the cases are studied based on journalistic records and reports, and normally only
those media that have been covered. “The dark figure” is not known, i.e. number of incidents not reported by
Macedonian citizens, or who are reported to authorities, but not covered by the media, so there is no access
to them. As can be seen from the displayed elements of incidents, there are not a high-risk incidents, but they
are smaller, separate, isolated individual incidents that are interrelated in terms of motives. The purpose of all
of them is for the Greek citizens to show their dominance and superiority, and with writing graffiti on
vehicles to intimidate citizens to express their patriotism and nationalism. The name dispute between the two
neighboring countries, primarily political, adds to inflame nationalist ideas and thoughts in both nations,
which by default, because they live in the Balkans and have specific Balkan mentality, values and opinions,
they already possess.
In most cases it is a truck driver attacked by a group of Greek citizens, but in two cases the target of
harassment, detention and trials, in which the Greek police authorities were also involved, were Macedonian
news crews. In on case, two Macedonian journalists (16.08.2011) were detained for half an hour of
interrogation in a police station in Florina, under suspicion of unauthorized recording in a public institution,
having reported the employee in the home office in Florina. In another case (14.10.2008) three Macedonian
journalistic teams were detained by Greek police in the village Zabrdeni, Lerin. Reporters and cameramen
were detained during the execution of their professional responsibilities, which should report on the situation
in this region after the military exercises of the Greek Army and incidents with the local population.
In two of the cases large groups of Macedonians (Macedonian nationals and ethnic Macedonians in
Greece) were under attack by members of political parties and civil society. Both incidents were caused by
Greek radical activist (radical nationalists). In one of those cases, on 02.06.2009, members were attacked by
the party of Macedonians in Greece "Rainbow" in the promotion of the Macedonian-Greek dictionary in
Athens, and, in the other case, on 16.09.2011 it was Macedonian and European human rights activists who
met in Florina General Assembly Center Morris Completers from Brussels, for the promotion of bilingual
Macedonian-Greek dictionary, but found themselves under siege by radical Greek activists.
Interesting is the fact that, as newspaper reports say that in six cases police officers have been
involved, and in one case they were border guards. So, on 05.06.2008 four Macedonian truckers from Dojran
during the transition from the Greek side of the border have been stopped, harassed and humiliated by Greek
border police officers who forced them to clean up trash at the border crossing. Instead of just checking
passports and carrying the goods they were transporting, they divided the truckers brooms, gloves and plastic
bags and drove them to clean the entire border area of the Greek side, and all under threat that they have to
do it if they want to cross the border.
It is interesting that in 2013 the highest number of incidents has been registered. All of them
occurred in the resorts of Khalkidhiki peninsula, during the summer season. From all the 57 incidents, 40 are
thefts of license plates, and 17 vehicles were damaged. Also while crossing the Macedonian-Greek border;
Macedonian citizens are subjected to control by members of the Golden Dawn. Members of this neo-fascist
party forcibly removed license plates of cars that have Macedonian tag on and break windshields. But,
abusers in black clothes do not put roadblocks on the border only. They intend for the incidents to appear
inside the resorts of Khalkidhiki and Pieria. It is sad that despite complaints so far no one has been arrested
by the Greek police. Government must deal with this phenomenon in infancy, before events become greater
and more dangerous adventures and situations. Such an attitude has the Greek newspaper Kathimerini.
All these cases have been reported in the Macedonian police authorities as soon as Macedonians
entered the Macedonian territory. However, police only recorded these events, but it is powerless to deal
with them, because, according to the principle of sovereignty of states and their government, the police is
authorized only in Macedonia. Macedonian state government through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had
sent a protested note to Greece by the Greek Liaison Office which indicated that these vandal acts not only
impede free movement of persons and goods, which is one of the fundamental values and principles of the
European Union, but also most directly endangers the safety and the physical integrity of the Macedonian
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citizens, which on its own accounts does not bring up building of healthy and friendly neighboring
relationship and trust between the two states. With the note, the Macedonian ministry expects for the
adequate Greek authorities to enforce the adequate measures, in order to enable similar crimina l acts on the
roads in Greece with the bigger number of incidents occurring that are gaining frightening dimension.
However, on the opposite side, i.e. from the Macedonian side, there have been no incidents. In the
analyzed period, there has been only one incident on 01.03.2009 separated in August, when unknown
perpetrators typed slogans in Macedonian and abusive messages on three buses carrying Greek tourists.
Messages were written with sprays, and the glass of the buses was broken.
Concluding observations
The purpose of this paper was to point out some other aspects of the dispute over the name
Macedonia, which is associated with the international relations. Driven by political events and processes in
their country, the Balkan mentality that is deeply r ooted in the consciousness and yet it is manifested
externally, supplemented by intensification of negative and nationalist patriotism among the citizens of the
two neighboring countries that are involved in this dispute arose over minor incidents, which fortunately has
not left some heavier and more serious consequences behind. However, caution must prevail. Of course,
every country needs to build and nurture positive patriotism, because only in this way, awareness of
belonging to one nation and equal treatment of all citizens of a particular state, one can ensure proper
development and survival with respect to its basic rights and freedoms and the development of state - society
as a whole. It should therefore take care to foster the cult of the fatherland, to successfully cultivate and
exercise political and patriotic pluralism, in order to prevent the alienation of people from one another and
what is even worse than their homeland.
Regarding the name issue, only time will tell what will be its conclusion. Finding a mutually
acceptable compromise is a challenge that is set before the two countries and will certainly need to be
overcome. But whether a country will give in eventually? Does one of the governments have to make
concessions? Whether people will declare a referendum on this issue? However, it is more than obvious that
the future prospects of the Republic of Macedonia depend on successfully addressing the challenges arising
in the meantime. But also, the fact that such challenges never suppose to outperform the creation of
conflicting situations, incidents and related undesirable events, and at the least they should be encouraged
and implemented by the two neighboring nations, which need to maintain friendly relations and must not
allow political disputes to be transferred and imposed upon them. The last positive verdict for the Republic
of Macedonia was given by the International Court of Justice in The Hague, the international legal level to
establish the current blocking by the Euro-Atlantic integration of Greece, but without having any particular
mechanism it will not happen in the future. So, now and in the near future, by Greek citizens who know they
are devastated by this decision, and considering the previous situations, we should expect repeate d
provocations, inconvenience and minor incidents to Macedonian citizens. If the governments of the two
neighboring states don’t take specific preventive measures for such incidents, the situation could steadily and
progressively get worse, so in future even greater consequences may occur.
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EURO-ATLANTIC INTEGRATION AND ECONOMIC
GLOBALISATION - ECONOMIC THREATS TO SAFETY
Abstract
In this article it is talked about the developing process of globalization, about the very meaning of
globalization, aspects of globalization (economic, political and legal aspect of globalization), it is determined
the concept and characteristics of economic globalization, trans-nationalization as a component of economic
globalization. It is emphasized that globalization has both negative and positive aspects, but it brings
significant changes into the modern world. Developed world is the globalization process holder and therefore
it has used the current global circumstances the best. Furthermore, this article elaborates some basic
manifestations of economic globalization, which are contradictory, especially because of the thing that the
partially transformation of the world economy into a united system impacts on increasing of the
developmental, economic, social and other disproportion and, at the end this article determines the economic
threats and risks on the national and international security.
Keywords: globalization, economic globalization, trans-nationalization, global influences.

INTRODUCTION
The modern world shapes the process of globalization, liberalization and technological development. The
concept of globalization has begun to be used more intensively even in recent times, and diffe rent authors
have defined it in different ways. Globalization leads to the creation of trading blocks, global companies and
global economies. On this way the world becomes unique composition, while the global market accessible to
all.341 Economic globalization offers many opportunities to the countries worldwide. Thanks to these
features, many countries have progressed, beginning as world peripheries to very developed, and they can
serve as a good example for other countries which has been starting to win the market. Globalization,
however, is not the same as global lordship. It is only its superstructure, it is even wider than the lordship
relations and contains many elements of politics, and culture and social relations. 342 Through the circulation
of people, goods and information, the fields are being connected and are providing interaction. It comes to
the process of decentralization and deviation of the power and sovereignty of the states of supranational
bodies. Globalization accelerates these processes and forms new rules that must be respected and
implemented by all countries which want to succeed.
CONCEPT AND CREATION OF GLOBALIZATION
The conventional definition of globalization involves the process of opening and liberalization of national
financial markets and their entry into the global capital market. But today, this term often involves
“international integration “of goods, technology, labor and capital, so it can be talked about globalization in a
broader sense.343
The term globalization is derived from the word “global " , that means totality, wholeness , while the word "
GLOBALISM " is a way of looking at events in general. Hence globalization is a social process that tends to
comprehensiveness and oneness in the modern world. 344
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When we talk about globalization, there is the extended theory which defines globalism with elements of
contemporary microelectronic revolution. 345 Thanks to globalization, the relationships between people and
countries are becoming more intensive, as people begin to think globally and have different views on the
world as a whole. Globalization has certain requirements - continually investing in knowledge, technology,
market economy, research and development. Once one starts to lag behind in the globalization process or
hasn’t been involved in modern processes on time he will significantly lag. The modern world is more
“open” and “reduced” nowadays, and hence, the well-known idea that the world is like a “global village “,
follows.
Globalization as an idea refers to “reduction " of the world, as well as to the raising of the awareness about
the world as a whole (Robertson, quoted in Milardovich , 1999 ). It can be ascertained that globalization may
be one of the consequences of the knowledge development, modern technology, market economy,
democracy. Globalization has enabled even the free movement of capital, goods, people and information
dissemination through broadening and abolition of borders.
Environmental, cultural and social side of globalization is often neglected in terms of its political and
especially economic dimension, but nowadays they get more space. As an example we can induce antiglobalists, human rights fighters, animal rights fighters (Greenpeace and other) etc.
Theory of globalization has been designed by Ronald Robertson somewhere in the eighties and nineties of
the 20th century. On the basis of this theory, events of supra-national and global significance can be
described. Besides Robertson , number of authors talk about globalization and give different meanings. So
Urlich Beck writes346 about eight types of globalism, most important of which are the first four, and as
globalism types are listed the following:347









Lordship type
Technological type
Universal values
Global cultural industry
Polycentric world politics
World impoverishment
Global destruction and ruination of the human environment
Trans-cultural conflict

GLOBAL TRIAD
The occurrence of the process of globalization 348 is associated with the events after the Second World War,
especially in Europe, when the European countries (some of them at that time completely wrecked, but
financially supported by the U.S.) had begin the process of mutual connection. 349 One of the goals of this
connection is to avoid the future mutual enmity and to create a Europe in which all countries will cooperate
with each other and help each other.
Thus policy in Europe will continue to be founder of similar processes in other parts of the world, and this
will lead to creation of the world as it is today. 350 As we have already mentioned, from the middle of the
second half of the 20th century, the European countries turned to each other. The growth of mutual
cooperation in Europe began with the establishment of the European Association of Coal and Steel, after that
the European Economic Community ( EEC ) and the European Community were established, and finally the
345
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establishment of the European Union followed. These events had influence upon the other parts of the world
to integrate among each other. The establishment of a common European market, led to the signing of the
North American Free Trade Agreement ( NAFTA ). European Union became the basis for the countries to be
associated. It can be said that regional trading blocks have become pillars towards the global lordship.
Present lordship has been developing in three regions - Western Europe, the U.S.A. and East Asia ,
especially Japan. This kind of the lordship development can be called "triadization". The existence of these
three regions is clearly noticeable in the international relationships, especially in the production of expensive
ICT equipment that takes place between the North America -Europe - East Asia.351
Interdependence of the U.S.A. , Western Europe and East Asia is very strong and obviously that it is the core
of the global economy. But even in this triad there are many differences. In it Europe is the leader and has
traditional cultural development, the U.S.A. has a dominant natural and capital goods, while Japan has been
starting with diligence, productive and technological innovations. Politically these three parts of the world
sometimes are in discrepancy, but when production and consumption occur, they are united in a team.
ASPECTS OF GLOBALIZATION
Globalization is composed of numerous and various aspects, which reflect on all the life fields and on the
activities of modern man. The first and one of the most important aspects of globalization is the economic
aspect. Global (multinational) companies affect the global flows of lordship processes, and their working
include millions of people around the world that are interconnected despite the great distance ( on this way
they have control over resources, capital and technology ). The lordship is spreading on this way without
borders and they function as there are no lordship and political barriers. 352
Another, no less important is the politically-legal aspect of globalization. Politically-legal aspects refer to
the disordered state sovereignty, which happened with the inclusion in international agreements,
communities and organizations. The process of global governing has been starting and limits the current
power of the states that create the foundations for the establishment of new supranational states. The
weakening of the state government is particularly visible in the financial area.353 Regionalization and
internationalization, together with globalization become challenges for today's states.354 New international
and regional associations are being created, through which pressures can be made on the governments, as
well as establishing relationships among people around the world . Global policy becomes multicultural and
multi-civilizational. 355 The " reduction " of the world increased the awareness of the connection and
interdependence of its various parts. The old identities are being left and the new, broader ones are being
accepted.356 The changes of the process of globalization and in the field of culture are visible. English is
being established as a common world language, which is now the second of the most cosmopolitan spoken
languages ( after the Chinese ). In cultural terms, the world is more and more Western-oriented and facing
the creation of global culture. Unfortunately, many cultural particularities have been disappearing on this
way, the particularities which make the life on Earth interesting and special.
However, it should be pointed out that in the process of globalization, socialist countries and the third world,
in the attempt to get closer to the west, are encountering numerous difficulties (especially European
transition countries wishing to join the developed Europe). On the other hand, unification and expansion of
existing integration processes poses a threat to the cultural and national identity of these countries.
CONCEPT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ECONOMIC GLOBALIZATION
Globalization is a historical, realistic, contradictory, intermittent, unstoppable and irreversible process,
which, through transformation and intensification of its specific shapes, mechanisms and methods, ma nifests
the essential change of the international economic and other relations towards their greater connection. The
term economic globalization is a change of the economic agents behavior, caused by the reduction of the
importance of geographical distance, by the production internationalization and denationalization,
relativization of national sovereignty, legitimacy and political differences, with high-speed in infrastructural
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connecting of the capital, goods, services, workforce and information in large distances, domination of
capital flows over the trade ones, technical-technological standardization of production, homogenization of
legal, institutional and economic - systematic infrastructures, unification of the international movements of
goods, services and resources, markets, manufacturing, technology, communication , finance, etc., and
followed by expansion of the massive capital, designing of new organizational forms, information exchange,
networking etc.
Most authors define economic globalization as an essential feature of the modern world economy. It adapts
all four Druckerovi types of economy: nation, regions, transnational corporations, money, loans and
investments. Economic globalization is institutionalized through various economic organizations. It is also a
real historical process of universalization, homogenization and unification of the economy according to some
important principles, benchmarks and norms of behavior, as well as a promotion of the increasing mutual
connection and causality between individual farms and large firms. The mentioned process is being
developed in parallel with liberalization and denationalization of goods’ and financial flows, with the
emergence of new shapes of fusion of different companies and with buying other companies (which
represent ways of survival and strengthening of international competitive capabilities) and with global
innovation super growth in the information, communication and transport monitoring. Economic
globalization is featured by : (Draškoviƈ 2001 , s.141)


Development under the laws and logic of the massive capital,



Number of forms of manifestation, financial globalization , globalization of the market and with the
impact of global firms and banks, denationalization and regionalization of the economy,
intensification, liberalization and standardization of production, institutionalization of world trade
and international economic relationships, with the mega trends, global systems of communication
and mass media , etc.,



Cyclicness and gradualness of the development process, which takes place in a long historical
perspective,



duality , which is reflected in the integration of the countries and the spread of TNC, a process that
leads to reduction, limitation of national sovereignty,



wholeness (direction of action is universal),



heterogeneity and differentiation ( the strength and character of operation vary according to various
structures: branches , areas of dealing, countries - the impact is particularly strong towards conflict
areas that are most sensitive),



imperfection of auxiliary mechanisms (war and political hegemony, blackmail, violence and
coercion are the main non-economic fundaments that help for the economic pressures, unequal
exchange, dependency and domination to be implemented and accomplished),



Contradiction of the process ,



Intrusiveness of the process, and in that context a degree of his predetermination,



Institutionalization of the process ( concentration of production and centralization of the capital,
impose powerful and institutionalized world monopolistic structures that are dominant and prevent
the free competition and liberal access to the global market that are shared on the basis of mutual
agreement - there is an explanation that there are about 400 dominant TNC in the world which hold
about 80 % of the world capital) ,



dominance of the market, transnational and supranational regulation over state regulation,



changes in subjects which participate in the global market, and become bigger and powerful and
change, upgrade and adapt their organizational and management structure (technological, transport,
financial, informational, tv-communicational, etc.) in order to expand the business in the territory of
many countries,
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emergence of new subjects of international economic cooperation: international organizations, 60
regional organizations, about 63 000 TNC and transnational banks with 690 000 branches located
throughout the world (Vidas-Bubanja 2001, s.8), the world's financial centres, institutional investors
(pension, insurance and investment funds), non-governmental organizations (various movements
such as are " the green " and " open society " ) as well as various religious, mafia, terroristic,
diasporal and other interesting networks .
TRANSNATIONALIZATION AS A COMPONENT OF ECONOMIC GLOBALIZATION

Along with globalization, in often usage is the term trans-nationalization. The growth and increasing
economic importance of transnational corporations ( the further use TNC ) and transnational flows of goods,
capital, information, the knowledge of global market and global economic space, are the most important
feature of trans-nationalization. 357
In modern terms, the formation of global market furthermore has an obligation to become more competitive
and to meet all market requirements. Therefore the EU has developed a number of policies and strategies that
encourage and promote its competitiveness. One of the more important happenings in this direction was the
meeting between the leaders of the EU in Lisbon 2000, when a strategy for economic development was
passed, knowledge-based, which will enrich the EU with status of the most competitive region by 2013. The
aim of this strategy is the promotion of sustainable economic growth that will provide works of higher
quality and better social conditions. Additionally, in Stockholm in 2001, the economic and social policy of
the Lisbon strategy , is enlarged with the politics of sustainable development, as a third area for coordination
through Lisbon process. Many elements of the Lisbon strategy have impact on the other EU countries that
are not EU members.
Each country must give up part of their sovereignty because of the trans-nationalization, to be included in
the supranational alliances, such as NATO or EU. The very fact that the country is not the highest authority
any more (GALIC, 2000) is particularly hard to be accepted in transitional countries of South East, Eastern
and Middle Europe. 358 The same is true for the countries of former Yugoslavia, to which the Republic of
Macedonia belonged. It is talked about many centuries of persistent struggle, necessary for these countries
to gain their independence and sovereignty, and now, through the process of globalization, they are
conditioned partly to give up of their sovereignty. Citizens of these countries have sometimes skeptical
opinion about European integration processes and about the process of integration into the EU and NATO
actually.
The trans-nationalization of economic activities is an essential element of globalization and it directly
affected its flow and volume, and to a large extent it became its synonym, because significantly contributed
to the strengthening and accelerating the process of convergence and exchange of different cultures,
civilizations, countries, regions, economic systems and institutes. Key features of the trans-nationalization
are denationalization of the production and transnational flow of goods, services, knowledge, technology and
production factors of the359
world markets and the global economic space. Internationalization and trans-nationalization as its higher
level are not only influencing factors, but the basic methods of realization of the process of globalization.
TNC are active initiators and factors of global production, international trade, capital penetration in order to
its better " fertilization " of new technologies and knowledge, professional management , and they are
carriers of technological and scientific progress at the same time , carriers of the development of productive
forces and economic connectivity and power ( they dispose of capital, technology, information, political
influence, etc.) but it must be pointed out that these corporations are dealing with a lot of negative
phenomena such as monopolism, speculations, exploitation etc.
Although there are a number of TNC in the world, the experts estimate that the five largest of them control
more than a half of the world production of goods with long-term use ( airplanes, electronic equipment,
automobiles and other production) , while the degree of concentration in the branches of information
technology is exclusively high too,
because virtually 2-3 companies control the international
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telecommunication network. The economic power of major TNC is similar to the GDP of medium developed
countries, allowing them to dictate their will to many countries. The total currency reserves of TNC are
several times higher than those of all central banks worldwide . At the end of the 20th century the global
strategy is applied in the strongest and most flexible TNC. Later this strategy is being naturalized and the
other TNC were adapted to it. The global, is considered to be the strategy of those TNC, if the company
accomplishes the following requirements:


global understanding of the world market, competition and production, which includes restitution in
dealing and location throughout the world,



good knowledge of its competitors and sharing the world market with a small number of global
firms,



full control over its transactions around the world, and ultimately over the most important markets
and production sites,



Behavior in the style of "global player", which means to be flexible, adaptable, innovative and to
think globally (but to act locally),



Participation in high-tech industries,



Disposition of own production to the most profitable places, in accordance with legal comparative
advantages,



coordination of its activities with help of the top information technology,



integration of all organizational units in a single system of accountancy, while the manufacturing,
commercial and special branches into a single management network.

Positive aspects of the global strategy of TNC are: reducing costs, improving the quality and range of
products, expansion of consumers preference and increase of competitive advantages. However, the global
strategy has its drawbacks, which are reflected in increased costs for additional management coordination,
standardized product rarely meets the needs of all countries, global motivation can disturb the local one. The
global strategy can mean sacrificing the profit or competitive positions in certain countries etc.
In the processes of globalization, the strength and power of multinational companies (hereinafter MC ) are
increasingly coming to the fore. Many countries in which these corporations operate, especially those small
and poor, because of the large funds that MC own, they are claimed as their branches or filiations at
financial term. Gross national product of these countries cannot be even approximately measured by profits
made by those corporations. MCs influence and spread its power in all states, and no state can escape the "
global demand ". Investment decisions are made by the corporations globally, transferring the capital or
resources from one country to another, having influence on the ( un) employment of millions of people and
influence on the level of economic activities in certain countries (DRAGICEVIC, 1996).
According to many people’s opinion, the world and world association have become majority without unity
(BECK against ALBROWU, cite in MILARDOVIĆ, 1999), where each takes care about his own interests,
trying to earn more to beat the competition.
We must conclude that globalization is a process that has began and cannot be stopped any more. Now we
have greater interaction among the participants in international trade, global networking of financial markets
and growing power of multinational corporations. We are witnesses of constant communicational a nd
informational development, global culture development and polycentricism of the world politics. Today
globalization is considered to be a world without borders. All that is created , begins to reflect globally. So,
there are global products today, fashion, consumers , and citizens as well, and even globalization can be find
as a stage in the development of civilization.
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ACHIEVING GLOBAL ECONOMIC SAFETY
Economic globalization is proceeded by many global economic problems, which now or later will require
global solutions, based on quality levels and new forms of cooperation between countries and regions, and
by creating a unique political, economic, informational and other forms of commonly agreed actions.
As economic threats to national and international safety, we can distinguished these:






economic uncertainty ;
poverty ;
famine ;
depression ;
Economic Diplomacy.

As economic issues which can be a source of threat to peace and safety are the following questions :










how to reduce the gap between developed countries and poor countries ;
how to balance the use of resources ;
how to get to balance of the capital movements, which, through direct foreign investment will
reduce the gap between developed and developing countries in terms of the global economy ;
What about the process of approaching the price of labor which has drastic differences from
country to country, how they will equally participate in world trade of goods and services ;
use of energy sources that are not renewable ;
use of freshwater water resources ;
control over global information systems and technologies ;
control and exploitation of the cosmos and cosmic technology ;
dominance in the production of new advanced technology in all economic sectors.

In reference with the big differences in the economic development of countries and regions, the different
levels of current connection, different understandings of democratization and the realization of human rights
and freedoms, the existence of different cultures and traditions, and different religions, the process of
globalization will cause conditions for new threats to peace and safety in the countries. The degree of risks
and threats to peace and safety, would apply proportionally to the degree of agreement among all countries in
terms of scope and dynamics of the process of unification of the economic, political and security system.
This means the greater compliance by the countries and customized dynamic, the lower intensity of security
threats and risks, and vice versa, unifying the systems without consensus and a decision by just one side,
which is always represented by more powerful states , and unmatched dynamics of globalization, will cause
higher degree of threats and risks to the safety of the countries.
CONCLUSION
Globalization is the process of uniting the world in a whole or a composition, which is possible thanks to the
common and persistent information and communication technological progress. The world is becoming
mutually integrated and everything that happens locally can reflect globally. Many people have greeted
globalization as a solution for all their problems, but to some of them it is not (and will not be) of their
interest. Although there is concern about the negative consequences of globalization today, there are positive
sides of this process as well - knowledge development, health care, more food production, greater connection
among people and so. Some time after the World War II, Europe's politicians had the vision of its
unification, realization of cooperation between governments and citizens, who can freely, without any
restriction, travel from one part of the continent to another or from one country to another. Those visionaries,
like today ones, were forced to fight against skeptics, but eventually they have achieved their goal. Western
World, nowadays, is in post-industrial period which is being featured by the development of contemporary
technology and the development of modern economic and social policies that are held regionally, nationally
and globally. In fact, these countries have a leading role in global trade and commerce. In the past, they
established their colonies in newly found overseas countries, have internationalized their economies and
worked through large trading companies ( e.g. East-Indian company) and thus soon have become center of
world trade. After this significant expansion of trade, it comes to the development of economic globalization
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in the other half of the 19th century or in the 20th century. Today, the world is richer, a nd technology is
constantly progressing. The end of the Cold War has marked new beginning in international relationships,
beginning of a new world order that will bring progress to all. Unfortunately, many countries still cannot
make progress, so we can say that today the differences between the countries in the world are greater than
ever. Nevertheless, the globalization has started the processes that can be felt in all parts of the world.
Interconnection and globalization of national lordship and financial markets, affects the great vulnerability of
the overall world economy. For example, all the world's capital markets reacted very quickly when there was
the destruction of " Asia's miracle", after which the collapse of the Russian lordship followed. Toda y, the
anti-globalists oppose to the process of globalization around the world. Like frequent answers to
globalization are: the regionalism, nationalism and patriotism, in order to preserve national and cultural
peculiarities, greater or lesser, and somehow to protect the economic independence as well. What will the
globalization, global companies and the economy carry, and what will the development of the world as a
unique composition look like in the future, remains uncertain.
Economic globalization is programmed and directed by the most developed countries, by the most powerful
transnational corporations and world financial centers, in order to provide workflow and extracting as much
profit. Many authors agree that economic globalization does not cover all countries, and that it gets around
those areas which are not of any value for it. This creates infinite uses for each and does harm to other
economic entities, and it creates its own costs, crisis, difficulties and problems. The policy of double cubit is
at the core of economic globalization, which is mother for one and stepmother for another, because it creates
competition - monopolism, wealth - poverty, development - regress, liberty - patronage adjustment and many
others as disadvantages.
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Abstrac
Niccolo Machiavelli, the founder of modern political science and officer in the Republic of Florence
in the 16th century with responsibilities in diplomatic and military affairs became famous with the saying
that "the goal justifies the means", whose thought was previously mentioned 10 years earlier than BC started
by the Roman poet Publius Ovidius Naso also known as Ovid, that "the result justifies the act." If these
considerations which are the main source of republicanism that spread throughout England a nd North
America in the 17th and 18th centuries are true, consequently we cannot talk about results unless the specific
means are used to achieve them. In the spirit of this thesis, to achieve any policy one must have available
specific means and instruments. In this context, the paper deals with new legislation (treaties and laws)
regarding the instruments foreseen in the Treaty of establishing the European Union in implementing
international police missions. Methodologically, the research includes analysis of former and new legislation
concerning the instrument governed by different Treaties of the European Union and their use in the practice
on the other hand. Instruments that define and implement a common foreign and security policy of the EU
will be analyzed such as common opinions, security strategies, mutual actions and systemic cooperation and
to see the possibility of further improvement of the legal framework that regulates them.
Keywords: legal instruments, the European Union, international police missions

Introduction
Foreign and security policy is an attribute of statehood, which represents the strongest tool in
international relations. The desire of the European Union to take a larger part of the global security burden
and be real active player in the global security can be real when foreign and security policy shall be
transmitted by the Member States at the EU level in order to be effective. Further more, the European
integration and the creation of a supranational foreign policy of the European Union creates a duplication of
NATO resources in Europe and reduction of bilateral engagements of the U.S. government, which benefits
the United States enjoyed for a long time. For that reason at the intergovernmental conference in Maastricht
(1991), Member States agreed to introduce the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) as the second
pillar of the European Union, which in near future tend to merge into a common defense policy.
Unfortunately, because of the conflict of interests between on the one hand more Atlantic -oriented member
states (UK) and on the other continental European oriented (Germany and France), legal regulation of the
Maastricht Treaty regarding the security integration remained only declarative. The EU has not got its own
defense - policy instruments and used the already existing security organization the Western European Union
(WEU), which was declared as an integral part in the development of security policy of the European Union.
Lack of effective instruments resulted in making the European Union incapable in practice to deal with
security issues such as the crisis in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and later in the Middle East. For that reason, the
dissatisfaction of the legal construction with Maastricht Treaty led to the negotiations for the Treaty of
Amsterdam (1997), when six Member States proposed for the Western European Union (WEU) to
immediately integrate into the European Union, which was unsuccessful attempt, because it was rejected by
the UK and Denmark, and also by the neutral countries and non-members of the Covenant. However, thanks
to the following Swedish- Finnish proposition which were later adopted with the Treaty of Amsterdam,
which significantly linked the Western European Union (as a military instrument) and the EU and the tasks
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of the WEU were more precisely defined, previously identified in Petersberg. These were: "humanitarian and
rescue missions tasks, tasks of peacekeeping and combat missions in resolving crises, including measures to
establish peace. "Furher more, the instruments that define and implement a common foreign and security
policy of the EU were defined such as common positions, security strategies, mutual actions and systemic
cooperation.
Principles, Objectives and Relevant Institutions
Foreseen by the Treaty of the European Union the competences of the Union in the field of common
foreign and security policy shall cover all areas of foreign policy and all questions relating to the Union's
security, including the progressive establishment of regulatory common defense policy that might lead to the
creation of common defense. For that reason the Common Foreign and Security Policy is subject to special
rules and procedures which are defined and implemented by the European Council and the Council acting
unanimously, unless the Treaties establishing the Union do not provide otherwise. However, the adoption of
legislative acts shall be excluded and the Court of Justice will have no jurisdiction. Common foreign and
security policy will be affected, or guided by the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy and the Member States of the Union, in accordance with the Treaties establishing the Union.
In this area, the European Parliament and the Commission will have a specific role defined in the Treaties.
Court of Justice of the European Union will have jurisdiction in respect of these provisions, with the
exception of its jurisdiction to monitor compliance in accordance with Article 40 of the Treaty and to review
the legality of certain decisions as provided in the second paragraph of Article 275 of Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union. Ref Lisabon
Positions (Common Positions)
According to Article 25 (2b) the Union's common foreign and security policy is made by decisions
which define positions that the Union should take. 360 These positions represent the position of the Union in
international relations and in the international arena as a single entity through the joint and concerted action
by Member States. These are formal acts of the Council which expresses certain previously agreed and
arranged political viewpoint or political positions and its views on certain international issues. Basically it is
the difference of common stock representing more tool for operational activities in detail that regulate
sending police and military missions, the appointment of persons responsible for the missions, the financing,
etc. While the purpose of the position is coordination of national positions with those of the EU in the
international arena would act unanimously. In it you can see the connection between these two. The
instrument, with common political positions represents general guidelines that further operationalize the
common stock. The preamble of common stock is very often a standing reference that refers to a specific
position previously taken. In practice, often the joint positions are based on a particular outcome or
resolution previously adopted by the Security Council of the United Nations and its contents contain a
reference in that Act. This performs Support, or implementing the Union after the decision to ask an
important organ of the United Nations, which represents the supreme international institutions and forums.
Its genesis joint positions lead before the existence of the European Union political cooperation as reference
points (point of reference) in order to align the political positions of the Member States on certain
international issues. 361 The Treaty of Maastricht terminology changes their legal effect making a legal duty
as an instrument adopted by the Council. 362 However, it is debatable question of when they are made because
the contract stated "when deemed it necessary" has more character and less limiting freedom for various
international issues. Moreover, their adoption is hampered by the fact that they are made by consensus. The
Treaty of Amsterdam in 1997, this phrase is thrown with the Council receives unrestictable right to adopt
common positions.
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European Security Strategy and Action Plan
Since the adoption of the first planned order, is constantly working to improve European military
capabilities within the Action Plan for European capabilities ("European Capability Action Plan"- EKAP),
which however has only moderate success.363 At the same time the bodies of the European Union developed
further, more precise planning target for armed forces in 2010, in line with experience. In particular, the
European Union's fundamental open questions in the European Security Strategy of December 2003 (similar
to the National Security Strategy of the United States (NSCs) remain (December 2008), supplemented by an
amendment which includes new challenges such as climate change and energy security. The European
Security Strategy covered the whole range of political, economic and military instruments of the European
Union to combat global challenges and threats that arise through terrorism, transnational crime, proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction and violent conflict in unstable countries. Unlike the national Security
Strategy of the United States (SNB), the European security Strategy emphasizes the use of diplomatic and
political means and the strengthening of international institutions, the rule of law, and the use of military
instruments is seen as a last resort retention or recovery of the international order. However, the European
and U.S. threats analysis are almost indistinguishable, the European Security Strategy, in the previous
experience with the division of Europe, not just with a document for building internal consensus in Europe,
but with good basis for the necessary strategic dialogue with the U.S. mutual approach to future issues facing
the world order - in particular, in view of the new administration of the President Obama.
Systemic Cooperation
According to Article 25 (the third and last paragraph) the Union leads common foreign and security
policy, by strengthening systematic cooperation between Member States in the implementation of policies.
Furthermore, Article 32 further stipulates that questions how the principles (solidarity) and more specifically
which authorities are responsible for enforcement cooperation. The goal is that by approaching their actions
Member States shall ensure that the Union can confirm its interests and values on the international scene that
realizes the principle of solidarity (as legally binding and based solely on goodwill). Although this
instrument is listed as the last, in fact it represents a condition or procedure formally regulated in order to
ensure that the adoption of common positions and actions. Before the adoption of the Maastricht Treaty
collaboration system is governed by Article 30, paragraph 2, line 1 of the Single European Act and Article
10 (ex 5) of the EC Treaty which imposes an obligation of cooperation in international organizations,
international conferences and forums, and among the diplomatic offices of the Member States in third
countries. More specifically, the diplomatic missions of the Member States and the Union delegations in
third countries and international organizations cooperate and contribute to the formulation and
implementation of a common approach. Mutual consultation of the Member States within the European
Council and the Council on any matter of general interest in the field of foreign and security policy in order
to determine a common approach. Novelty Agreement with the European Union is that before you take any
action on the international stage or before access to any obligation which would affect the interests of the
Union, each Member State shall consult the other Member States within European Council or the Council.
However in practice, this obligation in order to get full effect consultations are conducted only at the
ministerial level meeting of the Council, but at a lower level within COREPER or the administration of the
Member States.364 Where the European Council or the Council opted common approach of the Union within
the framework of this instrument, the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security
Policy and the Foreign Ministers of the Member States shall coordinate their activities within the Council. In
terms of information, analogous to the foregoing, the Member States are not present in some international
conferences or organizations and should be informed of the present Member States and not to occupy a
certain position without consulting the affected States.
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European Office of Foreign Affairs, Programming and Instruments of Foreign Affairs
The adoption of the Lisbon Treaty and in order to implement its provisions, the Agreement
establishes the existence of a European External Action Service (EEAS) whose task is to work in
cooperation with the diplomatic services of the Member States in order to ensure consistency and
coordination of external activity the Union. In his contribution to the external cooperation programs of the
Union, the European External Action Service should ensure that the objectives of the programs relating to
external action as set out in Article 21 of the TEU, particularly in paragraph (2) (d) and that they respect the
objectives of the development policy of the Union in accordance with Article 208 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union ('TFEU'). In this context, the European External Action Service should
also promote the fulfillment of the objectives of the European Consensus on Development and the European
Consensus on Humanitarian Aid. 365 Managing external cooperation programs of the Union is the
responsibility of the Commission, regardless of the roles of the Commission and the European External
Action Service in programming as set out in the following paragraphs.
The High Representative shall ensure overall political coordination of the Union's external action,
ensuring the unity, consistency and effectiveness of the Union's external action, in particular through the
following instruments external assistance:
First Instrument for Development Cooperation 366
Second European Development Fund 367
3rd The European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights 368
4th European Instrument for Neighborhood and Partnership369
5th Instrument for cooperation with industrialized countries 370
6th Instrument for Nuclear Safety Cooperation 371
7th Instrument for Stability, in terms of aid provided for in Article 4 of Regulation (EC) No. 1717/2006 372
In particular, the European External Action Service will contribute to the programming and management
cycle of the instruments listed in paragraph 2, on the basis of the objectives set out in those instruments.
Pursuant to this commitment will be responsible for preparing the decisions of the Commission and address
the strategic, multi- steps of the program cycle, including:
(1) Locate the country in order to determine the global financial envelope (envelop) for each area,
depending on the analysis of the multi- annual indicative financial framework. Every region of the funding
will be reserved for regional programs;
(2) State and regional strategic documents;
(3) State (national) and regional indicative programs.
In accordance with Article 3, throughout the whole cycle of programming, planning and implementation of
the instruments listed in paragraph 2, the High Representative and the European External Action Service will
cooperate with the relevant departments and members of the Commission, without prejudice to Article 1 (3).
All proposals for decision making will be prepared following the procedural actions of the European
Commission and will be submitted to the Commission for adoption. As for the European Development Fund
and the Development Cooperation Instrument, any proposals, including those for changes in the basic
regulations and the programming documents referred to in paragraph 3 shall be prepared jointly by the
365
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relevant services of the European External Action Service and the Commission under the responsibility of
Commissioner for Development Policy and will supply with High Representative for adoption by the
Commission. Thematic programs, except the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights
Instrument for Nuclear Safety Cooperation and a part of the Instrument for Stability concerning the seventh
indent of paragraph 2 shall be prepared by the appropriate Service Commission led by Commissioner
development policy and represented the College of Commissioners in agreement with the High
Representative and other relevant commissioners. In terms of the instrument for European Neighborhood and
Partnership Instrument, any proposals, including those for changes in the basic regulations and the
programming documents referred to in paragraph 3 shall be prepared jointly by the relevant services of the
European External Action Service and the Commission under responsibility of the competent Commissioner
for Neighborhood policy and, together with the High Representative will be submitted for adoption by the
Commission. Activities to be undertaken, and refer to: CFSP budget, the Instrument for Stability, with the
exception of the seventh indent of paragraph 2; instrument for cooperation with industrialized countries,
communication and public diplomacy, and missions to observe elections are the responsibility of the High
Representative and the European external Action Service. The Commission is responsible for their financial
implementation under the authority of the High Representative through his / her participation in the
Commission as Vice - President of the Commission. Department of the Commission responsible for the
implementation of these commitments will be co-located together with the European External Action
Service. With regard to the activities covered by the European External Action Service and its staff will
make appropriate rules regarding transparency, security and protection of classified information. Also, the
Protocol on the Privileges and Immunities of the European Union concerning the European External Action
Service, its agents and representatives, who will be subject to the Staff Regulations or executives.
Decisions of the European Council, Recommendations of the Council and Joint Proposal from the
High Representative and the Commission
Based on the principles and objectives set out in Article 21, the Council of Europe shall identify the
strategic interests and objectives of the Union. Decisions of the European Council on the strategic interests
and objectives of the Union shall apply the common foreign and security policy and other areas of external
action of the Union. Such decisions may concern the relations of the Union with a specific country or region
or may be thematic in approach. They shall define their duration, and the funds will be provided by the
Union and the Member States.
The European Council shall act unanimously on a recommendation from the Council. The recommendations
will be adopted by the Council by special arrangement and order specified for each area. Decisions of the
European Council shall be implemented in accordance with the procedures provided for them in the Treaties
establishing the union.
High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy of the area's common foreign and
security policy, and the Commission responsible for other areas of external action , may submit joint
proposals to the Council.
Conclusion
Joint actions and positions are legal acts established by the Treaty on European Union which
represent instruments through which the EU institutions can act in international relations and impose
obligations on Member States on certain issues. They have a normative nature that Community legislative
action creates rights and obligations such as sanctions, restrictions, prohibitions, operations and specific
measures to be taken to the Member States and incorporated into national legislation. Treaty of Amsterdam
made a serious step forward by the Union to determine it based on the principles of the ru le of law as it
relates to the internal market of the European Union and its Foreign and security policy. Yet there is still a
debate whether a legal instrument to be worn and international security plan is required, or the European
Court of Justice in Luxembourg has no jurisdiction over them. From here the only way of conducting legal
instruments politically and in the spirit of solidarity.
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PROPER TRAINING AND USAGE OF POLICE UNITS – А SIGNIFICANT FACTOR FOR
PERFORMANCE OF PROFESSIONAL TASKS

Abstract
The structure of operating activities generally represents а generated, manifested problem frame,
whose contents (with all its characteristics) defines the aims, the tasks and the subject of professional
engagement. Due to realization of operational aims, specialized and sub specialized police units are engaged
which are supposed to accept in total the manifested operational challenges. Consideration of the drastic or
subtle heterogeneity of these security sub regions and operational tasks which originate from them raises the
necessity of proper training and usage of police units.
Therefore, during the performance ofdifferent operational – tactical actions, all incorrectness in the
approach, i.e. major or minor flaws in the structure of the necessary parameters for the engagement of police
units, degradation of the rational and efficient functioning inevitably happens. For those reasons it is
necessary to plan in advance and organize the manner of action of police units, becausethe probability of
unpredicted actions that are result of the high level of risk during complex security situationsdeclines in this
way.
Key words:tactic, police units, plan,police formations,operational – tactical actions

INTRODUCTION
In contemporary conditions of work, police forces (police units) must be in a position to apply
combinations of different measuresand activities which will lead to success withinthe boundaries of the law.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop special tactical understanding (strategy and tactics of action) by which
police units will engage in the intervention space atthe right moment. To ensure adequate implementation
and application of proper tactics in the performance of professional tasks, police units must chose the
tactic373 for their actionthat will provide the most rational and most optimal solution of the problem. In order
to exercise this process, it is very important to find the right order of action, i.e. the right preparation and
usage of the police units.
The police units which are subject of interest of this work are from the police forces with high
combat readiness and ability, therefore their operation interest issignificant and specific and has a wide range
of operative-tactical actions. Most common in their range of operation are the actions of obstruction and
prevention of mass riots, search and arrest of dangerous criminals, solving of hostage situations, obstruction
and apprehension of armed groups, gangs and individuals etc. All of the mentioned actions present a
potential threat that may endanger the constitutional order and internal safety of the country; therefore it is
necessary to demonstrate in the approach complete seriousness and high professionalism.
With the intention to find logical solution, police officers should have at their disposal forces and
funds in order to provide conditions for efficient and rational implementation of the set security tasks. In
practice, it means predetermined plan of action.
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In the police terminology, tactics means certain set of knowledge for the manner, actions and means of intervention of the police, by
which the set security goals are realized.Source: Пена Урош, Амиџиħ Горан, Полицијске операције (Бања Лука: Висока школа
унутрашњих послова, 2007), стр.232.
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TRAINING ACTIONS FOR REACTION OF THE POLICE UNITS DURING
PERFORMANCE OF THEIR PROFESSIONAL TASKS
Preparation of security assessment of the situation and decisions making
In the process of forming an assessment of optionsfor usage of police units, the security assessment
of the situation presents the first phase in the preparation for the performance ofa task and precedes the
decision makingphase. The security assessment374 of the situation is a condition for starting the procedure of
planning and decision making, and is a significant assumption for the police actionsdirected towards
reaching the final goal. Assessment of the situation is aspecific process that entailssix interrelated phases: (1)
data analysis, (2) prediction, (3) exploring options, (4) assessment of option acceptance, (5) analysis of
unacceptable
optionsand (6) submission of draft versions. 375
This process by and large provides a possibility of intense assessment of the situation, which means
that on the basis of the draft versions a single conclusion is reached, according to which the manner of
engagement and usage of police units is based. The subject that is described in the conclusionreached, and
which is very important for the operative actionof the units, establishes all available tactical possibilities and
proposedsolutions to the situations. The conclusion generally contains answers to a number of questions: the
type of the task, in what direction the problem mightdevelop, what kind of force should be used, what kind
of strategy and tactics should be used, what kind of equipment and technique should be used, in what spatial
and meteorological conditions the task is performed, what is the time span for performing the task and other
elements and significant data for real assessment of the situation. 376 When preparing security assessment for
a given situation, a starting point should be the leading tactical suggestions (options) for a solution, and
consideration should be taken as to which one is most likely to yield success.
After the completion of the security assessment of the situation comes the phase of decision making.
The decision makingis a thorough intellectual process and a complex activity that requires serious analysis of
all the circumstances that should be in place so as to ensure an efficient performance of professional tasks,
along with a proper tactical readiness and strategy of actionof the police units.377
Therefore, in the process of decision makingwe are striving to process as much information from the
security assessment of the situation as possible and to translate that information into legally justified
decisions. The decision will thus result into action (police intervention) that should be taken and applied in
practice. In order to makesoundand right decisions, it is necessary to apply and observeproper steps in the
decision making. Those steps are: definition and identification of the problem; gathering necessary
information; searching for alternatives; making the decision; controlling the implementation and decision
evaluation. 378 On the basis of the foregoing it can be concluded that in the process of decision making,every
decision must be related with the previous and the subsequentdecisions and every decision must be
compatible with the rest of the decisions reached at a higher or lower level.

Preparation of plan for implementation of operative-tactical actions
In the further process of preparation for engagement and usage of the police units and based on
previous security assessment of the situation and the decisions made, a concrete plan (planning) for the
manner and tactics of treatment in the implementation of the professional tasks is drawn. The entire process
of planning and the preparation of a plan 379 is very important for achieving success in the implementation of
The conception “security assessment” represents complete analytical description and display of the conditions and the factors that
stabilize i.e. destabilize the security condition, the organization and the ability of the subjects that provide the security
function.Source: Спасески Јордан, Аслимоски Пере, Безбедност во туризмот, (Охрид: Факултет за туризам,1998), стр.195.
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the operative-tactical actions (OTA), because the decisions are developed and concretized, i.e. the goals and
the most proper treatment bythe police units are given in details. Actually, the successful running of any
tactical action is a result of complex planning and proper preparation of a detailed plan of operation.
Depending on the complexity of action, the prepared detailed plan is divided into levels – the more complex
the action is, the more detailed the plan. A successful plan must contain all the necessary elements i.e. it must
be real, rational, unambiguous, clear, wellarranged and suitable for use. 380 Therefore, it is very important for
any prepared plan to determine in precise details the dynamics and the development of operative-tactical
actions, as well as the strategy and the direction of actionsof the police units.
It is known that certain tactical actions can be performed inseveral different manners, but it is
necessary in the process of planning and preparation of the plan to find the most optimal manner, i.e. the
manner that will yield thebest results (the most rational and most economic usage of the available forces and
funds).381 It means that the right concept (idea) is chosen, which is then developed and in turn translated into
a final solution 382 . The evaluation of possible concepts starts from several compulsory elements
(determination of the persons against whom actions are taken, determination of the period and location of
action, determination of the direction and manner of arrival, determination of the structure and organization
of the unit and its formation parts, determination of order ofusage of the tactical and other methods,
determination of optionsfor neutralization of persons etc.) these optionsshould possess. However, in order to
narrowthe selection, all of their advantages and disadvantages should be taken into consideration, and in the
end conceptspromising the best results are selected. In order to make the right selection in the preparation
(formulation) of the solution, besides the contents of the selected concepts, numerous elements are also
included which are of significant importance as regards the successful implementation of the action. Those
elements are:383
 analysis and evaluation of the persons (felons) – personal data, number of felons, social structure,
education, motives, intentions, personality types, temperament, physical abilities, personal contacts,
daily habits, usual migration, fire arms skills.
 analysis and evaluation of personnel forces and funds – number, professional experience and
service, level of physical and mental fitness, previous experiences and treatment in similar
situations, weaponry, equipment and other material-technical means.
 analysis of the tasks and the tactical formations of the unit (units, groups, teams) – elaboration
and division of concrete tasks for the formation parts of the unit (obstruction, raid, apprehension,
detention, conveying, protection, surveillance, reconnaissance, reporting etc.), determination of
sectors and zones of responsibilities, deployment and manner of communication, directions and
routes of migration, weapon usage and other kind of accessory and technical means.
 analysis of the system of management (governance) – location of the operation management
headquarters, determination of hierarchical levels of governance, manner of communication and
cooperation with other services in the Ministry of Internal Affairs and other authorities, manner of
governance and coordination of tactical formations.
 analyses of the stages (periods) for implementation of operative -tactical actions – timeline of the
directions of acting, determination of acting order (surveillance, approach, obstruction, raid etc.)
 analyses and evaluation of the area and the objects over which the actions are implemented –
configuration of the area, construction and architecture of the object, internal layout of premises,
possibilities of movement and orientation in the space and in the object (streets, roads, stairs).
 analysis of the local population in the region where actions are taking place – number, social
and ethnic composition, mood, sympathies.
 analysis and evaluation of the period of action and the atmospheric (meteorological) conditions
– determination of the start and the end of the action, research about the meteorological conditions
(temperature, humidity, fog, wind).
 analyses and evaluation of other eleme nts depending on the concrete operative -tactical action.
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Formulation of the solution is followed by a total preparation and concrete details of the plan for
implementation of the operative-tactical actions. The content of the plan is prepared in the form of a written
document (text, chartsor combination of both), and contains the elements which should give intellectual or
material expression related with the implementation of the operative-tactical actions. 384
1. Characteristics of the objects (persons) of operative-tactical actions, data or hypotheses on the
location and their behavior (pictures, diagrams and other details in addition to the plan).
2. The goals of the operative-tactical actions.
3. Legal grounds for theimplementation of the operative-tactical actions (writs, orders, pursuits and
other documents in addition to the plan).
4. Construction of the operative and command headquarters for governance and management of the
operative-tactical actions
5. Planned deployment of the unit and its tactical formations in the designatedspace (objects).
6. Development of concrete tasks for the formation parts of the units and determination of sectors and
sub sectors of action.
7. Period and place of gathering, start and finish of the operative-tactical action.
8. Weaponry, equipment and other material-technical means
9. Other elements of the plan which are crucial for the successful implementation of the operative tactical actions.
Structure and organization of the police units for implementation of the operative -tactical
actions
In the process of planning and especially in the preparation of the plan of action it is very important
to make real adjustments and reconstruction of all organizational elements which envisage usage and
engagement of the police units. Organizational structure of the police units assumesinclusion of numerous
elements that should ensure anefficient, rational, economic and professional implementation of the operativetactical actions.
In the performance of their daily professional tasks and duties, the police units are most commonly
in a situation where they are prepared for two different types of operative-tactical actions (actions that should
happen in a certain period – predictable situations and actions that happen suddenly, in a given moment –
unpredictable situations). Their efficient implementation necessitates formation of a specialized organization
of the units (organizational structure 385 ), that will respond to the emerging security situations in a quick and
efficient manner.
In situations like this different organization units are formed, which depending on the hierarchical
level and size are classified as individuals or group police formations (teams, groups, sections, platoons,
companies etc.). Which of these organization structures will be activated in solving a concrete situation
depends on the structure and the complexity of the professional task that the members of the units will
perform.386 Special (short lived) organizational structures are formed for implementation of actions that last
and can be concretely predicted 387 In conditions like this, the engagement of police formations is performed
quickly with no pre developed plan orplanprepared in details.
Regardless of what temporal type of organizational structure shall be formed in the process of
planning, the police units must be prepared to adapt toall possible conditions existing during the
implementation of the police actions. Therefore, the following elements could be mentioned as necessary in
the construction of any type of organizational structure:
- to enable quick and efficient response to the changes of the external environment and especially of
the changes of the operatingarea
- to provide the possibility for greatest participation of all involved members of the unit
- to enable quick reconstruction (to form different types of structures) according to the changes of
the environment and the set goals and tasks.
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- to provide functional connections betweendifferent types of formation units (structures) and the
established operatingheadquarters
- to be equally burdened with tactical obligations during the operative-tactical actions
- where necessary, to have the possibility for inclusion of other organizational structures, without
interference in the coordination and mutual action
- the construction of the organizational structure can achieve the set goal.388
The presentationof the different contents of structure and organization of the police units in the
implementation of the operative-tactical actions isfollowed bythe internal organizationa l structure of the
police unit which is used in the establishmentof public order at public gatherings, especially when extremely
violent behavior is displayed. 389 The organizational scheme enables a planned coordination and usage of all
forces and funds of the unit in complex security conditions. Depending on the chosen optionof engagement
of the police unit the following tactical formations are formed:
1. Unit for close intervention which includes (obstruction group, suppression group, extraction group,
acceptance and apprehension group, group for usage of chemical means).
2. Support unit (additional forces for usage of water cannons, cavalry, K9 unit, ambulance).
3. Security unit (teams of analytical-information, operative-criminalist, traffic security)
4. Back up unit
CONCLUSION
The police units that belong in the group of “special police units” perform important tasks for the
security of the country, therefore it is very important to be well prepared tactically to solve different conflict
situations that pose a high level of risk and uncertainty. Before the police units are used, it is crucial to have a
right and objective security assessment of the situation, and then to makethe right decision which will be
potential solutions (plan) for the manner in which the police units will be engaged. This means to make
realistic evaluation of the force and the order of the police units which will participate in the performance of
the professional action, to develop concrete tasks for the formation parts of the unit and the individuals, to
determine the methodof communication, and many other elements crucial for the successful performance of
the professional task.
This kind of organization and structure of the police units in contemporary conditions of police
action should on the one hand result in success in a given situation whilston the other hand, it will help in
avoidingany possible abuse of authority and it will increase the responsibility and the control over the
measures and actions the police units take.
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PREVENTIVE FUNCTION OF THE POLICE
IN PREVENTION OF DRUG ABUSE AMONG MINORS

ABSTRACT
Drug addiction is a sociopathic occurrence which spreads its nest very fast in the modern world,
especially among minors. This situation imposes the need of taking a big number of preventive measures and
activities by every affected subject including the police as one of them.
The main goal of this paper is to acknowledge the part of the police in stopping the drug abuse
spread, taking into consideration that they have big knowledge of the drugs, the means of transport, reselling
and luring minors into drug consummation. The involvement of the police officers into some lectures,
debates, TV shows, seminars etc. can help minors learn more about drugs and their devastating effects. This
paper puts the emphasis on the need of prevention, rather than repression by the police departments,
especially when it comes to drug abuse among the minor population, as well as the need of more profound
implementation and enforcement of activities anticipated in the Strategy of fighting against drugs, all with
the same cause - preventing and lowering the drug addiction spread, on regional as well as on national level.
Key words: prevention, police, drug abuse, minors.

INTRODUCTION
Drug addiction with its specific characteristics has its impact on a big number of the segments in the
social life, and hence comes the need of organizing and engagement of more actors in its preventing and
suppression.
Unlike the repression which deals with consequences, the prevention is a media that affects the
causes of a specific negative occurrence. Drug addiction among minors as well as the numerous reasons for
its cause, in its implementation demand for bigger undertake of preventive measures and activities from all
government and social subjects, including the police.
Constant drug abuse causes addiction among consumers and that is how they become "junkies".
Drug addiction is defined as a chronic, relapsing brain disease which is characterized by compulsive drug
seeking and use, despite the harmful consequences. These brain changes can be long lasting, and they can
lead to harmful behaviors seen in people who abuse drugs. 390 Adolescents who abuse drugs often act out,
have poor academic results and achievements, and drop out of school. They are at risk of unwanted
pregnancies, violence and inflectional diseases.391
Drug addiction represents sociopathic occurrence which is not incriminated into the criminal
legislation as a criminal act, but it is closely related to criminality and other asocial and deviant behavior.
The connection between drug addiction and crime comes to execution when a criminal act has been
conducted by drug abusers. In most cases this is mainly about getting funds for its procurement, as well as
for production, processing and reselling drugs to the illegal market by the drug traffickers and their “bosses”.
For the police to get equipped and able to deal with this kind of problem, a set of preventive
measures has been undertaken. These measures are for example: education about drug addiction, conducting
seminars, debates, TV shows for drugs and their consequences, etc. Further, locating minors who can
become potential victims and creating a tight connection and building trust towards the police department is
necessary. By accelerating the trust among minors towards the police, the impact of positive and moral
values for themselves will also increase. This will help minors to reject the outside negative social impact
and they can easily become reasonable and mature. This would help them in coping with the problems and
getting away from narcotics and their negative aspects.
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DEFINITION OF PREVENTION
The word prevention comes from the Latin word "ante deliktum" which means before the crime
happened. The word prevention is actually taken from medical sc iences, and in translation it means
intervention or to do something before something happened. In other words prevention represents a sum of
social measures for restrain from social negative phenomena and behaviors before the same happened or
before the consequence occurred.
In this paper, prevention represents the measures and activities which will act on reasons and
conditions that cause drug abuse among minors. Actually, prevention is a medium which is implementing in
fight not only for crime, but in the fight against antisocial and asocial behavior.
Therefore, prevention implies to the sum of all measures and activities which are undertaken by the
national, social subjects and individuals to detect the reasons, conditions and factors that implement crime
and other negative activities in society, as well as preventing their occurrence in the future.
DEFINITION OF POLICE
The police can be defined as the institution that takes care of implementation of the Constitution,
Laws and other State activities with the purpose of protection and maintenance of the Internal State Security.
The term comes from the Latin word "polis" which means town and "politia" which means city service. This
means that police is in function of the State and its citizens.
The police comprises entirely of public authorities, and executive administrative acts. It is an
institution which protects order and which is the main service to the citizens’ rights. In other words, the
police mean a special organized state service which in the first instance takes care of the public order and
peace, provides internal security and protects human rights and citizens’ freedoms.
DEFINITION OF DRUG ADDICTION
Worldwide, there are a lot of terms which are used to define taking drugs, but one of the most
frequently used terms is drug addiction. For drug addiction there are different definitions and different
meanings, but commonly used is the one of the World Health Organization: Drug addiction is a condition of
periodic or chronic intoxication detrimental for the individual as well as society, which comes through over
and over taking of some synthetic or natural drugs. Drug addiction is a condition of physical or psychical
addiction, and other conditions which occur among people who constantly or temporally take natural or
synthetic drugs.
DEFINITION OF MINORS
The term minors has different means in different countries, but in the most of them the term minors
is reference to the age limit of the person. In our legislation there are two terms for minors: junior minor and
senior minor. A junior minor is a person at the age from 14 to 16, while a senior minor is a person between
16 and 18. This paper refers to the persons who are 14 to 18 years old.
POLICE FUNCTIONS
After the police department has been introduced into the society, the modern living conditions,
urbanization, industrialization, etc. caused expansion of the existing volume of police functions and their
adjustment to the current political, economic, social and cultural conditions in the society.
The volume of police activity and police function are dependent on the general political relations in
the society. 392 Going from the basic values, police features are related towards life and property protection,
crime prevention, danger and risk identification, maintaining public peace and order, conducting the law,
stopping crime acts and apprehension of their perpetrators, etc. According to this, we can divide the police
features into two:
 Repressive function and
 Preventive function.
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These two functions are so different, but yet mutually connected and dependable from each other.
Efficient crime fight and its destructive occurrence that leaves serious and harmful consequences to the
society and its economic, cultural, political and other processes is only possible if there is compliance among
the two police functions, the repressive and the preventive. But, when we refer to reduction of the drug
addiction, especially among minor population, the police should primarily start the preventive function. The
prevention has its first place because its methods and means are targeted towards identifying and elimination,
or lowering the causes, conditions and factors that can affect the minors into reaching for drugs.
PREVENTIVE POLICE FUNCTION
Besides the repressive function that is the most expressed among the police assignments, the police
also have a preventive function that cannot be neglected or omitted. The term “prevention” refers to means
of fighting against criminal and other deviant acts, including drug abuse as one, which affects immediate,
objective or subjective reasons, conditions and factors that are produced with a single goal preventing its
appearance.
Prevention unlike the repression includes a wider range of measures and activities directed towards
all potential risks and dangers that can affect and disrupt the secure area. These kinds of measures and
activities are taken from all social and government subjects, including the police that have the most
important role in its implementation. The important role of the police in preventing drug addiction is because
police officers come face to face with people who sell and those who consume drugs everyday; therefore,
police officers have the biggest knowledge in the matter of what has to be done to prevent people from
taking drugs. Some of the preventive measures are: conducting patrols, road traffic surveillance, surveillance
of production and gun usage, surveillance of the drug sales and usage, facility surveillance, preventing minor
delinquency, suppressing alcohol abuse, drug abuse, prostitution, hazardous games and other sociopathic
occurrences. All these measures also help in reducing and preventing drug abuse among minors.
Today, in the modern society, the strategy of police action is often recognizable in leaving the
repression as dominant police means of conduction, although rarely the repression is still the first picture
association when it comes to the police services. The founder and father of modern police is considered to be
the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom ser Robert Pill, who created the legislation bill for organizing
professional police that gave the primary idea for creating the first completely organized police
(Metropolitan Police) in 1829.
While the society suffers the continuous changes, the police institutions showed more and more
reluctance and underdevelopment. All the way to the 18th century there was no need of establishing a police
organization into the new society. The first main and important step was made approximately six hundred
years ago, when Pill was expecting the new model for conducting the public peace and order to be set. 393
Introducing the new legislation, ser Robert Pill conducted the first step in placing the basis of the
new police model. New working methods that accomplish the needs of the citizens were also created. Then,
for the first time, instead of military the new police uniformed officers were the so called “bobby”. Those
were police officers who were responsible for maintaining the public peace and order, and protecting people
from robberies, murders, rapes, and other sorts of criminal activities that were well adjusted in the society.
By building the concept “the police for the community” and setting the police in its service, the
proactive relations between the police and the people in identifying the problems and their resolving
increased, as well as the strength of the feeling of safety and trust towards the police department. The
acceptance and implementation of this concept has shown and expanded the police department as the sole
initiator, creator and participant into multiple different preventive programs at the local community.
Fighting against crime, sociopathic occurrences, especially drug addiction as one cannot be imagined
without the preventive function of the police officers. The need of implementing preventive measures in
conducting the police assignments can be found amongst the need of early detection of the reasons that
produce negative occurrences into the society and their timely prevention and destruction.
Today, in the modern society, although the criminal policies give the prevention special and more
thorough meaning, it is rarely or not at all implemented in the everyday practice. Encouraging element is
creating a department for prevention, conducting several classes of how a citizen should behave while in
traffic, implementing police officers for single area and opening the police department for the public eye.
The increase of crime and socio-pathological activities, in particular of drug addiction which
393
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penetrates deeper among minors, immediately implies the need of creation of modern and contemporary
security institutions and highly prepared professionals and experts in them, who can successfully fight crime
and resolve all security destructions in the society.
Putting the prevention at its advantage as a means of action, the police organization will be more
open, transparent and available to the public; it will regularly inform them for the current conditions in
regards to safety, peace and security in the society, and by conducting this it will also be closer to the public
that will seamlessly give the right and correct information about the potential criminal, asocial and antisocial
behavior all with one purpose - their timely prevention and suppression.
LEGAL FRAME FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PREVENTIVE POLICE FUNCTION IN THE
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
By adoption of the Police Law of 2006 for the first time, as to the preventive police function in the
Republic of Macedonia we can emphasize Article 3 which clearly states that the primary and basic police
function is protecting and respecting basic human rights and freedoms, protecting the legal order, preventing
and detecting criminal acts, taking actions for prosecuting the crime offenders, while also maintaining public
peace and order in the society.394
Observing the already mentioned Article, we can see that the police not only have the function to
apprehend the criminals who conducted criminal acts and their freedom deprivation, but also prevention
from and early detection of such kind of behaviors. This actually represents the preventive role of the police
department.
Article 5 taken from the same legislation and the Police Law clearly states and underlines the police
assignments, including prevention from any criminal activities and offenses, maintaining public peace and
order; regulating and controlling road trafficking, movement control and residency of foreign citizens,
securing the state border and controlling the movement on the same border; implication of help and
protection for people at times of needs; providing security for specific people and specific facilities, and
other activities determined by the law.395 This also states the preventive feature of the police department,
where we can not only mention the prevention of criminal activities and actions, but also offenders,
maintaining the public peace and order, controlling the road trafficking, protecting and serving the people of
the community, etc.
In the previous article we can refer to the mutual agreement between the police assignments, which
in their essence can show the police reaction to the negative occurrence in the society on one hand, and its
prevention at the most early stages in their appearance on the other hand.
Except in the Police Law, more detailed arrangement manner of the police tasks is regulated by the
Regulations on the manner of the police work from 2006 where the prevention is not only mentioned as a
term, but also shows how it is regulated and is supposed to be conducted in the everyday situations.
For the first time the role of prevention takes a very important place, where in Article 91 from the
Regulations on the manner of the police work can clearly state the following: “Police officers, in order to
prevent any performance of criminal activity, action or offences, can undertake several planned and
organized measures for determining the main and sole reasons that show the sources of the criminal and
associated behavior”.396
By implementing the specific Article, the legislator gives clear and straightforward picture about the
need of prevention and its implementation in the society not only to prevent criminal activities and behavior,
but also other asocial behavior that occur in the community.
PREVENTIVE ROLE OF THE POLICE OFFICER IN COMBATING DRUG ADDICTION
Current transformations which have been occurring among our environment in the past few years,
also in our closer and wider surrounding have caused fundamental changes and reforms in the area of local
and national security in the country. These reforms not only caused modernization of the security functions
of the police, but also caused the inclusion of prevention in combating and eradication of crime and other
antisocial and asocial phenomena in the society.
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As one of the most important governmental institutions which are responsible for conducting the
prevention into one society or community are the police departments and their officers. In regards to the fact
that the police organization was formed with a single goal - to organize people in preventing any kind of
criminal activity and other sociopathic occurrences, the need of creating a bigger degree of communication
amongst the police officers and the citizens in realization of the sole goal and order have also emerged. 397
As a result of the modern democratic society, a new concept for the police in the community 398 has
been introduced, as well as the nine Pill’s rules were introduced. This can and should help in straightening
the preventive approach of the police officers while conducting basic and everyday work activities. This
means and states that besides dealing and resolving criminal problems, the police as a department should
actively take part into resolving other deviant and sociopathic problems which occur in one society.
The modern police represent a service for the people that in its lines includes administration,
prevention and self initiative.399 The concept of Community policing dictates that the police should be
proactive, more than reactive in resolving specific problems and situations. The key of importance while
being proactive police activity is the prevention. Prevention is more attractive alternative when dealing and
resolving crime, because prevention lowers the level of victimization which stays in the society. 400
Taking into consideration the causes of criminal behavior in the environment where people live and
work, the protagonists of the modern model of preventing criminal activities are united in the aspect of the
attitude that the reasons cannot be prevented only by the classic (reactive) police activity, but they state that
it is essential to implement the so called proactive approach understating the anticipating, or prediction of
potential forms of occurring asocial and antisocial behavior, activity and action. This informs us of the same
meaning of warning of the potential criminal acts.401
Drug addiction and abuse represents sociopathic occurrence which today, in the modern society
occurs more among the minor population. Drug abuse not only leaves harmful consequences for the physical
and mental health of the individual which is involved in abusing, but also not seldom it leads into executing
different sorts of criminal activities on the perpetrator’s part. For this reason, besides the family as the source
of the problem, the school, the center for social activities, the media, the legal justice system, the need of
involving the police in its prevention and suppression is very important and necessary.
We can say without any doubts that the police are one of the most important subjects when it comes
to fight against all kinds and shapes of crime including other asocial and antisocial behaviors. Drug abuse
and addiction is a sociopathic and social negative disorder that often becomes hard or quite complicated to
cure. In such cases, the preventive measures and activities of which only the police departments are in charge
are necessary. They should be targeted and focused towards the reasons, conditions and the factors that are
led to these activities, and all with the main and sole reason - to timely prevent and stop its spreading among
the society and the community members. By the community police concept (police closer to the community
and citizens), which the police officers contact with the persons who take drugs, they can take information
for the reasons why they were brought in the situation to take the drugs. In that way, police officers learn
about the risks, factors and conditions that caused the drug abuse and through seminars, debates, lectures,
advices they can help in prevention from the drug addiction.
The police officers included in prevention from drug addiction or abuse amongst minors need to
have selective approach and a special way and means of representing and conducting themselves, taken into
consideration the vulnerability and sensitivity and the specific psychotic condition of their target group,
especially in the period of adolescence. Every repressive and miss-representing activity on the part of the
police officers can cause fear and reluctance towards the police department and it can cause a
counterproductive effect in realization of the main goal - preventing the drug addiction and abuse.
Every police officer, regardless of the fact whether they wear a uniform or not, have the equal right
when it comes to conduction of preventive measures in the society and community. But, when it comes to
drug addiction and abuse, especially the one that seldom occurs among the minor population, the preventive
function is exercised by these police officers: the inspector of the department of Prevention, the inspector for
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juvenile delinquency, the inspector for illegal drug and guns trafficking, and police officers who are on
parole services, especially the ones that have the everyday stand for activity.
Inspectors for illegal drug and guns trafficking have major influence in regards of preventing the
drug abuse and addiction among minors. Their influence is shown through exercising their basic and only
activity, which is regarding towards reduction of the supply and demand of drugs by their revealing,
prosecuting and capture of the people responsible for illegal drug trafficking, revealing the means of
transport and distribution of the specific drug on to the streets, the center where the drugs are produced and
stopping the chain of drug flow from the traders. To improve this kind of function of the police, the
inspectors should improve and increase their cooperation with the Border Police all with the same cause
increase the control among the border lines and make the critical spots where drug transportation may or may
not occur.
Besides all this, the preventive function of all inspectors for illegal drug and guns trafficking can be
seen in locating the specific places and locations where the drug dealers move and “spreading” the drugs,
detecting the ways of how they seduce the minors into trying and later buying the drugs, conducting raid
among night clubs and bars, etc. all with one purpose - decreasing the availability of drugs, especially to
minors, and introducing the inspectors for juvenile delinquency for the specific situation, the parole officers
and other police officers with the sole purpose of informing the minors about the specific drug, its bad
influence, and the consequences that occur after its regular consummation.
Another subject that has a big impact and role in preventing the drug abuse and addiction a mong
minors is the inspector for juvenile delinquency. Inspectors for juvenile delinquency are police officers who
are professionally and vocationally trained specifically in preventing crime and other deviant occurrences
which people from minor population conduct when they are under drug influence. Through doing their job
and conducting close contacts with the people from the juvenile population, the inspector can directly receive
information from them about the reasons why minors reach for drugs, the places and locations where they
usually get it, the people who sell it to them, and based on that, the inspectors can create preventive programs
and actions for securing and controlling those specific locations. As a result of this, the inspectors can
contribute in advising the minors about the drug abuse and they can influence their conscience in regards to
the consequences that the drugs leave and create, all with the same reason – causing resentment and
resistance towards the drugs.
When it comes to prevention we can firmly say that by the police reforms and by implementing the
concept of the Police for the community into the Ministry of Internal affairs, for the first time it is formed a
special division for prevention which is to play the biggest role in reduction, prevention and stopping crime,
sociopathic and anti-sociopathic occurrences and other negative activities in the society.
This special division is accomplishing its function through cooperation with the division for ana lytic
processing and analyses of statistic data that helps the division in finding the specific critical locations which
are the most affected by the abuse of drugs and based on those analyses, they can develop preventive
programs for preventing and stopping the same actions and activities.
The police officers from the department of prevention realize their preventive function and role
through surveillance and monitoring of the conditions and revealing the common and special conditions,
causes and factors that induce the usage of drugs. Through their revealing and identifying they can create
specific and appropriate measurement and activities for its prevention and removal from the streets of the
community. In regards to the effective prevention from and suppression of the drug abuse and addiction
among minors, we cannot talk about it unless there is a close relationship and cooperation amongst police
officers from the division for prevention, the family, schools, media, the non-governmental organizations and
other social subjects. This brings out the need of this cooperation all with one purpose, maintaining different
lectures, tribunes, or seminars for informing people, especially persons from the minor population - about the
drugs, drug addiction and the consequences that occur when using it. Besides all this issues, there is a big
necessity of television shows and leading of public debates that will involve police officers, parents,
teachers, educators, psychologists and students where the information will not only refer to the public about
the drugs and its affections on the human body and mind, but it will also encourage the minors to find for
themselves the reasons why would any person lean towards drugs and find by themselves the conse quences
from using the same. This is all with one purpose – getting the correct solution for this kind of problem and
directing their mind and their individual ideas in regards of its preventing and stopping.
The police continuously repeat saying that the best prevention from crime is possible in the best way
if they put police officers out on the streets where the real crime occurs, and not behind the desks. 402 The
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biggest role in preventing from drug abuse and addiction play the police officers that are paroling the streets
with their constant movement out, which enables them to directly meet the infected minors. What kind of
relationship the police officer will conduct with the specific minor depends on the character of the police
officer and the ethic code of behavior. By the way, the main base for successful resolving of the existing
problems is creating and building the trust among the minors towards the police officer and in that way
keeping an open relationship of communication in which the minors can freely state their problems and
issues.
The locations and places where the minors can come to direct contact and approach the police
officers are: schools, theatres, streets, playgrounds, parks etc. Today, in the modern world environment, the
minor population can easily be found in night clubs, bars, disco clubs and other places intended for more
mature population. We can stand as witnesses in this kind of places for the minors’ consummation and
overuse of alcohol, drugs and cigarettes. Alcohol and drug consummation can have a lot of negative
consequences for the minor’s health. From this fact we can conclude that not only the drug causes physical
and psychological addiction among consumers, but also under its influence, a lot of different criminal acts
are committed, such as: rapes, murders, fights, robberies, burglary, vandalism, misdemeanors, etc.
The biggest criminal offenders come from minors who are already drug abusers and drug addicted
with the sole reason of finding money or any kind of assets that will help them in supplying themselves with
the specific drug they are after. The main question that arises from the people is whether the police officers
act accordingly into removing and preventing the usage of alcohol and drugs amongst minors and whether
they induce direct contact in relation to guidance and advice for the negative consequences that occur from
using and abusing drugs.
Promoting the preventive activities and actions of the police officers can help and contribute a lot in
reduction and prevention from drug addiction and abuse, especially among the minor population. By placing
a specific police officer to a specific location and spot we can see the prevention taking part in the everyday
life in the society. By placing this officer, the buying, selling or reselling of the drugs is more difficult, that
by itself complicates the established connection among the drug users and the drug sellers and by that it
deters the new users and abusers. The need of this kind of prevention to this specific occurrence lays in the
fact that the future belongs to the young ones, the juvenile population, which should take good care of the
society and the people living in it if they obtain the right values of the living.
However, even though the police should use prevention as a primary means of reducing crime, it is
still not used at all or it is used very little in the everyday fighting against the drug addiction and abuse. The
main problem that hardens the preventive function to be used often and the reasons why it is being neglected
is the non existence of a specific plan for its realization and implementation in the everyday actions. Non
existence of specific legislation and neglecting the preventive function in the legal provisions also hampers
the implementation and enforcement into soc iety, and another factor accompanying it is the lack of expertise,
professionalism and training of the police officers for the sole possibility of using the preventive function as
one necessity. 403
Besides what the police should represent, today it is still a secretive institution, conspiracy and kept
hidden from the public’s eyes. With this said, we cannot refer to our police as the police for the community
which builds trust and connections among its citizens, nevertheless talk about cooperation with them. This
additionally hardens the work and other activities in preventing and stopping drug addiction and abuse, and
with this it creates a fertile soil and conditions to grow even more.
Taking in consideration that the drug addiction and abuse is a complex existence, its reduction and
prevention, especially among the minor population is possible only if there is a close and mutual cooperation
between all segments of the social sphere. Accomplishment of the cooperation and coord ination between
schools, doctors, and police experts is needed for organizing specific meetings with the students, their
families and the teachers, all with the purpose of introducing about the drugs, drug abuse and addiction and
its consequences, as well as mutual discovering of the reasons, the further conditions that lead towards drug
consummation, etc. In that way, creating specific organized, planned and continuous measurements,
activities, actions and procedures will help stopping and diminishing the spread of drug addiction.
Taken in consideration that the police is directly involved in the everyday criminal activities
including drug trafficking, its illegal production and reselling, they can easily say that they possess a lot of
information about the drugs and how it can harm a person. Thus, we can say that it is completely necessary
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to include the police departments in the informative and preventive programs for stopping all kinds of drug
crime, especially among the minor population. These informative and preventive activities should refer to
educating the minors about the drugs and its consequences on the part of all police officers by conducting
lectures about the drug in the schools, through their participat ion in shows that carry out this goal,
maintaining debates etc.
Previous experiences show that implementation of prevention and the community police program
gave positive results in some countries in reducing and inhibiting crime and other deviant activities in the
society. In Canada, prevention reduced the rate of crime by even 30%, while in England, when analyzing and
monitoring of more than 1200 contacts among the police and the citizens, they confirm that police officers
who applied methods from community police program in some other way solved the problems unlike the
traditional model of treatment. 404
For the first time in 2007, in the Republic of Macedonia a strategy for fighting against drugs was
passed on by the Ministry of Health. This programme included experts from different areas into its
development, including the ones from the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The main goals of the national
strategy refer to preventing crime that is related with drugs, informing, education, increasing the social
awareness, early intervention, guidance, medical treatment, rehabilitation, prevention of relapses, monitoring
of the medical treatment, and helping for social reintegration.
If we take into consideration the multi disciplinarily character of this specific problem, the Strategy
imposes international cooperation and bigger involvement of the police in reducing the demand, supply and
drug trafficking and the cooperation with other institutions which are connected with the criminal acts, like
the customs and public prosecutions all with the objective of getting positive results in prevention from the
drug abuse.
Besides the already given activities, the Strategy requires formation of comprehensive system for
early warning, detection, observation, investigating the factors that increase the usage of drugs and
preventing its consequences, implementing effective programs for raising minors awareness and other
vulnerable groups that are undermined as risks and drug hazards etc, activities that refer to primary and
secondary prevention.
The trend of drug abuse is more and more taking place among the younger population, and because
of this, all preventive activities of the Strategy are immediate ly directed towards the young as an important
targeted group for protection, taking in consideration that in between are the most vulnerable groups when it
comes to drugs and addictions. 405
According to the Strategy, drug addiction can be treated, controlled and prevent. However, in
accomplishing this objective the necessity of including the parents, teachers, health and social workers,
public prosecutors, authorities for maintaining public peace and safety, mediums and all relevant institution
are essential.
The national drug strategy of the Republic of Macedonia in a very clear and pictorial way represents
the measures and activities of preventive character that need to be taken on the part of the competent
institutions. However, even though this implementation by the police officers is quite insufficient, this
specific data can be seen from the results of the conducted questionnaire in this specific research.

CONCLUSION
The illegal drug trafficking represents transnational organized crime which was always a problem for
the criminal prosecution authorities. The impossibility of controlling this specific problem has lead to
constant and enormous increase of the number of drug abusers, among which lines crosses the minor
population, and this sole situation imposes the need of mutual cooperation of all competent institutions
within the government and outside all with the main objective - detecting and preventing from potential risks
that induce the amount of drug abusers and the number of addicted minors.
Taking into consideration that drug abuse is furthermore spreading very fast, we can say that the
repressive way of action of the police is not giving any positive results that refer to its prevention, and for
these reasons, in the past few years there were strengthened efforts in alternately combining repressive and
preventive measures and activities, giving advantage to prevention, especially when it comes to preventing
and stopping the drug abuse and addiction among minor population.
404
405

Željko Nikač: Police in the society (second edition), Criminalistics and Police Academy, Belgrade, 2009, p. 44
" National drug strategy of the Republic of M acedonia " (2006 - 2012), M inistry of Health, 2007, p. 16
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The prevention as an efficient measurement in stopping the drug addiction is to be more
implemented by the side of all competent institutions, especially by the police as an institution which should
consider the safety and peace of all citizens in the society. Taking into consideration that the police officers
regularly and on a daily basis meet nark dealers, or drug traffickers, especially drug addicts, we can say that
the police, on an everyday basis see the consequences that the drug leaves behind.
Having said all this, it is inevitable to state that police departments are involved not only in fighting
against drug trafficking, but also in fighting against drug addictions.
Drug addiction and abuse is a phenomenon which destroys the young person, inside and out, eats its
moral and ethical values, and creates a criminal. But, every society strives for its prevention and suppression.
The police as a big part of the social sphere is to help the prevention and suppression of drug abuse, but also
to achieve the wanted and needed results in its reduction - the police must direct its attention towards all
kinds of preventive actions.
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COGNITIVE ABILITIES AND PERSONALITY TRAITS AS PREDICTORS OF
MACEDONIAN POLICE SPECIAL
UNITS’ PERFORMANCE

Abstract
In most of the countries in the world psychological factors have been found as good predictors of
performance in many professions, as well as for police and military. Hence, psychological screening
is used for minimization of costs, especially in the security sector, which requires many previous
researches.
Objective: During 2012, police officers (N=104) from the Special Task Unit (STU) within the
Macedonian police (or "SWAT"-commonly used internationally, as a colloquial, generic term for
these units 406 ), as representatives of highly stressful, risky and multi complex profession, are chosen
to determine the specifics of their psychological profile in order to found aspects which are in
correlations with their performance.
Findings: The results showed that some personality traits can be used as predictors, but cognitive
abilities (CA), age, work experience, level of education and some other demographic characteristics
(DC) better explain performance of this unit.
Limitations: 1. rang restriction of the sample and inability to make corrections, and 2. possible
subjectivity in performance evaluation versus possible “ideal answering” in psychological testing.
Practical implications: The results can be used to improve selection, training and work
effectiveness in the special units, as well as for the corresponding work positions in the security
sector.
Keywords: cognitive abilities, NEO PI-R, police performance, SWAT, police management
Introduction
The police profession is characterized by highly complex and multidimensional
performance, which is widely accepted as difficult to be measured, which indicates the difficulty in
determining the predictive power of psychological tests. Keeping in mind that the work positions in
the security sector, in the widest sense, are primarily highly risky and subject to confidentiality,
since the specific authorities of the staff, despite of the enormous funds invested by the country for
their adequate training. For these reasons, the countries in the world invest in surveys in order to
detect selective procedures for valid prediction of performance in these professions, in which the
psychological screening tests play a major role. Psychological screening is also implemented as one
of the stages in the selection process, and in the processes of classification and retraining of
personnel, but certainly before their involvement in training for these services. Additionally,
surveys are generally focused on: 1. getting answer to the second question of the selection (to find
an instrument that despite “inappropriate” will validly detect “the most appropriate” candidates), 2.
adequately measurement of field performance, given its complexity; and finally 3. determining the
relationship between the performance and psychological predictors.

406
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In this sense, extremely accomplished in the special units 407 , whose tasks 408 require high readiness,
perseverance, emotional stability, motivation and courage among the members, which implies
distinctly different psychological characteristics than average civilians and police officers from
other positions in the police (or army). From this reason, an adequate psychological screening in
those units is greatly required.
The usage of cognitive abilities and personality profile as predictors of successful performance in
the personnel selection in the security sector date from the beginning of the last century, and also
correspond to the first two trends in the police psychology development, that are related to: 1.
assessment of CA, as an attempt to identify intellectual abilities which are necessary for an effective
police officer, and 2. personality assessment and searching for ideal police personality through
development of test for personality assessment, which will be able to distinguish effective from
ineffective police officers. 409 Thus, this kind of connection between these two psychological
variables was determined for most of occupations through various surveys, and for the security
sector as well, despite of their complexity and multidimensionality.
The cognitive abilities (CA) of police officers and firefighters has been tested even before the police
psychology even began, by Louis Terman (1917) using Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, who
concluded that these work positions apparently attracted individuals of below average intelligence.
Thurstone (1922) reached similar results by working in parallel on the same subject, concluding that
more experienced the police officer was the lower was his intelligence. However, later results were
changed due to the improvement in professionalism and in reward of law enforcement work which
over the years began to attract more intellectually capable persons. It was found that the collegeeducated officers have not been found better in the po lice performance, even though they
demonstrated better communication skills and have earned promotions at the higher rate than the
non-college-educated officers. In general, CA have been useful predictors of police academy
performance, but less useful for the performance on the field, which prediction needs
multiassesment selection procedure.
Through the history, the personality profile for police selection had been measured by several
inventories, which primarily concerned determining pathology or clinical profiles. The latest trend
refers to application of instruments used for the normal personality and was adapted for selection in
security professions. So, presently in the police selection these instruments are commonly used:
MMPI-II, IPI, CPI, PAI, NEO PI-R and 16-PF410 . In last two decades, as the most comprehensive
and widely- used was the NEO PI-R, which is developed from Five Factor Model of Costa and
McCrae, according to which personality can be explained by the five major personality factors,
obtained by factor analysis, named Neuroticism (N), Extraversion (E), Openness to experience (O),
Agreeableness (A) and Conscientiousness (C). Thus, N is defined as a inclination towards
experiencing negative emotions, Е as an enjoy of socialization, О as a possibility for alternative
view on the culture and curiosity for entertaining unconventional ideas, А as a tendency to altruism
and trust in interpersonal relations, and С as a degree of organization, persistence and motivation in
the goal-directed behavior. 411
Previous surveys. It was shown that the cognitive ability, in particular the general intelligence,
provides the best predictor of performance for most jobs, especially complex occupations which
407

Internationally named as S WAT ("S pecial Weapons And Tactics"), which is used for law enforcement units, that use military style light weapons and specialized tactics in high-risk operations that fall outside of the capabilities of regular, uniformed police,
which often are equipped with specialized firearms and equipment.
408
STU are responsible for solving high-risk situations, as: performing the most demanding counter-terrorism operations, high risk
arrests, kidnapping and hostage taking, arrest dangerous people and groups, security endangered VIP and facilities, rescuing in
mountains, water, negotiation, and str. (sources of police)
409
Bartol, M .A., Bartol, M .C. (2004). Introduction to forensic psychology. California: Sage publication, Inc, p.35-66
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Kitaeff, J. (2011). Weiss, P.A., Weiss, W.U. Criterion-Related Validity in police Psychological Evaluations. (Ex.) Handbook of
police psychology. New York: Routledge, pp.125-33.
411
Costa, P.T. & M cCree, R,R. (1992). Revisited NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R) – professional manual. Odessa. Florida:
Psychological Assessment Resources. Inc.
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require problem-solving, continual learning and judgment such as police profession. 412 There were
many surveys which confirmed the positive correlation of CA with police performance. (g)
Intelligence factor correlated significantly with the overall Phase 1 (successful- unsuccessful) of the
Special Forces Qualification Course in the US Army, and 4 of the 16 Jackson Personality
Inventory’s scales: Energy Level, Anxiety, Risk Taking and Infrequency 413 . A meta-analysis of the
validity of the general cognitive ability (GMA), measured in the European Community, showed that
there is a validity generalization and large operational validities for job performance and training
success in 11 of the 12 surveyed occupational groups (among which the police occupations had the
lowest value of operational validity), the results were s imilar to those found in the U.S. 414 C was
modestly related to training performance, CA and emotional intelligence were positively correlated
with job performance, while N was negatively correlated with job performance of the U.S. federal
criminal investigators 415 ; CA were used to examine the validity of assessment centre in the Israeli
police 416 .
The five factors themselves have shown to be significant predictors of the police performance.
According to the results of several studies, NEO PI-R, especially C, were highly related to work
performance for most occupations, including police profession, although the position in terms of its
predictive validity is separated.
Meta-analysis of the Mount and Barrick, showed that C is a valid predictor for all examined groups
of occupations and criteria types, in a small degree confirmed counter proportionate relation of N
with the performance, E and O were found as valid predictors of performance only for training
proficiency across occupations, while there was not any significant relation with A. 417 Similarly,
Cortina et al. (1992) found that C, E, N and A are correlated with police academy training
criteria. 418 Meta-analyses of Salgado, by using exclusively European samples, demonstrated that C
and N generalized validity across criteria and civil and military occupations. 419
In validity study for New Zealand (2000), it was found that despite the CA, significant predictors
for a successful performance (measured by grades on multiple tests: practical scenarios, computer,
driving, firearms skills, physical training / self-defense, major written examinations and public
speaking) among police recruits are C, E and N (the last in the negative direction), and this
personality test explains variance in recruit training performance that is not explained by CA
tests. 420
Validity study of Detrick et al., (2005) in Police Academy in the USA, shows significant correlation
with aspects of N and C, which determines the predictive validity of academic performance, while
connection with the performance on the field remains unknown. 421
Kaczmarek, A. & Packer, J. (1997). ”Determination of a job-related test battery for the psychological screening of police
applicants“ Payneham: National Police Research Unit, Report Series No. 124.2
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Pleban, R.J., Allentoff, H.L., Thompson, T.J. (1989). Preliminary Assessment of Selected Predictors of S pecial Forces
Qualification Course Success. Alexandria: U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Research Report
No.1539
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471-91
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In the study for evaluation of the power of NEO PI-R for the second objective of selection for
police services, in the USA, Kentucky (2008), performance was evaluated by the chiefs and
independent supervisors. Although a significant correlation was not found of any personality trait
with the performance, personality profile corresponded to the expected. Contrary to that, age and
work experience (in relationship in form of inverted U) showed to be predictors of performance, so
the middle aged were rated the highest. Established the question about the reliability of the
evaluators’ assessment, given that the performance evaluation moved around the average,
variability of the individual scores in C were low. 422
In a recent study, authors and Kay (1995) administered the NEO-PI-R to 219 police applicants.
Initially, the applicants were recommended or not recommended for selection depending on the
testing by NEO PI-R. After that, experts consisting of police supervisors and psychologists were
asked to rate the desirability of aspects measured by the NEO-PI-R that they considered were
relevant to the entry- level police position. They indicated that the ideal entry-level police officer
should score high on Assertiveness (E3), Competence and Self-Discipline (C1, C5) and score low
on Angry Hostility, Impulsiveness, Vulnerability (N2, N5, N6), and Tender-Mindedness (A6). Then
the results were compared. The recommended applicants scored significantly lower than the
unrecommended applicants on all aspects of the N, significantly higher on all aspects of the C, and
on five of the six A aspects, as well. 423
Similar to that, 100 field training officers (FTOs) from the law enforcement agencies in Missouri
were asked to describe the “best” entry- level police officers they had supervised, using the NEO PIR Form R (Observer form), The resulting profile was notable for low N, high E, and high C. In
comparison with very high- and very low-performing entry- level officers, the low-performing group
had higher N and lower C scores than the high-performing group. The latter group was notable for
low N and high C scores that were similar to those obtained from the FTO sample. 424
A research in the UK military service, in order to determine the effects of cognitive ability and N on
the work performance of the Navy and soldiers, has confirmed the hypothesis for both groups that
those with lower N and higher CA will show weaker performance. However, the performance
negatively correlated with N only in those with lower CA, which means that this proportion of these
two variables is a predictor of "intolerance to stress" among the candidates, which should be taken
into account in the allocation of tasks or section of staff in these services. 425
In purpose of development of quantitative model, which would highly realistically portray the
behavior within the Army combat simulations, the Military Academy West Point, in USA, in order
to do further assessments, examined the connection between the personality traits, as the most
variable factor, and reactions of the subjects’ actions. It is established that: 1. On reduction of the
time positive impact have: N5, E3, E4, E5, O4, A1, A3, A4, and all sub-dimension of C, but
negative: O3 and all sub-dimension of N, except N5; 2. Speed is positively affected by: N1, N2,
N5, E3, E4, E5, A1, A3, A6, C1, C3, C4 and C5, and negatively by: N3, N4, N6, A4 and C6; 3.
Time to send/receive messages is positively related with: N5, E3, A1, A2, A4, C1, C3 and C5, and
negatively only with: N1, N2 and N3; and 4. On probability to send and receive messages positive
impact have all the sub-dimension of E and C, and O4, O5, A1, A2 and A3, while negative all subdimension of N, and O1, O6, A4, A5 and A6. 426
CA and Big Five personality traits are independent factors, but different surveys of different
samples show significant correlation with different traits.
Sanders, B.A. (2008). „Using personality traits to predict police officer performance “. Policing: An International Journal of
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Methodology
Hypotheses
Based on the reviewed literature, it is expected that CA and each of the personality traits will
have significant relation with the performance, i.e. CA, E and C will be related positively, and N, O
and A negatively.
Sample and procedure
The sample consists from 104 police officers from the Special Task Unit (STU) in the R.
Macedonia, from which 102 men and 2 women, 74 policeman and 30 elders, 57 with middle level
of education and 47 with high level of education; all in the age between 25 to 50, with mean age of
35,16 and mean work experience in the STU of 13,96 years. All of them completed 5 psychological
tests, but in this study just two of them will be explained (Raven matrices and NEO PI-R). Then
they were evaluated by three levels of their elders, for their work performance on the Scale of police
performance.
The following statistical procedures were applied: descriptive statistics, factor and regression
analysis, and for statistical data processing was used SPSS 15.0.
Instruments
Raven progressive matrices (RPM) were used for measuring CA. It is a nonverbal test which is
one of the widely used for measuring eductive ability of Spearman’s General intelligence factor
(g) 427 , developed by John C. Raven in 1936 428 . RPM were originally designed to measure
observation as well as cognitive capacity, but researchers are divided on the issue of whether or not
the RPM is a test for perception. 429 Although it is one of the older tests to measure intelligence,
studies have shown that RPM scores are related to police performance measures, in particular
academy training performance and it is accepted as appropriate for screening police and army
applicants. The average score for R. Macedonia, measured in 2006 is M=91. 430 The SmirnovKolmogorov Test of normality of this sample (Table 2) showed normal distribution, which means
that it can be used for further treatment.
NEO PI-R was used for measuring Big Five personality traits, as one of the version developed by
Costa & McCrae (1985). 431 It is a test of normal personality and was reviewed as one of the best
tests for selection in the security professions, as well. The NEO PI-R measures the ‘big five’ factors
N, E, O, A and C, and also 30 middle-order personality traits (six middle-order traits within each of
the ‘big five’ factors as higher-order traits). So, N consists of: Anxiety, Angry Hostility,
Depression, Self-Consciousness, Impulsiveness, and Vulnerability; E of: Warmth, Gregariousness,
Assertiveness, Activity, Excitement Seeking, and Positive Emotions. Openness to Experience is
made up of the facets: Fantasy, Aesthetics, Feelings, Actions, Ideas, and Values; A of: Trust,
Straightforwardness, Altruism, Compliance, Modesty, and Tender-Mindedness; and C is measured
by: Competence, Order, Dutifulness, Achievement-Striving, Self- Discipline, and Deliberation.
Firstly, it must be noted that this instrument is not standardized and validated for Macedonian
population, nor for the police population (this is the first research of this kind in RM). For this
sample, the item total correlation scores for the sub scales of N were ranged from 0.696 to 0.873,
for E 0,409 to 0,623, for O 0,465 to 0,793, for A 0,009 to 0,669, and C 0,503 to 0,815, all
427

which has been defined as the factor of general reasoning ability that underlies all cognitive tests. According to Spearman (1927),
g could be broken down into eductive ability - the ability to infer relationships, and reproductive ability - the ability to recall acquired
information. Eductive ability corresponds to Cattell’s fluid intelligence (1963) - the ability to apply reasoning processes to new
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significant on level 0,01, except A5, which was no t significant. The Smirnov-Kolmogorov Test of
normality (Table 2) showed normal distribution of all dimensions, but alpha reliability score are
higher than 0,80 just for N and C.
Scale of Police performance was used for measuring performance of STU 432 . The scale was
constructed specially for this research, together with experts from the STU. The scale has 21 subscales for 21 sub-dimensions of police special forces’ work performance, and a total score. The 21
sub-dimensions of performance were organized in three parts: I. Work attitude, which consists of
subscales: 1. Quality of executing work tasks, 2. Responsibility, 3. Motivation, 4. Initiative /
autonomy, 5. Team work, 6. Behavior / respect toward elders, and 7. Confidence; II. Practical
knowledge and skills: 1. Use of legislation, 2. Communication skills, 3. Readiness for psychophysical effort, 4. Fitness, 5. Firearms skills, 5.a. Firearm skills on the field, 6. Martial arts / selfdefense skills, and 6.a. Self-defense skills on the field, and III. Effectiveness on the field: 1.
Criticality, 2. Restraint, 3. Courage, 4. Resourcefulness, 5. Agility trials, and 6. General
effectiveness of field.
Each sub-scale is first defined and then each of the grades that are possible are explained (5-1,
where 5 is the best), generally and separately for each sub-scale. Each officer’s score had a possible
range of 21 to 105. For higher objectivity, each officer was evaluated by three levels of their elders,
so the grade of performance of each officer is a mean of the three grades of their elders.
The item total correlation scores for the sub-scales are ranged from 0.48 to 0.89 (p<0.01), the
Smirnov-Kolmogorov Test of normality (Table 2) showed normal distribution of performance total
scores, and alpha reliability score for the scale was 0,959, which means that we can use a total score
for measuring performance and sub-scales can be grouped in any way. The factor analytic structure
of the scales show four factors, which explains 78,42% of the variance. So, the first explains
56,78% of the variance, second 9,28%, third 7,48 and the fourth 4,88%.
According to Table 1, alpha coefficients of reliability of the factors are high enough, that factors can
be used for further analysis, and according to the components, the first factor can be named General
operative factor, the second - Physical skills, the third factor - General work attitude and the last
one - Law and communication skills. Pearson correlation matrix between extracted factors showed
that factors are not totally independent, except the second and the fourth factor.
Table 1. Factor analyze with Oblimin rotation
1
Team working
Confidence
Firearms skills
Firearm skills on the field
Criticality
Restraint
Courage
Resourcefulness
Agility trials
General effect iveness of field
Readiness for psycho-physical effort
Fitness
Martial arts/self-defense skills
Self-defense skills on the field
Quality of executing work tasks
Responsibility
Motivation

,785
,642
,777
,853
,860
,906
,881
,857
,899
,909
,498
,429
,590
,711
,692
,667
,458

Co mponent
2
3
-,328
-,056
-,468
-,412
-,245
-,243
-,413
-,361
-,496
-,390
-,894
-,895
-,785
-,773
-,207
-,351
-,363

Α
4
,749
,601
,420
,415
,501
,486
,457
,366
,553
,601
,502
,453
,234
,265
,789
,866
,921

,359
,487
,330
,305
,455
,410
,295
,470
,379
,443
,189
,192
,390
,294
,622
,486
,399

0,955

0,906

0,928

432

Given that performance can be measured by objective and subjective criteria, and it was impossible by objective criteria to
measure the field performance (the training scenarios were firstly very expensive, on the other hand does not accurately reflect the
complex situation field), we decided to construct a scale.
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Initiat ive/autonomy
Respect toward elders
Use of leg islation
Co mmunicat ion skills

,619
,548
,381
,335

-,360
-,259
,018
-,225

,802
,791
,394
,348

,589
,406
,822
,910

0,719

Results
According to Table 2, police officers from the STU have high CA and are high on C, low on N,
and have average E, O and A 433 . But significant correlation of performance total score (PTot.) was
found just with age and CA (Table 3), and of all personality traits, just the correlation between A
and the fourth factor of performance is significant, named Law and communication skills. From
relevant demographic characteristics (rank, age, education level and work experience - DC), age
and education level have some significant correlation scores with performance. Among other
variables, a significant negative correlation was found of N with education, CA and all other
personality traits; but positive correlations of C with CA and other personality traits.
Table 2. Summary data for CA, higher-order and middle-order personality traits and PTot. (Std
Err*2=.47)
CA
N
E
O
A
C
PTot.

M

σ

46,93
59,02
115,45
107,20
119,96
142,29
49,67

6,86
20,22
14,03
17,50
13,13
17,04
93,33

α

Skewness
(Std Er=.24)
-0,60
-0,16
0,29
0,58
0,31
0,02
-0,39

0,879
0,488
0,641
0,499
0,802
0,959

Kurtosis
(Std Er.=.47)
0,25
-0,75
-0,25
-0,12
0,54
-0,64
-0,07

S-K Z

Asimp.Sig.

1,219
0,683
0,583
1,099
0,855
0,647
0,612

0,103
0,740
0,885
0,178
0,457
0,796
0,848

Table 3. Pearson Correlation matrix between DC, CA, high-order personality traits and STU
performance
rank
1
,311**
,317**

age

Edu.

1
0,03

1

,435**

,576**

0,12

1

0,02

-0,19

-0,04

N

-0,16

0,06

0,18
,267**

E

0,12

-0,02

-0,003

0,10

0,02

O

0,12

0,04

0,007

0,19

0,09

A

0,07

-0,04

0,085

0,03

-0,03

C

0,08

-0,04

0,108

0,03

,278**

0,09

-,216*

-0,15

0,02

,203*

0,17

-0,06

-,206*

0,16

PF2

0,04

,320**

-0,06

PF3
PF4

-0,08
0,14

-0,19
-,21*

-,199*
0,09

rank
age
edu
w.ex
.
CA

PTot
.
PF1

433

W. e.

0,03

CA

1
,322**

N

E

O

A

C

PTot.

1
,275**
,325**
,369**
,690**

1
,529**

1

0,03

0,17

1

,424**

,330**

,348**

1

0,09

0,03

-0,14

-0,15

-0,12

1

0,08

0,13

0,09

-0,13

-0,16

-0,18

0,06

-0,07

0,05

-0,15

0,02

-0,00

-0,07

-0,16
-0,03

0,19
,435**

0,09
-0,03

-0,16
0,02

-0,19
0,03

-0,08
-,234*

-0,05
-0,06

,907**
,578**
,731**
,566**

According to USA and Serbian adults norms for males
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Table 3.a. Pearson Correlation matrix between CA, middle-order personality traits and STU
performance
P Total
0,110
0,111
-,196(*)
-,209(*)
-,218(*)
-0,126
0,050
-0,156

Assertiveness (E3)
Excitement Seeking (E5)
Aesthetics (O2)
Values (O6)
Trust (A1)
Co mpliance (A 4)
Order (C2)
Self-Discipline (C5)

F1
0,092
0,094
-0,179
-,216(*)
-,222(*)
-0,141
-0,042
-,215(*)

F2
-0,088
-,219(*)
0,121
0,121
0,169
-0,077
-0,056
-0,061

F3
-0,008
-0,062
-0,168
-,203(*)
-0,064
-0,086
,206(*)
-0,123

F4
,227(*)
0,125
-0,05
0,066
-0,169
-,236(*)
-0,023
-0,053

Table 3a demonstrates just the correlations between performance total score and factors with
middle-order traits that were found significant. From all of them, just E3 and C2 positively
correlated with performance. No sub-dimension of N has shown to be significantly related with
performance.
In the tables that follow (Table 4 to 7a), there are presented regressions of DC only (Model 1); CA
and higher-order personality traits (Model 2); and together in Model 3, as predictors of performance
total score and each of obtained factors (just those that were found significant). All three models
were found significant as predictors of performance total score, General operative factor and Law
and communication skills, and just DC (Мodel 1) explains Physical skills. None of the models were
found that are predictors of General work attitude.
We can see from coefficients that there is a positive contribution of CA and negative contribution of
O, age and education level to performance total score; positive contribution of E, rank and work
experience, and negative contribution of O, C, age and education level to General operative factor.
Law and communication skills can be explained by positive contribution of CA and rank and
negative contribution of A and age.
Table 4. Multiple regressions of DC, CA and higher-order personality traits on PTot.
Model
1. rank, age, edu.,w.e
2. CA, N, E, O, A, C
3. 1,2

R
0,367
0,348
0,501

R2
0,135
0,121
0,251

Adj R 2
0,100
0,067
0,171

Std. Err
8,345
8,497
8,009

F
3,856
2,225
3,123

df1
4
6
10

df2
99
97
93

Sig.
0,006
0,047
0,002

Table 4a. Multiple regressions of DC, CA and higher-order personality traits on PTot. Score
(coefficients)
M odel
1

2

(Const.)
age
Educat.
(Const.)
CA

Std.Er
6,01
0,20
1,74
17,49
0,13

Beta
-0,37
-0,22
0,28

t
16,11
-3,25
-2,24
4,16
2,66

Sig.
0,000
0,002
0,027
0,000
0,009

M odel
3

(Const.)
age
Educati.
CA
O

101,51
-0,58
-4,52
0,31
-0,12

Std.Er
18,61
0,19
1,75
0,13
0,06

Beta
-0,340
-0,257
0,246
-0,237

t
5,455
-2,978
-2,587
2,435
-2,131

Sig.
0,000
0,004
0,011
0,017
0,036

Table 5. Multiple regressions of DC, CA and higher-order personality traits on General operative
factor
Model
1. rank, age, edu.,w.e
3. 1,2

R
0,401
0,540

R2
0,161
0,291

Adj R 2
0,127
0,215

Std. Err
0,934
0,886

F
4,742
3,820

df1
4
10

df2
99
93

Sig.
0,002
0,000
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Table 5a. Multiple regressions of DC, CA and higher-order personality traits on General operative
factor
M odel
1.

(Const.)
rank
age
Educ.
W.ex.

Std.Er
0,67
0,24
0,02
0,19
0,02

Beta
0,24
-0,27
-0,30
0,26

t
2,01
2,20
-2,40
-3,12
2,14

Sig.
0,047
0,030
0,018
0,002
0,035

M odel
3.

(Const.)
rank
age
Educ.
W.ex.
E
O
C

Std.Er
2,058
0,227
0,022
0,193
0,021
0,008
0,006
0,008

Beta
0,234
-0,253
-0,329
0,297
0,248
-0,278
-0,302

t
1,477
2,259
-2,285
-3,407
2,537
2,200
-2,568
-2,269

Sig.
0,143
0,026
0,025
0,001
0,013
0,030
0,012
0,026

Table 6. Multiple regressions of DC, CA and higher-order personality traits on Physical skills
Model
1. rank, age, edu.,w.e

R
0,356

R2
0,127

Adj R 2
0,092

Std. Err
0,953

F
3,597

df1
4

df2
99

Sig.
0,009

Table 6a. Multiple regressions of DC, CA and higher-order personality traits on Physical skills
(coefficients)
Model
1. rank, age, edu.,w.e

Std.Er
0,687
0,022

(Const.)
Age

Beta

t
-3,486
3,633

0,420

Sig.
0,001
0,000

Table 7. Multiple regressions of DC, CA and higher-order personality traits on Law and comm.
Skills
Model
1. rank, age, edu.,w.e
2. CA, N, E, O, A, C
3. 1,2

R
0,568
0,511
0,309

R2
0,323
0,261
0,096

Adj R 2
0,250
0,215
0,059

Std. Err
0,866
0,886
0,970

F
4,440
5,709
2,619

df1
10
6
4

df2
93
97
99

Sig.
0,000
0,000
0,039

Table 7a. Multiple regressions of DC, CA and higher-order personality traits on Law and comm.
skills (c)
M odel
1.
2.

(Const.)
age
(Const.)
CA

Std.Er
0,699
0,023
1,823
0,014

Beta
-0,307
0,467

t
2,605
-2,608
-0,272
4,909

Sig.
0,011
0,011
0,786
0,000

M odel
3.

(Const.)
rank
age
CA
A

Std.Er
2,012
0,222
0,021
0,014
0,007

Beta
0,223
-0,227
0,428
-0,199

t
0,626
2,210
-2,091
4,464
-2,053

Sig.
0,533
0,030
0,039
0,000
0,043

Discussion
The results showed that STU, as part of the police responsible for solving highly-risked
situations and performing special tasks for the security in the country, have scored higher on
cognitive abilities, higher on C, lower on N, and average in E, O and A, compared to the man norms
of the USA normal adults. It is an ideal psychological profile expected for this profession,
according to the theory and previous researches. High C is due primary to C3, C4 and C6, and is
connected with their perseverance in difficult situations, intense training and tasks that exceed
psychophysical capabilities of the average man, for which high motivation and persistence are
essential. Low N arises from low N2 and N6, and is associated with their stability which helps them
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easier to cope with highly stressful situations, which are part of their everyday life, and in which
they should act fast and make rational decisions. Average to high E is important for training, which
requires high energy activity, although among them only high is the middle-order trait E2, which
implies sociability. The other two dimensions are typically low for the police population, though
STU are on the average compared to the normal USA population. A low A is result of the struggle
for progress and achieves high individual score, as here is increased because of the teamwork, as a
condition of successful execution of the tasks. Score of A reduces the low score on A5. A low O
means functioning within the rules and rejecting any possibility for imagination (score of O is
reduced due to low O1), and which here is increased because of the necessity of improvisation and
“finding a new way” versus strict adherence to orders, typical for their job description.
According to the USA norms, with age N, E and O decrease, A and C increase, while only O is
positively related with education level. In the NAVY SEAL with experience C and E are increasing,
due to E3 and E4. 434
It is interesting that no significant correlations are determined for the high-order personality traits
with the total performance (similar to the research of Sanders, 2008), even though correlations are
determined with some of the sub-scales. This is perhaps due to the problem of rang restriction,
given the fact that most of respondents have more than 10 years of experience and are part of one
of the best trained special units in R. Macedonia. An important relationship is determined only with
A (at the expense of A1), whose increase decreases the law application ability and communication
skills, as a performance factor which requires verbal skills as well, even though it describes a small
part of the variance, nor is included largely in the daily operations of this unit.
Despite the lack of significant correlations, the relationship of performance with C and N are shown
in the opposite direction than expected. This indicates the existence of complex versus linear
relationships between predictors and performance, explained in a meta-analysis of Barrick and
Mount (1991), where the correlation with N for professionals has been shown significant in the
negative direction, i.e. they are in proportional relationship. This suggests that higher N successfully
selects only inappropriate candidates, while after the solid attaining of scores for emotional
stability, predictive validity of N, in terms of the differences in the performance, are minimized.
Slightly lower C in successful participants results in their reduced need of progress - they achieved
their goal, are too long exploited and most of them require rest and relaxed work, but within the
unit. It is also important to note the possible bias of evaluators mostly from the lowest level,
because of the personal sense of danger in case of giving a negative assessments of the performance
of their teams, and on the other hand, conclusion of some authors is that "conventional and
traditional police officers are more high valued"435 , which means that more acceptable are those that
will more appropriately incorporate in an already established conditions and environment, than
those who have high psychological predispositions.
Other significant correlations with performance implies that the overall performance increases with
higher intelligence, and decreases with age; higher education level reduces general operational
performance and deteriorates the general work attitude; while age enhances physical capabilities,
and reduces communication skills and abilities for practical application of the legislation.
Regarding the middle-order traits, through various papers are prevalently debating about whether
high-order or middle-order traits better explain performance, and findings refer to different roles,
occupations and samples. Broader matrix of correlations with sub-scales of performance show few
significant correlations, suggesting that it may be better in predicting performance to approach from
the individual correlations.
All this points to the need for further researches, in order to: 1. longitudinal study that would
follow new staff members a few years after employment in the services; 2. testing a wider sample,
within the police and military, 3. standardization of the NEO PI-R, in order to compare with the
434

Braun,D.E., Goforth,H.W., Pratt,N.C., Prusaczyk,W.K. (1994). Personality profiles of U.S . Navy S ea-Air-Land (S EAL)
Personnel. San Diego: Naval Health Research Center, Report No. 94-8
435
Hogan, Р. (1971). “Personality characteristics of highly rated policeman“. Personnel Psychology, Vol.39:210-19
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male norms of Macedonian normal adult population, and 4. attempt to make a scenario that would
objectively measure field performance.
Conclusion
Successful screening is a precondition for effective performance, especially in expensive, risky
and complex occupations, such as those in security sector. In addition, the peak of the need for a
high level of training and successful task execution in one state is reached in Special Forces. This is
a pioneering research as an attempt to be achieved adequate screening procedure in police special
units, since NEO PI-R was first applied, as an instrument that in worldwide is used for selection in
security and other professions. In this research as well are received norms that can be further used
for selection of personnel for police special units’ in R. Macedonia. Several researches are
recommended in order to select psychological instruments and complete the screening process
specialized for these units, as a highly specific profession.
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Abstrac
The paper titled “Implementation of new methodology of policing in Skopje and establishment of Reporting
and Command Center (RCC)” gives comparison of the implementation of the new working methodology of
the operative police in Skopje and the new reorganization. The paper includes Summary, Key Words,
Introduction, Definition of Terms, three Chapters, Conclusion and References, in which the new
methodology and the new functional structures of the Sector for Internal Affairs (SIA) Skopje are explained.
In the ‘Introduction’ the reason for selecting this topic is explained briefly, and in the ‘Definition of Terms’
the most significant terms are explained so that of the content of the paper can be easily understood. The
main content of the paper is presented in three chapters in the following order: the general framework of
policing is presented in the first Chapter, the effects of the implementation of the new methodology of
policing on crime and citizens are explained in the second Chapter, and the process of establishing Reporting
and Command Center in the city of Skopje and the effects of its functioning are explained in the third
Chapter. As a summary, my views and opinions are presented in the ‘Conclusion’.
Key words: police, methodology of work, operative work, reporting, command

INTRODUCTION
The implementation of the new methodology of policing in Skopje according to the French model that was
initiated as a pilot project is the foremost reason I have written a paper on this particular issue. The core of
this new methodology of policing is the application of a new, yet previously introduced, concept of using
motorized patrols only. Influenced by the reform processes within the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MIA) and
the partnership with the French government, there is a repeated attempt to introduce this methodology of
policing even though at the end of the 1990s this new method of work was proven to be inefficient. It would
have made more sense if such a pilot project had been introduced, and experimented with, in the smaller
cities of the Republic of Macedonia; however, the implementation of such methodology in Skopje enables
criminals to operate more easily due to the fact that the police is not present in the field to notice their
activities. This thesis will be explained in details in the core of the paper.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
When it comes to policing and application of an operational methodology, it is necessary to define several
terms that will be used throughout this paper for its easier comprehension by the professional and scientific
audience. Thus, the defined terms below are the ones that explain the title and the essence of this paper.
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Police
The word ‘police’ originates from the Greek word - city ‘polis’, and the Latin word ‘politia’ (city service,
and later on meaning: maintaining order, peace and legitimacy) and as such is used in most contemporary
languages436 .
Police - is a governmental institution that performs policing in the state437 . The police is a body of organized
officials for maintaining civilian order and public security, for application of the laws and for investigating
crimes. Contemporary metropolitan police services start off with Sir Robert Pill in Great Britain in 1829. 438
According to Mikunovic, the term ‘police’ derives from the Greek word police and represents state
institution with employed personnel tasked to maintain public order, personal and material safety. The
second definition of police is a building that houses this institution. 439
According to Vujaklija, the police derives from the Greek word: politeia – state institution, constitution,
state, and from the Latin word: politia, and is defined as part or section of the governmental authorities in
charge of maintaining public order, personal and material safety, as activities of this authority and its
employees, as the building in which this authority is located. 440
According to Gjorgjevic, police derives from the Greek word: politeia – state management, and represents
part of the state managerial apparatus engaged to maintain public order 441 .
According to Milosavljevic, today the term police is mainly used to describe special organized service or
several services for maintaining public order, for prevention and repression of crime and administering the
laws, as well as the representatives of these services442 .
Methodology of working (work methodology)
Methodology as a term derives from the Latin word metodus, or the Greek methodos, and means way of
work, way of thinking, way of presenting, etc 443 . It is about planned, organized and systematic improvement
of performance aiming for better results. The word ‘logos’ means term, cause, studying, word, meaning,
science. Thus, the term methodology defines the science of the method.
In the widest sense, methodology is seen as a system of principles and activities for organising and
developing theoretical and practical work, as well as knowledge about the system444 .
Operative work
This term is a sinonim (Lat. Operari - work) and it means performing practical tasks, or work of the
executive authorities. Within the frames of the police service it describes the work/performance of the
operative staff - the employees who perform practical tasks for the safety of the state and the citizens, for
prevention of and fight against crime, intelligence gathering and other activities. The operative work
encompasses number of tasks and activities by the operative staff of the police service - performed by
applying special methods and measures in accordance with the legal authorizations of the police; all
operative activities and authorizations that symbolise the entire operative work of the police 445 .
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Stojanovski, T. (1997) Police service in a democratic society, Skopje, p. 41
M iletic, S. (2001) Glossary of police law, the meaning of 650 terms in the area of internal affairs, Official Gazette, Belgrade, p.
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Encyclopedia Britanica, book 7, p. 208
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Reporting and Command Center
RCC is a department in MIA in charge of gathering information about criminal activities and public peace
and order events, about crime and social living. RCC collects and transfers information to the police and
other structures within MIA and external bodies, gives commands for undertaking police activities and
performing authorised tasks according to the Constitution and the laws 446 .
Command
The term ‘command’ derives from the Italian word - comando, which in military terms means an order, a
concise military order that has to be executed immediately, or location of a directorate, ex. Command of the
area, division area, etc.; in trade terms it means order, or ordering; in technical terms it denotes an instrument
that automatically, or by pressure, completes an order447 .
1. GENERAL ASPECTS OF POLICING
Modern types of crime dictate the manner and methodology of functioning of the police services in
contemporary society, and this is reflected in our society too, which is burdened with many new challenges,
most of them from security aspect. The police service in Republic of Macedonia, since its independence until
today, is in continuous process of reforms and faces constant changes that directly influence their efficiency
and effectiveness, and citizens’ trust in the police. The traditional approach of policing by territorial and
targeted principles of work (many consider it to be old methodology of policing) is a symbol of a
methodology that was effective and efficient, and that was respected by all citizens who helped and
cooperated with the police in order to increase the safety. The concept of policing was implemented
according to several principles grouped by sectors, police stations, police departments and other forms of
organizational hierarchy. Several modalities were functional within the operative police, as applied
methodology of policing:
 Foot patrol service
 Patrol service
 Motorized patrols
This methodology of policing had huge effects particularly in the urban areas, resulting in personal
communication with the residents and getting immediate information about all unlawful acts. These
information received by direct contacts with the citizens developed mutual trust and friendly relationship
between the police officer and the citizen. If the principle of patrol services and motorized patrols was
justified when applied in scarcely populated areas, rural settlements, industrial areas and distant inhabited
places, it would be highly questionable and unusual (or irrational) move to implement wrong methodology of
policing in overpopulated urban areas, such as the central municipalities of Skopje. The implementation of
the new methodology of policing in Skopje and its effects will be elaborated in the second part of the paper.
2. THE EFFECTS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW METHODOLOGY OF
POLICING UPON CRIME AND THE CITIZENS
The new work methodology of the operative police in the central police stations in Skopje caused many
reactions among citizens, professionals and the media, however the Ministry of Internal Affairs has always
justified its implementation as a reform activity that will increase the efficiency of the police and the security
of the citizens. The implementation of the new methodology of policing in Skopje was performed in several
important steps according to the set goals of the MIA.
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This definition is given on my behalf because within M IA there is no precisely described definition of RCC
Vujaklija, M . (1980) Lexicon of foreign words and phrases, Prosveta, Belgrade, p. 438
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First change: the Duty Operations Center (DOC) of Skopje or the so-called ’92 service’ has been
completely transformed, and now operates as newly established service ‘Reporting and Command Center of
city of Skopje (RCC)’ or ‘192 service’.
Second change: the new RCC was partially staffed and equipped, thus setting the foundations of a
functional system.
Third change: the police stations (PS):
 PS Centar
 PS Bitpazar
 PS Kisela Voda
 PS Karposh, and
 PS Gazi Baba
have been transformed leaving only the necessary services for basic functioning. Most of the employees have
been transferred to the newly established intervention squads – motorized patrols, and the rest of the services
operate until 22.00h. During the night they redirect the clients to report the events by phone in RCC.
Forth change: one year ago, three intervention squads were established in PS Bitpazar, PS Kisela Voda, and
PS Gazi Baba in Skopje.
Fifth change: setting up managerial structure with specific working tasks and fitting into the hierarchical
system of work through RCC.
Sixth change: perhaps the most significant change, the field police officers that use to perform foot patrol
services have been reassigned to motorized patrols driving newly purchased Volkswagen vans. Now, they
mostly operate on call or after certain event has occurred and has been reported in RCC, eliminating the
principle of preventive work and communication with the citizens.
Seventh change: regressive process occurred by withdrawing the foot patrols from the streets that has
direct influence upon the operative and preventive work448 of the police, because the sole presence of the foot
patrol officer in the field is a preventive act. Further on, the vehicle is massive and cannot easily enter in dark
and narrow allies and spaces, it is visible from far away and gives opportunity of escape of the perpetrators,
and in the same time it limits the chances of direct communication with the citizens and gathering operative
information. Besides this, the police officers redeployed in the new areas are not familiar with the terrain,
the problem areas, the streets, the residents, the premises, etc., and thus have problem with the timing and
the promptness of intervention.
Eighth change: the tasks that the motorized patrols are unable to perform are being transferred for further
processing to the primary police stations where the events have been reported. This is illogical because they
are informed about the event in writing and this creates double work.
Ninth change: a compromise has been worked out through this system of functioning, which on one hand
maintains the territorial principle of policing, and on the other destroys the system of sector work leading to
interferences in the authorities according to this methodology of policing 449 .
3. ESTABLISHMENT OF REPORTING AND COMMAND CENTER (RCC) OF CITY OF
SKOPJE IN THE MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS AND THE EFFECTS OF ITS
FUNCTIONING
The basis for implementation of the new methodology of policing in Skopje is the new reorganization that
has been prepared to improve the efficiency of the police under conditions when the police structure is being
reduced in order to maintain the European average. When it comes to reduction of personnel and fulfilment
of standards and obligations, it is necessary to remind ourselves of the obligations that have been
implemented in the past few years:
Police preventive measures: crime control of reoffenders – recidivists, foot patrol and patrol service, control of vehicles and
drivers, control of objects and carrying weapons, transportation of explosives, flammable and other materials, security of persons and
premises, etc. more can be found in: Crime prevention, Krivokapic Vladimir, Police Academy, Belgrade, 2002, p.38
449
M ore about the manner of conducting operational criminalistics and the methodology of policing can be read in: Operational
criminalistics, M ile M atijevic, (2002) p.63-112
448
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Application of the concept of equitable ethnic representation
Limitation of resources (related to the number of employees) according to some unstandardized
processes in the countries of the European Union
Retirement of educational, professional and experienced staff
Transformation of the border brigade of the Army of Republic of Macedonia (ARM) into border
police within the structures of MIA
New ways of educating employees by providing courses that last 12 months
Application of the concept of lifelong learning, etc.

The listed activities have contributed to building a road with many unknown and hidden obstacles, for
example, no expert analysis has been made on the needs for their implementation, and this fact changes
many things because each new application without previous comprehensive analysis leads to failure. In this
situation we could say that MIA has used the ‘copycat’ system: we see how others do their work (mostly the
rich, developed, economically strong countries with excellent infrastructure), so let us do the same. One
example is the Reporting and Command Center and further on I’ll try to elaborate why.
The Duty Operations Center (DOC) of the Sector for Internal Affairs of Skopje, or the ‘92 service’, has been
functional until two years ago when the establishment of the Reporting and Command Center (RCC) has
been officially initiated (the transformed ‘192 service’). This is a crucial moment when the concept of
policing in Skopje starts to change: the functioning of the police stations has been reorganized and the police
officers within the stations have been regrouped in three “intervention squads” 450 for the whole city.
The idea behind these intervention squads is to function as motorized patrols on three locations in Skopje ,
they would get assignments from these locations, and their central command would be the Reporting and
Command Center under the authority of SIA Skopje. Such ‘dualism of command’ in any case cannot be
better than permanent organised command and planning. Beside this negative dualism in the management,
there are other problems originating from this work methodology that have been analysed in this paper.
According to the old methodology of policing, citizens reported problems directly to the police officer who
was on foot patrol in the field, who then went in the police station or called the 92 service by phone
personally. Today, there is no foot patrol officer or district police officer and no one can report to him, the
police stations are closed after 22h and tell the citizens to call the number of the new RCC 192, or to
personally go there and report the problem, however not every citizen can or has a telephone to report an
event. This way, MIA’s low availability and openness turns into greater non-availability and remoteness
from the citizens. Another very important element of the implementation of the new methodology is the
distance from the citizens, or the lack of communication and not receiving necessary security information,
and in this way, instead of getting closer to the community, MIA distances from the community. The third,
even more significant element is the financial, and I will give one comparison: the foot patrol officers have
regular expenditures related to the maintenance of their uniforms and equipment; previously the police
officers got new uniforms every year, and now every five years. There is huge increase of financial expenses
based on the implementation of the new methodology from the following reasons: in the ex-police stations
there were 3 to 4 vehicles, most of them out of order, so the expenditures for their maintenance were low,
today by using the motorized patrols the expenditures are high, for example, in one shift there are around 40
vehicles in use that spend average 7 litres of petrol per 100 km, and during one shift the vehicles cover
distances of around 200 km, then every vehicle spends 14 litres of petrol and the end result would be:
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It is more that obvious that with the transformation of the border brigade from ARM into border police of M oIA, the police has
changed the terminilogy from policing into military under the influence of the instantaneous senior officals that came from t he ARM
and were placed in high managerial positions in M oIA, having limited policing skills, knowledge, experience and methodology of
work.
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40 vehicles x 14 litres = 560 litres of petrol (cost of petrol - around 70 MKD per litre), so for one shift 39 200
MKD would be spent on petrol, and this sum should be increased by 30% for amortization 451 + 11 760 MKD
= 50 960 MKD
50 960 MKD by 4 shifts is 203 840 MKD, or converted in euros equals to 3298,38 EUR per day, spent on
the implementation of the new methodology. If these calculations are made on monthly basis, 30 days x
3298,38 euros = 98951,14 euros, or on yearly, 98951,14 euros x 12 = 1 187 413,68 euros. 1 187 413,68
EUR per year is the financial effect of the implementation of the new methodology.
However, MIA has other types of vehicles as well, and has extra expenditures for them.
When discussing the promptness of intervention after reported event, the motorized patrols face the general
traffic problems in Skopje: constant rush hour, crowded streets, streets blocked by parked vehicles, low
traffic awareness of the citizens, which results in constant delay of intervention after the reported event. In
addition to this, (having in mind the police principle of promptness and surprise) another important fact is
that the patrol police officers are not familiar with the area (already mentioned before) which prolongs the
time needed to intervene and arrive on the spot after reported incident.
With such mix of activities lots of time is spent to transfer certain information from the police stations to
RCC (having the role of main center for command and consultation for Skopje) and vice versa and
complicates the process of proceeding.
On the other hand, all unfinished tasks by the motorized patrols are taken over by the local police stations,
and this causes bigger problem due to: unfinished intervention after reported case and undertaken measures,
insufficient information about the event, unwritten or incomplete official reports, lack of basic data about the
timeframe, the location, and the participants, not so competent police officers who have not undertaken all
necessary measures and activities, and many other inconsistencies in the initial call that affect the effective
handling of the reported event.
There are deeper reasons why things happen this way: the employees in RCC have been transferred from
different policing structures to the center by order, and are demotivated due to their status, they are
unfamiliar with this type of work and are gaining their initial experiences on the job and these influence the
job performance; the legal framework for functioning of RCC under SIA Skopje is vague and creates certain
disagreement in decision making and authorizations; undefined authorizations for sharing information about
particular events leads to negative reactions and other consequences.
The abovementioned effects do not reflect a positive image of successful implementation of the new
methodology of policing in Skopje, and in my opinion this should be the basic reason for conducting
comprehensive analysis of this pilot project in Skopje, after one year of functioning of the squads.
The following elements should be taken into consideration when making the analysis:
 General methodology of policing
 Available prospective employees
 Experience in performing the job
 Educational characteristics of the managerial and police personnel
 The general crime rate and its occurrence (with crime mapping)
 The organized crime rate and its occurrence (with crime mapping)
 The quality of life in the new overpopulated areas (Vodno settlement with too many buildings,
settlement Novo Lisice, settlement Rasadnik, settlement Pripor and other areas) in which there are
huge number of residents, not known to the police officers. In the same time, the number of
operative police officers in the field decreases, or there are none, in order to make new security
assessment and redistribution for implementation of proper work methodology
 The conditions of obeying the regulations that control the social living
451

Under amortization the following should be taken into consideration: registration of vehicles, regular insurance, kasko insurance,
tires, oil, antifreeze, filters, servicing of fire extinguisher and other equipment built into the vehicles.
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The situation before the implementation of the project with the intervention squads and the situation
in the past year of its implementation
Analysis of the work of penalized police officers and their basic police education (duration,
continuity, quality, etc.) that are part of these and other structures within
To offer solutions how to proceed with the reform process further and with which methodology of
work of the operative police.
To determine in which domain and which level there is conflict of authorities or there is overlapping
of authorities
Whether operative police officers perform their real job or they do something else
To determine the knowledge of the working area and the authorities of the employees by simple
practical tests and real testing in the field, which would be part of the annual performance evaluation
To examine and establish certain criteria for selection of managerial staff who would be evalua ted
accordingly

This list might not be sufficient or might be too long, however I consider these to be the standards by which
we can measure the effectiveness of the implementation of the new methodology of policing and the
successfulness or unsuccessfulness of this pilot project.
CONCLUSION
According to the provided facts and in order to make the functioning of the operative police in the field more
successful, it is necessary to make comprehensive analysis when assessing the need for change of the
working methodology. It is absolutely necessary to survey the opinion of the citizens as users of the police
service, and this research should be done by specialized institution or department. Because it’s never too late,
it is necessary to make comprehensive analysis, and to analyse the period from the implementation of the
new methodology of policing and offer appropriate solutions for further functioning. It is my opinion that
“the police should not distance themselves from the citizens, because it loses the meaning of their
existence, and further on, it is necessary to resume the system of sector functioning of the operative
police as soon as possible, as this system is accepted by the Western countries too, and one example of
it is the ‘Bobby’ police officer”.
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OUTLINE OF THE BOOK “METHODOLOGY OF SECURITY SCIENCES-ANALYTICAL
PROCEDURES. BOOK III” BY PROF. CANE MOJANOSKI, PhD

The paper Methodology of security sciences – analytical procedures by Prof. Cane
Mojanoski, PhD is conceptualized as a logical continuation and advancement of the knowledge
from the previous editions and is primarily intended for the students from the III cycle of University
studies, but also for those interested in broadening their knowledge in research methodology,
particularly in application of analytical, above all quantitative procedures and research of security
phenomena. The contents of this paper are presented in nine chapters.
The first chapter, titled analytical procedure deals with the similarity of the concepts of
method and procedure, and concludes that in the methodological literature the term method has the
connotation of something more general, conceptually superior, whereas procedure of something
particular, conceptually inferior. Furthermore, it deals with the way of constructing an instrument;
through examples the drafting of the questionnaire is presented, the types of questions, the format of
responses, formulation of questions, drafting of the ciphering of responses, necessary tools for data
preparation for further processing. This part of the paper deals with the further processing and
assessing of data, removing errors, variables and their intersection, as well as the choice of scales
and measures. An integral part of the discourse are the forms of graphical display of series and other
procedures regarding the collected data.
The second chapter of the paper is dedicated to the choice of analytical procedure. The
analysis is directed at the statistical series, especially the ind icators of the crime level and the
dynamic relations. In this course of thought, the procedures for calculation of average values are
analyzed (arithmetic and harmonic average value), then positional average values (frequency and
median average value). This chapter makes an overview of the features of measures of the central
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tendency, their interrelations of the statistical average sizes, as well as the measures of dispersion.
The discourse continues through the analysis of indicator of the form and distrib ution of
frequencies. The way of choosing analytical procedure is also discussed, with a particular
processing of nonparametric and parametric evaluation. The discourse ends with the presentation of
a sum overview of the features of basic statistical techniques.
The third chapter is titled Theory of probability. It begins with the basic categories of the
theory of probability, especially the basic rules of probability, the basics and distributions of
probability. The subject of analysis is the “Student’s” t-distribution and χ2 - distribution. The
application of knowledge from the theory of probability, and combined research are more and more
applied in the research of security phenomena, above all, in the formation of models and calculation
of probable samples of the studied phenomenon.
A distinct part of the discourse in this part of the paper is the normal distribution curve, especially
the standardized normal distribution, and in this context the defining of the area under the normal
curve, the security interval, i.e. central limit theorem. The author of the paper pays appropriate
attention to the probability in open intervals, differences of arithmetic means, the t-test, calculation
of the difference of arithmetic means for independent samples, particularly the Kolmogor-Smirnov
test and the standard error of arithmetic means.
The fourth chapter deals with the sample as an analytical tool used in data analysis. Upon
defining the meaning and the concept of sample, it deals with the evaluation and definit ion of the
sample size, types of samples, evaluation of the parameters of basic mass based on the sample, as
well as the estimates of arithmetic means of basic mass and the prporotion of basic mass. Apart
from the poiniting out the choice of sample, integral part of the argument in this part of the paper
are the errors as well. This part of the paper deals with testing and application of statistical
hypothesis.
The fifth chapter deals with correlations. It is usually defined as connection of two or more
variables. To be more precise, it usually determines the intensity between two statistical series and
defines direction. The statistical analysis of the relations between the phenomena does not include
the two procedures. Moreover, the analysis is conditioned by the nature of phenomena which the
research relates to, by the goals of research, by sources of data, number of phenomena the
dependence of which is explored, form of the model of dependence and by other factors. This part
particularly analyzes the types of correlations, especially the partial and multiple correlations.
The six chapter deals with the regressive analysis and analytical procedures applied in it.
The paper dedicates special attention to the concept and forms of multi- variant analysis. The
discourse ends with the Logistic regression.
The seventh chapter is titled Analysis of variance. It determines the concept of variance
analysis and concludes that it is a technique utilized in the analysis of the relation between two
variables, but also in the cases when the dependent variable by nature is uninterrupted and evenly
distributed in the population, whereas the independent variable is categorical with three or more
independent groups or categories – variance. The method which provides analysis in this case is
known as analysis of variance or ANOVA. It is pointed out that this statistical procedure provides
simultaneous research of the influence of a big number of factors in a big number of participants,
i.e. the analysis of variance is a criterion indicating whether the differences between the groups are
accidentally bigger than those within the group. Furthermore, the a uthor gives arguments when it
should be used, what it measures, etc.
The eighth chapter analyzes and applies factor analysis. Factor analysis is valued as a
methodological foundation of research in various fields of social science, including asfaliology and
other security sciences, and is also applied in the research in the field of natural sciences. Factor
analysis is determined as a sum of statistical- mathematical procedures adequate for analysis of data
from the observed phenomenon, especially their interrelation. The analysis of the paper develops
through the description of the types of factor analysis, in the search of the answer to the question as
to how decision is made regarding the number of factors for extraction, as well as regarding the
procedure for application of factor analysis. Parallel analysis is also an integral part for determining
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the number of factors. This part also provides elementary information related to Meta analysis;
however due to its complexity as well as volume, it is presented with contents of elementary and
informative character.
The ninth chapter is dedicated to Interpretation and conclusion. It deals with the proving
and verification of the hypothesis, the types of proofs and the errors that might occur. The attention
is dedicated to the disproving, verifiability of value judgments, sta ndards, norms or criteria for
determining the truth. The cognition characteristics of the statistical method are an integral part of
the paper, and it is concluded that it has certain shortcomings and difficulties which the author treats
accordingly. The forms of announcing the results from the research are also an integral part of the
paper, and the features of a high-quality scientific work are described, types of scientific works,
especially emphasizing doctoral theses and magazines as scientific works, and the manner of
evaluation of the scientists is explained as well. The paper ends with bibliography, index of authors
and index of terms.
The book “Methodology of security sciences – Analytical procedures. Book III” by Prof.
Mojanoski, follows the two previous conceptually and introductory- methodological studies,
published two years ago.
The paper itself by Prof. Mojanski is to a greatly extensive, with over six hundred pages of
text, containing a bibliography of over 200 sources and appropriate scientific apparatus in the
material. It has a complex structure: 9 chapters, each of which contains from five to ten subchapters.
The text includes over two hundred and fifty tables, graphs, charts and overviews, which
considerably facilitate the understanding of the material and its practical application in research. All
formulas and software examples are developed for application of analytical procedures, usually
including complex mathematical examples, tests, etc. The quantitative methodology has never been
strength of our science and this particular contribution fills a major vacuum in our research
methodology. Thus, among all approaches in the scientifically- methodological elaboration of
analytical procedures, this textbook by Prof. Mojanski is a rare if not the sole of its kind in our
country, and beyond.
The text itself and the analysis by the author, Prof. Mojanski, are clear, terminologically and
conceptually immaculate, quite solidly illustrated and documented with examples, proofs and
conclusions i.e. recommendations. In its entirety it corresponds to the criteria and high standards of
a university textbook in our country and in the world.
The book “Methodology of security sciences – Analytical procedures. Book III” by Prof. C.
Mojanoski deserves very high scientific, expert and professional assessment. It is a genuine
contribution to our security sciences and beyond – social sciences, science book reviewers conclude
– Dimitar Mirchev, PhD, Professor Emeritus, FON University and the Faculty of Philosophy of
University of “Cyril and Methodius”, Skopje and Professor Pere As limoski, PhD, Faculty of
Tourism, Ohrid, UKLO Bitola.
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